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The Dynamics of Innovation 

ABSTRACT 

Abstract 

This study looks at the dynamics of innovation: why innovation occurs, what 

newness means in diverse areas of life, how social, cultural and individual attitudes 

to novelty interact, and the wider impact of innovation. The historical focus is 

ancient Athens, a society well known for its originality and creativity. Despite 

Athens' well-known competitiveness and flair for innovation, classical historians 

have tended to emphasise its traditionalism and respect for the past. However, the 

comedies of Aristophanes testify to the deliberate pursuit of innovation and to the 

effects of rapid and wide-ranging change in the late fifth and early fourth centuries 

B. C. They are adduced, together with other sources for the period, as evidence for 

the kinds of innovation that took place in politics, law, religion and warfare, as well 

as in specialist skills (technai) such as rhetoric, the visual arts, music, and medicine. 

The sources reveal diverse reactions, ranging from ambivalence and anxiety to 

excitement and optimism, to the experience of newness in these culturally key areas 

of Athenian life. Attitudes and behaviour differed between individuals and social 

groups, depending on the area of innovation. A combination of factors served to 

encourage the drive to innovate: material circumstances such as commercialism, 

war, and imperial rule; social pressures such as competitiveness, democratic 

openness, and the desire for acclaim; and technical imperatives such as the pursuit 

of accuracy, efficacy, and originality. The proliferation of tools of verbal 

communication (specifically rhetoric and writing) to express and record new ideas; 

is a pervasive theme. In conclusion, a broad trend is discerned for the period, 

showing Athenians towards the end of the fifth century to have been unusually 

interested in the meaning and possibilities of innovation. Aristophanes' 

characterisation in particular of the climate of newness suggests an intriguing 

historical analogue to recent discourses of postmodernity. 
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Preface 

Preface 

The idea for this research first came to me in the early 1990s. I was managing a 

family business facing tough competition in a world emerging from global recession. 

There was a constant annual demand for `new products', yet I was painfully aware 

that products designed and produced the previous year often barely penetrated the 

market. If consumers had never seen them, how could they tell whether or not they 

were new? How many times might we re-package and re-market the `old' products 

and pass them off as `new'? Was the very process of re-launching an old product 

sufficient to make it a new one? Was there such a thing as something radically new? 

And if so, would anyone actually want or recognise such a thing? What were the 

wider consequences, social and environmental, of this constant drive to innovate? 

Were generations of consumers becoming addicted to constant novelty, unable to 

tolerate any kind of familiarity and stability? 

`Innovation' is the buzz-word of contemporary commerce. The pressure is 

stronger than ever, and while the scope for innovation grows ever greater, the tools 

for producing it have become more specialised and complex, requiring 

implementation by `experts'. As I write, the corporate `guru' Tom Peters has 

brought out his latest best-seller, entitled The Circle of Innovation. Yet few 

international corporations today, large or small, even ask the questions posed above, 

let alone know the answers. All they know is that they must `innovate or die'. This 

kind of innovation is driven by narrow goals of economic value, and the broader 

consequences are unknown and incalculable. But on a personal level, many people 

today, particularly those in the older generation, are aware of a sense of 

bewilderment and disorientation created by the demands of the new. There is a sense 

that one must keep running just to keep up with `progress', or fall by the wayside. 

The pressures on both consumers and producers of innovation have resulted in a mix 

of excitement and terror, confidence and concern, justifiable pride and unbounded 

anxiety. 

Social theorists such as Anthony Giddens argue that the consequences of 

modernity constitute a discontinuity, something qualitatively different from the past 

in terms of the pace and scope of change, the nature of institutions, and the 
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incalculability of risk. Some apply the term `postmodernity' to this nexus. But 

human nature has not undergone an equivalent discontinuity. Human beings are 

equipped with the same psychological and emotional tools for dealing with the world 

as they were thousands of years ago. This led me to wonder if there had ever been a 

period in ancient history where people experienced and reflected on anything 

approximating to `the postmodern condition' with regard to pressures to innovate 

and to cope with novelty. For a Hellenist, Athens in the fifth century B. C. is an 

obvious place to start. A century which began with the establishment of demokratia, 

proceeded to invent tragedy and comedy, history, rational medicine, rhetoric and 

philosophy, and which made substantial innovations in art, law, mathematics, 

science, and warfare, must have known something about novelty. The brilliant and 
innovative thinkers and artists of the period laid the basis for two millennia of 
Western cultural achievement. What did newness mean to them, and to the 

thoughtful and articulate Greeks who participated in and reflected on this 

exceptional output? 

To answer this question, I have cast my net over a wide area. I am keenly 

aware that I have only made a start on what is potentially an enormously rich and 

all-embracing topic, touching on areas of history, language, literature, art, music, 

religion, science, psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, and many more. 

The short answer is that `newness' means many different and heterogeneous things. 

I have therefore thought it best, where possible, to let the Greek sources speak in 

their own words, and I hope to convey in my own translations something of the 

immediacy with which the ancient language would have been received and 

understood by native speakers. While I am conscious of unavoidable inconsistencies 

in the spelling of ancient names, I have chosen to avoid the gendering usage of `she' 

and `her' when speaking of Athens propria voce, while retaining it in translations. 

My research has made clear to me how much the ancient world can still 

teach the modern. It has also revealed that a focus on the complex facets of 

`newness' has genuine heuristic potential. One of my most exciting moments in the 

course of my research was the realisation that the word oºnphalos must occur in 

some form in line 3 of Pindar's fragmentary second Dithyramb. My reason for 

focussing on this vexed fragment was an attempt to understand how it might bear on 
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a possible innovation of the late sixth century B. C., the reform of the dithyramb from 

a processional into a circular dance. My restoration provided the key piece of the 

puzzle and led to a full re-evaluation of `how the dithyramb got its shape'. Since the 

findings fell outside my chosen period, the results are not included here (they are 

now published in Classical Quarterly, December 1997). But the experience 

confirmed my feeling that the study of newness in antiquity might offer an 

inexhaustible fund of novelty. 

I am grateful to the British Academy for awarding me a three-year fellowship 

to conduct my research, to the examiners of the Grote Prize for the award of a prize 

for Chapter 8, and to UCL for the award of one of their first two Graduate 

Interdisciplinary Scholarships to spend a year studying in the Department of 

Psychology. My perspective has been enriched by discussions with my Psychology 

supervisor, Peter Lunt, by the lively and wide-ranging social psychology reading 

groups organised by David Scott, and by the opportunity to attend courses, lectures 

and seminars at the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, the Warburg Institute, and the 

Institute of Contemporary Arts. The Institute of Classical Studies has continued to 

provide welcome facilities for reading and thinking, not least by hosting many 

stimulating seminars by distinguished classical scholars. 

Returning to academia in 1994 after a decade in business was a new start for 

me. I have greatly enjoyed the experience. Much of the reason for this is the support 

I have received from my mentors, colleagues and friends in the Department of Latin 

and Greek at UCL, in particular my supervisor Richard Janko and co-supervisor 

Alan Griffiths. I am very grateful for their help and advice, and to those at UCL who 

have personally contributed to my thinking and to this thesis in various ways, 

including Paddy Considine, Simon Hornblower, Chris Kraus, Herwig Maehler, and 

Bob Sharples. Thanks are also due to Vivien Nutton and Richard Seaford for their 

advice on specific areas, and to Anthony Cantle for his help and psychoanalytic 

wisdom. My partner and fiancee, Karen Ciclitira, will shortly be submitting her own 

PhD in social psychology: it is thanks to her example and encouragement that I was 

able to leave business for academia, and her love and critical insight have been an 

indispensable accompaniment to all that I have done over the past few years. 
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1. Introduction: the meaning of the new. 

Quod si tam Graecis novitas invisafuisset 

quam nobis, quid nunc esset vetus? 

For if novelty had been as invidious to the Greeks 

as it is to us, what would now exist that is old? 

Horace, Epistle 2.1.90 

I 

The pursuit of the new 

An admiring retrospect regularly privileges the familiar presence of the past over 

the vital experience of the present and the uncertain prospect of the future. 

Traditionally, the historian's project has been to detect influences and to assert 

continuities which impose an intelligible pattern on history. The desire to identify 

origins, to trace events to a founding moment which may be identified as 

containing the seeds of actions and events to come, is a legacy bequeathed to 

historiography by its founding fathers. As a result, there is a common tendency to 

represent the culture of ancient Greece in a seamless discourse, and to construct 

the disparate strands of its vibrant history into a unity. Observed from a distance of 

centuries, Greek antiquity thus appears like a colourful patchwork in which the 

binding threads of tradition and continuity underlie the constant irruptions of chaos 

and novelty. 

The historian's own backward-facing perspective has perhaps been all too 

readily projected onto the experience of individuals in the Classical world. 

Emphasis is commonly placed on the Greeks' adherence to tradition and on their 

respectful awareness of the past. While these are important and demonstrable 

features of many areas of ancient Greek life, only a selective and over-schematic 

analysis of the evidence can support the implausibly reductive thesis that 

there is nothing essentially new, although there is renovation, and new wine is always put 

into old vessels... the Greek limits himself in principle to a variation of the existing 

norms... the Greeks did not like anything totally new... In the world of the Greek mind no 
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sudden impetuous change of course occurs; nothing but developments and alterations take 

place, the later events may always be easily connected with the preceding ones. I 

Such generalisations deny an aspect of human life and thought for which the 

Greeks, more than any nation in antiquity, were notable: an appetite for novelty. 

Innovation does not only presuppose and reflect tradition; it can subvert, displace, 

and even annihilate it. But it would be perverse to suppose that the Greeks 

innovated despite themselves. The Horatian lines quoted at the head of this chapter 

are a succinct reminder that the very existence of the `classical' testifies to the 

Greek pursuit of the original and the new. 

The emphasis on the traditional at the expense of the innovative, on the 
links rather than the ruptures, is an expression of the tendency, bequeathed to us by 

the Greeks themselves, to view history in evolutionary terms: the roots of novelty 

lie in the past, the seeds of the old give birth to the new. 2 Underlying such 

metaphors is an Aristotelian notion of development in terms of potentiality and 

fulfilment, Svvaµng and £vep ycta. 3 From a historical vantage-point, events and 

experiences may seem to arise naturally and inexorably from the past. In 

retrospect, societies, institutions, and ideas appear to have developed from seed to 

full flowering with the inevitability and directionality of natural growth. 4 But such a 

perspective tends to obscure the unexpectedness of change in people's lived 

experience, the sheer unfamiliarity and apparent rootlessness of novelty when it is 

first encountered. Even if human beings must organise their experience in 

retrospect, they can only live it forwards. s For the conscious and experiencing 

human subject, the unfolding of life presents at each particular moment the 

' van Groningen (1953) 4,5,122. This sort of view persists. See, for example, the response by 
Griffiths (1995: 9 1) to Nagy (1990: 7 1). 
2 Cf. Humphreys (1978) 252: 'Greek influence on our own categories of thought makes it 
sometimes easy to overlook peculiarities in the structure of Athenian society and social thought 
which are worth singling out for discussion. ' 
3 Lloyd (1968) 62-7. 
` Instances include Aristotle's views of the development of the polis and of the genre of tragedy, 
as having attained their cpürnS (Poet. 1449a10-15, Pol. 1252b33-36). 
5 'It is perfectly true, as philosophers say, that life must be understood backwards. But they forget 
the other proposition, that it must be lived forwards'. So Kierkegaard in his journal for 1843 (Dru 
[1938] 127), as noted in Farrar (1988) 187. 
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possibility of engagement, which may be charged with excitement or dread, with 

the new. 

By contrast, therefore, to those who seek to define the Greek experience in 

terms of pre-existing structures and reliance on tradition, this study seeks to reveal 

the other side of the coin, by highlighting evidence for the experience of newness 

and change. In this respect, Athens, a city widely known for its innovativeness and 

positive attitude to innovation, may be unrepresentative. Thucydides has the 

Corinthian ambassador in 432 B. C. characterise the Athenians vis-ä-vis their 

Peloponnesian adversaries as `innovative and sharp at devising new ideas': 

vswtrpotoioi icai £xtivofrat ö rtg. 6 The context is politico-military, and the words 

express a familiar, rhetorically polarised view of a versatile, quick-witted Athens 

versus a monolithic, tradition-bound Sparta. But the perception of Athens' 

unusually innovative nature could be, and was, extended into many other spheres 

of thought and action. As the acknowledged source of many of Greece's more 

novel ideas and institutions, fifth-century Athens could be famously described as an 

education for Greece (xaiSsvat; tif; 'EX? äSo; ) and the `City Hall' of Greek 

wisdom (Tls `EU&8o; ai tö iö tpvcavrIov tif; eocpiaS). 7 The public enthusiasm for 

novelty continued to be a noteworthy feature of Athenian society, occasioning 

remark by St. Paul when he visited the city many centuries later: 

'AArivatot SE 2t6cvt£S icat of £n riµoßvt£S ýEvot £i, oib v Et£pov 

, nüuaipovv i ? ky£ty it ý äxov£ty it xatvötepov. 8 

All the people of Athens and foreign visitors spent their time doing nothing other 
than discussing or being told of something novel. 

Not only does Athens come across as one of the most innovative of all ancient 

societies but, in the fifth century at least, it self-consciously embraced a culture of 

innovation. That very self-consciousness found ample expression in contemporary 

6 Thuc. 1.70.2. 
Thuc. 2.41.1, PL Prot. 337d (cf. 319b). 

8 Acts 1.17. 
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writings, and contributed to its inescapably innovative and distinctively modern 

character! 

The purpose of this study is not merely to restate an aspect of `the Greek 

miracle' by enumerating the innovations for which fifth-century Athens is famous. 

Rather, it seeks to explore some of the myriad ways in which novelty and 
innovation impinged on Athenians, and to ask what these experiences meant to 

those who encountered them. The Athenian experience will have differed in many 

respects from that of other Greek cities, but it was nonetheless essentially Greek. 

The breadth and clarity of its expression in the Athenian context can help us to 

understand a vital, fascinating, and surprisingly under-examined dimension of 
Greek life and thought. '° 

H 

The question of innovation 

There is nothing fundamentally new about the question of innovation. Aristotle, for 

example, expanded on major preoccupations in pre-Socratic thought with his 

discussions of the closely related philosophical topics of memory, identity, change 

and time. " In a passage in the Politics Aristotle offers some brief reflections, 
distinguishing different fields of innovation and deferring fuller discussion for an 

unspecified occasion: 

&5 EL£V &V 3 , Xttov EtVat to CtVELV' 'Rt yO'OV c6 )v 6cXX(ov E7GtaTjjg v toto 

ßvvEvi voXEV, oiov tatptKf lctvflOEiaa capä tibc täipta xai Yvµv(xßttici scat 
ö), ws at ti£xvat täaat ical at SvväJEt; i)Gt' EtEt µiav tioüiwv AEtEov icai 
ThV ICOX Ldv, Sf ÄAV o rt KOut 16£pß, TOfvt1jV ÖCVOIyK(XtOV Ö. IOLOJ 9x£LV... v£ÜSoc 

9I thus agree with Edelstein (1967: 35,79) against Bury, who wrote (1932: 7-8) 'The Athenians 
of the age of Pericles or of Plato, though they were thoroughly, obviously "modern" compared 
with the Homeric Greeks, were never self-consciously "modern" as we are. ' 
10 Change and novelty are regularly taken for granted as defining aspects of fifth-century 
experience, but are rarely accorded more explicit analysis. Exceptions include Humphreys (1978) 
242-275, Lloyd (1987) 50-108, Meier (1990) 186-221, and Davies in CAH 52,302-5. 
" E. g. in Physics Bks. 1-4 (esp. 4.218a-224a) and 8, De mem. 1(etc. ): Ackrill (1981) 17-23. 
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S scat to 2tap6hctrµa tiö mp't twv tc vG)v ob räp öµotov tiö xtveiv tiexvtiv 

xai v6µov... 3t0 vvv & pw icv iaütrjv tihv ax£ynv &) Xwv yap Eatit xatpwv. 12 

A case could be made for [political] innovation. Certainly in other branches of knowledge 

it has proved beneficial e. g. innovations in medicine, in physical training, and generally in 

all the arts and skills. So when politics is counted as one of these, clearly the same must 

hold... But actually the analogy with the arts is false: technical innovation is not the same 

thing as changing the law... Let us then dismiss this question for now. It is for a different 

occasion. 

In the event, no ancient text survives which focuses on innovation as such, nor 

does any thinker in antiquity appear to have sought systematically to analyse the 

meaning of `new'. While this may seem regrettable for this study, it also presents 

an opportunity to look into an aspect of Greek cultural psychology and social 

history from a viewpoint uninfluenced by such a treatment. 

As Aristotle indicates, newness is a deceptively complex and multi-layered 

concept. Many different elements contribute to the notion and to the experience of 

innovation: their multiplicity, reflexivity and interactiveness are reflected in the title 

of this study. The complex and dynamic nature of newness urges constant 

awareness that the very phenomena under investigation, as well as the ideas and 

feelings aroused in relation to innovation, are changeable and elusive. `New' will 

have meant different things at different times to philosophers and artisans, 

physicians and politicians, musicians and traders, Sophists and countrymen. 

Novelty will not have been experienced alike by young and old, rich and poor, 

literate and illiterate, men and women, slave and free. And the interplay of novel 

experiences with increasingly explicit responses to novelty suggests that newness 

impinged in irreducible and unprecedentedly diverse ways on Athenians in the 

course of the fifth century. 

The question of innovation is naturally related to the question of progress, 

but with regard to the ancient world it differs in significant respects. `Progress' 

implies the general development of society in a desirable direction, a more 

ambitious concept than Xenophanes expressed in the sixth century B. C.: 

12 Arist. PoL 2.1268b26-1269a28. 
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ob tiot än' äpxf g tävia O col Ovrirotg bnk&týav 

UM xpövw ýriiovvti q Ecpsvpirnco1 civ äµstvov. 13 

In no way did gods reveal everything to mortals from the beginning; 

but in time, through their questing, men discover what is better. 

These lines, which form the starting-point for historical investigations of the 

concept of progress, express a consciousness that human beings can attain success 

through their own efforts. 14 But unlike the question of `new', for which there was 

more than one commonly-used Greek word, the investigation of `progress' in 

ancient Greece must reckon at the outset with the absence of an equivalent term. " 

This does not prevent the conclusion that the Greeks, at least in some 

periods, expressed and believed in some idea of progress. 16 But it urges caution 

against too readily assuming that the ancients themselves might have been 

interested in the sort of questions we seek to ask of them. It suggests the need to 

clarify presuppositions and to identify methodological goals and principles. " For 

instance, one might ask whether the sources could provide the kind of evidence 

that makes our questions historically meaningful, and how different cultural 

assumptions and other aspects of ancient `otherness' may preclude easy or 

definitive answers. 18 This caveat does not deny that we can derive illumination 

from " interpreting the past in the light of contemporary concerns and 

understandings. But rather than contemplate innovations in antiquity, imaginative 

13 Xenoph. 18 DK 
14 Edelstein (1967) 3, Dodds (1973) 4. The lines appear to echo and answer Hes. Op. 42, 
upv, raviac y&p e"xovrn. Ocoi, ßi. ov ävOpdnotaiv ('the gods keep hidden people's means of 
living'). 
15 Dodds (1973: 1-2) rejects Edelstein's eai. SoaiS ('increase') and the Hellenistic npoxonA. Meier 
(1990: 192) offers `consciousness of cdS rIatq' as historically equivalent, but acknowledges that 
the word has no theoretical connotation. 
16 Dodds (1973) 24. 
17 Cf., for example, Dover (1974: 2): `There is no reason why we should not formulate a sort of 
moral questionnaire equally applicable to all cultures which we may choose to investigate, rather 
as the field-worker recording unwritten languages often begins with a standard word-list. ' 
18 Cartledge (1993) 1-17. 
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recreation and critical scholarship may be more inclined to produce innovations of 

antiquity. 19 

What did Greeks themselves refer to as 'new'? Which areas of life 

constituted the province of innovation for Athenians? The lexical approach, despite 

its limitations, is valuable in drawing attention to the different scope of Greek and 
English terms for `new', and in eliciting the different cultural assumptions inherent 

in them. 2° It initially requires the investigation of vtog, icativög, related lexemes 

(e. g. veoXg6g, icatvörrpog), and extended forms and compounds like vswisptap6q, 

icativoioµia etc. Other words requiring consideration are those which connote 
`change', such as KLvrlats, µEiaßoXr and their cognates, those which may signify 

species or processes of newness such as &XXotos, ýEvos, and £icpog, and those 

suggesting origins, inventions and discoveries, such as tprkos and words from the 

stem sip-. Additionally, words with regular psychological connections to novelty 
like Oavµa, iöXµa and z Xoyov, raise the possibility that novelty is in question in 

the context in which they occur, while newness may also be signified even in the 

absence of a directly connotative Greek word. 21 

Explicit references to newness in Greek sources indicate investigation of 

the broad spheres of socio-political change and verbal innovation, and the specific 

subject-areas of music, medicine, and religion, all of which are accorded separate 

chapters in this study (2,3,5,6 and 7). Inevitably, some of these areas were more 

specialised and their technical details were less generally accessible than others. 

The experience of newness varies according to different levels of knowledge and 
familiarity with the old. One cannot assume that educated Athenians, apart perhaps 
from renowned polymaths like Hippias of Elis, were fully au fait with all the 

technai represented by these areas of investigation. But if we can take the plays of 

19 Hexter & Selden, eds. (1992); see, for example, Easterling, ed. (1997), Chh. 10-12, Shanks 
(1996) Chh. 3-4,7. 
20 Cf. Dover (1974) 46-50. 
21 In this respect is striking how often the word 'new' is appropriate to use in English when there 
is no homonymous Greek term, as shown by the following examples chosen at random from 
various translations: &n6 2oI tov wv xp6vov... Aaxthatµ6vtot £Ocvtio v6gov (Hdt. 1.82.12), 
'the Spartans adopted a new custom', tr. A. de Selincourt, rev. A. R. Burn (Penguin 1972); 
'ASpuavai ie yuvaüccq rp6nov eýom t yoo v (Aesch. fr. 35 [71 Nauck]), 'the women of Adria 
will adopt a (new) way of mourning', tr. H. Lloyd-Jones (Loeb Classical Library 1962); Uo aý5 
Tonto etSos EXErXov (Pl. Gorg. 473e2) 'a new type of proof, tr. W. Hamilton (Penguin 1960). 
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Aristophanes as a general guide, most Athenian citizens of his time were 

acquainted with all of them to some extent. The Athenian public as a whole, 

including women, foreign visitors, metics, and slaves, would have been aware in 

different degrees that these areas were subject in their time to a conspicuous 

degree of change and innovation. 

As well as the notable impact of innovation in the intellectual sphere, 

novelties in sensory experience which are not as often formally articulated - new 

sounds, smells, sights and tastes - all contribute to a climate of novelty. The 

generation of novelty means the potential for variety, which is the broad theme 

explored in Chapter 2. In one important area of Greek achievement, the aesthetic 

of the visual arts, newness is not found as an explicit attribute in extant 

contemporary sources. Visual artists were generally treated as artisans, and their 

skill was considered a specialist `banausic' techne. This makes the question of 

innovation in art more abstruse than political, religious or musical innovation. 

Various approaches to the question of innovation in the art, architecture, and 

sculpture of the late fifth century, for which we must rely on later sources and 

oblique references, form the subject of the central Chapter 4. 

Additionally, there are prima facie instances of novelty where the 

terminology of innovation seems to have been deliberately avoided, so that the new 

might appear as less conspicuous or be presented in the guise of the old. This is 

notably the case with political and administrative revolutions and reforms which 

took place between 411 and 403 B. C. I focus on one important practical and 

symbolic innovation, the official reform of the Greek alphabet at Athens in 403/2 

B. C., in Chapter 8. Its low-key presentation draws attention to the changing nature 

of the response to innovation over the period in question. After decades of war and 

turbulence, Athenians at the turn of the century, while producing innovations 

arguably no less radical than those of earlier generations, were less inclined than 

their predecessors to promote and extol newness as an explicit goal. The very idea 

of innovation was tainted by their experience, and many observers would have 

concurred with the sentiment of Montaigne, written in the wake of the 16th- 
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century Reformation: `I am disgusted with innovation, in whatever guise, and with 

reason, for I have seen very harmful effects of it. '22 

III 

The meanings of `new' 

The temporal dimension of novelty means that philosophical analysis of `new' is 

bound to raise similar problems as the meaning of `time'. Thus, if time is perceived 

as a circular continuum, is everything somehow a repetition of the past so that in 

reality there can be `nothing new under the sun'? 23 Conversely, if time is envisaged 

as a fixed linear framework within which events occur in continuous succession, is 

everything new all the time? 24 If the flow of time is considered analogous to a river, 

can one never step into the same river twice, or, since identity too is in a ceaseless 

process of change, not even once? 25 While we regularly and unselfconsciously 

attribute newness in everyday discourse, its philosophically perplexing nature 

evokes an echo of St. Augustine's lament: 

Quid est ergo tempus? Si nemo ex me quaerat, scio. Si quaerenti explicare velim, nescio. 26 

What, then, is time? If no one asks me, I know. If I want to explain it to someone who asks, I 

cannot. 

A preliminary understanding of innovation may emerge from surveying contexts in 

which `new' and related terms are found in English and Greek. The logic of `new' 

will have involved much the same aporiai for the Greeks as it does for us, but its 

22 From Montaigne's essay 'Of custom, and not easily changing an accepted law' composed 
1572-74: Frame (1948) 86. 
23 This expression first appears in Ecclesiastes 1.9, but the earliest attribution of the notion may 
be that attributed to Pythagoras by Dicaearchus apud Porph. Vit. Pyth. 19 (= fr. 8A DK), in the 
context of cyclical rebirth: uat& xepL68oug ctv& ti& yev6AEv6c nose näXtv yiyvc cat, veov Se 

o{ Sv 6cnM)q iaTt ('whatever comes into being is born again in the revolutions of time, and 
nothing is absolutely new'). 
24 Gell (1992) analyses the ways in which time is commonly conceived, identifying two common 
perspectives, those of a dynamic movement of past-present-future and of a continuous `now'. 
25 Heraclitus' expression (fr. 91 DK) with Cratylus' rejoinder (Pl. Crat. 402a): Kahn (1979) 168- 
9. 
26 Aug. Conf. 11.15. Cf. Wittgenstein (1976), paras. 89-90,607-8. 
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contexts and associations took characteristically different forms. It is more fruitful 

to consider the diverse implications of everyday, superficially unproblematic, uses 

of `new', `novel' etc. and their Greek counterparts than to attempt to pin down any 

uniform positive connotation of these concepts. Their meaning clusters around a 

core of affective as well as logical notions, connoting different things in different 

contexts and exhibiting less a precise signification than a Wittgensteinian `family 

resemblance'. 27 

`New' is predicated of a bewilderingly disparate variety of subjects, 

abstract and concrete: ideas, events, experiences, roles, and institutions, as well as 

people, places, physical objects, artefacts and material structures. It presents itself 

in normal discourse as an objective and descriptive term. On inspection, however, 

it is both relative and context-sensitive, like its temporal relation `now', with which 
`new' is etymologically cognate as vko; is to vi)v. Its connotations include recent, 
different, additional, unusual, extraneous, unprecedented, hitherto non-existent and 
hitherto unknown, and any inclusive or exclusive combination of these meanings. 

An object may be new in one sense and not new in another: in `the new papyrus of 

Simonides', `new' connotes different, additional and recently identified, but not 

unusual, hitherto non-existent, or of recent origin or manufacture. Newness is 

more often a function of knowledge and ignorance, of difference in perspective, 

and of the state of mind of the perceiving subject. For instance, a fact or an 

experience may be `new' in the sense of `previously unfamiliar' to one person but 

not to another. The attribution of `new' has psychological and rhetorical 
implications rather than indicating ontological properties. 

Some modem theorists of innovation lay weight on this `private' aspect in 

defining innovation as 

any idea, practice or object perceived as new by an individual. It matters little, so far as 
human behaviour is concerned, whether an idea is objectively new as measured by the 

lapse of time since its first use or discovery. It is the perceived or subjective newness of the 

27 Wittgenstein (1976), paras. 66- 67. 
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idea for the individual that determines his reaction to it. If the idea seems new to the 

individual it is an innovation. 28 

However, `new' regularly masquerades as an objective attribute in both private and 

public contexts. The apparently greater stability of written rather than spoken 

attributions of newness encourages such an illusion, which has implications for a 

period in which the use of the written word was becoming increasingly widespread. 

Thus `new' may act as a fixed and publicly accepted marker of a time, place, or 

institution (New Year, New World, New Deal), sometimes surviving in a fossilised 

form when the original temporal signification has long passed (New College, rb 

K(xtiv6v). 29 Nowadays it is commonly over-used in a rhetorical and marketing- 

conscious environment, where the ascription of newness is made with a persuasive 

purpose in view ('New Labour', `New Persil'); but Athenian orators and 

promoters of innovation also seem to have recognised the term's rhetorical 

possibilities (see Chapter 3). 

In many instances, `new' signifies distance from a previous identity and at 

the same time points to some pre-existent manifestation or forerunner. The New 

Testament, Kativý Ataer iai, both fulfils and supersedes the message of the Old. Its 

message both requires and displaces that of the latter. In this respect `new' implies 

some kind of renewal while remaining vague as to how or whether that renewal 

partakes in, improves or updates the earlier identity, or whether the new element 

augments, replaces or rejects the earlier manifestation. But insofar as the new puts 

older `truths' in question, the absolutist and the fundamentalist are likely to have 

problems with the idea of innovation. 30 

The attribution of newness may presuppose a consciousness of fashion, 

where for instance the newness involved is related to a cycle of change in ideas, 

dress-codes, musical tastes, modes of social behaviour and so on. In the latter 

28 Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) 19. 
29 The latter term is used tout court to refer to Athens' `new' SLKaaTijptov: Ar. Vesp. 120. 
30 Cf. E. Rosen's contribution to the discussion of 16th-century innovation in Hall et al. (1975) 
325-6: `There is one trend of thought in this period that should be emphasized. It is that 
innovation is equal to renovation. In other words, new is old.. . This is Copernicus' view. Both he 
and his disciple Rheticus (even more emphatically) explicitly disclaimed that what they were 
doing was done for the sake of novelty'. 
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cases, newness is identified within a larger context public conventions, and its 

recognition and ascription is dependent on awareness of these conventions. In this 

regard, `new' also carries the notion of `more recent' or `most recent' (v$wispos, 

vswtiaioq), often with the implication that the latest fashion has superseded earlier 

ones, so that adherence to the latter may be considered old-fashioned and passe. 

Equally, the idea of fashion may suggest the prospect of meretricious novelty. 

Newness that is acknowledged as superficial or transient may have a correspond- 

ingly limited or negative value, and a contrast may be drawn between genuine and 

spurious innovation. 

This suggests the need to consider not just of words for `new', but also of 

occurrences of words like äpxatog and takatiös. Understanding what is considered 

to be `old' is one way of discovering what may be thought of as `new'. In the 

context of such an opposition, the rhetorical significance of the words may be 

paramount. In the case of ancient medicine, for instance, the Hippocratic treatise 

entitled rip-p! äp%aIlcfq irltptxfg (On Ancient Medicine) seeks to eschew the idea 

of `new' theoretical models (hypotheseis) in medicine, while representing as time- 

honoured an ultimately more productive approach to medical treatment. 

In many of the above senses, the idea of newness implies some view of 

what has gone before, indicating a modification occurring within a wider notional 

framework or system. What is new is essentially a young or recent version of an 

already existing thing, a sense which make vtoq (with variants) an appropriate 

counterpart in Greek, since the word primarily represents `young' in the context of 

natural growth 3' Even the connotation `recent' (vtov) strictly speaking connotes 

the past, albeit what is just past. By contrast, the notion of `radical novelty', 

inherent in some uses of `new' and expressed in Greek by icativös more often than 

veo;, implies a more supervenient quality. It suggests, with or without good 

reason, that the new may come to exist and be experienced ex nihilo, in a way that 

defies repetition of the old or the expectation of a predictable evolution from pre- 

existing elements within the system. In this sense, `the new' can represent the 

ultimate manifestation of externality and otherness. It may appear as an alien and 

31 LSJ s. v., I. 
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unnatural intrusion, an exciting and unpredictable epiphany, or a full-scale 

qualitative change such as a `paradigm shift' in the nature of human knowledge and 

experience. 32 Modem physical theory seeks to explain the potentially paradoxical 

occurrence of a radical newness which transcends existent structures in terms of 

the `emergent' properties of complex systems. 33 This takes us back full circle to the 

ancients. Whether and how novelty can occur at all is at the heart of one of the 

earliest philosophical questions, that of the nature of change, represented par 

excellence in the thought of Parmenides, Heraclitus and the Eleatic school. 

A general sensibility of the new vis-ä-vis the old slides into the idea of the 
`modern'. There are psychological associations, both positive and negative, with 

the notion of modernity, which find inescapable parallels in the ancient world. 
While the term `modem' is not an ancient one, its connection of newness with 
`now'-ness may indicate where its Greek counterpart is sometimes to be found: in 

the words to vßv. When innovation and fashion in `the present' are experienced as 

rapid and pervasive, the sense of change may be overwhelming. Responses range 
from deep anxiety to enthusiastic opportunism. Newness may acquire a dimension 

that even seems to exceed the present, so that terms like `New World Order' and 
`New Age' suggest hopeful attempts to anticipate the future. 

A desire to characterise the sense of radical discontinuity in structures of 
knowledge and experience has given rise to the notion of the `postmodern', 

whether this is taken to mean after, beyond, or outside the structures of the 

modem. 34 The experience and effects of rapid change and innovation, which were 

aspects of the characterisation of r6 vfiv in the late fifth century B. C., may allow us 

to read into the Athenian experience elements of what we call modernity and 

postmodemity. 35 Arguably, it takes a postmodern sensibility to recognise a 

32 Kuhn (1970). 
33 Waldrop (1993) 147: 'complex adaptive systems are characterized by perpetual novelty'. 
34 The usefulness of the word is hotly debated. Lyotard (1984) is an influential text which sums 
up the postmodern sensibility as 'incredulity towards metanarratives' (p. xxiv). But there are 
many other angles of approach, usefully surveyed by Bertens (1995). 1 take its key feature to be a 
critical, ironic and de-centring stance towards `modem' values and certainties: see Shanks (1996) 
108-11. 
35 Connor (1977) is an early articulation of the adoption of a postmodern perspective in classical 
scholarship. Cartledge (1990a) 29 talks about Pheidippides in Clouds Minding especially pleasing 
what his father considers to be the postmodernist immoralities of Euripides'. 
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corresponding stratum of experience in the ancient world. 36 Such a perspective 

may be no less valid and illuminating than reading classical antiquity through, say, 

Victorian, Renaissance, or even Hellenistic eyes. In my conclusions, `The 

Postmodern Turn in Classical Athens', I suggest that a modern understanding of 

postmodernity may be reflected in the Athenian experience of the new. 37 

IV 

icatvös and v£o; 

It is a striking fact that icativöS is virtually unattested before the fifth century B. C. 38 

Unlike the opposition old/young, the explicit dualism of old/new appears to come 

late in Greek thought. 39 While vto; and icativöS cover a range of connotations with 

a variable degree of overlap, in texts from earlier periods the common way of 

expressing newness, and hence the way the notion itself seems overwhelmingly to 

be perceived, is in terms of vFo; and its variants. Thus there is not a single 

occurrence of icatv6S or its compounds in Homer, Hesiod or the Homeric 

Hymns 4° It is not found in the extant elegies of Tyrtaeus or Solon, Callinus or 

Mimnermus, in the poems and fragments of Alcman or Stesichorus, Sappho or 

Alcaeus, in the pre-Socratic philosophers (with the possible exception of Thales, 

discussed below), in Simonides or Pindar: its occurrences in the texts of numerous 

lesser authors, papyrus fragments and inscriptions dating from before the fifth 

36 The social psychologist M. Billig outlined in 1987 an approach to social psychology based on 
classical rhetoric and Sophistic (especially Protagorean) ideas, but identified its 'postmodern' 
character only in the second edition of his book (1996: 11-12). Rocco (1997) offers a sustained 
dialogue between classical texts and postmodern political thought. 
37 For the phrase, cf. Seidman, ed. (1994). 
38 The TLG offers one indirect testimony to its use by Thales (discussed below) and three insecure 
papyrus readings. In the 19th century, without the benefit of subsequent papyrus attestations, it 
was thought that the word first occurred in Herodotus (Chantraine s. v. veos cites Porzig in 
Festschrift Debrunner). 
39 Old/young: Il. 9.57 f. (vkos/yepat6q), 14.108 (veos/zaXat6; ) etc. Neither kind of dualism is 
found in the Pythagorean table of opposites given by Aristotle in Meta. 986a22 f. A table of 
opposites compiled for the Indonesian people of Amboyna includes new/old: Lloyd (1966) 32-3. 
ao The word appears in the pseudo-Homeric Batrachomyomachia (116), now thought to be as late 
as the Ist century B. C., to describe a mousetrap(! ): xatvotipatc rexvat; ýI tvov SöX ov 
E4, eupövtzs. 
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century amount to a handful of attestations. 41 It therefore seems worthwhile to 

explore how the connotations of vEog and xatv6q differ, and to ask what 
implications the late attestation of the latter might have for the way the Greeks 

developed their understanding of novelty. 
The semantic spectrum constituted by the ways Greek uses vaoq and xativ6; 

ranges from `recent' at one end to `unforeseen' at the other. Etymological 

speculation appears to offer some clues but little certainty regarding a distinction 

between the words' meanings. The English word `new' itself derives from a 

common Indo-European stem (cf. Sanskrit nävas), the root of Greek vEoq. 

However, Latin novus, whence French nouveau, German neu etc., mean `new' 

rather than `young', a sense for which other Indo-European languages, but not 

Greek, use the root found in Latin iuvenis, iunior, French jeune, German jung etc. 

No morphological equivalent of the latter is found in Greek, which connotes 

`young' solely by v£oq, vcapös, vcaviag etc. (ne-wo is found in Mycenean Greek). 

By contrast, the uses of xativbs are found almost exclusively at the end of 

the spectrum where `new' connotes ideas such as `novel', `previously non- 

existent', or `unexpected', often with some degree of negative emotional 

association. These ideas are also expressed in fifth-century writings by extensions 

of v£os such as vcoXpo- and vsaOtrpo-. 42 But unlike icatvös, simple vEos rarely 

appears to bear the connotations of or the affect associated with abrupt or 

unforeseen novelty. 43 The derivation of ic(xtiv6S is obscure. Etymologists standardly 

cite Sanskrit kaninah `young' and kanyä, `young girl', as cognate, suggesting that 

the kan- element, presumed to occur in `recent' (Latin re-cen-s), also originally 

denoted `young' 4` However, this does not account for the word's usual 

connotation of `new' or its morphological properties. Like &t-vös ('ISFct-, ̀ fear'), 

41 For the purpose of this survey I conducted a comprehensive search for the lemma nativ- on the 
TLG CD-ROM as well as making use of specialised lexicons and word-lists. Its earliest 
appearance is in the name Kaineus (11.2.746 etc. ), whose etymology is obscure but may be 
speculatively connected with the meanings `young girl' (cf. Skt. kanyd) or `new': the myth tells 
that the lapith Kaineus, originally a girl Kainis, was given a new sex by Poseidon, together with 
invulnerability (refs. in OCD3 s. v. ). 
42 Cf. LSJ s. vv. In some citations (s. v., II) vthttpov connotes 'worse' (Soph. Phil. 560, v. 
ßo( cu ta) and vcwccpov npý acrety 'to contrive calamity, injury' (Hdt. 5.106). 
43 However, the question Ti veov; means much the same as r! xatvöv; 
as Chantraine s. v. uatv6q. 
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icE8-v6s ('Iic -, ̀ care') and icXFt-vös N14F-, `celebrate'), xativöS would consist of 

a basic verbal stem with the adjectival ending -vög. It might therefore be 

appropriate to seek an Indo-European equivalent of the root ka(i)- rather than 

ka(i)n-. 45 This puts one in mind of the Greek xaüo ('IicaF-y«, `burn'), for which a 

suggested Indo-European root *keu- signifies `shining' or `burning bright', as 

found in Sanskrit words like pö-cati `to shine' and V6-nah `(bright) red', and 

perhaps also in xao-apog and Latin cas-tus, 'pure' 
. 
46 This derivation fords a 

suggestive echo in the English term `brand new' (from `bran-new'), which seems 

originally to have connoted `newly-forged' or `new from the fire' (cf. the term 

`fire-new') 47 The `new' in origin is something that `shines out', distinguishing it 

from the old: this sense may also be linked with the root of the Homeric word 

xaivvµati (pf. x£xaugoa) `surpass, be distinguished'. 48 On this account, the 

semantic area covered by icativög may have differed substantially in origin from that 

of vtog, as manifested in the characteristic later tendencies of the words. 

In Homer, výoq commonly signifies `young' or `recent'. While it is also 

used in ways which appear to approach `novel', the contexts rarely or never allow 

the easy substitution of icativ6;. Thus `new-made', `newly-polished' etc. of physical 

objects, is regularly expressed in epic by compounds with vEo-: the recent action or 

event is what imparts the quality of newness to an object. 49 When Menelaus is 

berated for leaving the dead Patroclus' wife bereft in her new bedchamber (Il. 

17.36 pvxw Oa egotio vaotio), the epithet is better taken to signify the recentness of 

the marriage rather than the recently constructed (i. e. previously non-existent) 

room; and in 11.2.232 yvvaiica v9TIv may simply signify a young wife rather than an 

4s Most earlier speculation (neglected by Chantraine) revolved around cognates with n in their 
stem: cf. Boisacq (1923) 391-2. 
46 Boisacq (1923) s. vv. Kaüa, KaOap6q. Buttmann (1846: 119) has the following footnote: 'As 
soon as we acknowledge the root of KaOap6q to be in the first syllable, we have KeSvös akin to it 
(like VE 8v6; and w(xoapöc) and Lat. castus; and if we suppose some such idea as blank to be the 
ground-idea, we have also Katvöc. ' 
47 Cf. OED S. W. 
49 Pindar has E71, ECpavtt cpaIbtgov (Igov K£KaSjtvov, `his shoulder shining bright with ivory' 
(Ol. 1.27). The form of the verb, Doric for KFKaaµtVov (cf. BESaagati from 8a ottat, cognate 
with bai. vvµu) has suggested a root *Kai, B-vbg as if from *Kai. S-vv-µai. (or perh. orig. *K(x8- 
(v)yottat): Boisacq (1923) 391-2. 
49 Cunliffe (1963) 277-8 lists twelve compound epithets formed like veotevxýS (11.5.194) and 
vEÖaµ'nKTo; (I1.13.342). 
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additional or recently-acquired bride. 50 The adverbial form vEov is commonly used 

to mean `recent', sometimes in explicit opposition to `of old', as in Il. 9.527 7t Aat, 

ob tt v£ov E. Even when there is an explicit aspect of futurity as, just once, in Il. 

9.462, ßol S' av vEov £ac tat ? Xyos, the ai5 shows that what is imagined is the 

recurrence of an earlier experience rather than a 'novel' event. The Odyssey 

contributes a well-known instance of the superlative form vswiäi11 (the `newest' 

song). Its meaning is famously discussed in Plato's Republic, where Socrates rules 

out any implication of radical musical novelty; Homer, he says, should be taken as 

referring simply to the `latest' song, not to any novelty of musical style .51 
The earliest direct, though insecure, attestation of the use of xativ6s is from 

a fragmentary papyrus (fr. 91 West) containing part of a tetrameter composition by 

Archilochus. 52 Its context is from certain, but on one reconstruction it seems that 

Zeus' intervention is being sought to prevent the slaughter of war. 53 The next 

attestation of the word in Greek is an anecdotal testimony dating to the early sixth 

century, where a different implication arises, that of `unexpected'. Thales, when 

asked what was icatvöv, was said to have replied `For a tyrant to be old' (y£povia 

tivpavvov): S4 here icativöv connotes `out of the ordinary' rather than `new'. 

However, when Epicharmus uses the word, perhaps around the turn of the sixth 

and fifth centuries, it seems to come in a familiar context of novelty. His play 

entitled Komasts or Hephaestus told the story of Hephaestus' revenge on his 

mother Hera, in which `he sent her a golden chair so contrived that no one but 

himself could release her from it'. 55 The word icativdv (the Doric genitive plural) 

5' Pace Cunliffe (1963) s. v., sections (3) and (6), who selects these instances as indicating `new' 
tout court. 
sl Od. 1.352; PL Rep. 4.424b; see Ch. 5, Section 1. 
52 West suggests emending xativiuv to 1 Xtv()v. 
s' Using the readings of Lasserre (1958: fr. 127), with my supplements exempli gratia: 

ES Lkaov 8' hµiv eaeX0e, Ze th tep, 'cal µ. ßj Moo-01 
it tc cü v Katv6 v µet[aY tJc [aprpyjthtcov, oL & Etat] 
yfj (pdvw, µaxpat SE vifes icai. )L6cp[ot... 
Descend into our midst, fa[ther] Zeus, [and do not hide], 
and [take] no [part in] the new-found [troubles, for which] 
earth [is being soaked] with slaughter, and warships and cre[sts... 

54 D. L. 1.36. 
55 Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 265; on Epicharmus, see ibid. 230-288. A (probably spurious) verse 
of Epicharmus run ov y&p ävOpwzvos txvav titiv' Evpev, 6 SE Oc6; to thy (57 DK). 
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occurs shortly after the lexeme cvaxpij3[, and it is reasonable to suppose that it 

qualified a word such as Tcxväv. 56 

A central context for Greek innovation, that of µo xTud, provides the first 

secure attestation of xativ6;: Bacchylides' Dithyramb for the Athenians (19 SM). In 

vaunting his own novelty, Bacchylides departs from the use of vtog-words for 
`new': 57 

IIäp£ßtit µvpia x£1£vOoq 
ä 43poaiwv µs1. wv ... 
vcpaty£ vvv & 

VA; itoXvrip&iotc it icatvöv 
ö? 43tatg 'AOävatS 58 

There is many a path 

of immortal songs... 

So create something brand-new 

for much-adored, blessed Athens. 

The poet's task is conceived as an act of creation, a diligent manufacture like the 

weaving of a new peplos for Athena, presented annually at the Panathenaea. 59 The 

first securely-attested use of xativög seems to testify to a burgeoning fifth-century 

consciousness that novelty is the desired end-result of rkXvil. 

The innovative, variegated use of words and metre was considered to be a 

characteristic feature of fifth-century dithyrambs. Later dithyrambists seemed intent 

on creating something `bright new' and plucked out of the blue, as suggested by 

the exchange between Peisthetairus and the dithyrambist Cinesias in Aristophanes' 

Birds: 

KI. ücd ao3 ttzpwOstg ßovXoµat µ9i6cp6toq 
ävatiäµsvoq bx twv ve(pc%G)v icatväS ? 43Ety 

äspo8ov1 tcovS Kat vtcpoßö). oi S 6cvaßoX6c;. 

56 äxpißswc was a notable feature of fifth-century artistic t vati. Cf. Ch. 5, Sect. 10. 
57 For examples cf. Ch. 5, Sect. 1. 
58 Bacch. Dith. 5 (19 M) 1-2,8-10. A3 actually has icXetivöv in line 9, but Maehler (1997: 252) 
gives examples of parallel corruptions by the copyist. 
59 There is also a pun on the supposed etymology of ü tvos from { paivo : Maehler (1997: 251). 
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HE. bx tiwv vc pEXwv yäp äv tits ävaßoXäs Mßot; 

KI. icpaµatiat µEv oZv £vtisvOcv ý O)v rj ti£xvri. 

iwv StOvpäµßcov y xp iä Xa utpä yiyvcTat 
äapta cat axöitä -(C ical xvavavy a 

xai ttspo86v1 ta" cri) Se icXIxov c 'I tiäxa 60 

Cin: 0 give me wings, I want to soar on high 

to fly up and pluck novelties from the clouds 

airy-whirling snow-driven preludes. 

Pei: So would you get your preludes from the clouds? 

Cin: Our art depends upon the clouds; 

The brightest features of dithyrambs are 

airy, misty, from the gleaming blue, 

feathery whirligigs. You'll soon know when you hear them. 

Ch. 1 

On the basis of the above survey, it might be tempting to assign the connotation of 

`radically new' to xatv6q, while letting vko; and its relatives do the work for less 

conspicuous kinds of novelty or those that were less potentially subversive of 

tradition. But ultimately no precise distinction can be made without setting 

arbitrary limits on the connotation of the words. However, the basic sense of 

`young' gives vto; a greater semantic affinity with connotations which imply 

recentness and a recognition of origins, so that even vEo; as `new' appears to 

signify a newness that is rooted in the (recent) past. icativ6q, on the other hand, 

points to a newness where such rootedness is either less implicit or not pertinent: 

this kind of novelty is what reveals itself as `brand' new. A sense of this distinction 

may lie at the root of the striking increase in the use of icatv6q in the course of a 

century where tradition was increasingly being rejected or called into question, and 

when creative thinkers in many spheres turned away from reliance on the past 

towards a vista of unbounded novelty. 

60 Ar. Av. 1387-90. 
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V 

Aristophanes and novelty 

Ch. 1 

To study an elusive and Protean phenomenon like novelty, it helps to choose a 

period in which the experience was frequently encountered and articulated. The 

nature, depth and quality of the written record that survives makes late fifth- 

century Athens a particularly appropriate focus. rvwoi aaviöv, urged the Apolline 

precept. While the fifty years which followed the Persian Wars might in many 

respects have been a more confidently innovative period of Athenian history, the 

ensuing half-century was a crucial age of transition and self-questioning. If a keen 

awareness of human life vis-ä-vis the gods and the polis is considered a defining 

aspect of the Hellenic spirit, many of the innovations of classical Athens may be 

seen to have resulted from a further refinement of that very urge to self- 

knowledge, a continuing evolution of the nature and methods of self-perception. 

Rather than subjecting to logical scrutiny the experience of novelty that was 

so much a part of the current sensibility of his times, Aristophanes makes the topic 

of social change a recurrent and in some cases the central concern of his comedies. 

`The age of Aristophanes' is both a conveniently vague and appropriately specific 

designation for a period of the ancient world chosen as the focus for this study. 

Aristophanes' earliest play, Banqueters, was produced in 427, suggesting a likely 

birth-date for the poet some time after the middle of the century. His last surviving 

comedy, Wealth, was staged in 388 B. C. and he is known to have written at least 

two more comedies after that date. Dover writes: 

Aristophanes does not directly express or reflect the spirit and culture of Periclean Athens, 

for he did not begin to write until after the death of Pericles. His Athens is the Athens 

which fell from wealth, power and confidence to starvation and humiliation, and rose 

again, before his death, to a stability and prosperity in which the least curable weakness 

was nostalgia. 
61 

61 Dover (1993) 4. 
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The transitional nature of the post-Periclean period makes it an interesting focus 

for the study of novelty. In the latter half of the fifth century Athens was intensely 

and explicitly devoted to innovation over a broad range of social, cultural, and 

technical areas. But the period was also notable for socio-political change and 

crisis, beginning with the Peloponnesian War and the plague, and ending with an 

Athens, stripped of its empire, miraculously surviving to reconstruct an effective 

democracy in which social and intellectual creativity continued unabated, albeit in a 

different manner from before. The increasingly diverse written sources which 

survive from the age of Aristophanes allow us to get a feel for the attitudes and 

actions of ordinary Athenians as well as those of exceptional individuals. 

In the latter decades of the fifth century both the experience of change and 

its articulation had a marked influence many areas of Athenian life. One 

consequence of the intellectual and social turbulence of the period was a new 

reflectiveness which threw the very question of innovation, how it felt and what it 

meant, into sharp relief. Considerations of the meaning and value of novelty 

implicitly inform much of the surviving literature of the period, not least the 

rationalistic writings of what has been termed `the Athenian Enlightenment'. 62 

Aristophanes' plays were written to entertain a broad Athenian audience, and they 

tackle questions of old and new directly and indirectly over a wide spectrum. 63 This 

makes them a key resource for investigating features which offer a marked contrast 

to those of a society imagined as continually harking back to earlier times, 

illustrative of a Greek mentality allegedly caught ̀ in the grip of the past'. 

Through Aristophanes' comedies we can recognise that novelty and 

innovation had come to be considered not merely as facts of Athenian life, but 

elements which evoked, for the first time on record, explicit consideration by 

proponents and practitioners, victims and beneficiaries, in a new idiom of speech 

and a newly self-reflexive fashion. His plays offer us an opportunity to interrogate 

his characters about their opinions and experiences of novelty. Such an exercise 

inevitably requires caution, as the exaggeration, humour, irony and distortion 

62 Solmsen (1975). 
63 The question appears most explicitly in Clouds: Dover (1968) lviii-lxiv discusses the `new 

education', Marianetti (1992) concentrates on religious and political elements. 
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manifest in the playwright's treatment of many of his subjects make them 

potentially idiosyncratic and unreliable witnesses. 
Supporting testimony to the varying perspectives on innovation elicited 

from Aristophanes comes from other contemporary sources, including tragedy, 

oratory, history, philosophy, and inscriptional evidence; and retrospective 

consideration on fifth-century innovation is available from writers such as Plato, 

Xenophon, Aristotle, Lucian and others. Although Aristophanes presents us a with 

a distorting mirror on Athens, it is nonetheless one which, as the ancients 
themselves believed, potentially give us the fullest and truest reflection of his age. 
When Dionysios I of Syracuse sought to know about the noXtiisia of Athens, Plato 
is said to have recommended Aristophanes. TM 

An explicit aim of Athenian comedy was to present novel ideas. 65 Much of 

what comes to our attention in the surviving plays of Aristophanes has a distinctive 

flavour of novelty and immediacy. This has implications for the investigation of 
innovation through the playwright's words. While we may credit him with knowing 

what felt like novelties to his audiences, we can hardly trust him not to exaggerate 
his own innovativeness. Equally, it is clear that the earliest appearance of an 
innovation in other extant sources does not necessarily indicate that it was in fact 

new at the time, even if historians may be inclined to treat it as such in the absence 

of other evidence. However, there may be reasonable grounds for making such 

assumptions with some of the literature that was produced in the fifth century, 

precisely because of the cultural presuppositions we can detect in that period about 

the competitive demand for novelty and the purpose of writing to record novel and 
important ideas. If the perception that an idea was new encouraged authors to 

articulate and fix it in written form, we may perhaps infer that the appearance of 

novel ideas in written form at least points to their quality of newness for the author 

and his intended audience. 66 What seemed new was bound to contribute to the 

64 Ar. Vita 42-5 KA. 
65 Antiphanes fr. 189 KA claims that comedy is harder than tragedy because it has to `invent 
everything'. 
66 Cf. E. Eisenstein in Hall et al. (1975) 325: `the modem concept of innovation is the offspring 
of preservation after printing. You can see more clearly where you are innovating because 
previous steps are more permanently fixed and also made more visible'. This perception must 
also relate, to a degree, to the use of writing. 
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climate of novelty, at a time when the idea of identifying innovation from a 

genuinely `historical' perspective had barely been formulated in theory or 

practice. 67 

VI 

Psychological perspectives 

Whether something new is seen as organically connected to the old, or whether it 

is felt to spring into existence ungenerated by the past, is a matter both of 

perception and presentation. The perception is dictated by psychological factors 

which affect the formation of individual responses and cultural norms. To a greater 

or lesser degree, the new may appear to pose a threat to the old. The emotional 

dimension that regularly accompanies novelty charges the question of innovation 

with a meaning that may be exploited, consciously or unconsciously. Linguistic 

representations provide a prima facie argument for there being something 
inherently ominous about novelty: words for `new' in Greek as in other Indo- 

European languages rarely appear emotionally neutral, but are often associated 

with the expression of danger or anxiety. 

However, closer attention to the specific forms and contexts of the words 

used cautions against an over-facile identification of `newness' in Greek with 

negative emotional associations. Negative connotations of Greek words for `new' 

are frequently found in the comparative forms vswtispov and xativöi£pov. What is 

abjured may be not so much the new itself as something too novel or more novel 
i. e. than might be safe or desirable. Moreover, it is the context that has the decisive 

influence on the words' emotional charge. Many of the literary contexts which 

provide instances are passages in tragedy, where there may be a generic 

supposition that newness, perceived as a disturbance to the status quo ante, is 

likely to spell danger and presage disaster in the minds of the character, the author 

and the audience. 

67 'The Aristotelian word "historian" and the concept behind it were slow to develop, and slow to 
catch on even after they had been thought of: Homblower (1987) 10. Monographs entitled Hopi, 
evprjµätiwv started appearing in the fourth century: Kleingünther (1933) 136 f. 
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On the other hand, newness in Greek music (whether expressed using 

vEwtiatiog, vcapös, vtoxµos, or iccav6S) is widely perceived and presented by its 

practitioners, and presumably some elements of their audience, as a desiderandum. 

Novelty may mean something different to its purveyor from what it means to its 

receiver. It follows that if our information comes from purveyors of novelty, it may 

not alert us to the attitude of its recipients, and vice versa. The fact that novelty 

may be viewed with pleasure by some and alarm a by others shows that the term 

`new' by itself cannot guarantee positive or negative associations, and suggests 

that the word's affective impact must be evaluated by the context in which it is 

found. 

The word's ambivalent possibilities mirror human psychology. The desire 

for novelty and the fear of the new are both enduring human characteristics. 

Human beings seem innately geared towards novelty: the German word for 

`curiosity', neugierig, literally connotes `greedy for the new'. Aristotle's 

Metaphysics begins with the observation that `all human beings by nature reach out 

for knowledge', t&vtiss ävOpcoxot TO ciS£vat 6ptyovtiati cpv6st 68 Plato and 

Aristotle traced the beginnings of philosophical thought to thauma, the wonder 

that leads to curiosity and the desire to know. 69 Modem psychoanalytic theory has 

posited the operation of an `epistemophilic' instinct to explain observed tendencies 

in infant development. 70 The fact that people react to novelty positively or 

negatively, but rarely with indifference, indicates the psychological feature of 

salience represented by novelty. It is something that makes a difference or creates 

an impact. It testifies to the operation for good or bad of a vital force or current, 

whether in personal life, art, society, or intellectual endeavour. 

The ways in which newness is recognised, understood, thought about, 

reacted to, and created, are as complex as the nature of each individual percipient. 

But historical societies and periods may be distinguished in their approach to the 

new, their desire and capacity to innovate, and the manner in which they create or 

restrict the circumstances in which novelty and innovation can flourish. In some, 

68 Arist. Meta. 1.980a. 
69 Llewelyn (1988) develops the idea as expressed in Pl. Tht. 155d and Arist. Meta. 1.982b. 
70 Klein (1928). 
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the specific form in which novelty is manifested may be apparently unspectacular 

and poorly understood by observers who do not form a part of the social or 

cultural milieu in question. But in others, such as Athens, it is an inescapable 

feature, and seems to be reflected in many symbolic manifestations. In Greek myth 

and art, Athena, goddess of titxvii and aocpia, springs fully-formed from the head 

of Zeus. Athens was thus dedicated to a patron goddess who provided a religious 

aetiology and a psychological validation for the creation of unprecedented 
innovation through the application of craft and intellect. 

Innovation means change, and change means loss. The inability to 

acknowledge and mourn loss leads to a shut-down of vital creative mechanisms. In 

psychoanalytic terms, unresolved trauma leads to repetition, while the resolution of 
loss allows for continued creativity. 7' A society that does not have time or space to 

mourn is likely to be wary of innovation: mourning provides psychological closure, 

which allows for a new start. Rapid social change may not give individuals time to 

digest, absorb, or come to terms with the loss of the old, resulting in anxiety, 
inertia, anomie (a sense of being out of control) and other symptoms of 

disorientation. 72 It may lead to a loss of the sense that the individual can influence 

change, because it is hard enough just to keep up with it. 

The reaction of helplessness may be exploited by influential and 

unscrupulous individuals, and an inward-turning individualism, such as social 

historians have perceived as increasingly influencing the practices of Athenians in 

the fourth century B. C., can take over from confident belief in the individual's 

power to affect events. The idealisation of the `good old days', for which 

Aristophanes' plays offer abundant evidence, was one way of acknowledging and 

mourning change. But the serious attempt to reinstate the past only began with the 

oligarchic coup of 411 B. C. and its aftermath, and became a formal program for 

Athenian reconstruction only after its defeat in 404 B. C. It led to the paradoxical 

situation whereby fourth century orators sought to validate and preserve nomoi of 

recent origin by appeal to the intentions of lawgivers lost in the mists of antiquity. 73 

"The classic exposition is Freud (1917). 
72 Giddens (1990) 2-3. 
73 Thomas (1994). 
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VII 

Processes and perceptions 

Ch. 1 

The study of the new is an interdisciplinary task. There can be no comprehensive 

theory about innovation, since it potentially covers every aspect of human 

endeavour. This study takes two broad approaches to the question. One is to 

explore the processes involved in the creation and reception of innovation, while 

the other seeks to investigate and understand the way novelty was perceived by 

individuals and groups. For the historian, the former perspective is ultimately 

dependent on the latter. Whatever else it may be, newness is inescapably a matter 

of perception. The notion that accounts of human action are themselves a function 

of discourse, relative to the conditions of their articulation, is a modem idea. 74 But 

its roots lie in the radical relativism first articulated by thinkers like Protagoras and 

Gorgias in fifth-century Athens. 

Modern social sciences have attempted to analyse innovation as a process 

rather than a mental construction. A sociological approach might propose a 

schematic analysis of stages of innovation, though the boundaries are rarely well- 

defined in practice. These would generally comprise the appearance of the 

innovation (its discovery or invention), its initial impact, wider social 

acknowledgement (including expressions of resistance), and its eventual fate in 

terms of diffusion and absorption (or rejection and obsolescence). 75 While in any 

particular society or group, active innovation tends to be the province of a minority 

of individuals, the experience of innovation is a much more widely-based 

phenomenon, affecting different groups, classes and individuals in different ways. 

The diverse areas of thought and action in which innovation is pursued depends on 

differing social needs and pressures, and the identification of what constitutes an 

innovation, beneficial or otherwise, varies with different interests, perceptions, and 

beliefs. Such perceptions are themselves not static, but are prone to be altered or 

modified according to new circumstances and new political, social and educational 

conditions. 

74 Foucault (1972). 
75 Cf. Spratt (1989), McGlade and McGlade (1989). 
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Cultural anthropologists distinguish `primary' and `secondary' 

innovations. 76 The former term is applied to the discovery of a new principle (such 

as the use of fire to bake clay), the latter to the deliberate application of known 

principles leading to novelty (such as the making of pottery from clay). The general 

usefulness of such distinctions may be doubted. 77 Fifth-century Greeks had 

different criteria for distinguishing between levels of invention. Democritus 

observed that in matters like clothing, building, and utterance, human beings were 

simply imitating nature; music, he said, was the `newest of the arts' because it was 

essentially superfluous. 78 Basic human `discoveries' like fire, farming and clothing 

were apt to be attributed to divine providence, while more sophisticated 

innovations were ascribed to exceptional individuals such as `first discoverers' and 

culture heroes. 79 But a Sophist might reverse the notion of divine providence, and 

argue that even the gods were invented by men for their own purposes. 80 

The predominant connotations of the word in any age are an index of the 

preoccupations of the time. In the twentieth century, for example, `new' and its 

relations have been increasingly appropriated, in `public' use, as an attribute of 

commercial technology. This reflects both a common perception of what is 

appropriate to label `new', and the social fact of widespread involvement with the 

fruits of material progress. In a technological context, `new' makes a self- 

conscious statement intended to carry a positive psychological charge. It is 

associated with speed, efficiency, productivity, and qualities which offer increased 

control over nature or the environment. The ascription of newness invites and 

elicits reactions of desire, interest, excitement or admiration. Often coincident with 

these associations are notions of financial profit or hedonistic gain, values widely 

promoted as positive and largely divested of the moral ambivalence they have 

evoked since ancient times. 

As a process innovation is interactive, existing in dynamic relationship to 

social needs and perspectives. It can be a way of initiating change, or arise in 

76 Haviland (1990) 413-5. 
" Barnett (1953) 8-9. 
'$ Democr. frr. 154,144 DK. 
79 Kleingünther (1933). 
8° Crit. fr. 25 DK. 
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response to changing circumstances. The initiation of change is a means to power, 

whether financial, political, or psychological, and it can also be one of the ways in 

which power is symbolised and manifested. The attribution of novelty often brings 

with it the implicit promise of pleasure, in the possession, mastery or appreciation 

of the new. Nowadays, such associations may be more or less explicit, for instance 

in the promotion or advertising of an allegedly new system, product or service. 

`New' invites a public audience to share pride, with or without good reason, in 

achievement and progress. It carries the message, often wholly disingenuous, that 

the mass can enjoy the unexamined benefit of sharing in and identifying with the 

creativity or ingenuity of the few. In such cases, the rhetorical dimension of 

innovation comes to the fore. 

For the Greeks, the technological domination of nature was limited by the 

lack of both knowledge and inclination. It was hubris to meddle in matters which 

were not in the human domain, something which was best left to semi-divine 

heroes, kings or tyrants. The study of physical science, which grew out of 

intellectual wonder (thauma), was not directed to practical ends. What was 

characteristically of more concern was to discover methods of gaining control over 

one's own nature and that of others. Technai were predominantly directed at areas 

relevant to the control of human behaviour, rather than control over forces of 

nature and tuche. Music, poetry, art, medicine and rhetoric had higher status and 

value than practical techniques of mining, building, and manufacture. 

As the sphere in which such activities took place was pre-eminently that 

of the polis, the most important expressions of human endeavour were all 

perceived as being of broadly political significance. Man, in Aristotle's words, is a 

politikon zoön. All the technai were ultimately embraced by and subordinate to 

politike techne, and in the fifth and fourth centuries, the philosophical question 

arose regarding the way this might best be exercised. While Plato rejected the idea 

that it might be reduced to the artificial manipulations of rhetoric, Isocrates sought 

to make a broader understanding of rhetorike techne the basis for political and 

practical wisdom. 

In the turbulent decades of the late fifth century, Athenians showed 

awareness of innovation both as a real social process and a rhetoric of change. 
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Ironically the Sophists, who were accused of subordinating politics to rhetoric and 

substance to presentation, came to be thought of as prime representatives of 

unwelcome social and intellectual innovation. Men such as Protagoras and 
Prodicus, Antiphon and Critias, and above all Socrates, all suffered partly as a 

result of this perception of their role. In the fourth century, the Athenian `age of 

enlightenment' gave way to a more practical-minded and materialistic age of social 

reconstruction. Kainotomia, a word first attested in Aristophanes, becomes the 

common Greek term for `innovation' in the fourth century. 81 The root meaning of 

kainotomia is `cutting new channels in a mine for the extraction of precious metal'. 
The extraction of silver from the mines at Laurion was a real and significant source 

of material wealth for Athens. But the discovery of treasure lying hidden in the 

earth also provides an apt metaphor for innovation, and might even be applied to 

the study of classical antiquity: 

[It is sometimes suggested that] all the work of major importance has long ago been done 

and the mine is approaching exhaustion, what remains being at best low-grade ore. 82 

It is fitting that this metaphor of process should cede to the discourse of rhetoric - 
the intellectual creation par excellence of the age of Aristophanes. 

But in classical scholarship, as in all the historical sciences, the more usual and more 

important type of progress consists in the statement and solution of problems which are 

themselves entirely or partly new... new insights have been achieved by putting fresh 

questions to old witnesses. 83 

1 Ar. Vesp. 876; MacDowell (1971) ad loc. 
82 Dodds (1973b) 27. 
83 Dodds (1973b) 28,29. 
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2. Dimensions of novelty in Athenian society. 

The ultimate causes of all social changes and political revolutions are 

to be sought, not in the minds of men, in their increasing insight into 

eternal truth and justice, but in changes in the mode of production 

and exchange; they are to be sought not in the philosophy but in the 

economics of the epoch concerned. 

Friedrich Engels, Anti-Dühring 

I 

The material perspective 

Stimuli to innovate vary between different societies and circumstances. The 

modem world's construction of innovation is anchored in technological progress, 

and the public discourse of newness commonly revolves around objects of 

technology and consumerism. ' In an environment of expanding global capitalism 

and economic growth, commercial gain is considered a primary incentive to 

innovate. Innovation is regularly promoted as an inevitable and desirable process, 

and politics, international relations, and military strategy are driven by the logic of 

commerce and technology. Although alarm is voiced over the ecological and social 
impact of uncontrolled innovation and its insidious influence on private life and 

community values, it has come to represent a pervasive aspect of modernity. 2 

The perspective of historical materialism draws attention to the need to 

take material conditions into account in considering the reasons for innovation. But 

the pre-capitalist societies of ancient Greece lacked the economic sophistication, 

the large-scale market structures and consumerist pressures which lead to the 

requirement for constant product innovation. The socio-economic basis of ancient 

societies, and in particular the widespread exploitation of slave labour, removed 

much of the incentive to practical inventiveness in commercial and technological 

matters. The conservative tendencies of predominantly agrarian communities 3 

1 The terminology of `anchoring' and 'objectification' is characteristic of the theory of social 
representations derived from Durkheim: Moscovici (1984) 28-43. 
2 Giddens (1990) 169-70. 
3 Finley (1983) 176-195. 
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restricted the scope of class struggle and the opportunity for radical change in 

social structures 4 But in the course of the fifth century, Athens underwent 

unprecedented social, material and demographic development as a cosmopolitan 

urban centre and the focus of a maritime empire. This brought about a new 

perspective on novelty and offered new opportunities for social and material 

innovation. 

Marxist theory would suggest that, prior to the evolution of capitalist 

modes of production and exchange, the impulse to innovate in ancient societies 

might best be theorised as the response to specific crises of an economic, military, 

demographic or ecological nature. The notion of a society changing its habits in 

response to critical circumstances recalls Thucydides' observations on the stasis in 

Corcyra in 427 B. C.: 

Ev µav (&p dpi vp xai äyaOotq tp&yµaaty at is iO%ct; xat of t8twiat 

äµsivo )S tiä ^yv6iµas 9xovat Stä tiö ti ES äxovaiovs äväyxas tt ttEty 6E 

7t % Iog vcpe%ebv of v sv topiav tioe xaO' ktµ pav ßiatoS St&czax(XXos xat tp6q 

iä itap6vta tiäq 6pyäs cGiv ito%M)v öµotoi s 

In times of peace and prosperity, societies and individuals have finer inclinations because 

they are not subject to unwelcome pressures. But war is a harsh teacher, in confiscating the 

easy ability to satisfy daily needs and in bringing the temper of the masses into line with 

prevailing conditions. 

Athens' leaders might prefer to suggest that Athenian innovations were the 

consequence of moral and intellectual pressures rather than material factors. The 

Periclean Funeral Oration, for example, a classic instance of the genre whereby 

Athens sought to `invent' herself, would associate the city's intellectual and artistic 

innovations with civic pride, the praiseworthy desire to excel in the eyes of fellow- 

citizens and vis-ä-vis non-Athenians, and the competitive pursuit of 6cpEt1 in 

cultural and political domains. Such impulses and their idealised representations 6 

`De Ste Croix (1981) 278-300; Lintott (1978) 257-262. 
s Tlhuc. 3.82.2. 
6 Thuc. 2.35-46; Loraux (1986). 
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undoubtedly contributed to the vigorously innovative culture of fifth-century 

Athens. 

But the impulse to innovate, viewed both in terns of individual initiative or 

as a more discernibly social phenomenon, was also theorised in this period as a 

response to changing material circumstances. The theme of `necessity, mother of 

invention' occurs in Athenian drama and contemporary sophistic epideixeis, 

offering a rationalistic counterpart to mythical accounts of man's evolutionary 

ascent and technical development.? In justifying their domination of fellow-Greeks, 

Athenians appealed to äväyial: 

£ý avtio4 & tioe ipyov xatirjvaytha9rlgcv tiö tpwiov 7rpoaayaycty avtirly ES 

T68c, tä testa µav b 7O S£ovs, i7C£ttia xai titµf c, vßt$pov xat wcpcXias 8 

As a result of these circumstances, we were first compelled to increase our empire to its 

present extent, principally out of fear. Subsequently we did so out of self-respect, and later 

in pursuit of self-interest as well. 

An analysis of the manifold sources of Athenian innovation points to the 

interaction of such culturally determined psychological imperatives with 

circumstances which arose as a result of the growth and development of the 

Athenian empire. This chapter looks at some key areas of social change in the 

Athens of Aristophanes, and seeks to illustrate aspects of the dynamic relationship 

between changing social and material conditions and the pursuit of innovation. 

II 

Innovation in warfare 

A psychological perspective on Athenian innovation might stress the primacy of 

internal psychic mechanisms in promoting productive as well as destructive 

rivalry. 9 Competitiveness, envy, the pursuit of fame, the desire to look good, 

Soph. Antig. 332-75, [Hippocr. ] VM 3-4; cf. Pl. Prot. 320c-328d, Chaeremon fr. 21 Nauck, 
Moschion fr. 6 Nauck. 
$ Thuc. 1.75.3 

Walcot (1978) touches on the psychoanalytic theories of Melanie Klein (1957). Comedy itself 
may have functioned as an outlet for phthonos: Carey (1994) 74-5. 
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intellectual curiosity, and receptivity to external influences all emerge as especially 

prominent features of ancient Greek society. 10 In the Athens of the 420s and 41 Os, 

such characteristically outward-directed elements of Greek cultural psychology 

were combined with new techniques of verbal self-expression to create 

conspicuous pressures to pursue innovation and to accord explicit value to 

novelty. " Pressures of this kind had social and material consequences and 

manifestations, but the application of innovation to the conduct of war was a novel 

and a surprisingly late development in Greece's conflict-ridden history. 

Athens' conspicuous military and political success in the previous half- 

century was seen to owe much to its spirited response to challenging conditions. 

Thucydides' Corinthian ambassador to Sparta ascribed Athens' unusual and 

effective innovativeness to its experience and to the pressure created by war to 

develop its technical resources: 

vi5v 8' bicep xat ? pct ESrlXthaa tcv, äpxatbrpoita vµwv iä E7ttcr1S£üµatia 7tp6s 

aütiovs xTVty. ävc yxrl S 6a1t$p CtXvllq atet t& bitytyvöµsva xpaisty xat 

ýßvxaýoi afl µtv it 7Xct tiä äuivrlia v6µtµa äptatia, tp6q toWc Se 

ävayuaýoµavotc i. vat 7toXX. q xai tiiq bEtisxvi &g 6ci. St' ö tcp uai iä twv 

'A6rlvaiwv äitö tiiq to%v tctpWq till itX ov vµAv ucxaivo tat. 12 

Now as we just demonstrated, your practices are old-fashioned compared with theirs. In 

politics, as in all technical matters, the latest development necessarily retains the upper 

hand. When a state is at peace, established customs are best left unchanged, but when it is 

forced to face a variety of problems there is need for considerable innovation. Because 

Athens has faced a variety of experience she has innovated far more than you. 

In urging the Sicilian expedition in 415, Alcibiades similarly stressed the positive 

benefits of conflict as the spur to innovation: 

uat tihv it dtv, eäv µav hßvx&ýp, 'cptWFcroat is avtf v 2tgpt avtifv 6)a3r$p icai 

k? o ii, icai tävtiwv tiriv Eittati tiiv £yrrjp xac Oat, &rwvt oµ£vi vS aisi 

'o Time: Arist. Eth. Nic. 1095b19-31; Dover (1974) 229-236. 
11 Lloyd (1987) 50-108. On verbal innovation see Ch. 3 below. 
12Thuc. 1.71.3. 
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7tpoßWIccOai ti£ ThV Etlr£tpiav xai tiö ät vEaeat ob X6yc äV EP'( 

th Xov kvvr10cc Ekctv. " 

If the city remains inactive, she will wear herself out as would anything else, and her 

capabilities in every sphere will obsolesce. But through conflict she will constantly acquire 

new experience and grow used to defending herself, not in speeches but in action. 

This was not the kind of new experience that appealed to Dicaeopolis or Trygaeus 

in Aristophanes' Acharnians and Peace, nor to Lysistrata and her coterie of 

women from the different states of Greece. 14 Whatever Aristophanes' own views 

on the war were, these characters are represented in different ways as keenly 

desiring the fruits of peace. 15 In Peace, the picture of happy civic and rural life is 

concretely represented by Trygaeus' re-introduction to earth of Eirene, Theoria 

and Opora. 16 When one path of innovation appears to be leading only to 

discomfort and destruction, the return to a fantasy of the status quo ante manifests 

a different and more welcome kind of `novelty'. 

While aspects of Athenian innovation may be traced to critical situations in 

war and peace, practical efforts were largely determined by cultural inclinations. 

This may explain why Greeks did not resort earlier to technological innovation in 

warfare: 

The Greeks developed weapons and tactics suited to their own political, sociological and 

psychological paradigms and, having done so, were essentially satisfied with them. Better 

weapons might have meant victory in certain instances. Yet winning outside the accepted 

military conventions implied the sacrifice of more deeply held values. 17 

In the early years of the Peloponnesian War, considerations of military success 

forced the Athenians to recognise that military innovations gave them the edge 

over their adversaries. When Philocleon is besieged in his own house in Wasps, he 

is urged by the chorus of jurymen to think up `ingenious tactics' such as those used 

"Thuc. 6.18.6. 
14 The 'peace plays' reflect different aspects of the Athenians' attitude at different junctures: 
Newiger (1996). 
15 On Aristophanes' 'Cimonian' political outlook see de Ste. Croix (1996). 
16 Ar. Pax 520 f., 706 f. 
"O'Connell (1989) 57, quoted by Snooks (1996) 291. 
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in the subjugation of Naxos in the 470s. In displacing the action to less critical 

circumstances, Aristophanes mocks the reminiscing of old soldiers, as if to suggest 

that they are out of touch with the more serious nature of modern warfare: 

äXV kx tiovtiwv, wpa ttv& cot ý11tEty xatvijv E ttvotav... 

t tvilaat 8i9', öt' kiti aipatitäs lcxtwas itoct tiobg 63c)taxovs 

t st; ßaviöv icatä tio4 TEi ovg tax&ws, ö'ts Nä og käXw;... 

äA. ä icai vOv bxtbptýs µr1xav1 v ötws tiäxtß9'. 18 

In the circumstances, it's time you found a novel plan... 

do you remember the old campaign, when Naxos was taken, 

how you stole the spits and scrambled down the wall?... 

Now again, devise a plan as swiftly as you can. 

In the Clouds, Strepsiades misinterprets the way intellectuals apply the term 

µrixavai to non-military `mechanisms': 

M. äyc Sri, I&TCUt pot ab 'cdv ßavtiofi 'cp67ov, 
iv' avtöv st&ws öartS Eatii 411xavxg 
1 811 '7tt 'toi cots 1[P6; as KatvÖGS ? Cpo p p(o. 

T. Ti S£; tstxoµaxsiv µot StavoEt, itpOS tiwv Aawv; 

Soc: Right, describe your own character to me: 

with this information I can decide 

what new device to bring to bear on you. 

Str: What? Heavens, are you proposing to besiege me? '9 

The tactical conduct of siege-warfare, which first springs to Strepsiades' mind on 

the mention of mechanai, was a paramount military concern for an Athens engaged 

in a policy of indefinitely withstanding siege. The following decades were to see 

notable changes in the conduct of siege-warfare, as a result of the development of 

offensive artillery with which to break sieges. Significantly, the first comprehensive 

military treatise of which we know, perhaps dating to the 350s was the 

18 Ar. Vesp. 346,354-5,365-6. 
" Ar. Nub. 476-80. 
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Poliorketica ('Siegecraft') of Aeneas the Tactician. It may have incorporated ideas 

found in literary predecessors dating to the turn of the century. 
The consequence of prolonged war was bound to bring polemike techne to 

new prominence. The Peloponnesian War was the stimulus to crucial changes in 

the nature of Greek warfare, in the development of naval tactics, in the use of light- 

armed troops and mercenaries, in the idea of training, and in the general turn 

towards military professionalism. 20 The seeds of change in this conservative field of 

action have been traced to the unorthodox campaigns of the Peloponnesian War. 

As his subsequent actions on Sphacteria showed, Demosthenes' defeat in Aetolia 

in 426 was a turning-point for the introduction of light-armed troops on the 

battlefield. 21 The organised use of peltasts by Iphicrates at Lechaeum in 390, and 

the unorthodox hoplite tactics of Epaminondas at Leuctra in 371, represented the 

new freedom from conventional restraints of the subsequent conduct of war. 22 

Written works on military matters began to appear: Plato and Xenophon 

were dismissive of Sophists like Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, who professed to 

teach the art of war. 23 Xenophon's Cyropaedia reads like an informal handbook of 

strategy and military training, and in later times fulfilled that role. 24 New military 

hardware was also being invented from the late fifth century on. Flame-throwers 

were used at Delium in 424 B. C. 25 In response to the public competition sponsored 

of Dionysios I of Sicily, various types of catapult were invented in the first half of 

the fourth century. 26 

Warfare had emerged from the realm of morality and honour. It had become something 

more than a way of life to be conducted according to ancestral expectations of `men of 

honour'. As the Greeks moved rapidly towards the creation of integrated armies, they 

began to view warfare as a complicated social activity. Warfare had become innovative 

rather than traditional. 27 

20 Hornblower (1983) 156-166. 
21 Thuc. 3.94-8,4.33-6. 
22 Xen. Hell. 4.5.10-16,6.4.12.; Ferrill (1985) 157-62,166-70. 
23 Pl. Euthyd. 271d, 273e etc., Xen. Mem. 3.1.11 f. 
24 Scipio Africanus used it as such: Cie. Tusc. Disp. 2.62. 
25 Thuc. 4.100.2-4. 
26 Xen. Hell. 2.4.27, D. S. 14.42.1; Ferrill (1985) 170-75. 
27 Ferrill (1985) 165. 
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While naval training was long-standing Athenian tradition, military training on land 

was considered, somewhat disdainfully, to be confined to Sparta. 28 It gradually 

became widespread in the fourth century, and Aristotle was unequivocal about its 

importance in a world of professional armies: 

9Tt S' avtiovS tiob; Aczxwv(xs Taµsv, 90); µßv avtiot 7tpo60psvov bats 

tpt . oitoviats, v7CepExovtiac tiwv ? cov, vOv Se xai trot; yvµva6iotc xai trot; 

2toXeµtxot; äywat Xettoj vovS etiepcov ov yäp tiw tioig vaovs yvµv&ýctv cöv 

tipkov tiobTov St (pEpov, 67e, ä µövov tiw rpOS µr} äaxovvias äaxetv. 29 

Again we know that so long as Spartans subjected themselves to strenuous military 

discipline, they were superior to others, but now they fall behind others in gymnastic and 

military contests. The reason for their superiority was not that they trained their young 

men in this way, but that they trained and others did not. 

Demosthenes, speaking in 338 B. C., identified warfare in retrospect as the 

paramount sphere of innovation in his time: 

Eyw S ätävtiwv c); pos £L2t£Lv ito%% v £WIcpöiwv £tiSoaty, icat oü3 v 

öµoiwv 6vticov tiwv v ov trot; ltp6ti£pov, ova vi yofi tat xUov i iä 'co D 

tO 4tOv u£xtvfj6Aat ic(Xi E tth£S&, )x£vat 30 

My view is that, in a period when virtually everything has advanced and nothing is the 

same as it was in the old days, nothing has seen a more revolutionary advance than the art 

of warfare. 

III 

The effects of the war 

Whatever the stimuli to innovate, and whether newness is initiated by an individual 

or by collective agency, the communication and adoption of novelty takes place in 

the social domain. New ideas bring about new events, objects and institutions, 

28 Thuc. 2.84 f., 2.38-9. 
29 Arist. Pol. 8.1338b. 
30 Dem. Phil. 3.48-51. 
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which in their turn present the opportunity for further innovation. The wartime 

period brought about a change in daily rhythms and concerns in Athens which 

contributed to the intensifying climate of newness and socio-cultural discontinuity. 

While Alcibiades promulgated the idea that war produced creative innovation, in 

belittling the power of Sicilian poleis he also painted a telling picture of the effects 

of social turbulence: 

?5 Xotq is yäp tvµµtcbaotg ito?. vav6potOaty at 7t6XEts xai 5Q &as gxovat tiwv 

itoX twv tiä µctaßoUCs xai itthoxäs. xai oi&tg Si' avtiö ws 7tEpi oix£ias 

7tarpt8os of r8 iä i£pi id ß6µa ö tXotS £i ptivtiat ovtis T& b ti fi xwpcc 

voµiµotg xatiaaxevatg" ött is Exaatios r'j tic tiot3 X£ywv lcciOEty oiE'cat ý 

atiaat&ýwv a7ö tioii xotvoß a, aßdv ? Xriv yiv, jn xatiopowaac, oixtjacty, 

tia13ia Etiotµ&t; Etat" 
Their cities teem with mixed rabbles and easily alter and add to their citizen populations. 

As a result no-one has a sufficient stake in their city to equip themselves with armour for 

their own person or to establish themselves properly on the land. Because they all reckon 

that by clever speeches or through civil agitation they can live off the state or, if they fail, 

can settle elsewhere, they make preparations accordingly. 

The style is curiously reminiscent of passages in which the Old Oligarch expresses 

dismissive views of the Athenian demos. 32 Despite Alcibiades' rhetorical intention, 

the changing nature of the Athenian populace might provide an apt analogy with 

the conditions he depicted in Sicily. 

The 420s had seen the Athenians conducting a protracted series of 

skirmishes with Sparta. The unsettled circumstances of wartime accompanied the 

rise of disturbing social and educational novelties which formed the themes of 

Aristophanes' earliest play Banqueters and his Clouds of 423. This kind of novelty 

seemed to contrast with the admired technical innovations of Periclean Athens, 

produced in a secure framework for experimentation and for the expression of 

creativity. 33 In the decade following the start of the war, the response to innovation 

31 Thuc. 6.17.2-3. All the MSS except one read no%vmiwv in the first sentence, but it makes less 
sense in this context to speak of alterations and additions to `constitutions' (HCT ad loc. ). 
32 E. g. [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 1.6-9,2.7-9,14-16. 
33 Cf. Ch. 4, Sect. 1 below. 
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was likely to have been intensified by the enforced and recurrent urbanisation of 
Athenians from rural demes during the Spartan invasions of Attica. Thucydides 

depicted the plight of Athenian countrymen as being in exile from their own poleis: 

Eßapvvovtio S xat xa%$7Cws 9cp$pov oixiaS is xata £t1tovtiss xai tepäc ä Stäc 

7tavti6g fly avtiotg £x tiffs xat tiö äpxatov tot%ttiE (X; thtpta, Siattiäv tie 

µUXovtES µstiaß&7tXsty xai ov3ev ? Wo fl it dtv tir}v abtolo 6uto4i7c ov 
Exaatios 34 

They were distressed and resentful at having to leave the houses and the temples which 

had been their ancestral dwellings throughout all the years since ancient times. They 

recoiled from the prospect of changing their way of life, and abandoning what to all 

intents and purposes were their own cities. 

For some of these temporary exiles, the experience of living within the confines of 

the Long Walls provided the opportunity to acquaint themselves better with the 

extent of their civic powers. The recurrent relocation of the predominantly agrarian 

population of Athens into the city and the Long Walls made many Athenians more 

intimately aware of and involved in many aspects of Athens' cultural and political 

life. On reaching Olympus in Peace, Trygaeus identifies himself to Hermes as a 

countryman for whom city life was associated with an unwelcome level of political 

involvement: 

Tpvyaio; 'AOgovsvs, äµits%ovpyog 8rkt6s, 

ob avxocpävtir! S, ovS' epaatf} 7tparµ rcov" 

Trygaeus of Athmonon, an expert vine-dresser - 

no sykophant and no passionate busy-body! 

The dubious advantages of war in encouraging activities like sykophancy cast a 

cynical light on Pericles' disavowal of utpa7µoßvvr1.36 Many aütiovprot had little 

choice but to involve themselves with 7tp6CWatia. 37 The mass of Athenian citizens, 

34 Thuc. 2.16.2. 
35 Ar. Pax 190-1. 
36 Harvey (1990) 116-19. 
37 Thuc. 2.40.2,2.63.2; Carter (1986) 78-87. 
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deprived of their farms and livelihoods, were faced with periods of discomfort and 

enforced idleness which allowed them to acquaint themselves, not just with jury- 

service as portrayed in the Wasps, but with the mass of new ideas and commodities 

which flowed into Athens through the Piraeus. 

The physical convergence of Athenian households confused boundaries of 

social interaction and opened up new lines of communication, helping to alter 
traditional patterns of social relationships. This was the period in which the Old 

Oligarch complained about his inability to distinguish citizens from non-citizens. 38 

Strepsiades blamed the war for having to treat his slaves with undue care: 

of 8' oilckat p yxovßty äXV oüic äv itpd tio13. 
x t6Xoto Siti', w ic6X. s t, 7coXX. wv oüvaxa, 

of of 6S Ko%L666' Eýcatt lot tobq otithtaS 39 

The servants are snoring. It would never have happened in the old days. 

Damn you, war, for lots of reasons, but particularly because 

I can't even whip my servants any more. 

The recursive interrelation of incentive and effect was encouraged by new 

mechanisms and opportunities of communication. 40 In the context of a compact, 

competitive, and tightly-knit form of social organisation such as the Athenian polis, 

rapid innovation occurring in many diverse fields was likely to have had an impact 

on different classes and social groups. 

The fact that we can only speculate about the impact of such innovation on 
Athenians whose voices are not preserved highlights the dangers of accepting the 

predominantly elitist and conservative value judgements about manifestations of 

newness. The public response to novelty engendered and shaped the kind of 
innovation that characterises Athenian society in our sources. But novelties 
deplored by one section of Athenians might well have been welcomed by others. 
Xanthias in Frogs and Carion in Wealth are not short of independent opinions, and 

38 [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 1.10. The pamphlet is generally thought to date from the 420s., but the date 
has been challenged by Homblower (refs. in OCD3 S. V. Old Oligarch). However, even if the 
author was writing in the 370s/80s, the contents clearly reflect the earlier period of empire. 
39 Ar. Nub. 5-7. 
40 See Ch. 3 below. 
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in stark contrast to the modest silence enjoined on them by Pericles' Funeral 

Speech, the women of Athens were portrayed by Aristophanes in Lysistrata, 

Thesmophoriazusae and Ecclesiazusae as vocal, sharp-witted, and politically 

radical. 

At times of crisis and war, when men are absent from home and being 

killed, women's roles and activities commonly undergo some revaluation. The 

relatively isolated witnesses of Aristophanic comedy testify to the possibility of 

change in the understanding of women's status and identity in the late fifth century: 

It becomes ever clearer how far previous study of Athenian society has yielded descriptions 

based almost entirely on male-created documentation and biased accordingly towards the 

actions and attitudes of men. Techniques for redressing the balance, created in the last 

twenty years, are beginning to let us see, for example, what the public (male) / private 

(female) division meant, both generally and in the use of space within the house, what 

(considerable) powers went with a dowry, or what roles in production and wealth creation, 

not least managerial, within and outside the house were assumed by women 41 

What emerges more clearly from the sources, and is emphasised in Aristophanes' 

Knights, Clouds and Wasps, is the impact that the younger generation was felt to 

make on the atmosphere of novelty. Demographic change may have played a part 

in creating this impression. It has been argued that the plague of 430-426 could 

have affected men in their thirties more than the teenagers of the 430s who were to 

become prominent in political life in the 420s 42 Younger men made their mark as 

prosecutors (sunegoroi) 
'43 and under-thirties were conspicuous among the `new 

politicians 44 

By the time of the Sicilian Expedition, of vcthtEpot could be spoken of as 

forming a caucus in the Ekklesia. 45 The idea of a `generation gap' is reflected in 

diverse literary and oratorical sources. 6 In Euripides' Hippolytus of 428, the way 

in which Hippolytus is drawn suggests points of contact with Alcibiades, and in 

41 Davies in CAH 52,290. 
42 Strauss (1993) 138; Sallares (1991) 258-260. 
43 Ar. Vesp. 686-95,1096, Av. 1430-1. 
4° Connor (1971) 147-151 
45 Thuc. 6.12.2-13.1,17.1. 
46 Forrest (1975); Ostwald (1986) 229-250. 
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Supplices, Adrastos speaks of the `clamour of young men' (160, vawv ävSpwv 

06pvßog) urging war against Thebes. 47 The Sophist Thrasymachus lamented that 

contemporary Athenians were living in `the hour of the son', with its attendant 
danger and uncertainty: 48 

Eßoi x jniv µßv, w 'AO vaiot, pztaßxciv ý1 Etvov 'ton xp6vov tioe iraXatoß, 
i vixa 6tw7äv z7t p11 trot; Vsc tti pots t, 'cwv is tpa, (gäTcov ovx 
äva'yxaý6vicwv &yopsvsty xat tiwv 7tpsßßvitpwv öpows tir}v 7t6Xty 
E1tttipot$1J6vtcov... EXtS 'ybcp f µiv ö ltapEXOwv xpävog, cat ävtit µev £tp1jv11c 
Ev toXaµw 'EVEcOat xai Stec utvövvwv <£XOEty> ei; ti6v8£ coy xp6vov, Tr v 

µßv itaps9,0oßaav f jiapav äyairc3at, of v S' itiovßav 8C8io6t... i1JEtg St gETä 

µhv cwv äyaOty £awcppovoßµsv, Ev Se tiotg xaxotg 6 tävrljicv, & tiotg äxXoDS 

ßwcppoviýEty $iwOsv 49 

I could wish, men of Athens, to be living in the days of old when the young were content 

to remain silent because political affairs did not urge them to speak, and the older men 

were guiding the state properly.. . But farewell to all that - now that we have exchanged 

peace for war and approach the present day beset with dangers, we recall the past with 

affection and greet the future with fear... In times of prosperity we behaved sensibly, but 

in adversity, when others are apt to come to their senses, we went mad. 

IV 

The influx from abroad 

Athens' wartime strategy was aimed at guaranteeing its indefinite survival through 

overwhelming sea-power, which was identified by Pericles, and with grudging 

admiration by the Old Oligarch, as the key to the demos' success. 50 Command of 

the sea also meant that Athens received constant new stimuli from foreign lands. 

Its position as the leader of an empire had made it the centre of an unparalleled 

diversity of sea-borne influences and materials. For Pericles, the ability to enjoy 

imports from around the empire was a testimony to Athens' greatness: 

" Strauss (1993) 166-75,113-15. 
`$ Strauss (1993) 130-178. 
49 Thrasymachus fr. 1 DK. 
50 Thuc. 2.62.2. etc., [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 2.2-6. 
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ERsatpxCiat SWc µtyEOoq tiffs it XEo q ex täariS yf q iä t&via, xat 
ývµßaivgt i pXv µrjS v oixstotitpQ tiff 6C7toXavast iä & toß &yaoä ytyv64ava 

xap1toi c gat ij xat iä tiwv ? Mcov ävOpwitwv. 51 

Owing to the greatness of our city, all good things flow in to us from all over the world, so 

that it seems no less natural for us to enjoy goods of foreign provenance as the produce of 

our own land. 

Sea-power allowed for commercial innovation and adventurousness. The freedom 

to engage in trade and the profit to be made from it was a self-perpetuating 

phenomenon, as the growth and reorganisation of the Piraeus testifies. 52 A new 

generation of city-based Athenians and metics had become aware of the 

possibilities of commercial enterprise, and vigorous trading extended to the 

furthest outposts of the empire. The Old Oligarch appended this comment to his 

discussion of Athenian naval power: 

8th chv äpxfly if g 6aß, &tiirjS 7tpc tov µßv ip6novS £vcqu vE iiOipov 
E7ct4tia764£voti ?Xi ? iX? otS' 6 'tt Ev Eti Xtgc i 'Ij Ev 'ItiaX. iQt 11 £v Kvtpqp f 

£v Atyi ittq ij £v Av&&Qc jv TO I16vuw ý Ev 171£Xo7ovvtj(7q) ij öMoOi itov, 

ccdrva t&vtia £; Ev hApot Orl Stöc tr}v äpxtjv tfj OaXätitirJS. 

First, as rulers of the sea the Athenians have visited various other lands and have 

discovered their luxuries. The delicacies of Sicily, Italy, Cyprus, Egypt, Lydia, Pontus, the 

Peloponnese, and elsewhere are concentrated in Athens due to her maritime dominance. 53 

Hermippus compiled a `catalogue of luxuries' as a mock-heroic parallel to the 

Homeric Catalogue of Ships: 

Ex µev Kvp1jv11S xavXbv icai Upµa ßöEtov, 
tic S' ̀ EX? i t6vtov Qxöµßpou; xai tävia iapiXil, 

tic S' av ®cttaXias xövSpov xai 7t ctpä J36cta... 

tiaOta µhv EvcEOAsv tic S' Alyviciov iä xpgµaati& 

51 Thuc. 2.38. 
52 Garland (1985) 26-8. 
53 [Xen. ] Ath. Pod. 2.7. 
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tatiia xai ßißXoi S, äicö S' ai EvpiaS Xtißavwti6v... 

KapxrISwv 86tt8as xai ItotixtXa npoßic päXatia. 54 

From Cyrene come silphium stalks and oxhides, 
from the Hellespont mackerel and all kinds of salt-fish, 

from Thessaly salt and ribs of beef... 

moving on elsewhere, from Egypt comes 

sailcloth and papyrus-reeds, from Syria frankincense... 

from Carthage rugs and embroidered cushions. 

Ch. 2 

The variety of novel commodities to be found on the Athenian market was 

symbolic of the advantages of hegemony. It was a far cry from the simple fare 

which Right in Aristophanes' Clouds associated with the good old days. ss The 

demos in Knights might now be won over with `wheedling cookery-words' (216, 

pggatiiotis payetpti cot; ). New kinds of food were `good to think with': 

By parodying tragic forms, by setting up a heroic context and then infiltrating it with 

incongruous and anachronistic images from the modem city, comic poets gave resonance 

to their representation of the present, a greater consciousness of being contemporary. It is 

not too much to say that fish in these comedies and parodies contributes significantly to 

one of the earliest manifestations of the idea of the modem, the contemporary, in Western 

56 intellectual history ... 

The continuing opportunity to benefit from external contacts and supplies may 

have inspired members of the newly urbanised demos with undue pride and 

optimism. Although the deprivations suffered by rural Athenians during the initial 

period of war had led to disaffection with Pericles, his re-election as strategos 

testified to the demos' endorsement of his policies as well as his evident 

incorruptibility. S7 But Athens' continuing command of the sea also afforded a 

genuine capacity for self-renewal. In 415 the majority of Athenians were ready and 

58 eager to launch an offensive expedition of unprecedented size against Syracuse. 

54 Hermippus fr. 63 K-A. 
55 Ar. Nub. 981-3; cf. Ar. Eq. 538-9. 
56 Davidson (1997) 14. 
57 Thuc. 2.65.4. Ober (1989: 87) stresses Pericles' rhetorical skill. 
58 Thuc. 6.24, with HCT ad loc. 
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Athens' seaward orientation explains why many stimuli to innovation in this 

period were related to the continuing influence of external contact with individuals, 

ideas, and material goods. Much interstate trade was in the hands of foreigners and 

metics, who along with commercial products brought new ideas and practices to 

Athenians' attention. Even new religious ideas came via commercial routes, often 

arriving first, as did Epidaurian Asclepius and Thracian Bendis, at the Piraeus. 59 

The new education was largely in the hands of foreigners, who brought with them 

ideas rooted in Ionia and the Greek settlements of Italy and Sicily. 60 

Of all the Greek states, Athens could pride herself for offering a secure 

base for foreigners to offer their wares, whether intellectual or material. Pericles 

proudly asserted Athens' open-door policy in contrast to the Spartan practice: 

tiýv i£ yäp töXty uotvf v itapgxoµ£v xai ovu Ea ctV öti£ ý£Vrj%aaIatg 

67t£ipyoµty titva fl µaoiv()c oc i 6£&µatog. 61 

Our city remains open to all. We don't conduct periodic deportations to prevent outsiders 

discovering or spying on our activities. 

The diffusion of ideas from abroad was a traditional catalyst for Hellenic 

innovation. The willingness on the part of some students to pay high fees to foreign 

Sophists like Prodicus and Protagoras was a tangible recognition of their status in 

Athens' intellectual life. By associating innovation with their imperial success, 

Athenians could value and welcome the influx of foreign ideas as a counterpart to 

the euporia and material enjoyment they derived from the variety of new and 

imported commodities. 

V 

nou a to and play 

The fruits of empire presented the demos with an unparalleled experience of 

poikilia, the sheer enjoyment of variety through the extension of material and 

59 Garland (1987) 115-117,118-22. See Ch. 7 below, Sects. 4 and 5. 
60 Cf. Ostwald in CAH 52,351 f 
61 Thuc. 2.39.1. 
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intellectual choice. Athenian poikilia provided an effective contrast to the drab 

simplicity and perceived narrow-mindedness of Spartan society. Pericles praised 
fellow-Athenians as models of versatility: 

vvs%wv re REyw titjv re t aav zAty of q `EXX6c og tai&svativ Etvat uai 

uaO' 91Caatov 801CEIv äv got tidy avtöv ävSpa tap' rlµwv bEi t? tat' äv EYSrl 

xai µstiä xapitwv µ&Xtißti' äv svtpan£; Lwg tiö ß63µa av'capxEg tapaXEaOati 62 

In short, I say that our whole city is an education for Greece, and I think that each and 

every one of us is versatile enough to comport himself honourably and with self-discipline 

in a diverse range of activities. 

In reminding the contestants for the favour of Demos to stay on their toes, the 

praise of poikilia by the chorus of Aristophanes' Knights suggests a more back- 

handed flattery: 

toti dXos yäp ixvýp 

xä1 ti6 v &µvnX&vwv töpovg svµýjxavoS ýopiýstiv 63 

He's a multi-faceted fellow, 

and good at finding ways to get out of sticky situations. 

The promotion of poikilia as a social desiderandum in the democratic polis was 

transferred from the quality traditionally praised in poetry. M In a socio-political 

context, however, it might carry ambivalent implications. When the Sausage-Seller 

describes how he defeated Paphlagon in the Council-meeting, the chorus exclaims: 

t&vtia trot 7 rpaya; ota xpý tibv $vtivxoý3via" 

svgs S' ö t(xvoi)pyos ETC- 

pov nox. v tavovp7tats 

get oati ucic"ag vov, 

xai SM?, otiat tou d? otg 
t(XCrty 9' xt. tI otS 65 

62 Thuc. 2.51.1. 
63 Ar. Eq. 758-9. 
64 E. g. Pi. 01.6.87, Nem. 4.14. 
65 Ar. Eq. 683-7. xsxaaµevoq may be etymologically linked to uativös" cf. above, Ch. 1, Sect. 4. 
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You've done everything to achieve success: 
the rascal has come up against 
someone who far 

excels him in rascality, 

full of multifarious schemes 

and wheedling words. 

The constant pull towards the city, strengthened by the intermittent relocations of 

country-dwellers during the Archidamian War, gave rural Athenians the 

opportunity to observe, if not to partake in, the kind of mental activity traditionally 

perceived as the preserve of foreigners and the leisured class. Aristophanes' plays 

testify to a degree of popular interest and desire to participate in the activities he 

frequently derides. In Clouds, Strepsiades abandons his rural dwelling and enrols in 

the Phrontisterion to learn how to avoid paying his debts, even before Pheidippides 

arrives to be instructed in its `postmodernist immoralities'. 66 

By contrast to traditional, repetitive farm-labour, intellectual 

experimentation offered new opportunities for variety and excitement. This 

resulted in some ambivalence in the perception of the contrasting life-styles, as 

there was equally in the perception of such qualities as ßocpia and &crTetbtii1S. äpyös 

('idle') is regularly used by Aristophanes in association with intellectual activities. 
The Clouds are described as `great goddesses for idle men' (gey&? at ecai 

öcvSp&cty äpyotS) and the term is used of the Sophists, whom the Clouds must feed 

since they `do nothing' (oiSev Spc vr(Xc). 67 By contrast, the Athenian farmers could 
be described as an `industrious tribe', `prudent and hardworking' (kpy&irjg Xc6q, 

acxcppcwv xäpy&tir1S) 68 The picture is that of a hive of industry, to which the drones 

contribute nothing but noise. 

The Athenians were aware that periods of leisure created conditions for 

innovation. This found symbolic expression in Herodotus' account of the Lydians' 

invention of games and the legend that Palamedes devised draughts as a pleasant 

pastime (axoxf c lAvicov &atiptipý v) to alleviate the boredom of the siege. 69 The 

66 The phrase is adopted from Cartledge (1990) 29. 
67 Ar. Nub. 316,334. 
66 Ar. Pax 632, Ach. 611. 
69 Hdt. 1.94.3, Gorg. 1 1A30 DK. 
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connection with games is suggestive. In many areas of life, the desire for 

innovation is the expression of a natural creative impulse of the kind manifested in 

play. `Play' in a broad sense is intrinsically connected to leisure and creativity, and 
displays features essential to the kind of experimentation which tends to produce 
different kinds of novelty. 70 The symbolic structure of games, rule-bound yet open- 

ended, often requiring the adoption of competitive yet interdependent roles, creates 

a model for inventiveness. In circumstances of intense social interaction, when the 
boredom threshold is lowered and novelties are sought to fill the vacuum, the 
impulse to explore receives added impetus. 

Play fulfils a natural and important psychological function for children. " 

But for adults it has an ambivalent status. It risks appearing superficial and 

unworthy by comparison with serious pursuits, which in Greece included music 

and formal athletic contests. By contrast, the type of leisure activity branded as 

self-indulgence (ipvcpi) attracted moral censure. 72 Many of Athens' principal social 

institutions could be seen as offering a forum for the adult counterpart of `deep' 

play: symposia, athletics, theatre, even festivals and forensic politics. 73 These were 

the official arenas for original and creative self-expression, bounded, like techne 

(discussed below) by conventions which were sufficiently flexible to allow for 

continual modification and contestation. 

Gorgias, who introduced the new wave of rhetorical methods in the 420s, 

described presentation-pieces such as his Helen as ̀ toys' (7raiyvua). 74 The elevation 

of lc*yvta, whether literal and metaphorical, was viewed with great suspicion by 

Plato, who believed that the attempt to diversify children's toys and games had 

dangerous social ramifications: 

1 tvovµsva Se tiä aviä xai uativotioµovµsva jctiaßoxats tic ?? (Xtg act 

xp6)gcva, uai µrlS£toie tiavtiä 9iXa itpoc xyop$v6viwv tiwv v&ov jn t' Ev 

70 Cf. Baudrillard (1990) 79: `The dominant tonality of our daily activities is becoming ludic 
... a 

speculation in the varieties or technical potentialities of the object, a game with the rules of the 
game through innovation' (author's italics). 
" Piaget (1951). 
72 Cf. Parker (1996) 162 n. 33. Aristotle distinguished different uses of axo7Lij in Pol. 8.1337b- 
38a; Stocks (1936). 
" Cf. Cartledge (1997) 3. 
74 Gorg. Helen 21; Cole (1991) 78-9. 
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axijnxat trot; tiwv avtiwv ßwµätcuv jn 'ca Ev tiot; ?f? otg al ii&Tty 

öµo%oyow vcoc (&cot; äst x$iaeat tiö i' cvßxrlµov xat äaxriµov, äX 
,ä toy 

it vtov äst xatvotioµofivia xat ci c papov'ca 'cwv ctcookcov Eti£pov xaiä tc 

ßxýµatia xai xplnµaia xat ttävtia baa tcotavtia, tioiftov titµäaOat 
Stacp$pbvtiws, tiobTov 7tO? ct ?c 3i v ovx ctvat jici ci (pat tcv äv öpOö'caia 

What should we think of change and innovation in toys, and variation and constant 
fluctuation in the tastes of the young? A situation where there is no fixed standard of what 

is good and what not in their bearing, dress and other accoutrements, where the innovator 

who introduces new patterns, colours, and so on is specially honoured - we would be right 

to say that nothing could be worse for a society. 

The novel methods for the manipulation of words appeared to many as misleading 

and undesirable word-games. 76 Intellectual innovation was portrayed as a 

proliferation of words, and Aristophanes' plays document how words used in a 

subversive or affected fashion, often by the `younger generation', were 

characterised as ?. a? to or atiwµvXia. " The chorus in Frogs denounce such 

wordiness as a waste of time, defying common sense (aüvcaLg) and simple sanity: 

to 'L' E9Ct a tvotaty %6yotat 

xal ßxapuprjaµot t Xijpwv 

&aipt13i v äpy v totEtaOati 

itapacppovolovioc ävSpOS 78 

To waste time idly 

on pretentious talk 

and nit-picking rubbish 

is the business of a madman. 

'S Pl. Laws 7.797b-c; Gouldner (1965) 45-7. 
76 pl. Soph. 234d-235a. 
"E. g. Ar. Eq. 1375 f., Nub. 1003, Ran. 1071; O'Sullivan (1992) 130-4. 
78 Ar. Ran. 1495-8. 
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VI 

tiaxvii and tivxii 

Ch. 2 

In seeking to claim legitimacy for an empire increasingly sustained by force, the 

Athenians of Pericles' generation saw themselves as uniquely qualified to use their 

position and capabilities for innovation to Panhellenic advantage vis-ä-vis the 

barbarian. The glorification of the city of Athens was symbolic of its assumption of 

the cultural and political leadership of Greece. But the growth of the Athenian 

Empire also necessitated the development of new professions and practices to cater 

for the unprecented number of legal, political and economic measures needed to 

sustain it. In Aristophanes' Frogs, Aeschylus complains of Athens' changed nature, 

which he blames on the influence of Euripidean drama: 

xýti' Ex Tovtiwv fj cAt i t6 v 
vICoypaµµateu)v ävcµsßtthO 

xat ßwµoa, öxwv Sago t O11 wv 

£ atatithvtiwv ti6v Sýj tov äsi ýý 

And then as a result our city 

has become filled with undersecretaries 

and populist performing monkeys 

forever bamboozling the people. 

Expertise was needed for a range of new administrative tasks, and economic 

matters were no longer limited to traditional forms of oikonomia: 

Functionally, by the 450s if not earlier, the scale of monies passing through the hands of 

the administrators of collective bodies, from hellenotamiai to demarchs, had become such 

as to rupture any sense of continuity with household management: genuine taxes, with tax- 

farmers to match, had proliferated by the 420s, and publicity, audit, accountability, new 

and larger management groups, and fierce penalties for defalcation had become the 

80 
norm. 

79 Ar. Ran. 1083-6. 
80 Davies in CAH 52,304-5. 
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The Athenians also witnessed the growth of lucrative and unconventional 
intellectual specialisations. The Sophists presented their educational methods as the 

avenue to political and social advancement, and their clientele were the younger 

members of the upper classes. Non-Athenians who made a fortune from teaching 

the skills required to wield political influence over the demos were likely to be a 
focus of popular as well as philosophical disapproval. 

Part of the ambivalence felt about the Sophists' claim to teach the techne of 

politics was an unease that the fortunes of the polis could be reducible to techne. 

Political events, like history itself, might be thought of as more in the domain of 

chance, tuche, than skill. Thucydides hoped that his own, more accurate, techne of 
historiography might offer an opportunity for the limited control of tuche, at least 

insofar as the recurrence of mens' behaviour might be predicted: 

öaot S ßoUXi aovtat ti6 v i£ y£voµ vwv tö ßacptS 6xo7r£LV xat tiwv 

µ£XXövcwv totiý aMs xatiä tid ävOptottvov tiotovtcov xai itapooc%ilaiuwv 

kß£ßeat, wcp Xtµa xpiv£ty avtiä äpxovvtico; 9ýat. 81 

It will be enough for me if my words are judged useful by those who want to understand 

clearly the events that happened in the past and which, human nature being what it is, will 

at some time or other and in much the same ways be repeated in the future. 

The evolution and articulation of new technai was bound to give rise to 

consideration of the meaning and scope of techne. A techne could be thought of 

both as a way of preserving knowledge, oral and written, and as a basis for the 

creation of further knowledge. Written works like Polykleitos' Canon, the 

Hippocratic surgical treatises, and rhetorical technai, were both a means of 

defining the boundaries within which their subject operated and an opportunity for 

practitioners to learn and to build on the achievements of their predecessors. 

Techne was thus potentially a tool both for generating novelty and for controlling 

and defining the proper scope of innovation. 

The contrast between techne and tuche became a theme in rhetoric, art, and 

medicine. 82 The antithesis suggested that techne could provide a way of 

81 Thuc. 1.22.4. 
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overcoming mere contingency by formulating and practising techniques of bringing 

it under systematic human control through the exercise of intelligence. Democritus 

expressed the new sense of intellectual confidence in dismissing the terrors of 

tuche: 

iicvOp(wcot tvxric £ih o ov E t% ctxvio Rp6cpa6Lv t8ir1S äßoDXirlc. ßatä yäp 

(ppoviact tvxrl µ&x£tiat, iä Se 7tX£ißta Ev Pt(t) £vývv£tiog 6 Dö£pK£irl 

Katl9'ÜV£L. ß3 

People have created the image of Chance as an excuse for their own poor judgement. In 

few things does Chance conflict with intelligence. Most things in life can be put to rights 

by good sense and clear-sightedness. 

The poet Ion of Chios was reported to have said that, although chance was the 

opposite of skill, its products appeared to have much in common (no%%& tiff; 

aocpia; Stacpapovßa 7C2, Etata (Xvtii öµota 7toLEt) 84 The playwright Agathon 

epigrammatically expressed a similar sentiment: 

titxvn tiüxnv gatEp c xai tivxrl ti xvrIv. ss 

Fortune is beloved of art and art of fortune. 

The collapsing of the antithesis between techne and tuche represents an aspect of 

how Athenians expressed their desire to control circumstances through human skill 

and their new confidence in the possibility of doing so. The broadening of social 

and political structures allowed for a greater degree of individual and popular 

initiative, and the practice of diverse new technai was increasingly a feature of the 

public sphere. Whereas the traditional practitioner might expect to keep techne 

within the family, the loosening of traditional social structures and increased 

opportunities for learning contributed to the possibility of wider popular access to 

skills and professions. The regularisation and written systematisation of technai 

82 Cf. Chh. 3,4, and 6 below. 
83 Democr. ft. 119 DK. 
64 Ion Ch. fr. 3 DK. 
85 Arist. EN. 6.1140a 17. 
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offered an opportunity and a yardstick for the production of genuine innovation 

within a range of technical spheres. 

VII 

vbµot and novelty 

The question of what constituted norms, whether they were man-made or rooted in 

nature, formed the basis of a famous and ongoing debate in the Sophistic age. 86 

Nomos had a nexus of meanings and associations, covering customs, laws 

consensual and arbitrary, and social and political norms. All these meanings were 

current and not formally distinct in late fifth-century Athens. The meaning of 
`prescriptive law' may date from the reforms of Cleisthenes in the late sixth 

century. 87 This simultaneous restriction and extension of the significance of nomos 

corresponded to a change in the perception of law itself: 

When the general term for `social norm' became the official term for a specific enactment, 

its erstwhile absolute validity became relative: what had been timeless could become time- 

bound, and what had been immutable became changeable. 88 

This sense of the mutability of nomos in a fast-changing and increasingly legalistic 

society like late fifth-century Athens has rich implications for the Athenians' 

experience of innovation in many areas of life. Innovation had been presented by 

Herodotus as part of cpvatiS, the natural order of things which Herodotus celebrated 

in its manifold splendour. Most people were no more than spectators of unique and 

extraordinary feats. In Herodotus' eyes, the danger of vppti; was ever-present for 

those who overreach their mortal nature. Particularly grandiose innovators like 

Polykrates and Xerxes were bound to incur divine cpe6vos. While outstanding 

achievement and conspicuous innovation might be considered marvellous 

86 Guthrie (1969) 55-134. 
87 Ostwald (1969). 
88 Ostwald (1986) 88. 
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(thaumaston) and praiseworthy, they remained the domain of a few special 
individuals. 

The isonomia asserted by the broadly-based demos of the 420s allowed and 
demanded a larger franchise for individual initiative in all spheres that could be 

considered political. Increasingly, individuals from non-aristocratic backgrounds 

could make their mark in politics. 89 The democratic polls allowed for any citizen 

seeking to propose a law to address a forum of his fellow-citizens. The Old 

Oligarch grumbled: 

v3v 89 Xtywv 6 ßovXöµ£vos ävaatiäs ?. vOpo toS 7tovrlp6q E cvpt6K£t tiö 
? xyaOöv avtiw i£ xat trots öµoiot; (&*- £Lýtot tits äv, Tt äv ovv yvoirl 
äyaodv aviw i ifj Sijµw tiotoVroq 6vOpw7to;; of & ytyv66Kovaty on rl 

tioviov äµaOia uai ltovrlpia xai ci vota ACCXXov Xvatti£X£i 11 ri tio13 xpriatofi 

äpat1 xai c ocpia xat icax6vota. 90 

Nowadays any scoundrel who wants to can stand up and devise a way of getting what is in 

his interest and that of those like him. You might ask `How would such a person recognise 

his own interest and that of the people? ' But they know that his ignorance, immorality and 

favour are more profitable than the good citizen's virtue, intelligence and contempt. 

It was thus a matter of daily public acknowledgement that specialist political status 

was not required to produce potentially radical innovation. Innovation in law and 

in the broader political sphere might become the province of any citizen with a 

degree of political skill and ambition. It seemed as if new laws could be 

indiscriminately offered up for sale like fresh produce, whether destined for 

Athens, colonies like Thurii, or imaginary cities like Nephelokokkygia: 

WIIWIEMATOH lAIIE. Iäv 8'b Nc(pc%oxoxxvytcbg tibv 'A9rIvocIov &8txp 
- 

HEI. tiovtit Ti iaity a5 xaxöv -tb ßtIXiov; 
iii. g7j(pt6µatio7 vXllg dj. tt xat v6µovs v£ovs 

jiccu yap' bgd; 8s{3po 7CwAýawv. 91 

'9 Connor (1971) 139-98. 
90 [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 1.6-7. 
91 Ar. Av. 1035-8. Cl. Ach. 532, where Pericles is said to have enacted laws like skolia (perhaps 
suggesting that they appeared to be improvised). 
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Decree-merchant: If the Cloudcuckooburian wrong the Athenian - 
Pei: Another bloody document! What's this latest one about? 

D-M: I'm a decree-merchant, and I've come here 

to sell you some fresh laws. 

Bad new laws could replace good old ones. In Aristophanes' Clouds, Pheidippides 

expresses the connection between not observing traditional laws and the immoral 

behaviour: 

ws ýSv xatvotg itp&Y taaty uat ftýtotg 6gtXaiv, 

xat twv x(XOcatt)ticov v6µcav vicEpcppovety Svvaaeat 92 

How nice it is to spend one's time in politics and with clever folk 

and to be able to ignore the established laws. 

He is later made to argue that laws and customs, even those against father-beating, 

are after all merely conventional: 

obi cow ävýp ö toy v6µov Oct; cokov fly to 2tp6)iov, 
üian£p ßv xä76), xat % ywv 9 tstOc tiob; itaXatovg; 
fltt6v it Slt' satt uäµot uatvöv av tiö %ot c6v 

OEtvat v6pov trot; vikaty, tiob; itatitpag ävtttiI ttctv; 93 

Wasn't it a man who first made this law 

a man like you and me, who persuaded the men of old by argument? 

Why should I have any less right to make for the future 

a new law that sons should beat their fathers? 

By the end of the 420s continuous innovation in nomoi had led to confusion, and 

measures were sought to consolidate the legal system and to prevent the 

proliferation of new laws. The introduction of a new law might override the 

provisions of an earlier one, threatening a situation in which the law could no 

longer be used as a guide to action owing to internal contradictions. In 415 appears 

92 Ar. Nub. 1399-1400. 
93 Ar. Nub. 1421-4. 
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the first evidence for the graphe paranomön. 94 This was a sign of reaction to the 

proliferation of democratic laws and a belated attempt to provide some kind of 

safeguard against the perceived dangers of unrestrained politico-legal innovation. 

After the restoration of 410 a board of nomothetai was appointed to codify the 

laws, and Nicomachus was entrusted with codifying the religious calendar. 95 The 

establishment of a central archive in the Metroön by about 406/5, and Archinus' 

decree in 403/2 proposing the reform of the Attic alphabet, also indicate ways in 

which in the aftermath of the political and military shocks of the preceding decade 

efforts were finally being made to achieve greater regularisation in public affairs, 

even if the continuing use of the graphe paranomön until well after these measures 

were taken testifies to the slow development of `document-mindedness' amongst 

the Athenians. 96 

The connection between nomos and justice was weakened by the 

perception that different classes might attempt to take over the rule-making 

procedures for factional benefit. While the Old Oligarch berated the demos for its 

blatant self-interest, the demos itself was threatened with the wholesale removal of 

their entitlements, including the suspension of the graphe paranomön, by the 

oligarchic coups of 411 and 404 B. C. These experiences made it clear to the 

returning democrats of 403 that the political rules were not fixed in stone and 

could be re-invented unless measures were taken to ensure consensus. 97 Insofar as 

new laws were revealed to be artificial creations with no basis in phusis, innovation 

itself might stand condemned as the process of an arbitrary nomos. In 

Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae the assembly's fickleness in constantly seeking 

innovation is lampooned in an exchange between Praxagora and Blepyrus: 

nr. Kai Lhv öit µev xpfatä &&z o ttßt£vw" tog Se A£ati&S, 

£i Katvotioµ£iv £e£Xi aovßty Kai µh tiot; 1jßäat X. iav 

trots i' äpxatotq EvStmpiß£ty, boot' EaO' Ö jt& t6Ta SE3otKa. 

BA. 7G£pI OV tiOLVUV to KatVO'CO4l£LV AT} S£La{jS toto yyäcp ijµiv 

94 Andoc. 1.17,22; Hansen (1991) 205-212. 
95 See Ch. 7, Sect. 6 below. 
96 Thomas (1989) 60 f. 
97 See Ch. 8, Sect. 5 below. 
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Späv ävti' RXIjq äpxic £ßity, tiwv S' äp%aiwv äµe%ioati 98 

Prax: I believe that I have an excellent idea to instruct the audience. But 

what I'm most afraid of is whether they will want to receive innovations 

rather than remain devoted to their old-fashioned ways. 

Blep: As to innovations, have no fear: they're something we prefer 

to any other regime - we don't give a hoot about the old days. 

But this mutability was also the source of anxiety. A traditionally-minded society 
like Athens did not want to believe that its laws were simply arbitrary. To be valid 

they had to have the sanction of tradition or intellect, or be based in some kind of 

natural law. A demagogue like Cleon could play on his audience's sense that their 

changeability was not a sign of strength but of weakness: 

, n&vtiwv S S£tvötatov £t iEj3atov hjtty µ'*v xaO£ati Et wv &v 86E11 7ctpt, 

µnS 'yvcoabµ£ea &rt x£Lpoct vÖj. totq 8cxtviitotc xpwI vll ttAtg Kp£L66wv 
Eatiiv fj xa&wg Exovßty äxvpotS 99 

The most alarming thing of all is if nothing we decide on should be settled once and for 

all, and that we refuse to see that a state with inferior but inviolable laws is stronger than 

one with good laws which do not retain their authority. 

VIII 

Conclusions 

While innovations attributed to individuals may be easy to identify, social 

innovations tend to be more elusive. Unlike intellectual innovations, which may 

present a radical advance on previous thought, innovation in social institutions is 

usually analysed as a reform or reconfiguration of a pre-existing institution. The 

way a society experiences innovation may to some degree be gauged from the 

evidence of material modifications and the documentation of new behaviours which 

symbolise or represent it. But the indices of this kind of innovation are variously 

manifested and elusive, including items as diverse as `silver and bronze coins, 

98 Ar. Eccl. 583-7. 
99 Thuc. 3.37.3; cf. Boegehold (1996). 
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money taxes, chattel slavery, writing, schools, written contracts, commercial loans, 

technical handbooks, large sailing ships, shared risk investment, absentee 
landlordism'. '°° Material and institutional innovations of these kinds were rarely 
identified by Athenian authors, who were more inclined to focus on specific 
intellectual and cultural areas. But the former, as much or more than the latter, 

contributed to the general consciousness of novelty in the environment of late 

imperial Athens. 

The concentration of people and resources would have stimulated both 

competitive and co-operative inventiveness in intellectual, technical and 

commercial arenas. The social reception of innovation comprised an amalgam of 

diverse responses, varying between individuals of widely different character and 

status: young and old, male and female, metic and slave, citizen and foreigner, 

educated and illiterate, city-dweller and countryman. It is not surprising that some 

of these groups should be found to be more closely associated with questions of 

innovation than others. In general the promoters of social change are likely to be 

those who have less of a stake in preserving the status quo, while the `early 

adopters' of technical innovations tend to be those who are confident of their 

economic and social position and are well placed to derive personal benefit from 

innovation. 101 

Social expectations provide incentives to innovate in some areas of life 

while discouraging its pursuit in others. Whether novelty is perceived as positive or 

negative, threatening or exciting depends on attitudes to the meaning of innovation 

in each particular area. Different individual reactions to novelty combined with 
internalised cultural norms to privilege specific avenues of innovation, such as 

rhetoric, music and drama. But a picture emerges of the vigorous novelty which 

Athenians of the 420s and 410s encountered over a wide range of areas from 

imported food to the conduct of war. In the competitive and close-knit 

environment of the polis, the fact that innovators were known and noted for their 

contributions would have led more to seek to present real or apparent innovations. 

100 K. Hopkins in Garnsey et al. (1983) p. xv. 
101 Rogers (1995) 264. 
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Athens on the threshold of the Peloponnesian War gives the impression of a 

city vibrant with success. The death of Pericles and the ravages of the plague mark 

the beginning of a shift in perception and a polarisation of attitudes regarding the 

new. In the following decade, the freedom to innovate and the pressure to increase 

the pace of innovation seemed to be out of control. The kinds of innovation that 
had been encouraged and extolled for the sake of a greater goal started to follow 

their own narrow logic, that of the technai that produced them, instead of being 

subservient to the glory of the polis. In many areas there was a rush to feed a 

growing appetite for innovation, and wealth as well as fame or notoriety were seen 

to be its due rewards. 

In the comedies dating from the earliest part of the Peloponnesian War, 

Aristophanes paints a picture of an Athens both revelling in and repelled by the 

possibilities of innovation. By the time of Clouds of 423, it already seems to be a 

cause for alarm. The ambivalence of the portrayal of new methods of thought and 

behaviour reflects the experience of a society facing an rapid and increasing pace of 

change, in which citizens' psychological equilibrium might be better maintained by 

accepting and even contributing to the process, as Strepsiades and Philocleon feel 

compelled to do, than by trying to resist it. The effects of war made the popular 

attitude to innovation in general more ambivalent and distrustful. By the end of the 

Peloponnesian War, the scope to propose open innovation in the political domain 

was markedly circumscribed, and bureaucratic measures appear to overtake 

political rhetoric. 102 Athens' vocal, adventurous adolescence in time of war seems 

to give way to a quieter, more cautious coming-of-age with the restoration of 

peace and democracy. The idea of experimentation in social and religious matters 

was also bound to be anathema after the experience of internal revolutions 

associated with the generation of Alcibiades, and the final defeat by Sparta in 404 

B. C. 

The imagery of rites of passage is inverted in many of Aristophanes' plays, 

so that the old are often depicted becoming young again. The Sausage-Seller in 

Knights, Strepsiades in Clouds, Philocleon in Wasps, Trygaeus in Peace, and 

102 Cf. Ch. 8, n. 10 below. 
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Peisthetairus in Birds, are all presented to some extent as `marginal' characters 

who undergo a kind of rejuvenation as a result of the trials they undergo., 03 The 

fates of these characters seem to reflect a deep-seated concern about the new roles 

and identities that Athenians were required to adopt in a period of rapid change. 

Practices which symbolised the natural and social orders were being disrupted. 

Aristophanic comedy suggests that the excesses of the wartime period confused 

the very procedures whereby newness in the social scene had traditionally been 

regulated, and ultimately gave rise to the reactive desire to reverse the trends 

which appeared to have led Athens into turbulence and danger. 

103 Bowie (1993) 76-7,81,111,138,164. 
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3. The language of novelty and new technologies of the word. 

"When I use a word, " Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather 

scornful tone, it means just what I choose it to mean - 

nothing more nor less. " 

Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass 

Writing is precisely the very possibility of change, the 

space that can serve as a springboard for subversive 

thought, the precursory movement of a transformation of 

social and cultural structures. 

Helene Cixous, La Jeune Nee 

I 

New words for new times 

Athenian writings of the late fifth and early fourth century reflect an expanded 

spectrum of sensibility about words, manifested at one extreme by an intoxication 

with new possibilities of utterance and at the other by expressions of alarm at the 

rapidly changing scope of verbal and written communication. The range of 

attitudes marks a growing acknowledgement, both implied and explicit, of the 

power and potential of new tools of communication to articulate thought. A 

fragmentary phrase of Democritus seems to characterise the intellectual climate: 

via &p' i hpn cppovkovtics ävOpwxot ('people thinking fresh thoughts each day'). ' 

Novel ideas were being constantly manufactured and communicated through novel 

permutations of language. Words were being used to evoke, represent, and even to 

construct new thoughts, with a potential for pleasure, curiosity, excitement or 

danger. 

The tendency to use words as a self-conscious mark and means of 

innovation was a feature of verbal output in this period. Socrates might ironically 

deny having anything new to say, but a polymath like Hippias of Elis was 

conscious of the need to appear innovative: 

Democr. fr. 158 DK. 
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Stöc xp6vo1) 'äp äcptxbµsvog ö `IzcitiaS 'AoAvaýs taps, (ývstio tie Ewxpätst 

XEyovtit itpöS ttvag, ws Aavµaßtibv sill rä Lt µßv 'Cts ßoI otto ai týa 

StS&&aßOat itva i ti£xiova ri XOAKta i i7t7taa, µßj ä7topeiv ölcot &v 7rýµy1as 

tioOtov ti4xot... xai ö µßv `IUcitiaS äxoIaas tiatta wa tcp EIttai«b ttcwv avti6v, 
"E'ct y äp 6v, 9cprl, w EwxpatEs, £icsiva Tä aviä Xeyetg, ä eyd it&Xat rota 

Gov ijxovßa; xat ö Ewxpätrls, 'O SE yE tovtiov 8stv6ti£pov, Ecprl, w Inzia, Ob 

µ6vov &EI iä abt x %. , yco, äß, Xä xat 7tEpt tiwv av, rcov ab S' '6ws Stä Tä 

ito%vµaO f1s swat 7tspi 'cwv a bt6 v ovö hots iä avt ; £9'yctg. 'A ta?, Bt, 9(P11, 

7C$tp6)µat xatv6v It %ýyety ä2 

Hippias, returning to Athens after a long time, came upon Socrates saying to some 

listeners that if you wanted to teach someone cobbling or building or smithing or riding, 

there would be no problem about where to send him to learn 
... Hippias heard this and said 

in a teasing tone, `What, Socrates - still saying the same old things I heard you saying ages 

ago? ' Socrates replied `Stranger than that, Hippias. Not only am I always saying the same 

things, but I'm always talking about the same topics. No doubt you have such a breadth of 

learning that you never say the same things twice on the same subjects. ' 'I certainly try', 

he replied, 'to say something new on every occasion'. 

Sophists like Protagoras and Prodicus, dramatists like Aristophanes and Euripides, 

and orators like Gorgias and Antiphon, were all noted for their experimentation 

with words. 3 Thucydides above all was a daring innovator in style and usage, 

exhibiting a far greater literary self-consciousness than his great predecessor. 4 In 

presenting his historiai, Herodotus had stated his purpose as follows: 

ws u is i& ycv6 tEva t4 ävOpt tcov ti4 xpövw £ýitirjXa yevrliat, Jfl tE gpya 

µsyäXa tis xai 9wµaßti6c, iä µßv 'EXXIlat, T& S ßapß&potat ä to6sxOEvta, 

äxß, £ä yavrJtat 5 

so that human history is not obscured by the course of time, and to honour noteworthy and 

amazing achievements of both Greeks and foreigners. 

2 Xen. Mem. 14.4.5-6. 
3 Solmsen (1975) 83-125 etc. 
° Dover (1997) 141-2. 
5 Hdt. 1.1. 
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Thucydides constructed his own history to constitute `a possession for all time 

rather than a prize-composition for the occasion' (uiiµ& tc ýS aici µäXXov i 

äywvtaµa ES tiö iuapaxpf µa äxovcty tvyKEttat) 6 After Herodotus, Xbyot might 

represent 9pya in their own right. 
Verbal innovation was potentially a symptom of unwelcome intellectual and 

social change. Thucydides provides an acute instance of this view in his vivid 

account of the stasis in Corcyra in 427: 

kiaaiaýa tie ovv iä twv it %eo v icai iä Ecpvai£pi ovti& itov itvati£t iwv 

irpoyEV%tkVCOV toXb bchcpep£ rv vn£pßox. f v tioß xatvoüaOat tiöcg Stavoiag 

tiwv i' E1ttXEtptj6Ewv tCptti£%Vi Et xai tiwv itµwptcov k ro7tia. xai of v 

£icoOviav ä 'tcoQty tiwv övoµätiwv tS iä 9pya &VTi 
. Xaýav tip 8ticat6)6Et. 

iöXµa µtv yäp äXöytatioS 6cv8p6a (pt%ftatpos £vo. tk Orl, µ Mr atS Sa' 

itpoµriOi g S£tMa 67Cpe tij , to &o ppov toß ZVäVSpov 7tp6axrlµa, xat id 

7tpOS ä tav 4vvetidv tritt nav äpyöv? 

So affairs in the cities were convulsed by internal strife. Those that were affected later, 

knowing what had been done before, devised new schemes of more devilish ingenuity and 

took yet more atrocious reprisals. The usual meanings of words changed, depending on 

how people chose to judge the actions they described. Thoughtless daring was called 'loyal 

courage' and sensible hesitation 'cowardly dissimulation', moderate counsels were 

considered an excuse for fear, and a reasoned approach to every eventuality was seen as an 
incapacity for effective action on any issue. 

Words and actions had traditionally been considered equally valuable elements of 
human endeavour. In Homer, Phoenix says that he was taught to be a `speaker of 

words and a doer of deeds', µve(ov is OiITip' iµcvati npn)crip& tie i pywv. 8 Now the 

antithesis was more often to be found, notably in Thucydides, implying 

disparagement of words relative to action. 9 Democritus expressed the sentiment in 

terms reminiscent of Hesiod: 

6 Thuc. 1.22.4. ES aiei might also be read as 'for any occasion that might arise', suggesting that 
T'hucydides' text 'is a document available for consultation any time a model for words or a 
precedent for the course that events seem to be taking is required': Cole (1991) 105. 
7 Thuc. 3.82.3-4. 
$ 11.9.443. 
9 Parry (1957). 
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idp8ijXot xai äy(xOocpav££S of X6yc) µev & tavia, 9pycp Se ov8 v 9p8ovtieg. '° 

False and fair-seeming are those who do everything in words and nothing in action. 

Cleon sought to evoke shame in his audience by sarcastically comparing their 

traditional model of value to their current `enslavement' to novelty: 

£itOai£ 9£atiat µev tiGiv %6ywv ytyvcaoat äxpoaiat ft iwv 9pywv, iä µev 

pt%Xovi(x gpya ä10 tiwv £v £i7övtiwv ßxonoi)vti£S ws Svvatä yi yv£6Aat, iä 
Se 7rocpayµ va i%6ii, ob tiö Bpaakv ittatÖt£pov öyr£t Xaßbvi£S j id 
6cicova9EV, ätö tiwv Xbyci xa%ws Eicttitµrlß&v'cwv, xai µ£iä xatv6'crlioc µ£v 
Xöyov 6c7aiäßAat äptatot, µ£iä S£SoxtµaaJ vov 8e µßj 4vvE tcaOat £9£4tv, 

Sot3Xot Me; twv ä£i äiötcwv, üic£pftwct S tiwv £iw06, ccov. 11 

You tend now to be spectators of words and hearers of deeds! You decide how you will act 

according to what is presented as feasible by clever speakers. Even when it comes to what 

has already taken place, you are swayed by persuasive speeches, and believe what you're 

told rather than what you've seen with your own eyes. You are champions at being taken 

in by novelty rather than wishing to follow a path that's tried and tested. You are slaves to 

anything out of the ordinary, and reject anything familiar. 

The perception that novel and unorthodox thoughts could be given concrete form 

simply by their construction in words, whether spoken or written, was bound to 

present a new and for some uneasy perspective on intellectual innovation. 

Reification produced new moral and metaphysical structures, which seemed to 

replace and undermine the traditional understanding of modes of human 

interaction, the gods, or the nature of the universe. 12 For many Athenians, the 

unease was focused on the verbal, rhetorical and literary methods whereby 

innovation was sought and fostered. In Aristophanes' Clouds, the debate between 

Right and Wrong makes reference to the fact that Sophistic verbal chicanery was 

perceived as a way of manufacturing novelty for dubious ends: 

lo Democr. fr. 82 DK (cf. fr. 145); Hes. Op. 382. 
11 Thuc. 3.38.4-5. 
12 The term 'reification' goes back to Marx (Verdinglichung). It has been defined as 'the 
apprehension of human phenomena as if they were things, that is, in non-human or possibly 
supra-human terms': Berger and Luckmann (1967) 89. 
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AA. &W as vuc6 , ray E toi3 xpdr uu 
cpäaxovti' ctvca. 

Al. tt aocpöv tot v; 

A&. TvtpaS xativäs ge opiaxwv. 13 

Wrong: But I'll defeat you, though you claim 

to be better than me. 

Right: What's your clever scheme? 

Wrong: Thinking up new thoughts. 

Ch. 3 

The emphasis on novelty suggested the loss of a moral rudder and its replacement 
by the lure of money: 

ýrw y&p f tt ov µev Xöyos St' abtö toot' ExX Oqv 
Ev totat (ppovttarataty, öct itpc )Ttatos £9C£v6raa 

'rotaty vÖjtotc Kal balg &Kats t? (vavtt' (xvttil. eýat. 

Kai trot to tX£ty f pptcov gc t äýtov atatiijpwv, 

aipovµ£vov cob; r'jttovag ý, 6yovs gi£ttia vtxäv. la 

I was called the Worse Argument by these intellectuals 

because I was the first to think up ways of 

contradicting the laws and subverting justice. 

It's worth millions of dollars 

to argue the weaker case and still win. 

11 

Dimensions of verbal novelty 

The public identification of a thought as being `new' might itself modify 

perceptions of what was innovative. This could provide impetus to the kind of 

conceptual innovation to which the author of the Hippocratic On Ancient Medicine 

objected. In his opinion, the concoction of a new medical terminology should not 

13 Ar. Nub. 893-6. 
14 Ar. Nub. 1038-42. 
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be confused for genuine medical knowledge. 15 Aristophanes, himself a skillful 

coiner of new words and parodically technical-sounding expressions, often reflects 

a suspicion of the the products of verbal manipulation. While concerned to assert 
his poetic originality, he regularly undermines his own conceits about novelty. In 

the Clouds he consistently parodies Sophistic innovations such as linguistic 

experimentation, amoralistic reasoning, and antisocial behaviour. The occurrences 

of xativ6q in Clouds are mainly negative, associated with Socratic trickery (479), 

Pheidippides' seditious immorality (1397,1399,1423), and the dubious arguments 

of Wrong (896,936,943,1031). But Aristophanes also draws attention to his own 

originality in terms which align his innovativeness with the objects of his scorn: 

ovS' vµä; i iit6 'ýa7tatäv &i xat tiptS tiavt' siaäywv 
äXV xat xatvxg tS ag Cimpap ov aocpiýoµat, 

ovSev ?x xýx(xtaty 8µoias xai tt6c6ag 8cýt&;. 16 
I don't try to fool you by repeating the same things time and again, 

but I always act the sophist and introduce new ideas, 

all totally different from each other, and all brilliant! 

The creation of `new ideas', essential to the comedian's project, is here equated 

with sophistry. While deriding the Sophists' promotion of verbal and intellectual 

uativöirjs, Aristophanes with deliberate irony plays them at their own game. The 

experience of innovation in late fifth-century Athens had been broadened by new 

dimensions of utterance arising in consequence of such developments as the 

Sophists' analysis of words, the crystallisation of specialised technical vocabularies, 

and the introduction of formal rhetorical methods for purposes of forensic and 

political discourse. 

The increase of private and public written documents in fifth-century 

Athens demonstrates how new methods and skills were increasingly utilised to 

preserve verbal creations of all kinds. Euripides' Palamedes identified the benefit of 

15 o'ÜK 1 'tO )V a&c v Eyooyc KOCLVf g 't)ito9E. tos 6ct Oat ('I myself do not consider that medicine 
requires any new theoretical model'): [Hippocr. ] 1%! 1.20-21 (Jones [1923-31]). See further Ch. 
7, Sect 3. 
16 Ar. Nub. 546-8. I take &EI to govern the adjectives, participle and finite verb equally. 
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his invention of yp6cpµaia as the opportunity to send letters abroad, to make wills, 

and to draw up contracts: 

T& tif; yE Xijei1S Ocpµaic' öpewaas µ6vo; 
? pwva (pwv1 Evtia Cr-O%Xaß? S titOFA; 
E4riOipov ävOpwlcotat ypäµµati' ctS vat 
wati' ov tap6vtia icovtiiag veep is czic g 

täxai xati' otixovg tävti' kiatiaaOat ic& 6w , 
7tatßiv ti' ä7toOvpaxovtia xprIµ&iciv JE rpov 

yp&yravtiac sticety, tidv Xaß6vtia S' cth vat" 
& S' Et; 9pty itittiovßty 6CvOp6)7totg xaxä 

S Xtios St(xtpct icovx to i CI)8 fi ? yctv. 17 

Alone I set up writing as a remedy for forgetfulness, 

creating vowels, consonants and syllables. 

I devised the knowledge of letters for humankind 

so that those who live afar across the sea 

learn well what is happening at home, 

and so that men can record in writing a dying man's estate 

for his sons, so that the recipient can know the facts, 

and so that when men fall into bitter disagreement, 

a document decides the issue and prevents deceit. 

Such activities contributed to a substantial change of approach to words, going 
beyond the pursuit of praise and pleasure in the generation of original literary 

products which followed the tradition of innovation in 'nousike going back to 

Homer. 18 

Attic authors of tragedy and comedy were more than ever bound to strive 

for stylistic and creative originality in the skillful use of words, felicitous 

combinations of thought and expression, and distinctive styles of presentation. 

They were equally concerned to introduce original dramatic conceptions, devices 

and plots. In the absence of the greater part of texts from the period, some of the 

'7 Eur. fr. 578 Nauck. 
18 See Ch. 5, Sect. I below. 
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manifold forms of such originality can be provisionally identified. 19 For instance, 

Kratinos introduced himself as a character in his Pytine of 423, the play which won 

first prize against the first version of the Clouds. 20 The device does not recur in 

comedy, and may have been a comic experiment that was too distinctive to bear 

repetition. Novel metatheatrical elements and other deliberate innovations are also 

identifiable in tragedy. 21 In the placing of a deus ex machina in the middle of 

Heracles, Euripides was wilfully subverting tragic conventions. His introduction of 

comic features into his Helen of 412 B. C. broke the rules of the genre, inspiring 

Aristophanes to mete out condign punishment the following year in 

77zesmophoriazusae. 22 

These novelties were experienced by audiences in the theatre rather than 

through textual study. 23 The ability to engage with written texts is attested mainly 

in comic parody, as in Frogs when Dionysus claims to have been overcome with 

desire for a good poet: 

xai Siti' £ii tiffs v&ws äv(xytyvt)ai ovti pot 

'thy 'AvSpop av itp6; e tai töv Eýaüpvric it60os 

tihv xap&iav £1täiaýs 2t6)s otict acp6Spa. 24 

And then when I was on board ship, reading 

Andromeda to myself, out of the blue a yearning 

seized my heart, so strongly you wouldn't believe it! 

`Literary' appreciation was a less common manifestation of Athenians' encounter 

with verbal novelties than the impact of words spoken and performed. 25 The verbal 

and conceptual virtuosity of existing texts encouraged novelties in spectacle and 

19 Cf. Solmsen (1975) 78 on utopianism, of which there is a great deal in the comic fragments: 
Ruffell (1996). 
20 Krat. 219 KA. 
21 Burian (1997) 193-208. 
22 Ar. Thes. 1010-1035; Bowie (1993) 217-225. 
23 On Ar. Ran. 1114, ßi3, v r' exwv exaatos µavOäveti tiä 6 ta, see below Ch. 8, Sect. 5, n. 
88. 
24 Ar. Ran. 52-3. 
25 Svenbro (1993). 
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presentation. 26 Choruses of animals and mystai, rowers and donkeys moving 

through the orchestra, and the appearance of giant scales for weighing words, may 
have contributed more to Aristophanes' Frogs winning first prize at the Lenaia of 
405 than the coruscating literary-critical &ywv between Aeschylus and Euripides. 27 

Reliance on an audience's aural memory made the use of paratragedy a 

sharp weapon in the comedian's armoury. As a result, one kind of verbal 
innovation might consist of the repetition of familiar lines in a new context. In 

Frogs, Dionysos counters Euripides with a series of quotations from his own plays, 

and equates the tragedian's sententious gnomai with facetious word-play: 

ot. iyi tti' öµwµox', Ata i Xov S' aipr aoµati. 

EY. ii 8a3paxas, CO µtapkati' ävOpdiCCOV; 

Al. 

Di. 

Ey6); 

gxptva vtxäv Aiaxvlov. titre ̂ (äp obi; 
EY. aLaxtatoV 9pyoV 7Cpo6ßa, 91C£ts 1. ' £ipyaaj tvoS; 

I. ii S' ata pöv, i µr} trot; e£wµtvotg Sox«j; 

EY. CO a%etXt£, it£ptbyr£t µ£ Sr} i£9vrlxotia; 

AL tits S' oTS£V et tiÖ BfV jthv E6tt KatiOaV£LV, 

id Xv£iv S S£tCv£iv, tiö Sý x«9£vS£ty Kc08tov; 28 

Di. 'Twas but my tongue that swore... I'll choose Aeschylus. 

Eu. What have you done, you horrid fellow? 

Who, me? 

I've judged Aeschylus the winner. Why shouldn't I? 

Eu. You look me in the eye, after doing so utterly foul a deed? 

Di. But what is foul, if it seems not to be so to the audience? 

Eu. You rogue, will you just stand by and see me dead? 

Di. Who knows if living really is to die? - 

or if to be dead is to be fed, or if the peace of sleep is just a heap of fleece? 

26 E. g. in Ch. 8 Sect. 2 below, I suggest that Callistratus had the Ionic alphabet inscribed on the 
chorus of Aristophanes' Babylonians. The impact this created may have given rise to the notion 
that Callistratus `first introduced' the Ionic alphabet to Athens. 
27 Cf. Dover (1993) 28: that 'the many virtues of Frogs do not include originality of concept'. 
However, pace Dover (1993: 73) I think it unlikely that the parabasis was as important to the 
play's popularity as the author of Hyp. 1 suggests. 
28 Ar. Ran. 1471-7, with quotations from Eur. Hipp. 612, fr. 19 (Aeolus), ft. 638 (Polyidus). 
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Verbal novelty could be identified by contrast to what was genuinely or comically 

branded as äpxatov, a word often used by Aristophanes to reflect the dismissive 

tone of modem youth. 29 In Wealth, Chremylus suggests that he can bring a new 

style of informality to a public address: 

xatpsty µev { tä eßcty, wv3peg 811µ6iat, 

äpxatov r'jöri, icpoßarop$Icty cai 6altp6v- 

&att&Coµat S', 6Ttr tpoevµuoS i ICETF 30 

Greetings to you, fellow demesmen - 
now that's an boring, old-fashioned form of address. 

So hello and welcome for coming so enthusiastically. 

The multidimensional social impact of verbal novelty is graphically depicted by the 

way everyday things seem to take on new meanings and forms of expression in 

Clouds. In the upside-down world of the Phrontisterion, mechanai are not siege- 

weapons but verbal devices, metra are not measures of corn but metres of poetry, 

and Strepsiades must learn to rename familiar animals and objects with regard to 

their `correct' gender. 31 The name of the Phrontisterion itself, reminiscent of 

ergasterion as well as dikasterion, seems to reflect the commodification of words 

in Athens' intellectual life. The commercial metaphor becomes concrete when 

words are weighed in Frogs: 

Al. tiö yäp ß&poq vdu ßaßavtet tiGiv p11µätwv. 

Al. he ssfip6 vvv, si7t£p ye bet xat tio{ft6 µs, 
ävSpüov itotrJt6)v tivpo7cw? ißat titxvi1v. 

XO. £tiitovoi 'y' of & toi. 

ti68s yäp Eispov av i£pa; 

vcoXROv, & conias nX o v, 
ö tits äv £tsv6rlacv &XXos; 

µä tiöv, Eyw µßv ovS' äv ct tits 

29 Dover (1968a: 200) on Nub. 821. 
30 Ar. Pl. 322-4. The scholiast ad loc. states that Cleon was criticized for using xaipety in an 
official letter to the demos in 424; Edwards (1996) 150. 
3' Ar. Nub. 476-80,637-46,658-91; Bowie (1993) 107. 
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gX rE got tiwv Eictiivxövtwv 

btO6iniv, x? X w6gily äv 

a' n' v a'Ü'C& Xllpetv. 32 

AESCH. The weight of our words will put us to the test. 

DION. Come here then, seeing as I've got to 

weigh out poetic skill like weighing cheese. 

CHO. These geniuses are tireless! 

Here's another stunner, 

novel and totally weird - 

who else could have thought of it? 

Why, even if I'd been 

told of it by a bystander 

I'd not have believed it, but would have thought 

he's raving mad. 

Ch. 3 

The introduction of a self-consciously novel stage device is equated with the 

novelty of intellectual jargon (X11pstv), something of which Sophists and other 

practitioners of new specialisations might stand regularly accused. 33 In the 

subsequent scene of Frogs (1378-1412), Aeschylean Sophia proves superior to 

Euripides' lightweight verse, albeit that the latter puts peithö into the scales (1391- 

6). A traditional element of literature and eloquence, the use of persuasion in the 

context of the new rhetoric, linked to entertainment (yrvxarcoyia) and the 

relativisation of truth and falsehood, might be suspected of lacking gravitas. 34 

Once the repository of arete, words seemed to be cheapened by Sophistic 

manipulation and by their readiness to teach anyone the art of success in speaking. 

Plato traced the beginning of fee-charging rhetorical instruction to Protagoras. 35 

The latter's relativistic perspective would not have inclined him to suppose like 

Cratylus that words have an intrinsic relation to the world. 36 But in a `city of 

words' it was uncomfortable to be reminded that, while words need not represent 
37 truth or reality, they might also be bandied about for lucre. The intellectual basis 

32 Ar. Ran. 1367-77. 
33 E. g. physicians in [Hippoc. ] VM 15.1; cf. Ch. 6, Sect. 6. 
34 Pl. Gorg. 453a, 454d-55a; Cole (1991) 148-51. 
35 Pl. Prot. 349a. 
36 Pl. Crat. 383a. 
37 'City of words': Goldhill (1986) Ch. 3. 
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for Sophistic rhetoric, which could be acquired at huge cost (e. g. on Prodicus' 50- 

drachma course), 38 could also be accused of bringing about a reduction in the real 

value of words. Words were being cheapened through over-production. 
The ancient world could not avail itself of the modem economic metaphor 

of `inflation'. In Aristophanic literary criticism, inflated words were characteristic 

of old-fashioned Aeschylean grandeur, while the style of the Euripidean modernists 

exhibited a kind of fission into the over-subtle excesses of taxvöcnc, %F7cr6tfls and 
XaXia. 39 Aristophanes counted on popular suspicion that the new techniques of 

verbiage were as tenuous as the new `realities' they purported to depict. Cratinus, 

however, perceptively recognised in his rival characteristics of the very novelties he 

professed to deride: 

Tig e a1, icoµyr6S tits; E'potio OEati1jS. 

'Y2to%c tto%6yoS, yvwµt8twxirl;, Evptnt8aptßiocpavil; wv; 40 

`And who are you, some fancy-pants? ', a spectator might ask - 
`Some ever-so-subtle Euripid-Aristophanising thought-Splitter? ' 

III 

Books and writing 

The growth of a new terminology of literary criticism, for which Aristophanes' 

Frogs is prime evidence, indicates the common perception in late fifth-century 

Athens that words were becoming the province of virtuosity as well as virtue. 

Aristophanes could expect to amuse his audience by parodying the new vocabulary 

of literary disputation. 41 The techne of words, which created new `objects' of its 

own, was presented as modelled on familiar banausic technai like carpentry and 

38 Pl. Crat. 384b. 
39 O'Sullivan (1992) 109-15,130-150. 
ao Krat. 342 KA (with my punctuation). 
41 Denniston (1927) 113: 'Every living science, especially in its early stages, is compelled to 
devise fresh terms, either by coining new words or by giving new meanings to old ones. Unless 
and until these fresh terms become absorbed in the vocabulary of everyday speech, their 
unfamiliarity makes them a target for the shafts of the humourist. ' 
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woodwork. At the beginning of Thesmophoriazusae, the playwright Agathon's 

slave describes his master's technique in terms that may have reminded the 

Athenian audience of the new temples on the Acropolis whose construction was 

still in progress: 42 

gMet yäp ö xaX7. tsitig 'AyäOcov... 

Spvbxovg tito9vat Späµatiog äpX&g. 

x&µntist is vEaS äyrt&ag it6 v 

tiä S tiopvsvst, T& & xoXXOo tc ct, 

xai yvwµotivit xäviovop x ct 

scat xrlpoxvtict xat yoyyvXxet 

iCai Xomelbet 
43 

Agathon the word-artist is just now 

laying the scaffolds for building a play. 

He's twisting the new beams of words, 

chiselling here, glueing a song there, 

moulding a thought and shaping a metaphor, 

waxing it over and rounding it off 

and chasing flutings in it. 

The passage from Wasps which initiates the debate between Philokleon and 

Bdelykleon shows that `new ideas' were a requisite for ä-(wvcq X, ywv, whether 

waged between sophistic schools or between representatives of the younger and 

older generation: 

xo. vßv Sri toy £x Of tcTkpov 
yv ivaaio Xýy£ty 'tt S£L Katv6v, 6xcoq (pav1ja£t - 

B&. EVEyx6vrcJ got S£'Opo 'c1 v idc t jv 'Lt; 6); tc taw. 

ätäp cp(xv£i itot6S tits Z)v, i 1v tiavtia RapaKA£vp; 
xo. - µr} xaiä töv vEaviav 

, c6v8E Xey£LV. 44 

Cho. Now the product of our 

42 See Ch. 4, Sect. 1 below. 
a' Ar. Thes. 52-7; cf. Ran. 797-802,819,902,956. 
44 Ar. Eq. 526-533. 
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school must say something new to create an impression... 

Bd. (aside) Someone bring me my writing-box, quick! 
So, what impression do you recommend he creates? 

Ch. ... of speaking quite differently from 

this young man. 

This passage suggests that the desire to record novelties of expression, if only for 

the purpose of surpassing them in rhetorical combat, might act as a spur to writing 

them down. The changing terms of the äywv were connected both to the increasing 

desire to produce novelty and to the use and availability of the written word. 

The gradual and persistent change from reliance on predominantly oral 

methods to the use of written media for the purpose of preserving and perpetuating 
knowledge of all kinds is of crucial significance for the experience of novelty and 

innovation. Oral and written media co-existed in ancient Athens, as they do in 

modem societies. But the late fifth century was an epochal age in Athens for the 

increase in and acceptance of written texts. 45 The physical durability of writing 

offered the possibility of giving a permanence and solidity to memory and thought, 

accentuating by contrast the transience and fluidity of oral methods. The use of 

writing allowed more clearly for the recognition and articulation of novelty, in 

inscribing the past, the old, what has been said or conceived. It served to forestall 

doubt and forgetfulness, distinguishing innovation from repetition. 

This new perspective on the use of words appears to have percolated 

through all levels of Athenian society. Although the more abstruse intellectual 

pursuits were confined to a small circle, the range of linguistic issues represented in 

Aristophanes' plays - in particular the Clouds and Frogs - shows that most 

Athenians might be expected to have an awareness of the debates on the nature 

and value of words. Not only the Sophistic education of elite youth, but mystery 

cults such as Orphism, whose adherents might come from all walks of life, were 

associated both with bookishness. 6 Such cultic activity also had a connection with 

the search for the underlying meanings of words, so-called bn6voti xt, which has led 

scholars to seek to identify the authorship of the Derveni papyrus with figures such 

45 Thomas (1992) 148-50. 
46 Cf. Ch. 7, Sect. 1 below. 
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as Stesimbrotus of Thasos, Prodicus of Ceos, Metrodorus of Lampsacus, and 

others in whose works the etymological and allegorical hermeneusis of ancient 

texts were features. 47 

By 405 B. C. Aristophanes could humorously characterise his audience as 

experienced verbal campaigners: 

&ßipatisvµavot y xp Etat, 
ßtj3Xiov ti' 9xcov kxaarog µavO&vct r 6c Scat&" 

ai cpvaets ti' &%Xco; xp6rctc tat, 

vtOv 89 xat itaprix6vriviat 48 

They're veterans 
and each one of them, book in hand, learns verbal cut-and-thrust; 

their natural mettle is already of the toughest material, 

but now it's been honed to a fine point. 

The campaign, however, takes place in the field of argument rather than battle or 

palaestra. ?, yot rather than young men might be described by Protagoras in terms 

of wrestling (xatiaßäAXovtiES), though the Sophist may also have subjected 

sporting activities to intellectual discourse. 49 The shift of battleground was felt to 

have worrying moral and social implications. Although the description of the 

spectators as all being book-owners is comic exaggeration, the idea that nowadays 

everyone is `sophisticated' points to an underlying unease about the new mores, 

prefigured two decades earlier in Clouds, where Right exhorts the youth to 

emulate their fathers: 

ä%A' oüv %t7tap6g ye xai £vavof b ywvaaiotc Statipiyf£t;, 

ov atiwtIX7wv uai tit}v äyopäv tiptßoX£xtpän£x', ot&t£p of v1 v, 
oi. ' Ei i evos 1C£pt 7tpaygattwo yXtaxpavttXo7Ac76ttpi7ttoU so 

So you'll spend your time in the gymnasia, glowing and blooming, 

47 Janko (1997) 70-79. 
48 Ar. Ran. 1113-16. 
49 Protagoras fr. 1 DK. Pl. Soph. 232de suggests the existence of Protagorean works nept to 
it&Xric xa't tiwv & cov rcXvwv, curiously providing at least one post-structuralist essay with an 
intellectual pedigree: `In wrestling, nothing exists except in the absolute, there is no symbol, no 
allusion, everything is presented exhaustively' (Barthes [1957] 24-25). 
50 Ar. Nub. 1002-4. 
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not prattling like the idling wastrels you find nowadays in the agora 

or dragged into court for the sake of some damned slippery disputation. 

The shared social values embodied in traditional social and athletic activities were 
being overshadowed by new individualistic values, characterised by terms like 

dexiotes, kompsotes, lalia, and apragmosune. 51 These were seen to be encouraged 
by the new technologies of discourse, whether sophistic and rhetorical instruction, 

the invention of specialist vocabularies, or the production of technical treatises in 

areas hitherto considered the domain of action. 

By the late fifth century, the instruction of practical as well as intellectual 

matters had notoriously become the subject of written technai. In the 420s 

Antiphon may have been the first to publish the products of his activities as a 

logographos, no doubt as a way of attracting further clients. 52 As well as the 

rhetorical model-speeeches and the Hippocratic medical treatises, there were the 

famous Canon of Polykleitos of Argos, a treatise on horsemanship by Simon 

`Hippikos', a manual for town-planners by Hippodamus of Miletus, and a book on 

architecture co-authored by lktinos. 53 However, the idea that techniques of 

argumentation might be learned from a book was still sufficiently novel to be found 

comic. Aristophanes equates the `corrupting' influence of books with that of their 

putative Sophistic authors: 

tioßtiov ti6v äv3p' i I3t tov &LtcpOopsv 

f Hpö&ico; rf' tißv ?x o%ccTxwv Etc 1£ tins 54 

This fellow's been corrupted by a book 

or by Prodicus, anyway by one of those empty blatherers. 

The changing perspective on logos was manifested by the growing use of all forms 

of written media in the latter part of the fifth century. The notable increase, from 

the 450s on, of publicly inscribed laws and decrees, reflects the belief that at least 

s' Carter (1986) 121-3. 
52 Cartledge (1990b) 50. 
s' Ch. 4, Sects. 2 and 3 below. 
54 Ar. fr. 506 KA. 
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this form of writing symbolised the safeguarding of justice and isonomia in 

democratic Athens. With the distinction between written and unwritten arose the 

question of wherein lay the validity and security of traditional norms. 55 In 

Aeschylus' Supplices the Argive king contrasts the deceitful potential of written 

words with the openness of speech: 

tiaýit' ob iciva4iv Eatty Eyycypaµpiva 

ova' b lwoxatc ßi3Xwv xatisacppartßµkva, 

a(xpfi S' äxoüctg E4 tXavO£poatiöµov 

yxd)cr61js. 56 

This is not inscribed on tablets 

nor sealed within the layers of papyrus-rolls: 

your hear the truth from a tongue that speaks freely. 

But by contrast, in Euripides' Supplices Theseus stresses the stability of the written 

word: 

yy£yypaµ tavwv Se tiwv vöµwv 5 i' äae£vr}S 
Ö 9t oIatOS re tv SLKTjv tarv Ex£t... 

VLKO S' ö µ£LCI)V tiöv 11t7av SLKat' 9xcov s' 

When laws are written, then the weak 

and wealthy have equal justice... 

With justice on his side, the lesser overcomes the great. 

The phenomenon of writing, and questions about the function and extent of 

literacy in ancient Athens, are difficult and controversial matters. Although 

alphabetic writing had been available for centuries, the capability to write at more 

than a basic level was still not widespread and the technology of writing, whether 

on stone inscriptions or with papyrus, pen and ink, was limited and expensive. 58 

But it is clear that the latter part of the fifth century was a period of rapid transition 

ss Hedrick (1994) 167-8. 
56 Aesch. Suppl. 946-8. 
57 Eur. Suppl. 433-4,437. Thomas (1996) discusses the question of why and when laws were 
written. 
sa Hedrick (1994) 164. 
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value that is accorded to the original utterance, the more faithful the repetition 

must aim to be. Repetition is familiar and comforting, allowing for a limited form 

of newness through modes of formulaic improvisation and through gradual or 

piecemeal divergences from the repeated text. It has a social place and function, 

whether cult, symposium, or formal contest. 

Since oral tradition necessarily privileges repetition, there is a danger that in 

the course of time the original utterance will become antiquated and obsolete in 

form or content. The increasing familiarity with the use of writing as a medium of 

recording detailed information offered Athenians new angles on the question of the 

reliability of their oral traditions. It compelled thinkers to subject the objects of 

both oral and written record to scrutiny and modification. Hecataeus had already 

indicated that writing might be a stabilising factor in reducing the mass of 

conflicting accounts in Greek genealogical traditions: 

'Exatiaios Mt%. tjato; (08C µWOEttav T6 8c yp x pw, ws got So cEt &%, nota ctv(xt" 

of yäp `Eý. ý, iivcwv Xöyot 2toX? of tc xai ys7ýoiot, 4)g µot cpaivovcat, £Laty 62 

Hecataeus of Miletus here presents his account. I am writing this, according to what 

appears to me to be true, because the stories of the Greeks are numerous and, in my 

opinion, absurd. 

What oral tradition retains is a fraction of what it loses. Even those memories that 

survive in oral form that appear to be accurately transmitted over generations are 

prone to uncertainty, error and modification. Writing not only provided a more 

permanent and reliable record of the contents of thought and speech, but permitted 

a continuous accumulation and accretion of recorded utterance that was felt rapidly 

to outstrip the powers of the most capacious memory. 63 

In a period when oral traditions subsisted side by side with growing 

literacy, the use of writing had various consequences for the identification of 

novelty. One direct effect was on the social acknowledgement of historical 

innovations. The identification in oral record of a thought or event as being `new' 

62 Hecat. fr. 1. 
63 Small (1997). 
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is likely to seem less rigorous than the evidence of written sources. In the 

necessary and desirable repetition of the traditionally held propositions and 

formulations which constitute a society's fund of oral knowledge lies one source of 

the potential unreliability of its identification of the new. A statement of the form 

`event e is new', if accurate when asserted at time ti, will accordingly be inaccurate 

when repeated at t2, t3, etc. Since memory is prone to error and variation, even a 

temporally well-defined identification of novelty ('e was new at time tl') is open to 

contestation. The resulting tendency may often have been to push actual 

innovations further and further back into the mists of antiquity in the search for 

unassailable ̀ first discoverers'. 64 

When Socrates asked Hippias of Elis what his Spartan audience most liked 

to hear, he replied: 

7tEpi tiwv ycvwv, w EwxpatiE;, 'cwv is f p(bwv xat tiG)v ävopcbltwv, xat iwv 

xatotxiaEwv, wS ih äpxatov Extt Oil xxv at 2tAetg, icat crl)%% 3Stly t6a71S 

tiffs äpxatoXoyiaS f tats äxpoc)vtiat, wati' gywyc St' avtovg 1 vöcyxaaµat 

Exµ£µaAr icEvat is xai &µEµslEtrix vat Kävta tä tiotaßia 65 

Well, Socrates, they most of all enjoy hearing about heroic and human genealogies and 

about how cities were founded in ancient times, and basically about antiquity in general. 

I've been obliged for their sake to make a thorough study of all those sorts of things and to 

know them all backwards. 

The interest in archaiologia which Hippias claimed to satisfy will have required 

him to derive ancient traditions from both written and speculative oral sources. He 

acknowledged that the novelty and variety for which he strove in his own speeches 

arose from a creative recombination of earlier thoughts and utterances: 

tiovtiwv Lacog £Lpr1vat tiix µev 'Op(p£i, tiä 8e Movaaicp xat& ßp(xxv lix%q) 

6cXXocxoii, iä U 'Iiatb&qu iä U 'Ojn pw, iä S TOT; ?. WXots tiwv itotrit v, iä St 

£v ai yypacp(xtg iä µev "EXXrrat tiä U ßapß&pot; Eyd) U £x t&v'rcov tiovtiwv 

64 I have argued that a process of this kind was operating in the attribution of the kuklios choros 
to Arion rather than to Lasos: D'Angour (1997). 
65 [P1. ] Hipp. ma. 285de. 
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T& µtytßia xai öµöcpv%a ßvvOstS tioßiov xatvöv xai itokvctSfj tiöv Xöyov 

1tot1 aoµat 66 

Some of these things may have been said by Orpheus and Musaeus in a brief and 

unsystematic way, others by Hesiod, Homer, and other poets, and others in works written 

by both Greeks and foreigners. By bringing together the most important and consistent of 

these sources, I shall make this exposition novel and variegated. 

Critias indicates an interest in the idea of innovation for `useful' purposes, 
including the advantages of writing itself. His attribution of origins to everyday 

products and institutions may have derived from purely anecdotal oral traditions. 

But a written poem may have suggested a way of presenting vague attributions to 

national groups in a more authoritative manner: 

(DotvtK£S b' £vpov yp&µµati' ä2, £gixoya" 

OiiJ3r1 S' äpµaib£vtia Süppov avv£tijýato tpwtirl, 

cpoptrIyovc 8' &K&iovg Käp£S älä; tiaµiat. 

tiöv S tipoxöv yaias i£ Ka ttvov i' 91CYovov £Zp£v 

1(2, £tv6tiatiov Ktpaµov, xpi atµov oiKov6p ov, 
rý id ic&, v Mapaowvt Kataat1 aaa tip67ratov. 67 

The Phoenicians invented letters to keep words safe; 

Thebes first joined together the cart ledge 

and Carians, superintendents of the sea, created cargo vessels. 

But the potter's wheel, and the product of earth and kiln, 

much-admired pottery useful for household purposes, 

were invented by the city who set up the victory-trophy at Marathon. 

What was identified as new in oral tradition could simply reflect ignorance or loss 

of earlier knowledge. Ironically, neither Critias nor Herodotus would have known 

that Greek linear scripts long predated the introduction of phoinikeia grammata 
into Greece: 

66 Hipp. fr. 6 DK. 
67 Krit. fr. 2.10-15 DK. 
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of S (Dotvu a£ oTitot of av K&Sµw 6c7tx6µ£vot, 'cwv fjoav of Fcgn patot, 

äXXa i£ toX%6 otici aavt£S ti(XvtirIv 'Ui v xt)prIv £cTfryayov StSaax&%ta ES tiovs 

"E%%IjvaS xai 8r} xai 'ypäµµatia, ovx E6v'ca itpty "EXXrlßt wg tµot Soxt£ty 68 

The Phoenicians who came with Cadmus, amongst whom were the Gephyraei, introduced 

into Greece after settling in the country a number of accomplishments, of which the most 

important was writing, something that formerly, I believe, had not existed for the Greeks. 

In an essentially oral environment, there was likely to be a precariousness about 

any assignment of radical innovation within historical memory, and greater comfort 

with the idea of incremental newness and with novelty that stemmed from the old 

and the familiar. By contrast to an oral fuzziness about innovation, the existence of 

a written record allowed for the contestation of definite assertions about what 

might be new and when. New scope for the generation of novelty arose through 

engagement with and contestation of written texts. They opened up new 

possibilities for deliberate originality, since in principle the reader was in a better 

position to make a more valid assessment of what was said to be new and old. 

Thucydides knew that the material remains of ancient cities told a lie. 69 

Writing was different, because it was capable of recording to saphes. The 

unfolding of a historical narrative provided the record of a continuous stream of 

new episodes, a series which could be extrapolated forward into the future. With 

the advent of time-bound historical consciousness, new possibilities for the 

understanding of novelty arose. With the tool of writing Thucydides could record 

the past in a manner which, by clearly articulating the chronological distance of the 

new from the old, offered the possibility of recognising both novelty and the 

inevitable recurrence in human history of events and circumstances akin to those 

70 that had happened at a previous period. 

68 Hdt. 5.58.1 
69 Thhuc. 1.10.1-3. 
70 Thuc. 1.22.4. 
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V 

The rhetoric of innovation 

The rhetorical capacity of words was implicit in the Greeks' earliest literature" . 
Hesiod taught that words could be the vehicle of lies as well as truth, and Homer 

knew that words might mask thoughts as well as express them. Public utterance, 
including utterance in the service of the Muses, was the province of Persuasion. 72 

Words were therefore not simply heard as recording the truth. They could be used 

to create a persuasive and deceitful portrayal of reality. 73 

In the Sophistic age, when questions about power and persuasion, chance 

and skill, truth and seeming, and nature and convention, came to the forefront of 

thought and argument, a sense of the delight and the danger of words seems more 

than ever apparent. Gorgias was said to have introduced rhetorical methods to 

Athens when he led an embassy from Leontini in 427: 

ovtiog ovv icocvm aS £iS ti&q 'AOi vac icai tapaxOctg £is r6v 8figov 

&c% xOrl toi; 'A9rlvatotg t£pt tiflc 6vµµaxtac xai cc; ) ýcv't ovtt tiiq %ktco)q 

tab tXrjt£ tiobg 'AArlvaio1 S Ovtias £vcpv£tg xai (pt oX6yovq. irpwioc 'räcp 
Expilaaio trots Xtt£ws axrjµaitßµo% It£pttiiot pots xai tiff cptXoti£xvipc 
StacpEpovaty, &vtitO tiotS xat taoxlnXot; xat taptaotg xat O totouxelhotg 

xai tw6ty ktpotg tioto't)totq, & tibti£ µßv St& tö t vov tifi; xaiaßx£viS 
ä7to3oxis tjl; toVco, vOv & 7t£pt£pytav Ex£tV Sox£i xat (paLV£iat 

xaiaygXaßia it cov&xt; xat xaiaicbpa)S ttOkµ£va. 74 

Gorgias visited Athens and was presented to the people. He made a speech about the 

alliance, causing astonishment to the intelligent, word-loving Athenians with his alien- 

sounding rhetoric. He was the first to use a style full of excessive devices and techniques, 

opposing and balancing clauses, words of equal length, rhyming terminations, and other 

such things. Because of the strangeness of their composition, at the time these evoked 

approbation, but now they seem over-elaborate and often ludicrously over the top. 

71 Cole (1991) 33-46. 
72 Buxton (1982). 
73 On illusion and deceit in artistic representation cf. Ch. 4, Sect. 8 below. 
74 Diod. 12.53.2-3. 
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The tradition testifies to the impact of Gorgias' style of oratory. 75 His strangely 

artificial Greek had the effect of barbarian speech on the Athenians: 

ß&pßapot S' ctaiv yavoS 
Fopytat 'Cc Kat (Dixtwt7tot, 

icäti ti(bv tyy%(j)rroyaatö- 

pcov £xsivwv 'CO V 4tXiICICcov 

tarcaxoii tiiq 'Aticucfg 

yxwtia xwptg igµvstiat 76 

It's a tribe of barbarians, 

Gorgiases and Philips, 

and from those Tongue-bellied 

Philips it's the custom everywhere in Attica 

to cut the tongue away. 

Along with the renovation of Greek rhetoric by Gorgias, the `rhetoric of 

innovation' was born. The perception of innovation as a useful and serviceable 

virtue may be thought of as the counterpart to the `rhetoric of reaction' which 

condemns novelty as perverse, futile and dangerous. " The latter rhetoric was to 

dominate the aftermath of the Peloponnesian War and the oratory and philosophy 

of the fourth century. But for a time in the 420s the rhetoric of progress, which 

extols the new over the old and speaks of `sweeping away the cobwebs of the past' 

and bringing in new and better ideas, products, and techniques, could be discerned. 

Value was accorded to novelty that divorced the new from its basis in the old, 

positively denying the value traditionally accorded to to archaia and to palaia. 

This was a powerful and influential rhetoric, which provoked reaction and anger as 

well as admiration and enthusiasm. 

The paradox of such a rhetoric is that it may, by its own logic, blur the 

boundaries between what is genuinely innovative and what may be presented as 

75 O'Sullivan (1992) 21; Kennedy (1963) 61-68. 
76 Ar. Av. 1700-5, cf. Vesp. 420-1. yXwitia was used as a disparaging reference to `intellectuals' 
(Denniston 1927: 113) and came to mean obscure words and epithets (Arist. Poet. 1458a22, 
Rhet. 1404b36,1406a15). Cf. O'Sullivan (1992)126-9. 
77 Hirschmann (1991). 
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such. In so doing, it reveals the possibility that novelty is hollow, and that the 

exponents of innovation are charlatans. It risks being aligned to the deceitful 

rhetoric, portrayed par excellence in Aristophanes' Clouds, which aims to show 
that good is bad and vice versa. The rhetoric of innovation arose shortly after a 

period in which grand and original social and intellectual constructions showed a 

relatively cohesive polis that rewards were available to the innovator. In the age of 
Pericles novelty, promoted in terms of arete rather than the naked pursuit of the 

new, was prized and valued. Great playwrights, architects, military men and 

politicians vied with one another in innovative venturesomeness. The vibrancy of 
Athens struck fear into the conservative Spartans, who could not read Athenians' 

intentions as anything other than imperialist ambition. Athens' monopolisation and 

appropriation of the cultural interests of the Greeks could only be read as a 

potential threat to its rivals' political and economic interests. 

VI 

New words and old 

The constructivist turn in recent social theory holds that words are not simply 

neutral tools which may be used to symbolise an external reality. By adopting and 

articulating largely unquestioned social assumptions and viewpoints, words are 

part of a discourse which constructs different, ideologically charged, versions of 

the world. 78 Nothing is good or bad - or new or old - but thinking (or speaking) 

makes it so. The beginnings of a radical understanding of discourse along these 

lines is detectable in the relativism of the early Sophists, whose work influenced 

tragedy and comedy, Thucydidean historiography, rhetorical theory and medical 

treatises. Within their different contexts, these writings all hint that new ways of 

understanding and manipulating words may themselves be the means to 

constructing innovation, genuine or otherwise. 79 

78 Burr (1995) 33-45. 
79 Cf. Hall (1975) 323-4: 'in the 16th century, there is a very genuine belief that novelty, 
innovation, is both possible and desirable; and this has not really very much to do with whether 
they were genuinely novel'. 
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Rhetorical techne went further by formalising the existence of rules and 

techniques for creating novelty: 

Tt6Lav Se ropyLav '6£ E&6oji v EtSEty, oL 7tp6 i6 v &X1j9Üt)v 'rex ELKÖ'Ca E 3ov 

ws ttjnitEa µ&X7Xov, i& i£ aý ßµtxpä µ£y&Xa xai T& µ£y&Xa aµtxp& 

cpatv£6Aat 7toto'Ü6ty 8t& 5c tiiv %6yov, icaty& i£ äpxaicwc i& ti' Evaviia 

8° xatvws. 
Tisias and Gorgias we shall leave undisturbed: they believed that probability deserves 

more respect than truth, that one could make trifles important and important things 

trifling through the power of words, and that the old could be made to seem new and the 

new old. 

Insofar as verbalisations seemed, in the 420s, to bring about new circumstances, 

perspectives, and social or moral `facts', they constituted more than purely literary 

innovation. Words might be combined to create new versions of myth and history 

in the composition of tragedy and historiography, new and arguably artificial 

hypotheseis about human beings' physical nature for the purpose of medical 

knowledge and investigation, and `new ideas' with which to dazzle and entertain 

the spectators of comedy while drawing their attention to matters of social 

importance. In Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazusae, the awareness that men and 

women are distinguishable by their mode of discourse underlies part of the comic 

inversion of political roles, and becomes a key part of the women's `disguise'. 81 

The creative power of words was variously viewed as positive, exciting, 
dangerous and frightening. On the one hand, the subservience of words to human 

manipulation and choice seemed liberatory. It lessened the inherent power of 

discourse by empowering individuals to re-invent norms of speech and by 

subjecting it to systematic control of the kind that could be elaborated and 

mastered through rhetorike techne. On the other hand, the fact that the thoughts 

expressed by words were thus shown to be potentially variable and manipulable 

could be seen as subversively open-ended, an obstacle to the traditional pursuit of 

arete and to the practical political aim of establishing stable and consistent bases 

B0 Pl. Phaedr. 267ab. 
81 Said (1996) 295. 
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for moral and social interaction. Novelty in thought and word pursued as an end in 

itself might triumph at the expense of truth, good sense, and traditional ethical 

norms. 

In the fourth century, Gorgias' pupil Isocrates was aware of the pejorative 

associations of rhetoric and sought to combat it by insisting on its intrinsic moral 
dimension. Rhetorical instruction had given a special impetus to the creation of 

novelty, but a tamer version of the thauma and ekplexis aroused by the novelty of 

the ýEviýwv %6yoq was advocated by Isocrates. In his Against the Sophists, 

composed in about 390 B. C, i6 uativ6v is no longer the means to Wuxayuiyia or to 

deceptive reversals of reality, but has been reduced to a tool of rhetorical 

technique. It is one of the tasks of the orator to innovate in presentation and 
diction: 

Tob; µtv yäp %6yovs ovx ot6v tE icaX6; 9x$ty, fly µrß 'cwv xatpwv xai tioo 

ltpElt6viws xai toi'i xatv6 g 9xcty jEi6c6xwatv. 82 

Oratory is only good if it has the qualities of fitness for the occasion, propriety of style and 

innovative treatment. 

In a later passage cataloguing the technical requirements for rhetoric, the 

terminology of tö xatvöv as a means of creating poikilia might itself be replaced by 

the new, less radical, technical terminology of Evevgýg(xra: 

tö & tiovtiwv L p' Exöcatq) tiinv itpayµ&iwv &q 8Ei tpoeXtaOat xat tt at tpög 
&%X, X(xq xai i&? oct xaicz tipö tov, gtt & T6 6v xatpwv µrß StaµaptEty, &AM 

xai trot; Evevµijµaat 7tpen6vti eq Uov tiöv X6yov xatatotxixat cat trot; 
övöµaßty 6p1Oµt wq xai tovßtxwS ELlcty, iaiOtia 6. it0XXf; bupc stag 

8Ei69at xai 4, JX g &vSptxfjg xai Soýaßtitxfjg f pyov Etvat 83 

Knowing how to choose the right things to say on each subject, joining them together and 

arranging them properly, speaking as the occasion demands while adorning the speech 

appropriately with clever ideas and clothing it in melodious and flowing phrase - these 

require much study, and are the task of a vigorous and imaginative mind. 

82 Isoc. Soph. 13. 
83 Isoc. Soph. 16. 
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The developed techne of rhetoric now had its own logic and purpose. Innovation 

might be sought by its advocates within a circumscribed area. Isocrates, no friend 

of novelty, could thus commend his own innovations and look forward to the 

technical innovators of the future: 

i yoOµat S' oütiws äv µsyiarrjv itI3oaty ß, aµß&vsty cat tiäs ix CC; ttExvag 

icat tihv ltEpt tiovs ?, yovs cptXoaocptav, et tit; Oai jnx of xai titµwri gh tob; 

itpwtiovs ti(bv Epywv äpxoµtvovc, &? Xöc tiovs äptae' £Kaaiov avtiwv 
E4cpyaýoµ£vovgs" 

I believe that all the arts, rhetoric included, will make the greatest progress if one admires 

and extols not the people who initiated the different kinds of endeavour but those who seek 

to perfect every detail of them. 

The formulation of rhetoric in terms of titXvii was a way of controlling the power 

of the spoken word. In the Phaedrus Plato argued that writing, a titXvii with a 
different function, posed a potentially greater danger to truthful communication. 
This increasingly widespread technology allowed words to take on a life of their 

own, divorced from the intentions of their producers: 

8M& y&p toi, w (DaTSpc, Toot 9%Et ypacp1, xat ws &XrlOws 84010V 

ýwypacpicc. uai yäp iä bi tvrig 9icyova i atirlx8 Ab ws ýwvia, thy S' ävtpp it, 

asµvws zt&vv atypc. tia) röv Se xat of %6yot" 864at; µev äv 6; tit cppovoDviaS 

ochovs Uycty, £äv SE tit Lpp T6 v Xgyop6vcov ßoiMPEvog µaOsty, Ev tt 

arlµatvet µ6vov 'cavtöv äst. ötav E tzata4 ypa(pp, c tv& ttat µev itaviaxoO 
thS X6yog, 6poiws 2tapöc trot; £itaioi tv, ws S' ai tco; tap' oT; oWv 

tpoarjxst, xai ovx E tt taut Xayety otS &t ys xai äi. 85 

Writing is strange like this, Phaedrus, and much like painting. The creatures of painting 

appear like living beings, but if you ask them something they remain solemnly silent. The 

same thing with written words: you might think the words spoke as if they had a mind of 

their own, but if you question them and want to know what they are saying, they just keep 

on repeating the same thing. And when you write something down one way, it is bandied 

around equally among those who have insight and those for whom it has no relevance, and 

it cannot choose to whom it should speak and to whom not. 

84 Isoc. Paneg. 10. 
85 P1. Phaedr. 275de. 
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The argument is reminiscent of the fourth-century Sophist Alcidamas' On the Use 

of Written Words or On the Sophists, an epideixis composed with a different 

concern in mind, the importance of oral over written skills in the teaching of 

rhetoric. 86 The latter work reads like the last and futile gasp of reaction to the use 

of writing. By the date of its composition in the 390s, writing was as much a 
feature of rhetorical as of other forms of education. Alcidamas laments the decline 

of old-fashioned skills of improvisation and xatp6s, and the turn towards nit- 

picking precision (akribeia) encouraged by the written word. Although writing is 

acknowledged to be useful, improvised speech is more so. The use of writing is 

rhetorically presented as something which shuts down the prospect of creative 

novelty: 

Öattq oÜv £1tt9UJ. 1£L Pfrco p'v aOat 8£tv6; ÖAX& g 9totij'tf; Xl ycov {xav6C� 

Kat ßo'iX£tiat 9(x', %ilov Tot; Katpots XpfaOat Kail(ilS ý tiot; 6v64. taat Xl y£tv 

äKptßws, xai thv £iivotav tiwV äxpowµ vwv bCixovpOV Sx£ty a of 6ý£t 

µäXXov 1"i toy cpo6vov ävtiaywvtatii v, 9Tt Se xai tiýv µvi µrjv £iiicopov xai tihv 
? Or1v 6C8i ov xae£ai&vat ßo(Xctat, xai tiff xp£tc tio{i ßiov avµµ£tipov tiijv 
84vaµty TG )v X, ywv x£Ktii6Aat itp6Avµ6s tatity, ovic £tK6tcoS äv tioß µßv 

avtoßx£&&ý£ty ä£i i£ Kai St& tavtiO; kv£pydv tii v µ£Uc71v 7tototto, trot 89 

rp&cp£ty b tatStpc xai yap pew Enµ£X6µ£vos £v (ppovctv xpte£i11 tapä tiotS 
£'Ü (ppovoOatV; 

87 

So if someone wants to become a good orator rather than a mediocre wordsmith, prefers to 

be able to take advantage of the moment psychologique than to create a precise text, is 

keen to evoke favour in his audience rather than resentment, wishes to present his 

excellent powers of memory and conceal his forgetfulness, and is eager to possess an 

oratorical ability equal to life's vicissitudes, would it not be reasonable for him to dedicate 

himself actively, at all times and in all circumstances, to improvised speech, and would he 

not be judged a man of sense by sensible men if he only used writing for fun and as a side- 

line? 

The use of the new technology to convey serious as well as playful communication 

was unavoidable. Preserved in writing, the innovative efforts of fifth- and fourth- 

86 Alcid. fr. 1 Avezz6. 
87 Alcid. 1.34 Avezzd. 
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century authors were destined to become classics, read, admired, studied and re- 

fashioned by posterity. The newness of their words, which had in their time both 

augmented and displaced the efforts of earlier authors, presented a constant source 

of new inspiration for future generations. In the third century B. C., the comic poet 

Straton testified to the notion that the words of ancient authors might afford an 

amusing opportunity for the ascription of novelty. The cook in his Phoinikides 

speaks in an archaic idiolect drawn from Homer: 

Ecpiyy' äppEv', ob µäy£ipov, £iS tir v oixiav 

EtXrjcp'. 6c7rX, c3S yäp oW Ev 46C cob; OEovs 
wv rxv Xay1i avvir1 tt. xatvä n taia 
7LE9CoptaJl. voc 7L6Cp£6tty- 6); ctc fi OE yap, 

Evens µ' bolptm6E 7cpoaß%tyras µtya, 

töaoDS idic iicas µhpona; W SEitvov; ? AyE. 

£ydb ith c? rpca p ponag itt S$iicvov; xoxoS.... 

uai got Souct payrq otiotoi tov titvMS 
SXo; 'yeyovcibg bx itathÖS &XEtt1 ptoS 

Liattia ICVAXiaeat T6 V 'Ojn polo p11µ&tiwv' 

It's a male Sphinx, not a cook, that 
I've brought home. Heavens, I simply don't 

understand a word he says. He's come equipped 

with a load of brand new words. When he came in, 

he looked at me haughtily and asked `Tell me, 

how many wights have you invited to dinner? ' 

'Me, invited wights to dinner? ' I said. `You're crazy. ' 

I reckon that the wretch had been the slave 

from childhood of one of those rhapsode fellows, 

and got stuffed full of Homeric words. 

88 Straton 1.1-7,48-50 KA. 
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4. Athenian art: innovation in theory and practice 

How had the burden of precedent increased! It was all around me - that 

smoothly built world of old classical taste, and accomplished fact with an 

overwhelming authority on every point of the conduct of one's own 

work... There might seem to be no place left for novelty and originality. 

Walter Pater, Marius the Epicurean 

I 

The visual legacy 

cpti? oxa%o3µ v iE 'yäp pcti' EvticWaq xat (ptxo(o(po'ÜgEv ävEV µaxaxia; 

7OLoviw tiE ipyov gecUov xatp i ij Myov xbµtcp xpctcOa. 1 

We pursue beauty without extravagance and we cultivate our minds without being soft: 

wealth we employ rather as an opportunity for action rather than a subject for boasting. 

The sole allusion to x6c%%o; in Pericles' Funeral Speech is a succinct reminder that 

the legacy of the Periclean age was, amongst other things, a visual one. 2 Athenians 

and visitors to Athens would have been surrounded by visible evidence of artistic 

activity, worthy of more than modest pride: the city's physical appearance far 

exceeded its true power. 3 The Classical age brought new refinements and a formal 

perfection to the portrayal of the human figure, a development which has been 

related to the changed political circumstances and the self-confident spirit of the 

times 4 

The taut Thucydidean sentence manages to express pride in the Athenians' 

energetic pursuit of its essentially home-grown cultural excellence, while disdaining 

the idea of luxury or the extravagant self-glorification associated with tyranny or 

barbarian grandiosity. But its brevity belies the fact that in conception, grandeur, 

and execution, Pericles' grand vision impinged on Athenians' consciousness as 

1 Thuc. 2.40.1. 
2 On the interpretation of this vexed passage see HCT ad loc. Hornblower (1991) ad loc. assumes 
a moral rather than artistic implication for xäXXos. 
3 Thuc. 1.10.2. 
4 E. g. Pollitt (1972) 64. 
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having had no equal in previous ages. The Periclean building programme required a 

huge outlay of money and materials, and employed an army of artisans: 

ftov y&p 3Xrl µßv fv Moog, x&. ic6S, £Xacpaq, xpvß6s, Eßsvog, Kvt&ptaaos, ai 
8 tiabTTIv Ei tovovßat xat xrc$pyaý64svat tExvat tiai toveq, icMuTcct, 

xaXxotiv tot, XtOovpyoi, (3acpst; xpvaoti, µaXaxtiipcg WCpavtiog, ýw'yp&cpot, 

itotxtxtiai, 'copcu tai... 5 

The materials used were stone, bronze, ivory, ebony, and cypress-wood; the artistans who 

laboured on them to produce works of art were builders, sculptors, bronze-workers, stone- 

cutters, goldsmiths, ivory-cutters, painters, embroiderers, and engravers... 

Along with the economic benefit to individuals and community, the sheer scale of 

involvement will have boosted public acknowledgment and appreciation of artistic 

accomplishment. Pheidias' colossal statue of Athena, commissioned for the 

Parthenon, was symbolic of the attempt to extend the bounds of art and 

craftsmanship: its commissioning gave rise to a political furore, partly due to public 

resentment at the high value of the project entrusted to a single artist. 6 But its 

execution and erection called for exceptional vision and technical skill: primusque 

artem toreuticen aperuisse atque demonstrasse merito iudicatur, Pliny records, 

`Pheidias is rightly judged to have revealed the possibilities of sculpture and to 

have demonstrated its methods'. 7 

Athenians of the 420s were thus already familiar with architectural works 

of unprecedented magnificence which stood at the heart of their city. New 

constructions, such as the graceful Ionic temple Athena Nike (c. 420-410) and the 

unusual Erechtheion with its Caryatid porch (421-406 B. C. ), were still in progress 

on the Acropolis! Athens was also filled with familiar objets d'art of more modest 

scale, such as the mass of statuary, in both public and private ownership, which 

foreshadowed St. Paul's description of Athens in the first century A. D. as 

Plut. Per. 12.6. 
6 Plut. Per. 31.4. It was claimed that the figures on Athena's shield were actually portraits of 
Pericles and Pheidias, but this has been doubted: refs. in Pollitt (1990) 249. 

Pliny, NH 34.54. Jex-Blake and Sellers (1896) note ad loc. that the judgement is one of a series 
derived from the third-century B. C. art historian Xenokrates. 
8 Pedley (1992) 254-257. On new cults in Athens see Ch. 7, Sect. 4. 
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xatici8o)Xo; -a `forest of idols'. 9 Most evident amongst these would have been the 

ubiquitous marble Herms introduced to Athens perhaps a century earlier, which 

adorned doorsteps, streets, and agora. 1° The fact that their disfigurement by the 

conspirators in 415 B. C. was treated primarily a religious outrage with political 
implications, rather than an act of cultural vandalism, is indicative that on the 

whole the artistic status of such objects remained subordinate to their religious 
function and significance. Technai such as stoneworking and sculpture were still 

relatively commonplace `banausic' occupations, even if their products were 

commonly objects of dedication and cult. " 

The classical perfection of the architecture and sculpture of the Periclean 

age is often treated as the highpoint of Athens' artistic development, but the true 

`revolutions' in Greek art are commonly considered to have taken place in earlier 

part of the fifth century B. C. 12 For sculpture, the crucial innovations appear to 

have taken place in the generation following the Persian Wars, a period ushered in 

by the production of masterpieces of sympathetic realism such as the `Kritios boy' 

and the bronze Zeus of Artemision. 13 This was also the period in which Polygnotos 

of Thasos became renowned for his paintings in the Lesche (club-house) of the 

Cnidians at Delphi. 14 Polygnotos had made notable innovations in the exploration 

of two-dimensional space (his methods may be reflected in the work of a 

contemporary vase-painter, the `Niobid painter') and he was renowned as the 

illustrator, together with Mikon, of a famous landmark, the Stoa Poikile at 

Athens. 15 The murals, which may have exploited new coloristic techniques, created 

an impression on Athenians for generations. 16 In 411, the chorus of Aristophanes' 

Lysistrata could lewdly suggest that the figures painted on the stoa provided a 

visual precedent for the militant women of Athens represented in the play: 

9 Acts 17.16. 
10 Parker (1996) 80-83. 
" Pl. Rep. 495e, 522b; Hdt. 2.167. 
12 E. g. Robertson (1981), Spivey (1995). 
13 Robertson (1981) 49,56. 
14 Paus. 10.25.1. 
15 Pliny NH 35.58-9, Plut. Kimon 4.5, Paus. 10.28.1. 
16 Pliny records that new pigments, such as black from burnt grape-lees and yellow from Attic 
ochre, were introduced in the time of Polygnotos and Mikon: NH 35.42,33.160. 
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iititu kaiov y&p Eatit xp4ta x&itoxov yvvij, 
icovu äv ä, tOMCrOot tipE ovtios" ti cq S' 'Aµaýbvac cricket, 

&g M'ticcov gypayr' N' ticitwv µaxoµ vas tiotc äv8p6catv. 17 

Riding is very much a woman's thing, she's safe on horseback 

and wouldn't slip off even at a gallop - just look at the Amazons 

whom Mikon painted fighting on horses with the men. 

The mural may also have provided inspiration for the fourth-century painter 
Euphranor's portrayal of the cavalry battle at Mantinea in 362 B. C., at the 

commission of Athens: 

täpcatity öpäv Ev sixövt of g t& ig tid a ppi yµa xai tir v &vtikp&tiaty ?x icf s 

xai O toß xai lcvEVµatios yaµovaav. '8 

One may see in the picture of the battle the clash of conflict and the stout resistance, full of 

muscle and spirit and exertion. 

Here the mythical scene on the stoa has been transposed to the imagined scene of a 

real-life battle: it may be significant that the intervening century had seen the 

composition of the first manual (techne) on horsemanship. 19 

II 

Artistic novelty 

From an artistic point of view, the age of Pericles was simply the culmination of 

half a century which had seen the conspicuous application of human and financial 

resources in pursuit of artistic excellence and the beautification of Athens. The 

extraordinary developments in Greek art in the earlier part of the fifth century 

suggests that, in the the period chosen for our investigation, the prospects for 

innovation (in terms of formal or technical originality) may have been felt as more 

17 Ar. Lys. 678-9. 
18 Plut. Mor. 346e. 
19 The IIspi tnntiicf s of Simon inspired an equestrian statue by Demetrios (Pliny NH 34.76): both 
were known to Xenophon (De eq. 1.3). I pursue the theme of logoi influencing art in Sect. 7 
below. 
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restricted than hitherto. 20 The plastic and visual arts had already attained such high 

levels of accomplishment that it would be hard to envisage ways in which they 

might be taken dramatically further. 2' Thus a more promising angle for exploring 

the pursuit of innovation might be to identify signs of reaction to the styles and 

subject-matter of `high classical' art. One clear example of such a reaction was the 

tendency to deliberate archaism, such as has been detected in the work of Pheidias' 

pupil Alkamenes. 22 

The long shadow cast by the earlier achievements of the fifth century makes 

the task of identifying the artistic innovations of later decades, and of eliciting from 

the sources an understanding of the contemporary response to them, more difficult 

and elusive than in the investigation of, say, rhetoric and medicine. The latter areas 

had been opened up for popular and professional enquiry relatively recently and 

were ripe for continued innovation. Intellectual venturesomeness might be more 

readily recognised, rewarded, and recorded for posterity. Certainly, the abrupt 

discontinuity which has characterised for some the introduction of modem art - the 

`shock of the new' - has no real parallel (unlike the furore about innovations in 

music) in reactions to art in this period. 23 But in an age when novelty was 

strenuously pursued in most areas of Athenian society, visual artists too seem 

bound to have been challenged to find new forms of expression. As well as 

conscious archaising, these may have taken the form of experimentation into ways 

of surpassing the earlier styles and techniques, as well as an unconscious 

`postmodern' reaction to classical ideals and certainties. 

The achievement of the earlier generation was a hard act to follow, and the 

wartime pressures of the late fifth century cannot have made it easier for artists to 

emulate their predecessors' innovative energy. Art historians are prone to detect in 

20 Cf. Choerilus of Samos, Cr. 1 K: vvv 8' &rc nävra SeSaatat, exoiQt, & neipatia tiExvat. 
Z1 This is no doubt true for every generation, especially after a period of conspicuous innovation. 
In the late fifth-century, Parrhasios (see Sect. 8 below) boasted of having revealed the limits of his 
art: cprjµWt yäp ý ii / rgXvri; e4pijaOati ckpµa'ca of afe ax pf / XEtpös {xp' i jctiepriS (Athen. 
12.543e). 
22 Robertson (1981) 119-20. 
23 The Shock of the New is associated with modern art (Hughes [1980]) but the phrase 
encapsulates a common reaction for which parallels may be found in most ages. To Boccaccio 
(1315-75), for example, Giotto's paintings `came with a shock of incredible lifelikeness': 
Gombrich (1977) 53; and in 1877, Ruskin was so shocked by Whistler's now uncontroversial 
impressionism that he famously denounced him for 'flinging a pot of paint in the public's face'. 
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the refined and fussy style of the sculpture produced towards the end of the 

century, exemplified by the wind-blown drapery on the reliefs on the temple of 
Athena Nike on the Acropolis, a retreat from the loftier artistic ideals of the High 

Classical era; the pursuit of formal detail, masking the absence of a confident 

artistic statement, has been compared to the rhetorical gestures of Gorgianic 

prose. 24 But some of these developments are likely to have been asserted by the 

sculptors themselves as technical and stylistic innovations. In the precociously 

competitive atmosphere of the polis it would be surprising if artists too were not 

impelled to present their ideas in a positive light and to promote the originality of 

their individual accomplishment. 

Evidence of practical and functional artistic innovation in the period is 

conspicuous in the archaeological record. An example is the startlingly original 

Corinthian capital, which first occurs in the temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassae: 

its invention was attributed to the sculptor Kallimachos. 25 The temple itself is 

notable for its novelty of design and other unusual features (such as its north-south 

orientation). 26 Pausanias believed that it was designed by the Athenian Iktinos, the 

architect of the Parthenon, as a thanks-offering to Apollo for turning away the 

plague. 27 But the essentially Doric structure lacks such refinements as the 

Parthenon's subtle horizontal curvature, while other features, such as the 

ornamental interior columns and the theatrical poses of figures on the frieze, seem 

to anticipate the styles of the fourth century. 28 Iktinos wrote a work (now lost) 

about the design of the Parthenon: 29 as in other spheres, preserving the memory of 

such technical innovations in writing might have encouraged new developments in 

24 E. g. Pollitt (1972) 123-5, a view contested by e. g. Hallett (1986). 
25 Vitr. 4.1.9-10. 
26 Cooper (1968). 
27 Paus. 8.41.7-9. Suggestive epithets like Epikourios were enough to link such works with the 
plague in popular tradition: cf. the Herakles Alexikakos (Sch. Ar. Ran. 504) of Ageladas (fl. c. 
500 B. C., Pliny NH 34.49) and the Apollo Alexikakos of Kalamis (Paus. 1.3.4). But in this case 
the attribution may preserve the memory of an Athenian architect working, perhaps during the 
Peace of Nikias in 421-415 B. C., to complete an earlier foundation: Pollitt (1972) 129. 
28 Pedley (1993) 278-280. 
29 Vitr. 7 praef. 12. Iktinos' co-author is given as Karpion. It seems unlikely that this should be 
an error for Kallikrates, the co-architect of the Parthenon (Pollitt in CAH 52,183). 
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practice. The novel features of the Bassae temple may perhaps be connected with a 

new, theoretically informed critique of prevailing architectural and artistic canons. " 

While the ip-ya of the artists of post-Periclean Athens may have been in 

danger of appearing to be eclipsed by the brilliance of the preceding generations, 

they nonetheless demonstrate a continued vitality and search for originality. But 

direct evidence for the contemporary response is frustratingly thin and uncertain. 
The dearth of contemporary discussions and commentary on art may partly be, as 

with the loss of Iktinos' treatise, an accident of survival. It may also reflect the fact 

that artistic technai were not generally accorded the intellectual status of other 

technai and did not lend themselves as easily to popular or sophistic exposition as 

rhetoric and medicine. 31 Furthermore, technicians like Iktinos and the sculptor 

Polykleitos of Argos might direct their artistic theories and claims to originality 

more at patrons and fellow-practitioners than to the wider public, which might 

have found technical and quasi-mathematical doctrines obscure and hard to follow. 

Aristophanes draws a mocking picture of the `boffin' Meton, who arrives on the 

scene of the new foundation of Cloudcuckooland to demonstrate his apparently 

nonsensical methods of `air-surveying': 

ME. 6pO4 µ£tip1jaw uavövt 7tpoano£tc, iva 

ö xvx?, os yEvrltiat cot ti£ipäywvoq, xäv µßßw 
äyopä, cp1povaat S' waty £ig ai ti v ÖSoi 

öpOai 7tp6g avtiö tiö µhaov, 8ß7r£p S' ? xa cepog 

aviot3 1coic oti£pot3s övtiog, öpOai 7taviaxfi 
äxtiv£S 67toUtgIM) V. 

HEI. &VOpwitoS ()(X% f;. 32 

Meton: I'll use a ruler for measurement, in order to 

square the circle, you see, and in the centre put 

a market place, so that avenues may bear 

in straight lines to the centre-point - just like a star, 

which is a circular object from which straight beams 

30 For the development in this period of written technical canons, cf. Rossi (1971). 
31 Cf. Pl. Gorg. 450d-e. 
32 Ar. Nub. 1004-9. 
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radiate in all directions. 

Peisthetairos: The man's an Einstein! 

The subject-matter of the passage indicates that the spiritual predecessor for 

Meton's obfuscatory terminology was the flamboyant town-planner Hippodamos 

of Miletus. In penning their treatises, artists and architects will have been aware of 

the precedent set by Hippodamos, a self-conscious innovator who designed the 

layout of the Peiraeus (and probably also of Thurii), and appears to have written a 

theoretical work on town-planning. 33 He was particularly associated with the 

square grid-layout of town plans (though archaeology shows that such layouts long 

predate him): Aristophanes' radiating circle seems to be a deliberate comical 

counter-suggestion. 34 

1111 

New canons of form 

The Aristophanic gobbledygook masks the undoubtedly serious efforts, as 

exemplified by practical developments in town-design and sculpture, which were 

being made by artists of different kinds to evolve a theoretical basis for their 

aesthetic and technical innovations. Their systems recall the hypotheseis adopted 

by contemporary medical theorists in their search for a theoretical basis for 

anthröpine phusis, a practice that was roundly condemned as arbitrary and 

unscientific by Hippocratic medical writers. 35 The most famous instance of a 

technical manual dealing with artistic matters was the Canon of Polykleitos, 

composed in around the 440s. Galen compared Polykleitos' theories with the 

medical doctrine that health consists of the right combination of elements in the 

body: 

33 Arist. Pol. 2.1268b. Hippodamos proposed a law to reward inventiveness nepl v6v 
El)pt6K6V'CWV 'CL 'CIS nAct QUjup pov. 
34 Strabo (14.2.9) implies that Hippodamos planned the city of Rhodes, but its foundation date of 
408 B. C. seems impossibly late. The attribution may have been due to its familiar grid plan: 
Wycherley (1962)17. Recent studies are inclined to give more credence to the attribution: see 
Wycherley with refs. in CAH 52,204 n. 23. 
3s See Ch. 6. 
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rf v µßv vyistav ioß 66)µatiog b OEpµois xai Wvxpotg xai gripois xat vypotg 

ouji tpiav stvai cprlaty, ä7tsp Sý atotx$ia STXovötit tiwv ßwµ. &ticov Eßtiv, to 
Se th? os ovx £v tiff T6 )V atotxsü, 'V, äWx Ev tiff tiwv µopüiv ßvµµstipipc 

avviataaAat vogiýEt, 8autiv2, ov itpäg S&ict ov 811Xovött icai avµnüVT(Ov 

aviwv rp6g is µ£iaxäp ttov xai xap7tdv xai tioüiwv itpOS 7tixvv uai IcAxsc g 

itpäg ßpaxiova xat täviwv tpOS tävta, xaOä1rBp Ev ti4 HoXv citov Kavövt 

yE ypattiat. 716ßag yäp £icSth(igag i ga; Ev ýKetvq) tiý) ßvyypäµµatit tiäs 

avµµstipiac trot ath atios ö IIoXI X$ttios, 9pyco tibv ., yov ýß£ßaicOßg 

Srjgtovpy1 as ävSptävtia icatä iä tiofi xöyov itpoaiäyµa'ca xai xaXkaag 8r 

cat avtiöv tiöv avÖptävia xaOältsp xai rä ßvyypaµµa Kavbva. Tä gb Sri 

ith os tioO ßwµaios av tifj tiwv µopiwv ßvµµstipigc xatiä tävtiaS iaipo4G is 

xai cpt?, oaöcpovs £artiiv. 36 

He [Chrysippos] says that bodily health is the due proportion of hot, cold, dry and moist, 

which are clearly elements relating to bodies. But beauty, he believes, consists not in the 

proportion of the elements, but of the parts i. e. of finger to finger evidently, and of the 

fingers as a group to the palm above the knuckles, of the latter to the forearm, the forearm 

to the upper arm, and each to all, as we read in the Canon of Polykleitos. In that book, 

Polykleitos expounded his theory of bodily proportions; and he demonstrated it in practice 

by sculpting a statue according to the rules he had described, giving it the title Canon, like 

the book. It is true that beauty is a function of bodily proportion: this is accepted by all 

physicians and philosophers. 

Polykleitos' statue entitled the Canon or Doruphoros (only copies survive) is dated 

by its style to around 440 B. C. and exemplifies in some manner the principles of 

summetria. 37 Polykleitos himself was active as late as 420, when he undertook to 

create a chryselephantine statue of Hera for her new temple at Argos. In an age of 

burgeoning literary endeavour, the writing of his book may have been inspired 

partly by a desire to promote the novelty of his techniques to educated patrons, 

who will have included victorious Olympic athletes eager to commission 

commemorative statues. 38 While such patrons might be impressed by words, the 

36 Galen, De plac. 5.448 Kühn. 
37 Pollitt (1972) 105-110. 
38 Pindar had sought to impress a similar clientele: Nem. 5.1-3 and Isthm. 2.45-6 imply an äywv 
between poet and sculptor for patrons' attention. 
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sculpted version of the Canon would also have allowed fellow-professionals and 

viewers to appreciate the sculptor's artistry in practice; solusque hominum artem 

ipsamfecisse artis opere iudicatur, quotes Pliny ('he is the only man who is held 

to have embodied the principles of his art in a work of art'). 39 

The Canon is the first attested professional treatise on sculpture. Its 

immediate and widespread fame may have stemmed partly from the novel 

application of mathematics and geometry to determine the principles of summetria 

that were said to promote to kallos. 40 Its publication and influence suggest that the 

principles expounded were thought to constitute a radical advance on the previous 

technical understanding of the human figure. 41 It also showed that artistic 

production of a high level might be viewed as a complex practical techne, no less 

worthy of respectful consideration and intellectual analysis than medicine or 

rhetoric. Beauty, Polyldeitos believed, arises `in minute details through complex 

mathematical calculations' (tie yäp eb xap? x tticpdv &ä 7to%W)v äptoµwv gcpri 

yiv$aOat) 42 The crystallisation of artistic techniques in such terms as avµµsipia, 

äp. tovia and xatp6q seems deliberately to reflect fashionable intellectual pursuits 

of the day like mathematics, medicine, natural philosophy, music and rhetoric. By 

evoking such associations, the Canon was probably intended to elevate the social 

and intellectual status of the manual arts, and it appears to have succeeded in this 

aim. The erection in the 420s of the Hephaisteion suggests a new-found self- 

respect in the community of artisans, confirmed by the splendid re-organisation of 

the festival of the Hephaestia. 43 The temple, built on the hill to the west of the 

agora near the metalworking district, was dedicated jointly to Hephaestus and 

Athena as their divine patrons 44 

In a period when medical writers were reacting against redundant 

theorisation in favour of empirical investigation, the conjunction of theory and 

39 Pliny NH 34.55, quoting Varro whose source was Xenokrates (cf. Jex-B lake and Sellers on NH 
34.56.9): the play on the meanings of TExvrI ('art' and 'manual') and the %6yo; /Epyov antithesis 
are unmistakeably Greek. 
ao Raven (1951). 
41 Cf. Stewart (1978). 
42 Philo Mech. 4.1.49, cf. Plut. Mor. 45c. 
43 IG 13.82; Parker (1996) 154. 
44 Wycherley (1978) 68-9. 
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practice exemplified by the Canon was a novel and ingenious device. A comment 

in the Hippocratic text On Ancient Medicine suggests acquaintance with a pictorial 

version of Polykleitean doctrine. The author, intent on extolling the empirical 

nature of medical science, seeks to draw an unfavourable parallel between the 

painter's art and the production of novel hypotheseis about human nature: 

£'d) b tol)t0 pEv, öaa 'rtvt £Lpritat 1 60(ptat fj i trrTp(; ý fi ytypa ttai tept 

ppi5atos, fl aov vor g( tilg Ljjrpuc fj t£xVil 9tp0ai tv iCf 'Ypa(pufl, 
45 

In my opinion, whatever some expert or physician says or writes about 'nature' is less 

suited to medicine than to painting. 

This comparison seems to imply an awareness of artistic theorisation as well as a 

somewhat dismissive view of artistic activity. In its context, the remark seeks to 

suggest that painting, unlike medicine, is based purely on artificial foundations. 

While painters may base their practice on unprovable or arbitrary hypotheseis, 

physicians should recognise that medical skill is a practical pursuit with its own 

empirical logic of discovery. There may also be a suggestion that the painter's art, 

which involved the combining (upäc tg) of pigments, was comparable to the 

sophistic physicians' procedure in positing an arbitrary combination of humours: 

of ýwyp& pot ßovMµ£vot äcpo. totoUv Evtoi£ µhv ößip£ov µövov iti v£yKav, 
MOW Se 6 CtOtV ?? o tiwv cpapµ&KUoV, E6tt S' öi£ MW C 6v-(K£p&YaVt£S, 
otov Ö'tav Öv p£LK£i1ov cnccv & waty ij &? o rt 'r6v totoö'r ov, ws äv, otp xt, 
SoKf bC&CTT{l f £tthv S£LaOat Etha'rO'U (papýnx co'O. 

46 

Painters who want to depict something sometimes use purple only or some other pigment, 

and sometimes mix up several pigments, such as when they have to paint flesh colour or 

the like, according to the particular colour the figure seems to require. 

While this procedure might create an elegant image and illusion of reality, the 

artifice of pictorial titxvii must not be confused for real thing. In matters of health 

and medicine, the titxvn that really counted was practical experience, not theory. 

as [Hippocr. ] VM 20.8-11 (Loeb). 
46 pl. Crat. 424de. 
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An echo of Polykleitos' doctrine indicates that, in the context of his own 

techne, the sculptor himself might have concurred with the the medical writer's 
opinion: 

scat yäp at tiE vat irpwtiov ätivtwtiaia xat äµopcpa 7CX6(titiov6ty, £tO' üßti£pov 

£xaatia Toi; £L8£6t StapOpoßaty fj HoXi X£ttios ö 2tX ßat lS £tt£v 

xaX£x63iaiov £tvat tiö gpyov, ötav £v övvxt 6 CI12L6S yaviirat. 47 

The objects of art are initially quite formless and shapeless, and eventually each part of the 

figure is articulated in precise detail. This is what Polykleitos the sculptor meant by 'the 

work is hardest when the clay arrives at the nail'. 

The dictum sums up the need for careful attention to detail in the practice of 

sculpture; novel intellectual doctrines were no substitute for sculptural artistry. The 

test of an artists' quality was deeds, not words. 48 The visual evidence itself, and 

perhaps the apparent decline in theoretical treatises on sculpture, may lead us to 

conclude that sculptors of the late fifth century were less given to theorisation and 

more inclined to engross themselves in the fine details of their craft. Painters 

equally might want to take infinite pains to perfect their images. 49 

IV 

Art and society 

The composition of manuals like the Canon offers an insight into the nature and 

purpose of artistic theory in the period, but the wholesale absence of contemporary 

art criticism leaves us dependent on much later written sources to understand how 

the artistic novelties of the period were actually seen and experienced by the 

majority of their viewers. While there existed in ancient Greece a tradition of 

47 Plut. Mor. 636bc. The dictum refers to 'the difficulty of applying clay piece-molds around the 
fully modeled statue, or working the clay into the crannies of the fingernail so that the finished 
bronze would come out absolutely clear-cut and sharp' (Stewart [1990] 161). I have argued 
(1998) that the Polykleitan phrase, or more probably its variant Eßtit xcc? eit äccatov aüuüv c6 
epyov ots äv Eis 6vi c6 ti Xös 6apbgTcet (Plut. Mor. 86a), underlies Horace's use of ad 
unguent meaning 'to a nicety' (Ars Poet. 294, Sat. 1.5.32). 
48 Cf. Xen. Mem. 2.6.6. 
49 Pl. Leg. 769b. Cf. Kallimachos Katiati ttexvoc (`Pernickety') discussed below. 
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`professional' art criticism perhaps traceable to the sixth century B. C., few vestiges 

survive before the fourth century, and the surviving literary evidence seems to 

confirm that no sophisticated popular discourse of visual appreciation was ever 
developed in the ancient world. 5° 

The fullest extant sources which deal with matters of artistic history and 

criticism are of much later composition: Pliny's Natural History (especially Books 

34-36) and Pausanias' Description of Greece. The authors acted to some extent as 

compilers of artistic traditions, a genre of writing that may be traced back to at 

least the fourth century. Pliny, for instance, cites Douris of Samos (c. 340-260 

B. C. ) as a source, as well as third-century authorities such as Xenokrates of Sikyon 

and Antigonos of Karystos. The judgments he expresses are thus likely to reflect 

the views of these earlier commentators, which may in turn may have derived from 

contemporary and near-contemporary attempts at artistic evaluation and criticism. 

Elements of the fifth-century response to innovation in art may also be inferred 

from miscellaneous allusions in contemporary literary sources; and a fuller picture 

emerges from passages in later writers such as Diodorus, Plutarch, and Lucian, 

who occasionally offer explicit accounts about aspects of ancient art which were 

considered to be conspicuously innovative in the eyes of contemporary viewers. 

The attempt to evaluate the nature of fifth-century artistic experience 

through the filter of later perceptions is also inevitably affected by our knowledge 

of surviving artworks. But while the latter may provide insight into stylistic 

features of ancient art, they cannot tell us how contemporaries themselves viewed 

the innovative features which we are inclined to ascribe to them. Without written 

testimonies, for instance, it would be hard to imagine that Praxiteles' Aphrodite of 

Knidos (c. 340 B. C., known from a Roman copy) was to become the focus of 

unprecedented admiration and enthusiasm in its time. 51 In a society long familiar 

with lifelike portrayals of men, but not women, its sensual portrayal of a nude 

female body in the guise of Aphrodite may have been genuinely novel and exciting; 

so pollitt (1964). 
sl Pliny NH 36.20-21. 
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but it seems to have created a lasting psychological impact on ancient viewers, 

about the reasons for which we can only speculate. 52 

Behind both the meagre evaluations provided in literary sources and the 

direct interpretation of surviving works of art lies the wider question of the place 

and nature of visual experience in Athenian society. To understand what might 
have appeared as artistically novel in the eyes of Aristophanes' audience requires 

some consideration of the ways in which artistic activity impinged on their social 

consciousness. `Banausic' occupations were not pursued as liberal pastimes. The 

requirement for painstaking manual labour put them on a considerably lower rung 

of the social scale than the cultivation of words, music, and athletic activities, while 

the need for particular skill in their execution made them unsuitable as amateur 

pursuits. 53 Upper-class Athenians might even take pride in their ignorance of the 

details of such practices, as the following exchange shows: 

KA.... £vtptf3i c 'ys ovSaµwS lyayova tii tiotavii q iExvp. 

Ae. Kai ovS£v ys tp%6Cpr1S. 54 

Clinias: I have never been familiar with this kind of art (i. e. painting). 
Athenian: And no loss either! 

Nor were sculpture and painting thought of as divinely inspired or directed, 

although the practitioners of different types of artistic techne adopted various gods 

as patrons, including Hephaestus, Athena and Hermes. 55 As such, they rarely seem 

to have held the status accorded to Apollo and the Muses as patrons of gouatixr . 
Although artists invariably offered their Epya to the gods, their skills were not 

considered sufficiently important to warrant inclusion amongst the divinely 

imparted technai of Sophocles' Antigone or the Aeschylean Prometheus Vinctus. 

52 The response to Praxiteles' Aphrodite suggests an ancient approximation to the 'shock of the 
new'. Spivey's [1995: 178] chapter section is entitled `The shock of the nude'; cf. Havelock 
(1995). 
53 Xen. Mein. 3.1.2-3 implies that incompetent sculptors might even be penalised by law. 
54 Pl. Leg. 769b. 
ss Hermes' function in this respect is attested by Ar. Pax 389 f., 429 (SiIjuovpyixwc); the god 
may have attracted this function owing to the ceaseless requirement for Athenian artisans to 
produce his images. 
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Women were the silent artists of the spindle and the loom. They too were 
beholden to divine favour, though their special gift of vital handicraft went largely 

unacknowledged and unremarked. 56 Of the deities associated with the arts, Athena, 

the purveyor of sophia in general, oversaw women's handiwork in particular . 
57 It 

was for Athena that the women of Athens wove the peplos on the occasion of the 

Great Panathenaia. 58 In some traditions, she was the goddess of all manual kinds of 

techne: the Orphic verse xstpc)v ö Xvµ&wv gppat to%ibli it c 'AOývrl ('when hands 

perish, resourceful Athena absents herself') was well-known to followers of 

Anaxagoras (the friend of Pericles and Pheidias) who interpreted it allegorically as 

equating the goddess with techne. 59 But it was the lame god Hephaestus, an artisan 

first and foremost rather than a representative of creative inspiration, who in 

psychological terms provided the most appropriate divine projection of the lowly 

artist's persona, a tradition dating back to Homer. 60 With such a patron, the 

profession of the artist was likely to be held in ambiguous esteem. 

Lucian recalled a dream he once had at a time when he was contemplating a 

career as a sculptor. Paideia, personified, warned him: 

Lt S xat 4£tWtas fj IIoXüuX£ttioS y£voto xat toWx Oavµaatiä E epyä6ato, 

tijv µev tiExvrly ä tavts bitatv£6ovtiat, ovic gabt Se öatt; tiwv iSövtiwv, PH 

vovv Exot, $výatti' äv ßoi öµotoc ycvEaOat" oto9 yäp &v 115, ßävavaoS xat 

xctpwvaý icat ä toxstpoßiwtioc voµtaftr1j. 
Were you to become even a Pheidias or Polykleitos and produce many marvellous works, 

everyone would praise your craftsmanship but none of those who saw it, if they were sane, 

would pray to be like you. For whatever you were, you would be considered a banausos, a 

manual worker who lives by his hands 61 

56 Cf. Barber (1994) 239-44. According to Xenophon (Lac. Pol. 1.3) it was the universal practice 
of Greek freeborn women except in Sparta, where they used female slaves. Plato's extended 
discussion of weaving in Pol. 279b-283c ignores women's particular claim to the art. 
s' Pl. Pol. 274d, Leg. 920e. 
58 Pl. Euthyph. 6c. 
59 Syncellus Chron. 1 140 C1p. 282.19-21 Dindorf. Orion Etym. 163.23 (= Orph. Frag. P347 
Kern) gives the text as Eppev noa, vepyos 'A9iivi. 
60 Od. 6.232. 
61 Lucian, Somn. 9. 
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Even if individual artists' conspicuous fame and skill might elevate them in public 

estimation, ambitious men were not advised to try to emulate their achievements: 

oi&stS svcpuf} vEos i iöv Ev Hk oEaßäµsvos eia yEV869at rst iag 

itEO1bµr1ßsv, f crly 'Hpav tii v Ev "Apyzt HoMüx)Lstio;... ov yäp ävayicaiov, ct 

ti£p7tct ib Epyov ws xapisv, äýtov a tovSfi5 swat toy ctpyaaj vov. 

No gifted youngster, on seeing the Zeus at Olympia or the Hera at Argos, ever wanted to 

be Pheidias or Polykleitos ... if a work pleases us for its beauty, it does not follow that the 

man who made it is worthy of our serious regard. 62 

The repeated reference to `Pheidias and Polykleitos' point to the exceptional 

nature of their achievement. If part of the reason in the eyes of their 

contemporaries was political notoriety and intellectual renown, later generations 

knew them by their works, and counted them as exemplars in their respective 

fields. 63 But the traditionally low esteem in which artists were held in his time may 

have provided part of the rationale for Polykleitos to seek to offer an intellectual 

justification for his art by composing the treatise which came to constitute such a 

notable event in art history. 

VI 

Artistic developments 

The question of innovation in fifth-century art thus requires that the less elevated 

social perspective of the artist be constantly borne in mind. The pursuit of 

competitive innovation was an upper-class tradition, largely reserved for the 

traditional spheres of intellectual rather than manual endeavour, but it clearly 

percolated down to lower levels of society where it is inevitably less well-attested. 

The indirect nature of the evidence also forces us to ask what we can know, in 

principle and in practice, about how and when changes in visual culture take place 

and how they are perceived. 

62 Plut. Per. 2.1. 
63 Already in the 350s Pheidias, Zeuxis, and Parrhasios could be cited as exemplars: Isoc. Antid. 
2, cf. Pl. Meno 91d. 
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Art has a complex relation to society, and visual sensibility differs greatly 
between societies and individuals. The perspective of two-and-a-half millenia may 

also suggest a misleadingly coherent view of five centuries of Greek art, commonly 

systematised in a number of more or less distinct genres: sculpture in wood, stone 

and metal; architecture; panel, scene and mural-painting; pottery and vase-painting; 

and small-scale decorative art. These potentially misleading categories, shaped by 

intervening centuries of visual experience and theory, are exemplified by the 

surviving material evidence in varying degrees. But while there are tangible remains 

of architecture, sculpture and pottery, large-scale painting, a genre of major 

importance in fifth-century Athens, is almost wholly lost. Some of its methods and 

qualities may reasonably be inferred from vase-painting, but pottery was by 

comparison a minor art with different aesthetic criteria. M Such a procedure cannot 

avoid begging the question of the relationship between two art forms potentially as 

distinct in scale and significance as the singing of a skolion and the performance of 

a tragedy. 

This glaring deficiency in our material evidence highlights the fact that what 

we see preserved of ancient art may itself look quite different from what the 

ancients actually saw. Even the surviving statues and buildings may have been 

painted in ways which would make their original appearance seem relatively alien 

and unfamiliar to modem eyes. 65 The different expectations and criteria for 

appreciation effectively amounts to a different way of seeing for ancient eyes, and a 

different construction of the field of visual experience. Aristophanes' audience 

might have been less excited by temple sculpture than by novel visual effects on 

stage, of which the rowing-scene in the Frogs was an example, following a 

precedent set by Kratinos' Odysses, where the device was described as `bringing 

on stage a new toy'(vsoxg6v äOupµa). 66 For if it was from tragedy that people 

knew how the gods spoke, it was from contemporary sculpture that they knew 

what they looked like and how they dressed: 

64 Cf. Pollitt (1974) 242. 
65 Pl. Rep. 4.420c, Pliny NH 35.133: circumlitio is the painting of hair, eyes etc. to add life and 
depth. 
66 Krat. fr. 152 KA. 
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I&W)q Ei cöS tob; hgt6£ovs TOTS pijµaat µF-týoat xpf6Aat" 

icai y&p tioTq iµatitotg f t6 v xpwvtiati to? d 6CgVO rtpotßtiv. 67 

And anyway it's natural that the demigods should use bigger words than us; 

after all, they wear much more splendid clothes than we do. 

The recognition of artistic innovation, while an undeniable aspect of experience in 

a society as visually rich as that of ancient Athens, will thus have depended to some 
degree on what the different genres of art signified to its contemporary viewers. 
This significance may itself have been shifting, just as intellectual innovations in the 

increasingly secular atmosphere of the late fifth century were changing (or 

threatening to change) the meaning of concepts like `nature', `soul', and `god'. 

The aesthetic appeal of art was clearly far from its sole, or even primary, function: 

as the words tiExvl1 and £pyov imply, art was primarily something that required skill 

and labour, the product of which was tangible, utilitarian, and partook of the sacral 

dimension accorded to all significant activities. 61 

From a psychological viewpoint, therefore, the notion of development and 

innovation in Athenian art, as far as its ancient viewers (if not practitioners) are 

concerned, can hardly be thought about in isolation from Athenian religious 

sentiment and practice. The place of art in ancient Greece was intimately 

associated with religion, and most formal Greek sculpture and architecture arose 

out of religious dedications and the ubiquitous local cults. This fact may offer a 
further clue to the nature of innovation in Greek art. If it shared with Greek 

religious thinking a basic conservatism, at least in subject matter, this was 

combined with an openness to innovate, experiment, and take up external 

influences. 69 Such a parallel offers a way of identifying possible innovations in the 

art of the period by observing how they reflect innovations in the non-visual 

representation of the familiar subjects of the Greek imagination. The artistic media 

inevitably reflected, and influenced, the changing faces of gods and heroes, men 

and women, and sundry creatures of myth, as portrayed in fifth-century comedy 

67 Ar. Ran. 1060-61; cf. Av. 514-6, Eccl. 779-83. 
68 It was not until the eighteenth century that `art' acquired its modern meaning (distinct from 
skill) as applied to painting and to the arts in general: Williams (1961) 60. 
69 See Ch. 7. 
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and tragedy: this subtle interplay between the visual and the non-visual is clearly a 

matter of crucial and complex significance for our understanding of Greek art. 70 

An example is the personification of abstract concepts such as Nike, Tyche, 

and Nemesis, the portrayal of which was to become increasingly common in the 

fourth century, with the work of sculptors like Skopas ('Pothos') and 

Kephisodotos (`Eirene and Ploutos'). 7' But already in the later fifth century there 

appears the statuesque Nemesis (perhaps of the 430s, by Pheidias' pupil 

Agorakritos) and the Nike of Paionios of Mende with its clinging drapery (c. 

420). 72 Aristophanes' introduction of a collossal statue of Eirene in his play of that 

name may have been inspired by the creation of just such a personification in fact. 73 

Parrhasios' depiction of Demos attracted praise for its perceptive portrayal of 

character: the painting was felt to capture the mercurial nature of the Athenian 

demos, showing it as varium, iracundum, iniustum, inconstantem, eundum 

exorabilem, clementem, misericordem, gloriosum, excelsum, humilem, ferocem 

fugacemque et omnia pariter ('fickle, irascible, unjust, at the same time merciful, 

gentle and compassionate, boastful and proud yet humble, bold yet timid, and all 

equally'). 74 Despite its daunting multiplicity, Parrhasios' Demos may have inspired 

the creation of a later version by Euphranor; 75 but the latter was proudly conscious 

of a stylistic advance on his predecessor, famously remarking that Parrhasios' 

Theseus was fed on roses, his on beef. 76 In thus alluding to his use of chiaroscuro 

(the use of highlights and shading to indicate depth) in comparison with Parrhasios' 

more linear style, Euphranor had found a way of surpassing the tikpµaia tiExvris 

which his predecessor claimed to have revealed through his art. 

70 See, for example, Webster (1939). 
71 Pedley (1992) 172. There may be a parallel with the increasing use of allegory in the late fifth century in 
the work of followers of Anaxagoras such as Diogenes of Apollonia and in particular Metrodorus of 
Lampsacus. Allegorical techniques are also much in evidence in the Derveni papyrus: Janko (1997). 
72 Nemesis, Nike: Pedley (1992) 105,126. 
73 Personified abstractions are also found in ship-names like Eunoia: Homblower (1996) 284-5. 
74 Pliny NH 35.69. 
75 Paus. 1.3.3. 
76 Pliny NH 35.129, Plut. Mor. 346a. Parrhasios' Theseus may have been included in the same 
composition (in the Stoa Eleutherios) as his Demos: Robertson (1981)152. 
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VII 

Technique and äxpi cta 

Ch. 4 

The changing vision of a culture is bound to involve mutual influence between 

different forms of expression, whether literary or philosophical, religious or 

political. Stylistic innovations in visual culture are therefore likely to reflect, follow 

or give rise to innovations in other media. 77 But the dominant forms of cultural 

expression are dictated by the wider political, social and economic context: in 

Athenian society they were logos and mousike, and these influenced the visual 

media both directly and indirectly. As modes and speeds of communication change, 

the relationship between these different kinds of expression are bound to vary. 

Thus the increasing literacy of the latter fifth century meant that artistic ideas and 

techniques were able to be more widely disseminated in written manuals, as well as 

by graphic example and demonstration, providing new opportunities for self- 

conscious experimentation and innovation. It is hard not to see parallels between 

visual and other forms of artistic expression (although this may beg the question 

about what counts as a parallel expression of the same message in different media), 

even if, on the whole, they seem to have followed their own evolutionary logic. 

While visual artists were rarely literary or musical figures (and vice versa), 

comparisons between different technai (as in the Hippocratic comment quoted 

above) were traditional. 78 

There is little evidence to suggest that the Greeks ever considered art to 

have the uniquely aesthetic appeal that makes the visual connotations of the word 

central to its modem meaning. The idea of functional or utilitarian art as separate 

from decorative or fine art is a modem distinction, and a modem view of artistic 

`levels' may be inappropriate in the ancient world. Both mural-painting and vase- 

painting, for instance, were subsumed under the heading of tiExvn. The scope of 

"The use of terms like Zeitgeist demands particular caution: see Hallett (1986) 72-5. 
78 E. g. Pindar's use of architectural imagery in the context of the construction of his odes, Ol. 
6.1-4. Plutarch records (Mor. 346f) that 6 ELpcovi5Tjc tiý v Aiv CCpypcgpiaV xÖiIaty Qtao td aav 
npoaayopeüEt, tihv 6i noi'nrn, v t cprpacpiav ? ccXoiaav ('Simonides calls painting silent poetry, 
and poetry articulate painting') and goes on to compare the vividness (EVäpyEl(x) of Thucydides' 
composition and characterisation with that of painting (347a-c). Cf. P1. Phaedr. 275d. 
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tiixvrl covered the whole range of art and artisanry, and by the end of the fifth 

century, the word also embraced the literary articulation or presentation of 

technical applications and methods (as in rhetorical technai). The advent of more 

widespread literacy and increased communications throughout the Greek world 

will have had an incalculable effect on the understanding of artistic accomplishment 

and on self-conscious attempts to innovate. 

An equally influential intellectual development was the rationalistic 

investigation of physical phenomena. While the work of artists and architects 

demonstrates that the illusory nature of optical experience had long been 

understood in practice, the increasing articulation of the v61to;; /cpI atq distinction in 

the latter part of the fifth century might have inspired artists to experiment with 

new formal theories of proportion and perspective whereby, for instance, they 

might better seek to capture the phusis of a sculpted object or painted scene 

through the application of artistic nomoi. 

Philosophers whose physical theories led them to examine the nature of 

perception were, significantly, associated with contributions to graphic techniques. 

Anaxagoras and Democritus were said to have been influenced by a commentary 

written by the `scene-painter' Agatharchos of Samos on his use of perspective. 79 

But it seems more likely that influence went both ways. 8° A connection may 

perhaps be inferred from the discussion, attested in this period, of Heraclitus' 

dictum that the the sun was the breadth of a human foot. 81 Anaxagoras, who seems 

to have formed a view of the composition of heavenly bodies from the meteorite 

which fell on Aegospotami in 467 B. C., calculated (in opposition to Heraclitus) 

that the sun must be a fiery stone whose size was larger than the Peloponnese. 82 

The perception of its size as a foot across was thus to be explained as a visual 

v6go; which belied the sun's true cpüat;: but by applying rules of perspective, it 

79 Vitr. 7 praef. 11. On the different meanings of axrivaypacpia, see below, Sect. 9. 
80 Agatharchos' late date (discussed below) suggests that he was influenced by Anaxagoras rather 
than vice versa. 
8' Hclt. fr. 3 DK; it is quoted by the author of Derveni papyrus, probably in the context of its 
refutation. 
82 Nippol. Ref. 1.8.3-10=DK 59 A 42. Cf. Gorg. fr. 31 DK ('the sun is a molten mass'). 
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might be shown that the further away an object was from its viewer, the smaller it 

would appear. 83 

The fragments of Democritus also indicate an interest in technical, as well 

as aesthetic, questions. He held that `one should choose not every pleasure, but 

only that concerned with the beautiful (ib xaX6v)', and he cautioned (distantly 

echoing Polykleitos) that `beautiful objects are wrought by study through effort, 

but ugly things are reaped automatically without toil'. 84 As a physical atomist, he 

was bound to believe that the true nature of an object was distinct from the way it 

was seen; thus he stated that `colour exists by convention'; 85 and in a treatise on 

knowledge entitled The Canon he affirmed that sight, along with the other 

elements of perception, was not a genuine episteme but belonged to the sort of 

knowledge he characterised as aicotiill, `suspect'. 86 Surviving titles of works 

written by him indicate the range of his interests in this area: they include On 

Colours, On Disproportionate Lines and Solids, and On Painting. 87 

If vision was an illusion, then art was a fortiori illusory, and innovation in 

art might be theorised as progress in the creation of just such an illusion. Later 

ancient commentators suggest an awareness that the early development of art 

could be characterised in this way. Although explicit attributions of stylistic 

newness are sparse in our sources, some ancient judgements on what was thought 

to distinguish older styles of art from newer styles accord with modem views about 

the development of the Greek artistic vision. The Hellenistic literary critic 

Demetrius, in seeking to contrast the simple style of early orators with the greater 

complexity of their successors, drew a parallel with the contrast that archaic 

statuary presented to the works of Pheidias and his successors: 

80 xai 7tsptE4$ßµavov eist tit ij ipµrlveia ij itpty xat c at&, Es, üiatsp 

Kai iä äpxaia äy6c%gatia, iwv titXvil 96xst avatio%, xai i, axvbtnc, iS 

83 Cf. the interesting speculations of Erich Frank, reported by Guthrie (1965) 270: 'With 
Anaxagoras the world practically gains a new dimension in the Greek consciousness. ' 
84 Democr. frr. 207,182 DK. 
85 Fr. 9 DK. 
86 Frr. 10b ('On Logic or The Canon'), 11 DK. 
87 Fir. 5h, l lp, 28a DK. 
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tiwv µsiä tiavtia £pµrlvsia trot; (DEt6iov Epyotc i 8ij Eotxsv, 9xova6c it xai 

µsraX8iov xai äxptß£S äµa. 88 

The earlier rhetorical style is well-polished and neat, rather like ancient statues whose 

art seemed to lie in their compactness and economy. Their successors' style is like the 

sculpture of Pheidias, in having a quality of grandeur combined with precision in 

detail. 

Demetrius here offers Pheidias as a chronological marker separating &pxata 

äY&X p aia from modem works; but the attribution of qualities such as grandeur 

and precision shows that distinction of old from new could be a matter of style as 

much as chronology. The particular focus of novelty, `precision in detail', recalls 

Polykleitos' remark about the `clay under the nail'. Pausanias used äpxatoc with 

similar stylistic connotations to describe the properties characteristic of art of the 

Archaic period (i. e. before 480 B. C. ). He describes an äyaXµa in the temple of 

Artemis at Ephesus as &pxatötcpov xat &ypbispov tiijv iexviiv, and the statue of an 

athlete, Arrhachion, as i& tc Ma &pxaio; xat ovx ijictc is Eift 'r« ßxýµan. 89 

Works of this kind might be identifiable as &pxaiog both by their composition 

(6xiµa) and by the comparative simplicity of their workmanship. 

We can readily concur with judgements of this kind in comparing, say, the 

static, impassive kouroi of the early Archaic period with the more lively and fluid 

creations of the High Classical and Hellenistic periods. But the desire to achieve 

äxpipcta carried the obvious danger of over-elaboration, a concern that did not 

escape the notice of practitioners. Kallimachos, the reputed author of the 

Corinthian column, was, according to Pliny, both tireless in the execution of his art 

and his own harshest critic in this regard (semper calumniator sui, nec finem 

habentis diligentiae): `from this he received the nickname KataTIjýiTsxvoc 

(Pernickety), a noteworthy warning that even diligence has its limits. His Spartan 

Girls Dancing is a work of consummate technique which has lost all charm 

(gratia) through fussiness'. 90 

88 Demetr. Eloc. 14. 
89 Paus. 10.38.7 and 8.40.1. An archaic statue found at the site was identified by Pausanias' 
commentator, Sir James Frazer, as being that of Arrhachion. 
90 Pliny NH 34.92. Pausanias (1.26.7) and Vitruvius (4.1.10) are inclined to a more favourable 
view of the artist's merits. The significance of Kaca'ci i. tcxvoc is well and aptly supported by the 
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VIII 

Limits of illusion 

Ch. 4 

No contemporary document survives from the late fifth-century which expresses a 
judgement on art as sophisticated as this notion that over-elaboration might be 

detrimental to a work's aesthetic impact. A fragment of Democritus, which speaks 

of `images conspicuous for their dress and ornament, empty of heart' may hint at 

such a distinction. 91 But the popular reaction to such works was more likely to be a 

naive pleasure. Describing the snakes on the shield of Heracles, Hesiod had said iä 

S' ESaisio 9av4aia Epra. 92 Aa! Dµa, which covers a wide range of connotations 

from `astonishment' to `admiration', remained an appropriate and characteristic 

sentiment to express in the face of works of art which exhibited notable skill and 

inventiveness. 93 While this may often have overlapped with the religious and quasi- 

magical associations with art's objects, which might seem to partake of the divine 

or mysterious qualities of their subject, the derivation of the word ? yaXµa also 

points to the aesthetic `delight' that such a work was presumed to give to its 

dedicatee and might thus impart to its viewer. 

For the Greeks, statuary seemed to have come alive with the mythical 
Daedalus, the subject of comedies staged in this period by Plato Comicus and by 

Aristophanes himself. 94 The latter's reference to Daedalus' statues testified to the 
95 popular understanding of their power to `move'. His use of the term &at86 cta 

is glossed as ti6v vtö Aati66cXov icaiaßxsva60£via ävSptävtia, bg We T6 
äxoStihpäaicsty SE6cj vov. 96 A late commentator expands: 

use of xaiatiijxsty in Dion. Hal. Dem. 51: nMcatat Jv xai ypacpeiS... tioao&cou; et p£povtiat 
7t6vovs &crce K(A cpXkßua xai wti) a xat xvoüs icai iä tiovtots öµ. otia Eis äxpov 
E epy&1 E69ati ic& xatiati, jxety $is tia, Ta c&q rkxva;: 'sculptors and painters take such great 
pains to elaborate veins, feathers, hair and so on, and to give painstaking attention to their art in 
these matters'. Demosthenes himself, the object of the comparison, is described (ibid. loc. ) as 
nävtia ßa zavigcov, a 'universal scrutinizer', who 'wrote nothing casually' (o{ Sv Ex rov 
EnttUxövtcoc Eypacpev). 
91 Democr. fr. 195 DK. 
92 Hes. Scut. 165. 
93 Cf. Pollitt (1974) 189f., s. v. 9avµavti6s, 9avµa. 
94 Clem. Alex. Strom. 6.26.5. 
95 Cf. Morris (1991) 215-37. 
96 ̀Statuary created by Daedalus, fettered so as not to run away': Ar. fr. *202 KA = Hesych. 8 48. 
Cf. Pl. Meno 97d with sch. ad loc., Krat. fr. 75 KA. 
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tiwv ita? atwv 8%tto opywv tXatitiövtiwv iä ýf)ta tii) pWc, 6 Aatöa? os uat iobq 
6 OaXµovs avtiot; äva7Etiaßsv xat bobs 7E68 cc; StEatrlacv, cu icat Sö av 

xatiaa ctv bit xat iprvx& Eßtit scat xtvoßvtiat xat cp9E y-yovtiat. 97 

Sculptors of old produced blind creatures, but Daedalus both opened their eyes and parted 

their feet so as to give the impression that they were alive and moving and speaking. 

By the fifth century, `Daedalic' statuary such as that described here had been 

superseded in artistic terms. 98 But traditional wooden statues in shrines and 

temples, even if they lacked the x&pt; that brought kolossoi to life, could still 

attract reverence. 99 A late anecdote seems to preserve the sort of views on which 

such sentiments were based: 

toy yo'Ov Ataxi Xov cpaai, tic6v AsXcpwv ättoüvti ov $i; ti6v 9£6v yp&4fat 

tatäva, ctnety Oct ß£Xtitaia Tvvvixw t totiitat" 7EapaßaXX6gcvov & töv 

avtioi3 itpOS tiöv baivov tiaviöv it tc Oat trot; ä'y&?, µaat Toot; xatvotg 7rp6s 

ti& &pxata" tiaOta y&p xailtEp ätXwg i$rot%ttva Acta v%di c Oat, T& Se 

xaty& tcpthpyco; Etpyaaµtva Oavµ&ýEaOat µßv, Ocoß U Sötav f tiiov 

Exetv. 100 

They say that Aeschylus, when asked by the Delphians to write a paean for the god, 

replied that the best paean had been written by Tynnichos; and that if his own composition 

were to be compared to the latter's, it would be like comparing new statues with old. The 

old, though simply made, are held to be divine, while the new may excite admiration for 

their elaborate workmanship, but give less of an impression of holiness. 

The attempt to distinguish the religious and emotional impact of a cult statue from 

its artistic meaning was not likely to be made to a significant degree until a more 

secular age acquired the habit of differentiating the formal properties of a work of 

97 Zenob. 1.14. 
9s [P1. ] Hipp. ma. 282a. 
99 Charis and illusion: Frontisi-Ducroux (1975) 72. If Athena was equated with hands/techne in 
the Orphic verse cited above, Aphrodite might be similarly associated with eyes/charis, on the 
basis of the verbal echo in Aeschylus' lines about the kolossoi in Ag. 416-19: dµµätcov S' iv 
äxivi. atic Eppeti näa' 'AcppoSita. Such equations anticipated the curious allegorical doctrines of 
Metrodorus of Lampsacus (Phld. On Poems 2=P. Herc. 1081b fr. 12.1 f. ). 
10° Porph. De abst. 2.18. Cf. the naXatiöv ßp&ras of Athena in Aesch. Eum. 80; also Paus. 
1.27.1,2.4.5 etc. 
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art from its function and effect. The main criterion, therefore, at least in the 

popular, non-technical evaluation on works of art in ancient Greece, was one of 

naive naturalism, that is, how accurately or realistically an artefact might seem to 

represent its subject or model. 

The illusionistic goal of art is a theme which runs throughout ancient 
literary appreciations of representational art. An echo may even survive of the 

notion that nomos could contribute to artistic innovation in respect of the portrayal 

of phusis. According to Pliny, the Athenian painter Apollodoros, active in the 

ninety-third Olympiad (408-405 B. C. ), `was the first to represent realistic figures 

and was the first to confer glory on the paintbrush by law' (hic primus species 

exprimere instituit primusque gloriam penicillo iure contulit'). 101 For Plutarch, 

Apollodoros symbolised Athens' claim to artistic glory, as the inventor of 

techniques of pictorial illusion which, the artist claimed, made his works inimitable: 

noWov pv Sr} xat ?. XXwv ij 7 6Xtq fift µritirjp xai tpocpös svµcvt; tsxvwv 

'(EYOVC, ti&q µev cvpaµ vri xat ävacptjvaßa rtplotirl, tiatg Se Svvapty 

7tpoßOctaa xai titj v xat Okrlaty ovx r'jxtata S' vt' aü'r f; ýwypacpia 

7cpof uiat xat xsicößµrltat. icat yäp 'AtoUffiopos ö ýo yp&cpog, ('xvOpL)I[wv 

tpwtcog ý4cvpwv cpoopbcv xat &2t6 pwaty aictäg, 'AArlvatog fv ov tiotq Epyotc 

ittyEypwttat « gw L CF-Tat tits Pi'XXXov ý µtµýßstat» .' 
oz 

This city has been the mother and kind nurse of many other arts, some of which she was 

the first to discover and bring to light, while to others she added strength and honour and 

advancement. Not least, the art of painting was by her enhanced and embellished. 

Apollodoros the painter, the first man to discover the art of creating depth with light and 

shade, was an Athenian. Regarding his works the following epigram was composed: Easy 

to deprecate, harder to emulate. 

In Euripides' Ion of c. 410 B. C., the chorus of Creusa's handmaidens enter with 

chants of admiration at the sight of relief-sculptures lining the walls of Apollo's 

101 Pliny NH 35.60. Jex-Blake and Sellers ad loc. note that the judgement goes back to 
Xenokrates and point out that species is `evidently the vague translation of some Greek technical 
term'. lure suggests that the Pliny's Greek source may have contained the word vöµoq in some 
form. 
102 glut. Glor. Ath. 2 (=Mor. 346a): Pliny ascribes the verse to Zeuxis (NH 35.62), perhaps a more 
reliable tradition since Plutarch avoids ascribing it explicitly to Apollodoros. 
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temple at Delphi. 103 Their remarks express solely their excitement at recognising 

the familiar characters and tales there depicted. 104 As an anonymous writer pithily 

remarked: 

b yäp ipayo o totipc xat ýwypacpiq bait; ltXEtaia £4atati bµota 'cots 

6(X1IOtvotg totEwv, oviog äptßtios. 105 

In tragedy and in painting, whoever is most deceptive in making things like the truth is 

the best. 

It was commonplace that sculptors of kolossoi used illusionistic techniques which 

involved some understanding of perspective effects. 106 The criteria for judging a 

painting in respect of its ability to present a realistic depiction could be quite 

demanding. 107 

Success in this aim was the subject of well-known anecdotes about the 

ability of artists to persuade viewers that they were in the presence of the `real 

thing'. Earlier in the fifth century, Myron's sculpture of a heifer was so extensively 

praised for its realism that no fewer than thirty epigrams about it are preserved in 

the Greek Anthology. 108 Pliny recounted an anecdote about the late fifth-century 

painters Parrhasios of Ephesos and Zeuxis of Heraldeia, which exemplifies the 

popular contemporary attitude to artistic value judgements: 

Parrhasios is said to have embarked on a contest with Zeuxis, who produced a picture 

grapes so successfully that birds flew up to the stage buildings. Parrhasios then painted 

a curtain with consummate realism. Zeuxis, full of pride at the birds' testimony to his 

skill, eventually requested that the curtain be drawn and his picture shown. When he 

realised his error, he conceded defeat with a modesty that did him honour, saying that 

103 Eur. Ion 184-218 
104 'It's just like Athens! ' they exclaim (184-5). Their open-mouthed naivete suggests 'the perfect 
picture of the awe-struck tourist' (Kitto [1966] 319) - that is, of the kind of viewer who is apt to 
respond to novelty by reducing it to a familiar experience back home. 
105 Dissoi Logoi 3.10 (anon. apud DK 2.339.27). 
1°6 Pl. Soph. 236a. 
107 Pl. Crit. 107d. 
108 Anth. Gr. 9.713-42; two epigrams are attributed to Socrates' contemporary, Euenos of Paros. 
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while he himself had only deceived the birds, Parrhasios had succeeded in deceiving 

him, though he was himself an artist. 109 

The capacity to be deceived need not have been a cause for shame, but might even 
have merited pride on the part of the viewer as demonstrating his aesthetic 

sensibility. Such, at any rate, was Plutarch's explanation of Gorgias' dictum on the 
deceptive goal of rhetoric: "0 

«ö i' ämati aas Stxat6tEpoS tioß µh ämatrjßavios, at b änatirj9Eis aocp6, c 

Epos tov µrß 61ta'trl9£vtoc» 
.ö µev yäp ä to ca; SticatötEpo;, öit toto' 

vitoaxbµsvoc 1tEtoir1uEV" ö S' &7MV19Eis ao(pthtEpoC EväXwtov yäp vcp' 

1 ovf sX, ywv iö µßj III 6tI 1 

`The one who deceives is more honest than the one who doesn't, and the one who is taken 

in is cleverer than the one who is not'. The deceiver is more honest because he achieved 

what he undertook to do, and the one who is taken in is cleverer because susceptibility to 

the pleasure of words shows aesthetic sensitivity. 

The limits of art, a question which exercised Choerilus of Samos and Parrhasios 

himself, are shown in this anecdote as elusive and subjective. Illusion can surpass 
illusion: the artist himself is the supreme viewer and the ultimate judge., 12 

The story of Parrhasios and Zeuxis highlights themes that are characteristic 
in Greek, and particularly Athenian, culture in this period: competitiveness 
(&ywveg), deceitfulness (äicatiii), and the receding limits of art. An explicit 
indication of the former is apparent in the comment written on an early fifth- 

century Greek vase, which seems to point to the remarkable use of foreshortening 

in the artist's depiction of the symposiasts: its creator Euthymides boasted gypay ev 
6 IIoXiov wS oWicois Ei ppövtos. 13 This overt expression of rivalry has parallels 

109 Pliny NH. 35.64-5. Another story records Parrhasios being worsted in a competition at Samos 
with Timanthes of Kythnos (NH 35.72). 
"o Gorg. fr. 23 DK (with reference to tragedy). 
111 Plut. Glor. Ath. 2 (=Mor. 348c). 
12 Cf. Morales (1996). She cites (312 n. 14) Plutarch's fragmentary On Love: 'One seer's sight 
and one hearer's hearing is more developed by nature (physis) and more trained by art (techne) to 
recognise beauty than another's, the hearing of the musician, where melodies are concerned, and 
the vision of the painter where it is a matter of shapes and forms. ' 
113 Robertson (1981) 64-5. 'Painted by the son of Polios, as never Euphronios did'. Engelmann 
(1987) argues that the last three words are put into the mouth of one of the symposiasts depicted; 
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in late fifth-century Athens in the defiant verses of Apollodoros (or Zeuxis) and 

Parrhasios cited earlier. Competitiveness was the motor of innovation in this 

period, and artists as well as rhetoricians, musicians and physicians, might seek to 

outdo their fellows in technical and imaginative inventiveness. 114 

The idea of painting's power to deceive was also traditional, and 

Empedocles had cautioned against the deception presented by temple-paintings. 115 

But in a more secular spirit Gorgias' Encomium on Helen stressed the delight of 

artistic poikilia: 

of ypacpstg ötav Ex iroXX6 v xpwµ&iwv xai acwµ&twv £v ß6µa xai axf µa 

is? twg x tEpr&acovtiat, Ttp1ro'Uat 'n v Öllnv' iMtv (XSpt&V'[(ov 7rotflatg Kai 
ý tiwv &ya%g&tiwv epyaaia OEav i &tav itapaaxatio 'otS c µµaaty. oviw T& 

µev ? ttEty tiex & itoO tv 7tacpv1Cc 'UýV öyrtV. 7toX z8 7to? ot; 7to .? 6iv Lpc to 

xat t6Oov Evspy& crcxt 7tpayµ&ticov uai acoµ&tiwv. 116 

When painters create a single figure and image out of many colours and forms, they give 

delight to the sight; and the creation of sculptures and the fashioning of statues affords a 

divine pleasure to vision. In this way it can makes eyes grieve or make them yearn. A 

profusion of images engenders in many people a love of diverse actions and figures. 

If `pleasure' were the purpose of art, it was of the same kind that rhetoric afforded, 

that of artifice and illusion. Since reality itself was unknowable and 

uncommunicable, appearance and reality might be conflated for the purpose of art 

and entertainment (WvxaywriBut therein lay an unresolvable tension, arising 

from the recognition that while the artist might seek to discover better and surer 

ways in which truth might be represented, artistic progress and the pleasure of the 

viewers depended largely on his skill in extending the bounds, not of truth, but of 

falsehood. 

but the use of the name Euphronios, renowned as Euthymides' artistic rival, rules against this 
interpretation . 114 However, the idea that painting contests took place at the Isthmian and Pythian festivals (Pliny 
NH 35.58) may be an invention of Douris (Jex-Blake and Sellers [1896] p. lxiv). 
lis Emped. fr. 23 DK. 
116 Gorg. Helen 18. 
11 Gorg. frr. 3,26 DK; cf. Helen 10-11. 
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IX 

Realism and aesthetics 

Ch. 4 

The moral aspect of the question was bound to exercise Plato, who censured 
illusionistic painting as a mimesis at a remove yet further from `reality' than the 

object itself. 118 The more accurate a representation might appear, the more 
deceitful it was bound to be in fact. By contrast, he praised Egyptian art for its 

unchanging use, over a period of thousands of years, of a limited range of uaX x 

6x, uµaia. 119 But the possibility of greater naturalism, aided by new and gradually 
improved techniques which had emerged earlier in the fifth century such as hollow- 

casting for bronze and a larger palette of colours, had long been a prime criterion 
for the Greeks' evaluation of artistic achievement. It will have been a prime 
ingredient in the pursuit and recognition of innovation. 

Plato's alarm at the use of the illusionistic techniques of skiagraphia and 

skenographia, which were being developed at Athens while he was a young man, 

confirms that these were seen as notable technical innovations in painterly skill. 
Skiagraphia, the blending of light and dark shades, could be used to produce a 

more realistic representation of body mass. For Plato it was not far removed from 

the conjuring tricks which aim to deceive by taking advantage of some weakness in 

human nature: 

w Sri ý46)v tiüt Imft atit tiffs cpva£ws h axtaypacpia ýitO£µtvq yo11t$ia ovSev 
äIcox. cttst, xat ý OaWaiototta. 120 

Skiagraphia in its exploitation of this weakness in our nature falls nothing short of 

witchcraft and magic. 

The invention of the technique of skenographia was attributed to Agatharchus, 

who wrote a manual (techne) about it. 121 The word's technical connotation, the 

optical technique of foreshortening, should be distinguished from its literal meaning 

18 Pl. Rep. 10.596e-597e. 
19 Pl. Leg. 656de. 
12o Pl. Rep. 10.602cd. 
121 Vitr. 7 praef. 11. 
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`scene-painting', the invention of which was attributed to Sophocles and in which 
it may have originated. 122 The questions of Agatharchus' date and contribution are 
difficult. While he may have discovered certain principles bearing on the 

representation of spatial perspective, Vitruvius' detailed account of his apparent 
discovery of the optical vanishing-point after painting a stage-set for Aeschylus is 

problematic. Evidence that Agatharchus was active in Aeschylus' time seems to 

conflict with two anecdotes recorded by Plutarch which make him a contemporary 

of Zeuxis and Alcibiades. 123 However, the set may have been made for the 

production of a play by Aeschylus staged after his death. 124 It seems more 

satisfactory to assign Agatharchus to the 420s, and this accords with evidence for 

the earliest noteworthy signs of perspective in vase-painting, in the works of the 

contemporary Eretria Painter and the Meidias Painter. 125 

This dating also accords with the first appearance of the notion that painted 

objects can give the illusion of occupying space, as well as themselves appearing 

`in the round'. This relatively sophisticated distinction is mentioned by Pliny in 

connection with Parrhasios' line-drawings: 

Artists are rarely successful in finding an outline which expresses the contours of the 

figure (extrema corporum); for the contour should appear to fold back and enclose the 

figure so as to give an indication of what lies beyond, that it may clearly suggest what it 

conceals (ostendatque quae occultat). 126 

The techniques of skenographia could be applied with considerable effect, as by 

the painter Timanthes of Kythnos, on whose work Pliny added an interesting 

aesthetic judgement. 127 

Wanting to emphasise, within the small frame of a picture, the size of a sleeping Cyclops, 

he painted some satyrs nearby, using a ruler to make them the same size as the Cyclops' 

122 Arist. Poet. 1449a18; Padel (1990) 347 f. 
123 Plut. Per. 13, Alcib. 16. 
'24 Robertson (1981) 150. 
125 Pollitt (1974) 240-247. 
126 Pliny NH 35.68. 
127 Quint. Inst. Or. 2.13.13. Pliny makes Timanthes a contemporary of Parrhasios. 
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thumb. He is the only artist whose works always suggest more than is in the picture, and 

while his technique is consummate, his imagination (ingenium) surpasses it. 128 

Attention is rarely drawn explicitly to the precise effects of such artistic 
innovations, evidently because they were taken for granted as improvements over 

earlier attempts at illusion. As in other iaxvati, the professional training of artists 

would have involved the painstaking acquisition of traditional techniques, and the 

practice of the arts tended to be restricted to families of artisans and professional 

guilds. It was not considered suitable to be taught as a school subject, although in 

the fourth century its increased prestige (perhaps not unconnected with the levels 

of financial remuneration available to successful painters) led to the introduction of 

drawing-lessons in schools, first at Sikyon and then elsewhere throughout 

Greece. 129 

While there might be inspired advances in technique, the choice of subject 

matter - mythical and religious subjects, deities with familiar attributes, and victory 

statues of athletes - still largely depended on convention and on the demands of 

patrons. The latter, however, also enjoyed decorative and unusual items, like 

perhaps the unorthodox paintings of Pauson, or murals such as the one 

commissioned by Alcibiades for his house from Agatharchus - the earliest record of 

such painting in a private dwelling, though it may have started a trend. 13o 

Pornographic images may also have had a vogue for private patronage: Pliny 

records that Parrhasios `also painted some small obscene pictures, distracting 

himself by this kind of lewd fun' (pinxit et minoribus tabellis libidines, eo genere 

petulantis loci se reficiens). 131 

128 Pliny NH 35.74: the juxtaposition of Cyclops and satyrs may have been inspired by Euripides' 
satyr-play Cyclops, which has been dated to around 408 B. C. by Seaford (1982). 
129 Pliny adds 'and so painting was received into the front rank of the liberal arts' (NH 35.77), a 
somewhat exaggerated judgement. 
130 Plut. Ale. 16, Per. 13. Zeuxis had decorated Archelaus' palace at Pella (Aelian, Var. Hist. 
14.17). Spartan-minded Xenophon disdained the taste for household ornament: ypacpat U ual 
xou t) at 7cWovas e xppoa vas ÖCxxoQ'C£poÜQLV f no: p£, 'Coiat, 'Paintings and decorations rob 
one of more delights than they offer' (Xen. Mem. 3.8.10). 
131 Pliny NH 35.72; the emperor Tiberius was greatly attached to Parrhasius' picture of Atalanta 
Meleagrum fellantis (Suet. Tib. 44). The ypacpi that taught chaste Hippolytus what he knew of 
women was clearly of a different character (Eur. Hipp. 1005). 
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There is evidence for some tension between this kind of realism and a more 
high-flown idealism. Quintilian records that the sculptor Demetrios, active around 

the turn of the century, was criticised for being `more fond of verisimilitude than 

beauty'. 132 Pauson's paintings were censured by Aristotle as unsuitable viewing for 

children. 133 His representations of `inferior characters' (discussed below), rather 

than being incompetent, were perhaps too realistic for comfort. Thus the 

application of technical innovation might have its drawbacks: the urge to innovate 

threatened to undermine the portrayal of ethos. 

This term is perhaps the closest the ancients came to a more subtle 

evaluation of the qualities of a work of art. Ideas of ethos, and the associated 
implication that formal techniques might endanger moral content, are found more 

explicitly in treatments of musical novelty. 134 But the importance of ethos for art- 
lovers is clear from Xenophon's Memorabilia, in which, during an imaginary 

conversation between Socrates and Parrhasios, Socrates asks: 

tib nt9av6tati6v is xat r'j&tatiov xat (pt%txc)iatov xai 7toOEtv6tiatov xai 
£paagtwtiatov x toµt tciaOc tif; yrvxfg ilOog;... 'AWx jt v xai tiö 

µcy& oitpc tca Te icai >rXevOtptov xai i6 'catctv6v is xai cpp6vtµov xat 'to 
üßptattic6v 're xai ä7cctp6xaXov xat Stä tion npo r tov xat Stä 'cwv 

axriµ&tiwv xat krudntov xat xtvov t vwv ävOplntwv Stcc aivct. 135 

Do you represent the character of the soul, that character which is in the highest degree 

captivating, delightful, congenial, desirable and worthy of love?.. . Moreover, qualities of 

nobility and dignity, humility and servility, wisdom and understanding, insolence and 

vulgarity, are reflected in the face and in the attitudes of the body, whether they are still or 
in motion. 

Aristotle seems to have pursued these criteria, reversing the general critical trend in 

seeing higher qualities in the work of Polygnotos over that of his famous successor 

Zeuxis: 

132 Quint. Inst. Or. 12.10.10. Xenophon mentions his equestrian statue of Simon, author of Rep! 
tltlt cf;. His Lysimache (Pliny NH 34.76) may have been the inspiration for the Lysistrata of 
Aristophanes' play (produced in 411 B. C. ): Lewis (1955). 
133 Arist. Pol. 1340a33. 
134 See Ch. 5, Sect. 4. 
'35 Xen. Mem. 3.10.3-5. 
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ö µev yäp r, 01 7vcoio9 äyaOög Wipäcpoc, fU ZE tSo; ypacpf ovSty gxct 
136 

1100;. 

Polygnotos was good at depicting ethos, but the paintings of Zeuxis have no ethos. 

The judgment implies that visual illusions which allowed for the portrayal of optical 

depth might threaten to undermine the portrayal of psychological depth. But 

increased realism in the rendering of detail, accomplished earlier and far more 

successfully in sculpture than in pictorial representations, is the visible result of the 

Greeks' artistic development (insofar as this can be chronologically ascertained 

without circularity). 137 It is therefore hard not to assume that this was by and large 

the aim, as well as a fact, of artistic progress and innovation, even if the means of 

achieving it were not properly understood or appreciated by laymen. 

X 

Sensationalism and artifice 

Aristophanes suggests that the layman's response was markedly undiscriminating. 

The few irreverent mentions of artists and artistic matters in his plays show a 

cheerfully unsophisticated approach to contemporary art and its practitioners. 

Pheidias is mentioned solely as Pericles' corrupt henchman, the cause of the latter's 

enactment of the Megara decree which sparked the Peloponnesian War. 13' The 

dragging onto the stage of a colossal statue of Peace incorporates a hint at the 

pretensions of `modern art': the commissioning of large-scale sculpture resulted in 

the familiar groans of hauliers. 139 The statue surely ranks as one of the `novel 

images' of which Aristophanes boasts to his audience in the Clouds. 140 However, 

the visual parody may hint at the fact that the appearance of Pheidias' Athena (and 

136 Arist. Poet. 1450a24. 
137 Pollitt (1974) 5: 'The formation of a chronology naturally demands some criterion by which 
one can judge whether a particular work is later or earlier than another, and the criterion most 
often adopted in our time has been naturalistic representation'. 
138 Ar. Pax 605 f. There may also be an obscure allusion to Iktinos in Birds 499-503. 
139 Ar. Pax 459 f., 512 f. 
140 Ar. Nub. 547: &». ' k! xatv&S i. Sea; etQCpipwv aocpiýo tat. Cf. Ch. 3, Sect. 1. 
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its successors, such as the Zeus at Olympia) may have seemed artistically as well as 

politically controversial: it was said that the figures on Athena's shield were 

actually portraits of Pericles and Pheidias. '4' 

In several plays extending over the whole period of his oeuvre Aristophanes 

also makes passing jibes at Pauson. 142 Pauson's alleged indigence seems to be 

related to Aristotle's view that Pauson portrayed `inferior' types (xcipovs). '43 As 

often, it is hard to fathom the comedian's true intent, but it may be over-literal to 

infer that Pauson was despised and unsuccessful owing to the ill repute attached to 

bizarre novelties like his `rolling horse'. 1' Socrates and his circle were also 

portrayed as paupers in the Clouds; and Euripides was repeatedly scorned for 

bringing a beggar on stage (in his Telephus). '45 The point may be that idealising 

portraits, commissioned by wealthy patrons, were the norm. The painter 

Aglaophon, Polygnotos' nephew, was said to have portrayed Alcibiades after his 

Olympian victory as more beautiful than the nymphs Olympias and Pythias who 

were depicted crowning him. 146 Conversely, Pauson may have sought to paint 

common people (xcipovs) warts and all, as well as deliberate caricatures as such. '47 

The desire to have a portrait painted was a likely enough affectation to be emulated 

by the petits bourgeois. 148 The social realism demanded by Pauson's choice of 

subjects might have made him a sufficiently familiar and unconventional figure to 

Aristophanes' audience to be an appropriate butt of comic derision. '49 

As suggested earlier, innovations in one area of cultural expression might 

naturally be linked to innovations in a related sphere. Where the main competence 

of artistic commentators was literary rather than technical, new ways of thinking 

141 Plut. Per. 31.2-5, sch. Ar. Pax 605; see Pollitt (1990) 249. 
142 Ar. Ach. 854, Vies. 949, Plut. 602. 
143 Arist. Poet. 1448a6. 
144 The painting of a horse at the gallop, when turned upside down, depicted the creature rolling 
in the dust: Lucian Demosth. Enc. 24. 
145 Ar. Ach. 415 f., 429 f., etc., Nub. 921 f., Pax 528, Ran. 842,855,86, Lys. 706 f., Thes. 694 f. 
146 Satyros ap. Athen. 12.534, Pliny NH 35.60. 
147 The ascription of 'caricaturist' has been questioned (Ehrenberg [1951] 244 n. 1). But a 
fragment of Philodemus relating to Aristotle's lost On Poets (P. Herc. 207 col. iv [Cr. Erc. 
1991]= Janko [1987] fr. *3.6) alludes to Pauson's y. Xotia n ti iatia, and Pauson's work is 
paralleled with that of the parodists Hegemon and Nicochares (Arist. Poet. 1448a13). 
gas For the use of this term, see Ehrenberg (1951) 38 n. 3. 
149 An approximation to what Pauson painted may be the lively and notably ugly figures on 
`Phlyax' vases portraying comic scenes, best known from Magna Graecia: Trendall (1991). 
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about art might emerge by analogy with the disciplines with which they were 
familiar. Implicit in the publication of Polykleitos' Canon as a formal techne is a 

connection with the rhetorical technai that were in vogue. Expositions of this kind, 

familiar enough in other areas, offered Athenians a new way of understanding art's 

status. It is therefore unsurprising that a major body of information on artistic 

thought comes from `literary analogists'. 15° The use of analogy was itself deeply 

rooted in Greek thought and culture. The painting of `word-pictures' goes back to 

the very beginnings of Greek literary expression, with the vivid analogical imagery 

of the Homeric similes. 151 Even the mirror, which faithfully reflected a visual 

reality, might not be more accurate than the mirror of words, which reflected a yet 

richer truth. The sophist Alcidamas was fond of this particular analogy, describing 

the Odyssey as xaMv 6cvopw7ivov ßiov x&ionTpov and noting: 

icatithÖv, cas waup b 1cai67ipw O&opf aat T 6c; tif1S 1i, fig £icthöaets 
5Q &s v £atty. 

In examining an author's writings it is easy to observe, as in a mirror, the 

developments of his psuche. 
152 

The portrayal of psuche was similarly the criterion sought by Socrates, as noted 

earlier; mere verisimilitude was not sufficient. A tradition regarding Pheidias 

showed the intimate connection that was seen to exist between poetic and artistic 

expression, one which ordinary Greeks might readily appreciate and which inspired 

the later traditions of rhetorical ekphrasis: '53 

äroµvriµov£vovßt Se tio-ß cEthtov Wu 7tp6; ti6v 116mmov dice 

7cvvoav6µ£vov, itp6; tt itap&SEtyµa . 
Mot itotijacty tii v Eix6va tioo et6s, 

ött itpös tihv 'Opr pol) St' Ei iv ExtEAELaav to Üt(Ov* 

°H xai xvavaflaty kit' 6TpIat VEß6£ Kpovicov 

äµßp6atat S' 6Cpa xattat tiepplhaavio ävaxtios 

150 Pollitt (1974) 10. 
's' Lloyd (1966) 192 f. 
152 Arist. Rhet. 3.1406b12; Alcid. De soph. 32. 
153 See OCD3s. v. 
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xpatiOS exit' äOav ztoto" 1thyav S' EXgXt v "OXvµnov. 'sa 

They tell the story of Pheidias' response to Panainos' inquiry. When the latter asked him 

what model he proposed to use in making the statue of Zeus, he said it was the one 

expressed by Homer in these verses: 

Thus spake the son of Kronos and nodded his dark brow 

and ambrosial locks flowed down from the lord's 

immortal head; and it caused great Olympus to shudder. 

Rhetoric was specifically concerned with uativötric and the pursuit of novel effects, 

and thus might provide a paradigm for the pursuit of novelty in other technai. It is 

not surprising, therefore, that one of the few passages in the Greek sources on art 

which explicitly talks of the pursuit of innovation is from a piece by Lucian in 

which rhetoric and painting are discussed in parallel, in connection with late fifth- 

century developments: 

ö Zci t; Exsivos äpta tog ypacp&ov yev6pcvo; iä SrIpMil xat iä icotvä 

tiocbw ovic gypacpcv, fi öaa t&vo O tya, fjpwas fi Ocob; fj ico%tµovS, äcet S 

xatVO tOtEtV E2tstpätO xai tt ? xX% xotiov äv MA aavov ittvoý6aS b1t' Eucivw 

tir}v äxpißstav tif; tiExvr, S t tC Eticv Yro. 155 

Zeuxis, the prince of painters, avoided painting popular and hackneyed subjects as far as 

he could (i. e. heroes, gods or wars); he was always trying to be novel, and whenever he 

thought up something unusual and strange he demonstrated his precise artistry in its 

depiction. 

The attribution to Zeuxis of the conscious attempt to be novel and original is in 

keeping with the competitive spirit of the age. But the passage shows that the 

impression of novelty-seeking may have been more in the minds of the viewers 

than in that of the artist, whose aim may have been primarily to achieve greater 

äicpi 3Eux. Zeuxis himself is said to have repudiated popular applause as 

insufficiently discriminating: '56 

Asa Strabo 8.3.30. 
iss Lucian Zeuxis 3. 
156 The pursuit of novel subject-matter again recalls Choerilus fr. 1, vEoC-uyES &Pj. ux ? teX rc czt: 
and both that and the rejection of the profanum vulgus foreshadow the themes of Callimachus' 
Aetia fr. 1. 
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ö Zc tg amp-is Ott aviobq äaxoXct i 47t6OE6tg xaty f oýaa xai tthyct tifig 

tExvrig, 6)9 Ev tap£pyq tiiO£aOat tii v äxpi 3ctav tiwv tpayµtkcuv, "Aye Srl, 

£cprl... ovtiot yäp rlµüiv tiöv 3tr Ov tifq 'Ei xvrls Enaivovat" iwv R av cpckcov ci 

iccA(bg 9xct xai xm& tf v tigXvily, ob toXvv toto4vtat Xöyov, &W c 

tape oxtµsi irly äxpißstav twv pywv rl ti^js v7CooEac og 1Catvotoµia. 157 

When Zeuxis saw that the novelty of the subject was the focus of their attention and 
distracted them from the technique of the work so that its accuracy of detail was a side- 

issue, `Come, now', he said... `these people are praising the mere clay of my craft. They're 

not interested whether it is finely and skilfully executed in terms of light and shade: the 

novelty of the subject counts for more than precision of workmanship. ' 

Lucian also indicates a long-standing distinction between the popular and the 

professional response in admitting that he speaks as an artistic amateur, not 

cognisant with the technical qualities which go into the production of a painting: 

T& µev ovv äXXa of q Ypacp f;, ecp' I as tiot; t&twiats i ttv ob t&vtill 
eµcpavf dvtia t jv ö iiv öµwg 9xct Svvaµty tiff; Ttxvfls, otov iö x totictvat 

t? xS ypaµµöcg £S tiö EvOvtirtov xai iwv Xpwµätwv ixxptßf Ti v xpäßty 

xat ci5icatpov of v Ectßoxhv 7totýaaaOat xat ßxtäßat t; SEov uat tioß 

µ£ytoovs tidy ?, yov ical Ti v tic6v gep63v 7rpOS tiö öXov iaotrIta xat 
äpµoviav ypacp&wv 2tat3Es bcatvovvtwv, ots gp7ov si. Skvat iä 

tiotaütia. 158 

As for the other aspects of painting which are never wholly evident to us laymen, but 

are the key to artistic skill , like drawing straight lines, the correct mixing of colours 

and their appropriate application, the use of shading as needed, the theory of 

perspective, proportion, and harmony of composition - let painters' apprentices 

praise them, since it's their job to know about such things. 

For the amateur, the subject-matter of the painting in question by Zeuxis - that of a 
female(! ) centaur nursing twin centaur children - might be characterised as a 

157 Lucian Zeuxis 7. In the repetitition of 4n6Ocati Kativi there is a verbal reminder of the 
Hippocratic author's comment (VM 1.1.3) oüx ýl; iovv a& tv [sc. 'ti v ta'CptKhV] Eyo 'c KatVf S 
vnoO ai, os Ssi66ati - 'in my opinion medicine requires no new hypothesis', while the words 
of Xos and äKp 4 eta 2wv epycov clearly recalls Polykleitos' famous dictum. 
iss Lucian Zeuxis 5. 
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töXµr1µa 1S9 The term recalls the audacious inventiveness of Aristophanes' comic 

inversion of noble Pegasus into the dung-beetle on which Trygaeus, ti6Xpjia vtov 

itaXaji a6(gcvo;, flies to Heaven in Aristophanes' Peace. 160 Like the `succussion- 

ladder' (a ladder used for shaking patients as a treatment for physical deformities) 

scorned by the Hippocratic author, it could attract the crowd's applause for its 

sheer novelty. 16' Such sensationalism of subject-matter might also be one way in 

which Zeuxis could assert the artistic irapavogia that allowed him to compete with 

the pre-eminence of his rival Parrhasios. The connection with artistic nomos recurs 

in Quintilian's indication that Parrhasios was viewed as an artistic vopoofti : 

Parrhasius was so fine a draughtsman that he has been styled the lawgiver (legum latorem) 

of his art, on the grounds that all other artists take his representations of gods and heroes 

as models, as though no other course were possible. 162 

XI 

Conclusions 

This survey raises various considerations in identifying the nature and impact of 

innovation on Athenians in the field of ancient art in the late fifth and early fourth 

centuries. First, the visual and plastic arts were an area in which, more than in 

many other titxvat, specialisation was the rule, so that the attitudes of practitioners 

towards their innovations were likely to differ from those of their public. Unlike 

music or rhetoric, for example, with which most Athenians were familiar and in 

which the educated classes were expected to have some practical expertise, the 

approach to art hovered uneasily between acknowledging it as a source of liberal 

pleasure and delight, and treating it as a `banausic' occupation. Innovations on the 

technical level were thus a matter for professional rather than lay appreciation, and 

laymen might be more easily inclined to admire the novel and the bizarre. But the 

159 Lucian Zeuxis 3: ýv SE tot &Uots ro%. 9! Wcat. 

160 Ar. Pax 94. The scene has rightly been considered 'to be among Aristophanes' most brilliant 

conceptions': Newiger (1996) 150. 
161 [Hippocr. ] Art. 4.182.15-20. 
162 Quint. Inst. Or. 12.10.5-6. 
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scope for innovation in subject-matter was ultimately constrained by the traditional 

function and perception of the place of artistic products in Athenian society, and by 

the demands and expectations of patrons, whether individuals or communities. 
Secondly, the profusion of visual experience with which Greeks were 

presented in their daily lives was not matched by a high level of critical 

sophistication. The art of classical Athens seems not to have inspired in its time any 

written appreciation that approaches its depth and subtlety, and surviving 

qualitative judgements are disappointingly sparse. While the existence of a refined 

aesthetic sensibility is not proven by the widespread occurrence of works of art to 

which we attribute aesthetic value, neither is it negated by the notable absence of 

aesthetically informed commentary. The high quality of workmanship and artistic 

imagination that created the `classical ideal' in sculpture and architecture points to 

the existence of a more profound and subtle visual sensibility than the literary 

sources would suggest. This discrepancy reflects both the persistent uncertainty 

about the status of the visual arts, and the continuing distinction between self- 

conscious (and largely non-literary) purveyors of artistic innovation and the artistic 

naivete of those who sought to comment on their works. 

Thirdly, while the importance of ethos becomes an explicit criterion in the 

fourth century, the predominant criterion for judging works of art seems to have 

remained a naive representationalism. Innovation in this respect was clearly sought 

out by artists and recognised by their public. But even as practitioners expended 

energy and talent on discovering and refining much-admired illusionistic effects, in 

particular the use of perspective, and of light and shading to suggest depth, the 

undoubted progress of artistic skill in this area could become the subject of 

philosophical alarm. The danger of over-elaboration might be felt as a particular 

concern for the practitioner, but beyond that lay the question of the nature of the 

reality that the artist sought to represent. The challenge posed by the faithful 

representation of visual reality presented the alarming prospect of an infinite 

regress in techniques of deceit, each step of which threatened to distance the artist 

further into the realm of illusion and away from their presumed goal of greater 

truthfulness. This tension, so characteristic of Athenian culture, between realism 
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and idealism, formalism and naturalism, and nature and convention, was never 
likely to be finally resolved to the exclusion of one or the other. 

Finally, there is a perceptible shift from the fluent creativity of the early part 

of the fifth century to the more self-conscious innovativeness of the latter part, 

extending into the early fourth century. The pursuit of novelty became an explicit 

goal in many areas of cultural life where formerly it seems to have arisen with less 

conscious effort. In art, the directions this took included a tendency to ornateness 

and intricacy, self-conscious archaising, and the pursuit of bizarre subjects and 

effects. After the introduction of written technai on art, the idea that the visual 

representation of an object or figure might be more `natural' than a verbal 

representation could no longer be credited. 163 Athenian artists seem to have been 

implementing the discovery that one might innovate v6ju , as it were, as well as 

9v6£t. The possibility of theorising about art, exemplified by Polykleitos' Canon, 

may have given artistic disciplines a new impetus to innovate in this way, as well as 

a new kind of intellectual respectability. 

Once articulated, the recognition of the desirability and possibility of 

originality put pressure on artists to seek new techniques, images and effects to 

impress their viewers and peers, potentially at the cost of the deeper integrity of 

their art. But delight in virtuosity was a feature of many areas of late fifth-century 

culture, and after periods of experimentation, more sober criteria of aesthetic value 

tended to prevail. The best elements in the new techniques of art and sculpture, 

synthesised into the mainstream of artistic endeavour, were eventually to lead to 

the notable innovations of fourth-century artists that reached their acme in the 

achievement of painters such as Apelles and Protogenes and the sculptural 

masterpieces of Lysippos and Praxiteles. 

163 The notion of 'organic' artistic and literary creation has been reasserted in modern times, 
resurfacing notably in the Romantic age. The 18th-century playwright Edward Young, in his 
Conjectures on Original Composition (1759), thought it a defining aspect of true originality: 'An 
Original may be said to be of a vegetable nature; it rises spontaneously from the vital root of 
genius; it grows, it is not made' (cited in Williams [1961154). 
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5. The New Music: a tradition of innovation. 

Great innovators are the only true classics, and they form an almost 

continuous succession. Imitators of the classics, at their best, impart 

only the pleasure of erudition and taste, which is of no great value. 

Marcel Proust, Classicism and Romanticism 

I 

Novelty in µovatiid 

Movatiic j was an area of Greek culture in which a positive attitude to innovation 

was expressed from early times. The `newest song' appeared to have obtained the 

approval and recommendation of Homer himself: 

tir}v 'yäp äoiMýv j. t Xov E7CtxX6iovd ? vOpo tot 
f tits ixicovbvtEaat vconkij ?xt utaXrltiat. ' 

The song that people most acclaim 
is the one which sounds the newest to their ears. 

However, Plato insisted that the correct interpretation for the Homeric verses did 

not sanction any fundamental innovation in music. The guardians of his ideal city 

must be wary: 

brav tits Xtyp wS Ti v 6cot8 v ji&. Xov Eruppovtovaty ävOpo tot «i nti 

ästSÖvti-abt vswi&trl öcµcptnt%ij at» tf toX xi tg tiöv itotrltiv tits oiritiat 

X£ysty ovx ý aµaia v£a, äX, ß, ä cpöttov c öfi; vtov, xai tioßio Eýtatvfl. Z 

whenever it is said that the music people most approve of is 'what is newest for singers to 

sing', the poet should not be taken to mean a new kind of singing, but only to be 

recommending `new songs'. 

The Homeric verses set the tone for the regular and explicit assertion by 

subsequent poets of the novelty of their endeavours. The composition of a new 

' Od. 1.351-2. 
2 Pl. Rep. 424bc. 
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song might equally be considered de rigueur in the context of entertainment and 

religion: 3 

9v Aý X tiotE 7tpwtiov Eyw xai "Oµrlpog äothot 

ptXic% sv, Ev v&apoig Üµvotq pöcWavnq äothiiv, 

(Doißov 'A7 6 Xwva xpva&opov, öv ti£x, A11'r 4 

In Delos then did I and Homer, singers both, first 

raise our songs, weaving them in fresh strains, 

to Phoebus Apollo of the golden sword, child of Leto. 

The demands of originality and poikilia in music received emphasis in popular 

chants such as that of the Sicyonian phallophoroi: 5 

cot, Bäicx£, tizVfi£ Mo'36av 6V(X. alýoµ£v, 
äir? ovv fr O t. v xaovi£S ai6kq) µtX£t, 

xatväv ä'xapO£v£viov, obit Tat; i&po; 

x£xprlµavav w&ataty, ?x' äxdjpatiov 

icati&pxoµ£v tidv üµvov 6 

For you, Bacchus, we adorn this music, 

pouring forth a simple rhythm in varied song, 

a Muse fresh and maiden, never used 

in earlier songs; but virgin-pure 

we raise our hymn. 

When the Spartan Alcman invoked his Muse, he drew attention to the newness of 

his maiden-song: 

M6ß' äyc, Mfiaa ? tyEia noxvµ tsU 

aisv&othc, ith oc 

VEOX46V äpXC 7tapßavotS &EtSsv. 7 

3 Cf. Psalm 96.1, '0 sing unto the Lord a new song. ' 
° Hes. fr. 357. 
s The date cannot be ascertained, but the phallophoroi were related to the origins of comedy: 
Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 137-47. 
6 Carm. Pop. PMG 851b (=Athen. 14.622d). 
7 Alc. fr. 30 PMG. 
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Come, Muse, clear-voiced Muse of many tunes 

and everlasting song, begin 

a new strain for girls to sing. 

Pindar elaborated the notion by suggesting that, unlike in other matters, newness 

rather than age should be valued in music: 

aivEt 'a 2taXat6v µßv olvov, tzvOca S' i5µvwv vcwitpwv. $ 

Praise wine that is old, but songs whose bouquet is new. 

Such newness conferred on the poet a divinely-inspired glory comparable to that of 

the victorious charioteer: 

Moiaa S' of rco not 7tapea'a blot 

vcoaiyaXov svp6vtit Tp61cov 

Mwpiw cpouvbcv £vapµ6ýat 7C31? ) 

ayXa61ccogov. 9 

So too the Muse stood by my side 

as I found a gleaming new mode 

with which to yoke to the Dorian dancing-sandal 

the glorious processional song. 

The musical novelty referred to embraced both the form and content of a 

composition. But Pindar warned that the creative ability to refigure ancient tales in 

modern ways could inspire envy as well as praise: 

toWx yäp toU4 XtXcicTat" vcapä S' t. ýevpövtia 86µsv (3aaävw 

ES 9Xsy%ov, 67m; idvßvvog" 6vov Se ., yoti cpeovcpotatv. 'o 

Many a tale is told in many a way: but for the one who coins novelties and submits them 

to the touchstone, danger abounds. Words are a bait for envy. 

8 Pi. 01.9.53. 
Pi. 01.3.4-6. 

10 Pi. Nem. 8.20-1. 
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Fear of phthonos might set a natural limit to the kind of innovation that was 

possible and desirable. However, the variety and originality of Pindar's own work 

might have been felt to leave less room for other poets to manoeuvre. In one of his 

paeans Bacchylides comments on the ambiguous nature of poetic aocpia: 

Etcpos £ý fttpov aocpös 
to ¶E th? at T6 Te vßv. 

6Cpp1 t ov ETt cv 7cIXtaS 
£ý$vpEtv. " 

One poet takes his cue from another, 

both in the old days and now. 

Gates of words hitherto unsaid 

must be found. 

Nonetheless, it is in a dithyramb of Bacchylides composed for Athens that the 

earliest use of xatv6S with unmistakeably positive overtones is attested. 12 Although 

the context is the familiar topos of musico-poetic novelty, the word itself seems to 

strike a new note. 

Of all the genres, the dithyramb was particularly subject to innovative 

elaboration and reinvention from early times, undergoing a formal transformation 

into the kuklios choros at Athens at the end of the sixth century. 13 It became 

particularly noted for the novelty and extravagance of its words and music in the 

late fifth century, as indicated by Aristophanes' satire of the dithyrambist Cinesias 

in Birds: 

KI. ävaickoµat 3i tpös "OXW7tov ttEpv' aßt uoI pats 

tatioµat S' 686v IAXoi EIt' ä? czv µsxEwv - 
HE. tioint tiö tp& is (popiiov Ssiiat icrFpü)v. 

KI. 6cp6(3w cppsvt ßciµatit Te vtav Ecptituuv. 14 

Cin: I soar towards heaven on wings of gossamer; 

flying high, I make my way from one melody to the next - 

11 Bacch. Paean 5 SM. 
12 Bacch. Dith. 19 SM: see Ch. 1, Sect. 4. 
13 Cf. D'Angour (1997). 
14 Ar. Av. 1372-5. 
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Pei: You must need a cartload of wings. 
Cin:... ever seeking the new, intrepid in mind and body. 

Along with the embellishment and reinterpretation of traditional myths, the striving 

for novelty might require an approach to music which did not aim simply to 

recreate and recombine traditional tropes, but to experiment with novel and 

unusual musical styles for the melodic accompaniment. 

Despite the precedent set by Bacchylides, the championing of tiö icatvöv in 

music in the latter decades of the fifth century has a different tone. Timotheus of 

Miletus' proclamation of his new music and corresponding rejection of the old 

sound like the cri de guerre of a defiant modernist: 

ovic &Ethw ti& itcx au&, 

xativ& r&p &µ& xpEtaaw" 

vkos ö Zsvs ßa(Ttx6EL, 

tiö t&Xati S' fv Kp6vos äpxwv. 

ä ttt o Moßaa taXati&. 15 

I don't sing the old songs, 

my new ones are better. 

Now young Zeus is king: 

In the old days Kronos held sway. 

Go away, ancient Muse. 

This was probably written around the 420s B. C., at the height of what has been 

portrayed as a musical revolution at Athens. 16 Timotheus stood at the forefront of 

musical innovation in the period, though elsewhere, evidently in response to 

Spartan criticism, he might seek to stress his conservatism. " In Athens, the impact 

of novelty created by his music and that of his fellow-modernists evoked a 

is Timoth. PMG 796. 
16 The date is not certain: Timotheus was born around 450 B. C., as the Marmor Parium records 
that he died aged 90 at a date between 365 and 357. 
17 Timoth. PMG 791.202-236. 
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response that invites comparison with the reaction by the Counter-Reformation to 

the musica nova of the sixteenth century. 18 

The scant evidence of musical scores gives little clue to how the 

innovations actually sounded to Athenian ears. 19 The late subjection of Greek 

musical traditions to systematic analysis and written form, and the lack of a 

convenient melodic notation in the fifth century, reflect the continuing oral nature 

of Greek society and of its musico-literary culture. Later technical and theoretical 

discussions of music, such as those of Aristoxenus and Alypius, offer an insight 

into the underlying melodic and modal structures of the Greek musical language, 

but we do not know how and to what extent these changed and developed in the 

course of the fifth and early fourth centuries. However, discussions in Plato and 

Aristotle support the testimony of writers of Old Comedy in suggesting an 

atmosphere of lively controversy aroused by musical innovations at Athens in this 

period. Plato's concern to limit the true significance of the Homeric verses 

suggests that, in his ears, musicians of recent generations had gone much further 

than simply composing fresh compositions which followed traditional musical 

principles. Rather, their innovations seemed to him to subvert the essential nature 

of µo x ti . 

II 

The traditional background 

Some idea of why the New Music aroused such controversy emerges when the 

innovations of the late fifth century are viewed against the background of musical 

activity in Greek culture as a whole. The Homeric reference to aoidä is a reminder 

that the central feature of the Greek conception of povatxij was its relationship 

with sung words. The ambiguity of the term povxud, which thus embraced both 

music and literature, could lead to confusion about the terms of the debate. The 

18 Musica nova was the title of a collection by the Netherlands composer Adriaan Willaert, 

published in 1559: the new style came under censure by the Council of Trent: Grout (1973) 210, 
262. 
19 The major fragments are conveniently collected and transcribed in modern notation in West 
(1992) 277-326. 
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strictly musical (as opposed to literary) aspects are discussed by Peripatetic authors 

and comic poets preserved largely in citations in Athenaeus' Deipnosophistai and 
in the On Music attributed to Plutarch. These sources tend to focus on individual 

innovators in the development of instruments, techniques and musical styles, 

offering a schematic chronology of successive tp&ioti cvpctiai in music from the 

time of Terpander of Lesbos, the first victor in the Spartan Karneia of c. 675 

B. C. 20 Despite the simplistic suggestion of a linear evolution, with each innovator 

surpassing the last, they testify to a vigorous tradition of musical inventiveness. 

In a predominantly oral society, rhythm, melody and movement are 

common ways of enhancing memorability and preserving utterance for posterity. 

Movati d was first and foremost the handmaiden of memory, since the Muses were 

the daughters of Mnemosyne. 21 Homer calls on the Muses before he embarks on 

the Catalogue of Ships, and other names by which the Muses were called make 

clear the connection with memory and mnemonic skills. 22 The `music' in our terms 

was therefore intimately associated with the words it accompanied. 23 Specific 

forms of musical expression accompanied texts of religious, moral, and even legal 

significance. 24 These styles might be importantly distinct from those used in more 
informal contexts such as symposia. 

An ever-present element of ritual and social congress, music for the Greeks 

tended to consist of a melodic line sung and played in a particular `mode', a 

distinctive melodic structure that may be compared in this respect to major and 

minor keys. The melody was combined with more or less repetitive rhythmical 

units based on the natural vowel-lengths of words. While harmony and polyphony 

were unknown, the music occasionally involved a limited kind of heterophony (two 

20 Kleingünther (1933) 38 f.; West (1992) 329-372. 
21 Hes. Theog. 54, with refs. in West (1966) ad loc. 
22 They were known as `Mneiai' (Plut. Mor. 743d), and the three original Muses of Helicon were 
named Melete, Mneme and Aoide (Paus. 9.29.2). 
23 I use the English term `music' (with and without inverted commas) in distinction to Greek 
mousike, to connote elements of melody, harmony etc. as distinct from words. Havelock (1963) 
150-151 exaggerates the synaesthetic connotation of mousike as a `convention designed to set up 
motions and reflexes which would assist the record and recall of significant speech. ' Aristotle, for 
instance, mentions solo dances accompanied by music (Poet. 1447a27; see Lucas [19721 ad loc. ). 
24 For the surprising amount of evidence for the latter, see Thomas (1995) 63. 
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voices sung or played at different pitches), as indicated by the use of the double 

aulos and by instrumental markings on a score-fragment from Euripides' Orestes. 25 

Musical instruction was widespread in educated circles in the fifth century, 

and lack of instrumental technique suggested a proverbial lack of basic education: 
Philocleon in Wasps might hope to excuse his canine client's criminal tendency by 

claiming xtOapiýsty ovic Etiatiaiat, `he doesn't know his ABC'. 26 Themistocles 

was considered ligovaog for his inability to play the lyre and sing. 27 The practice of 

aulody, singing to aulos accompaniment, might also be expected at symposia, 

where pipers could be hired to accompany rounds of recitations. 2' The aulos itself, 

which came to have dubious associations with Dionysiac revelry, was at one time 

cultivated in Athens: 

gtit Tcc itpö'ccpov xat µcr? x tä Mi18tx6c ... rcpt 'AOfivag oütio S itcxcoptaacv 
w6is ax£SÖv of itoxXot cwv £%c OEpwv µcrct ov avifS. 29 

Both in earlier times, and after the Persian Wars... [playing the aulos] was so fashionable at 

Athens that virtually every citizen was involved with it. 

By contrast with its connection with £XcvOspot, in the later fifth century the skill 

was more often the province of female slaves, ab%grpi&as. But the aulos still 

appears to have been fashionable when Alcibiades was said to have abjured it on 

the grounds that it hindered conversation and that its players looked undignified. 30 

Some forms of traditional poetry, such as humnoi and nomoi, had a certain 

fixed musical identity and will have been learned exclusively to melodic 

accompaniment. The names of many individual nomoi, `tunes', survived from the 

Archaic period. 31 It would be natural to use the familiar µtXtj when the nomoi were 

performed at gatherings, and a later writer also talks about ̀ an intermediate style of 

25 West (1992) 103-4. 
26 Ar. Vesp. 959; cf. Pl. Prot. 326a-c. 
27 Ion of Chios, FGrH 392 F 13. 
28 Dicaearchus frr. 88-89 Wehrli. 
29 Arist. Pol. 8.1341 a29f. 
30 Plut. Alc. 2.5; cf. Ar. Pol. 8.1341b4-8. 
31 West (1992) 215-17. 
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utterance which we use in quoting poetry' (µ ark [xivriatS] lj tiä; tiwv noti tµ tü v 
äva yvG aELS 2totOVµEAa). 32 

In origin at least, most Greek music was quasi-improvisatory within certain 

conventional structures, and it was still the norm in the fifth century for specific 

modes to be used exclusively in certain genres of poetry and circumstances of 

performance. Musicians, whether composers or performers, were expected to be 

aware of appropriate stylistic conventions. In Frogs, Aristophanes has Aeschylus 

disparage Euripides for having sullied the Muse by introducing inappropriate 

associations into his music and creating an unnatural confusion of styles: 

oüiog S' &Zö t&vtwv µE? t cpapct, 7topvc)&6v, 

ßxo%tcov Mz%. Tov, Kaptuwv aiArlµ xto v, 

ephvo v, xopetQv. 33 

The fellow collects his honey from all over - whores' songs, 

Meletus' drinking-songs, Carian pipings, 

dirges and dances. 

The humorous exaggeration points to Euripides' success in going beyond the 

boundaries of musical conventions. But anecdotal evidence suggested that these 

were hard to flout, even for the most determined modernists like the dithyrambist 

Philoxenus of Cythera: 

otov ö StOvpaµßOq öµoloyovµt vws E%vat Soxsi bpveytov, xai iovtiov toxXä 

7tapaSsiyµaia %L£yovaty of t£pt tii v avvcaty tiav, crly ? XXa Te, xai Stötit 

(Dt%6ö evos Eyxctpýßac ev tifi Swptatt itotiaat 8tO4paµ(3ov tog Mü6ov; ovx 

oiös t' fjv, äW v tö til; cpvß$wS avtifg £4f tcacv et; thv (ppvrtati Tv 

itpoaf xovßav &pµovi(Xv n&)Ltv. 34 

For example, the dithyramb is by general admission a genre that requires the Phrygian 

mode. Musical experts adduce many instances to prove this, especially how when 

Philoxenus attempted to compose his dithyramb The Mysians in the Dorian mode he could 

not, but lapsed back naturally into the appropriate Phrygian. 

32 Arist. Quint. De mus. 6.4. 
33 Ar. Ran. 1301-3 as emended by Meineke (codd. pv (pEpet itopvt& ow), 

perhaps punning on 
4LEXt / Pixil. 
34 Arist. Pol. 8.1342b. 
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III 

Evolution of musical ttxvii 

Ch. 5 

At the beginning of the Poetics, Aristotle notes the lack of a term in Greek for 

prose or verse unaccompanied by music: 

rU [sc. µtplui h texvr1] µövov 'Cott %6yot; 'qn? ot; ý tiot; µ£ipots, xat 

tol)tot; £LTE gtyV'E6a 1ET' Z xi xwv do, £vi titvt y£v£t xpo j tvrj tiwv pftpcov, 

<ävwvvµo; > 'r yxävct ovaa jth pt tioß vlOv. 35 

But the genre of representation that uses unaccompanied words or verses, whether it 

combines different metres or uses a single rhythm, has no name to this day. 

All the early poets were believed to have composed their poetry to music: 

µsXc41 Of vai (piicnv ob µövov iä 'Ogg pov, xWx uai iix 'I Ia o6ov icai 
'Apxti ov, gTt S MgLv£pjio icat oa Ä. thom36 

They say that not only the songs of Homer, but also those of Hesiod and Archilochus and 

even Mimnermus and Phocylides were sung to melodies. 

Hexameters were composed to music at least up to the time of Stesichorus in the 

early sixth century. Heraclides of Pontus stated that 

ov X£Xvµtviiv £tvat tiwv tpo£tprlµtvwv tir v ttiv 7totlIg(XTwv XEýty uat µktipov 

ovx ixovßav, äi. 1ä xäOat£p Et11ßtx6pov i£ xat 'tühv äpxai. tov 11£Xo7totcov of 

totoßvt£S iitT1 'ro-oToig FIEÄ, 11 7C£ptcttOE6av. 37 

the works of the aforementioned were not in loose prose without a rhythmical structure, 

but were like the poetry of Stesichorus and the old bards, who composed epic verses and 

attached melodies to them. 

35 Arist. Poet. 1447a28-b2: ävwvvµos is supplied from the Arabic text, and was read by Tzetzes: 
Janko (1987) ad loc. 
36 Chamaeleon ft. 28 Wehrli (Athen. 14.620c). 
37 [Plut. ] De mus. 1132ab. 
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The separating out of the elements of verbal and `musical' expression, and hence 

the notion of composition involving the use of metre but not sung melody, was 

initially associated with non-hexameter verse forms which arose in the seventh 

century B. C. Archilochus, who employed a wide range of styles and metres, was 

credited with the invention of xapaxatiaXoy1j, recitation to musical 

accompaniment. 38 Alcman, composing in Sparta in the following generation, was 

said to have been the first to set non-hexameter poetry to music. 39 

The logic of these developments was exploited in the course of the sixth 

century by hexameter poets and elegists whose purpose was more prosaic than 

musical. Later commentators spoke of them as self-conscious versifiers, less 

concerned with music than with the use of words: 

, £vo«zvriS S xai E6Xwv xai OtoyvtS xai, kwxiXt3r1S, 9tit Se n£pt&vpoS ö 

Kopivotog E4yo1ot6s xai iuhv Xottwv of µh Epocr&yovi£S 7tp6g tiä itottjµatia 
4. t£il(p&LUV b0covoOat to't)S attxo'L)c 'COLS QLpte4. totq cat tfi tät£t twv t tpwv 

xat ßxototaty öit) avt6 v 9110£tS jn c£ äxtcpaxoS ißiat 
.u t£ ? ayap6q jn tc 

µ£iovpoS 4° 

Xenophanes, Solon, Theognis, Phocylides, and even Periander of Corinth (who composed 

elegies) and all the other poets who do not add music to their poems, polish the scansion 

of their verses and the structure of their metres, and take care that no verse should be 

`acephalic' or 'slack' or `weak-tailed'. 

Increased awareness of verbal and metrical techniques in composition was matched 

by greater attention to the possibilities of musical sound in isolation. The first 

important theorist of musical technique was Lasos of Hermione. 41 The famous 

musician and chorodidaskalos, who was invited to Athens by the Peisistratids to 

establish dithyrambic competitions, was credited with the earliest written work 

(logos) on the subject. 42 

38 [Plut. ] De mus. 1141a. 
39 Suda s. v. 'AXigtäv. The simplistic supposition may have been that the music of lyric was 
derived from the ancient epic musical tradition. 
40 Athen. 14.632d. 
41 Privitera (1965). 
42 Suda s. v. A&aog. 
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The traditions regarding Lasos and his possible contemporary, Epigonus of 

Sicyon, signal a detailed attention to musical aspects apart from verbal 

considerations 43 Lasos was remembered for his attention to euphony in combining 

voice and instrument: he was thought to have composed asigmatic dithyrambs 

because the sound of s clashed with the sound of the aulos. 44 Part of a satyr-play 

composed by Pratinas of Phlius around 500 B. C. may indicate that the new-style 

circular dithyramb established by Lasos encouraged the unwelcome predominance 

of the aulos accompaniment over the words in choral poetry. 45 

Peisistratus instituted musical events at the Great Panathenaea in about 525 

B. C., and both the Pythian festival and the Spartan Kameia date from at least the 

early sixth century. Contests for citharodes, aulodes and auletes were a widespread 

feature of the Panhellenic festivals, and at Athens there was a constant public 

requirement for music in festivals and choral events, such as the performance of 

hymns, paeans and dithyrambs. The development of the rgxvi1 required the 

development of a teaching tradition: musical expertise broadened and flourished 

during the early fifth century, and the claim to aocpia became a theme in poetry. 46 

The naming of modes in Pindar suggests that most listeners were expected to 

understand something of the nature of the musical styles to which their attention 

was being drawn. 47 

Attention to the possibilities of the solo instruments encouraged greater 

encroachment of musical sound on the essentially word-centred preserve of the 

Muses, and the growth of titXvil in instrumental music brought further 

developments in both aulos- and kithara-playing. An example may be the 

innovations of the kitharist Lysander of Sicyon, perhaps early in the fifth century: 48 

7Gp6 to; g£ttatrj6£ tf v Vt7 o1 tAaptßttK v, µaxpobg tob; tiövovg Evti£iva; Kai 

, Ch v cpcovijv £35oyicov itou aaS. 49 

43 West (1992) 225-6. 
44 Aristox. fr. 87 Wehrli (=Athen. 11.467). 
15 Pratinas PMG 708; D'Angour (1997) 339. 
46 The earliest uses of aogtcrc js refer to music: Pi. Isth. 5.28, Aesch. fr. 314; cf. Guthrie (1969) 
27-30. 
" West (1992) 346-7. 
48 West (1992) 342. 
49 Philoch. FGrH 328 F 23. 
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He was the first to change the way the kithara was played as a solo instrument, by 

obtaining a longer resonance from the notes and making the sound robust. 

The first appearance of the word povati di (sc. titXvil) occurs in Pindar in an ode 

composed in 472 B. C. 50 The earliest recorded instance of a craft-name in -td, it 

may have become current in the previous generation, when acoustical 
investigations were being pursued in connection with the Pythagorean 

mathematics. s' 

More systematic accounts of melodic and rhythmic structures, and a 

theoretical vocabulary and notation with which to analyse them, developed in the 

latter half of the fifth century. 52 They may have taken their cue from the analytical 

studies of Xöyos associated with sophists such as Protagoras and Prodicus, who 

was a friend of Pericles' influential mentor Damon of Oea. S3 A new social context 

encouraged the growth of musical exploration and accomplishment: 

axoXaatitx(btispot yäp ytyv6pevot Stä tihg Ei topics icai gcyaXo4rvx6iepot 

tpög äpeT v, i tt & lp6Tcpov icai µsiä tiä Mrj&)& cppovrlµattaO eq tic ti6)v 
9pywv 7c&aiic r'jttovto µaOrlaawc, ovS v 6taicpivovtics äß, X' Eitti; rjtioßvtics, 8t6 

xai of v av7lrjtitxtjv ijyayov 7tp6g tihg µaOi facts 54 

As wealth provided more leisure, they became more adventurous about areas in which 

excellence might be pursued. Buoyed up by their success in the Persian Wars, they 

engaged in all kinds of learning, as trey had in former times. Nothing was excluded, but 

they continually sought out new areas of study: hence they even introduced the aulos into 

the curriculum. 

In Greek communities, the practitioners and disseminators of specialist techniques 

tended to run in families. 55 But music and its associated Xöyoti were too central to 

the entertainment and cohesion of the community to become the exclusive preserve 

of specialists. The professionalism of the few was outweighed by the ready 

so Pi. 01.1.15. 
51 West (1992: 225) suggests that the word was coined by Lasos himself. 
52 Pfeiffer (1968: 53) suggests that Hippias may have been the first literary figure to pay attention to music 
as a distinct element of noiriatq. 
53 P1. Laches 197d. 
54 Mist. Pol. 8.1341a 25f. 
55 Pl. Leg. 694c-695b; cf. (for Sparta) Hdt. 6.60. 
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participation of all classes and ages in musical entertainment, of which the 

dithyramb was a major public manifestation and the symposium the upper-class 

private setting. 56 

Among the richer classes, slaves of non-Athenian origin (7tat&ayouyot) were 

bound to influence in the dissemination of Panhellenic musical styles and expertise. 

Performances by boys at symposia had a semi-formal educational purpose. 57 

Literary evidence also testifies to a host of informal occasions at which music 

played a part: women singing lullabies, at the loom or while making bread, 58 

shepherds watching their flocks, children playing games, and reapers being 

entertained by aulos-music, 59 workers on building-sites, rowers pulling on their 

oars, and soldiers on the march. 60 Folk-music and less sophisticated music-making 

existed side by side with the formal development of the art by dedicated musicians 

and professionals. By the beginning of the fifth century, the prevailing rhythms and 

modes of music were well established in Greek ears. 

IV 

Sound and ethos 

The attempt to reconstruct the sounds and modes of Classical Greek music, whilst 

aided by analysis of the nature of the instruments used, the study of Greek metre 

and by ethnomusicological investigation, still relies largely on the works of later 

theorists, in particular the surviving works of Aristoxenus and the later 

systematisation in Ptolemy's Harmonics. For them, the basis of the Greek scale 

was the interval of the fourth (e - a), and combinations of the resulting tetrachords 

(e. g. efg a) were used to construct the Greek scales used in different specific 

contexts. 61 Aristoxenus surmised that the tetrachords were derived from an original 

trichord (e f a) and may have thought that the diatonic sequence (e fg a) was the 

56 Pickard-Cambridge (1962); Murray, ed. (1990). 
S' Bremmer in Murray, ed. (1990) 137 f. 
58 E. g. Pl. Leg. 790de, Eur. IA 788, Ar. Nub. 1358. 
59 E. g. Eur. Alc. 577, Ar. fr. 404, Theoc. Id. 10.16.41. 
60 Paus. 4.27.7, Ar. Ach. 554, Thuc. 5.70. 
61 Note-values follow the conventions adopted by West (1992) 12. 
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earliest scale-section `since it is the first to which human beings are naturally 

inclined' (tpwtiov t &P (&C013 f Coo ävOp6)7Cov cpü(3tS 7rpoaivyyx&vEt). 62 The aulos- 

tune played at libations, attributed to the semi-legendary Olympus of Phrygia, used 

the enharmonic genus (e e# f a), but the older style of playing did not divide the 

semitone e-f. 63 Other evidence, however, points to the enharmonic rather than the 

diatonic being the earlier genus. TM 

The evolution of äpgovian, the `modes', is obscure, but thanks largely to 

Plato's concern to legislate against those with unsuitable ethical effects and 

Aristotle's echoing of his concern, they are seen as of cardinal importance for the 

understanding of Greek musical theory and the idea of ethos in Greek music. 65 

äpµovia means `attunement' and must originally have referred to the tuning or 

accordatura of the strings of a lyre. 66 It was then used by extension to signify the 

scale pattern so represented. These scale patterns eventually became the 

Aristoxenian system of ti6voti, species of the octave fixed at relative pitches which 

approximate to modern 'keys' . 
67 The system of six modes called as of t&vv 

n(xXoa6iatioti may have articulated by Pericles' mentor Damon of Oea, although 

individual names of the modes appear early in the Archaic period. 68 All the 

Damonian modes except the Lydian (which omits the lowest e) incorporate the 

enharmonic version of the basic tetrachord; their compasses range from a sixth 

(Syntonolydian) to over an octave (Dorian, Lydian). Each mode was felt to be 

distinctive in quality and effect: 

ci Ovs yäp h tiwv äpµovi. wv Sti atirixe lp{atq (i)aTe äxovovtaS 1AX oc 

8iati9£aOat icai µrß c6v avtiöv gxctiv tip6 tov ztpbs ixöcacrly avtiuiv. 69 

The nature of the modes is such that they dispose the listener in quite different ways, and 

each has a different effect. 

62 Aristox. Harm. 1.19. 
63 West (1992)163. 
64 West (1981)117. 
65 Pl. Rep. 3.398e f., 4.423d f.; Leg. 700a f., 799e f., 812b f. Arist. Pol. 8.1339a f. 
66 Cf. Heracl. fr. 51 DK: xaXivtovos äpµovirj 

... 
%vpljs. 

67 Winnington-Ingram (1936) 69. 
68Arist. Quint. 18.5-19.10, cf. 80.29. The earliest instances of mode identification, that of the 
op{ 'tov thXos, appear in the poetry of Alcman (PMG 126) and S tesichorus (PMG 212). 
69 Arist. Pol. 8.1340a. 
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The internal structures of the modes appear insufficiently differentiated for modern 

ears to grasp how a listener might distinguish a ptko; employing one mode from 

that in another. In practice, different modes would have been recognisable from 

their distinctive affinities to subject-matter and by their concentration on specific 

intervals combined with the predominance of one note within the scale over the 

others i. e. the µkaii functioning as a tonic. 70 Originally the tune itself, improvised 

according to traditional formulae within a modal framework, may not have been 

thought of as distinct from the mode, as implied by the remark that `the sequence 

(kyaryi) of melody that the Dorians used to perform they called the Dorian 

äpµovia'. 71 

The ascription of commendation or censure to the use of individual modes 

appears early in the fifth century. Pratinas instructed: 

). L1 tC aÜvrovoV 8twice 

µ. u tc tiäv &vaiµavav ('Iaßii) 

Mofißav, ? cWx r6cv µaaav 

VEwv ixpovpav aMtiýE ti4 µ XEti 72 

Pursue neither the tense 

nor the relaxed [Ionian] 

Muse, but take the middle way, 

ploughing your furrow in Aeolian song. 

The descriptions of ethos suggest that the characterisation of the modes was to a 

degree subjective, but the point may be that the level of approval varied with 

individual views about music's function and effect. The Phrygian mode, for 

instance, associated with music for the aulos such as the dithyramb, could be 

thought of as exciting or dangerously inflammatory. 73 The warlike Dorian was 

generally well-regarded by conservative thinkers. Plato could allow it a place in his 

70 Winnington-Ingram (1936) 2,57-9. 
71 Heracl. Pont. ap. Ath. 624d. 
72 Pratinas PMG 712 (cf. PMG 708). 'Tense' and 'slack' may refer to the tessitura of strings at 
different pitches, which would have given to the modes something of their distinctive qualities. 
73 Arist. Pol. 8.1342ab. 
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ideal state for its sober and martial qualities, and it appears to have been the tuning 
first taught to schoolboys. 74 Aristotle declared: 

7C£pt ft Tfq 8COpt6Tt 7G6Lv'GES 64lo%6yo Uaty 6); aToccrt ion6mi; otcril; cat 

µ&Xto t' f Oos Exovßrrg äv3pEiov. 75 

Regarding the Dorian everyone agrees that it is the stateliest and has the most manly 

character. 

The ethical qualities of music were a particular concern to Damon, Pericles' 

associate in the 440s and an educationist of whom Plato speaks with respect. 76 

Damon was said to have addressed the Areopagus Council on the subject of 

morality and musical education. 77 The alarm evinced by Damon indicates the extent 

to which controversial experimentation with novel musical forms was already a 

feature of his time. Plato cited his views with approval: 

£ISos yöcp x(xtvöv µovatxfS gET(xp X) Etv svXaßrjt ov c); Ev 6Xu) xtv8vvE4- 

ovtia- oaocgot3 xtvoiivtiat jtovam fg tip61cot &vEV toX. titxwv vöµwv i6iv 

µsyiaiwv, 8; cpiiai is A&µwv x(Xl Eyd) 7tsiOoµat. 78 

The alteration of music to a new style must be guarded against as thoroughly dangerous. 

Musical styles are never altered without major upheavals in social norms, as Damon says 

and I too believe. 

The alteration of musical conventions, largely in pursuit of the portrayal of emotion 

through music, was to be taken to new extremes by Timotheus. The music to 

which Timotheus set his dithyrambs and his nome Persae exploited the xaipoi of 

their dramatic settings in an unprecedented fashion. 79 The notion of icatp6S recalls 

contemporary discussions of rhetorical style, where the opponents were already 

lining up on either side of a stylistic divide between what were to become the 

74 Pl. Rep. 3.399a, Ar. Eq. 985-91. 
'75 Arist. Pol. 8.1342b 12. 
76 Pl. Zaches 180d, 197d, Ale. l. 118c, Rep. 3.400ac, 4.424c. 
77 Damon 37 B4 DK. Aristophanes' parody of the sophistic discussions of the `proper' gender of 
words may have some connection with Damonian doctrines: Ar. Nub. 658 f. 
78 Pl. Rep. 4.424c. 
79 West (1992) 363. 
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Aristotelian categories of Xtýt; ypacpti d and Xt4t; &yci vtatu j, where xaip6s was a 

key issue. In that debate, the Sophist Alcidamas of Elea was in the 390s to take up 

the argument on the side of ?. cxOavtic; X6yoti and the richer, more poetic, naturally 

emotional style associated with skillfully improvised speech. 80 Alcidamas was 

perhaps the author of a diatribe preserved on papyrus which attacks the view that 

certain types of music have the ethical effects alleged by moralists such as Damon, 

and that different melodies can make men disciplined, prudent, just, manly, or 

cowardly. 81 His rebuttal was later taken up by the Epicureans: Philodemus' rlcpi 

µovaticf; was largely devoted to rebutting the ethical arguments recited by the 

Stoic philosopher Diogenes of Seleucia and asserting the hedonic properties of 

music. S2 

V 

Music and words 

The Greek language has its own music and a distinct melodic shape, combining 

varied word-lengths and rhythms with distinguishing pitch-accents. The latter, 

according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, might alter the pitch of a syllable by a 

musical fifth. 83 Aristoxenus even thought it necessary to define musical melody as 

distinct from the melody of speech: 

), ky£tiat yäp Sý xat ; LoywSks it µ Los, id auyK£iji vov EK TGOv 7tpo6G08L ov 

tiwv Ev 'rot; 6v6µaatv. 84 

We actually talk about speech-melody too, which consists of the tonal inflections inherent 

in words. 

80 O'Sullivan (1992) 42-62. 
81 P. Hib. 13.13-17: Brancacci (1988) 61-84. 
$Z Delattre (1989). 
83 Dion. Hal. De comp. 58-62. Devine and Stephens (1994: 160 f. ) state that this compares with 
the musical range of pitch inflections found in modern languages. 
84 Aristox. Harm. 1.18. 
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If Greek musical traditions originated in the spoken `music' of the language, this 

might explain why the sound of music might be considered inseparable from the 

kayos for which it was the vehicle. 

By the end of the fifth century, the analytical scrutiny of both language and 

melody meant that the connection had been severed, at least in theory. In his Helen 

Gorgias offered a definition of poetry as X6-toy i`xovtia µftipov, with no mention of 

melody. 85 Although his purpose was to elaborate the connection of poetry and 

rhetoric (as the latter was not sung), the fact that he could ignore melos shows 

how the advance of literacy and prose-writing in the fifth century might help to 

open the way to the purely literary understanding of poetic texts, considered in 

isolation from the melodic context of their performance. Although the split had its 

roots in the Archaic period, the Greeks seem to have felt that the distinction 

undermined the ethical dimension of mousike, and the relative value of `literary' 

and musical instruction was still debated in the late fifth century: Archytas et 

Evenus etiam subiectam grammaticen musicae putaverunt ('Archytas and Evenus 

even considered grammatike to be subordinate to mousike'). 86 The title of Glaucus 

of Rhegium's book On the Poets and Musicians of Old, composed around 400 

B. C., is an indication that the categories of poet and musician were no longer 

considered necessarily co-extensive. 87 

In the absence of musical notation, the composition of melody was bound 

to be essentially improvisatory within certain formulaic traditions and constraints. 

Separate notations for vocal and instrumental use appear to have developed from 

the fifth century onward, but an agreed system can only be attested from the mid- 

third century, the date of the earliest surviving fragments. 88 The tonal properties of 

spoken Greek and the rhythms inherent in the metrical quantities of syllables 

provided the only natural and easily memorable basis for creating the shape of the 

melody. This need not exclude considerable variety and subtlety, as demonstrated 

85 Gorg. Helen 9. 
e6 Quint. Inst. Or. 10.17. 
87 Ilcpt 't vÖ pxc kov 7toti ttiv Kai. 1Lo tK6)v: [Plut. ] De mus. I 132e. 
88 West (1992) 269-273. 
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by the Delphic Paean by Athenaeus of 127 B. C., which shows a consistent 

correspondence of word-accent and melodic shape. 89 

The singing of epic was one of the earliest and most continuous traditions 

of Greek musical expression. Accompanied note by note on the four-stringed 

cp6pity4, it may have employed the pentatonic scale-section, roughly equivalent to 

the modem notes efad, which later formed the kernel of most of the `modes'. As 

there is no responsion in epic, musical pitch is likely to have been guided almost 

entirely by word-inflections, for which modem Yugoslav epic singing provides a 

parallel. 90 But just as the epic vocabulary had evolved a complex and somewhat 

artificial nature of its own, the music to which the epic was sung developed its own 

idiosyncrasies. Alexandrian scholars preserved some unusual Homeric accents 

conventionally used in rhapsodic recitations, which may represent fossilised forms 

of accentual variants employed for `musical' purposes. 91 As pitch accent gave way 

to stress accent, this inherent melodic basis for music disappeared over the 

centuries. At a later date, hexameter singing could employ a repeated melodic line 

without concern for the pitch-contours of individual words. 92 

The introduction of strophic forms, perhaps first in the sixth century B. C., 

may have suggested the need for melody to diverge from the natural pitch-accent 

of words, but it is not certain when lines of the same metrical form were allowed to 

become melodically identical. " The Greek languages did not require full adherence 

to spoken pitch-patterns for the music to be intelligible, as do some other pitch- 

accented languages. 94 But disregard of pitch accents may have made it less easy for 

audiences to follow the words, even if it simplified the task of training choruses. 

The earliest evidence that in antistrophic passages of drama it may have been the 

practice not to take account of word-inflection is a fragment of Euripides' Orestes 

which may represent the playwright's own composition. 95 Euripides was noted for 

his unorthodox musical tastes, and the parody of Euripidean lyrics in Frogs (1309 

89 Devine and Stephens (1993). 
90 West (1992) 208-9. 
91 West (1981). 
92 E. g. in the `Hymn to Asclepius': West (1992) 287-8. 
93 West (1992) 210. 
94 Devine and Stephens (1994) 160-70. 
95 West (1992) 284-5. 
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f. ) implies the view that Euripides' melodies were as tuneless as his words were 
fatuous. A fixed melodic accompaniment in antistrophic sections of the drama 

would have created a uniform melodic line, but at the expense of a more accurate 

and intelligible correlation with word-inflections. Such an innovation would fit with 
Euripides' modernistic inclinations and his reputation for unconventionality. It 

would have been felt to be a startling and perhaps unnatural development of 

traditional style. 
The practice seems not to have been widely followed, since the later 

musical fragments show that a significant degree of correspondence between 

melody and word-pitch continued to be the norm. But there appears to have been a 

split between the music composed to be performed by choruses and music 

requiring professional skill. Performance requirements increasingly dictated the 

level of compositional difficulty: 

We 'ti of gv vÖgot o'ÜK 9v &vntßtpÖ(potg E7totofvto, at U Mat ü)Sat at 
xoptxai; i &rt of tv vöµot &ywvtas6iv tjaav, ütv ý8, q µt tctaOat Svvaµtvuuv 

Kai. Sta'csivcaOat f ()Sý . 'yivcto µaxp& Kai 7toXvet8ýq;... fl R &vtitaipo(pos 

&i?. oßv Etc pvOµög y&p Fait Kai Evi geTpciiat. tiö S' avtiö aittov Kai Wu 

iä µev 670 tiffs ßxrlvtjs ovx &vtitaipo(pa, i& ft iota xopo4 &vtiiatipo(pa; ö µtv 

yäp v toicpttf} &ywvtatr}S xat µtµrjrrlc, ö Se xopds tjttov 4tgetvxt. 96 

Why were the nomoi not composed antistrophically while choric songs were? Is it because 

the nomoi were performed by professional musicians who were already capable of acting 

and singing at length, so that the songs were able to become long and complicated?... 

Antistrophes are simple: they are in one dance-rhythm and in one metre. Is this why solo 

arias too are not antistrophic while choral arias are? Yes, because the stage performer is a 

professional actor, while the chorus is less capable of acting. 

This commentator's analysis may hint at a progressive decline in the skills of choral 

performers, for which authors like Euripides may have sought to compensate by 

providing a fixed melody as well as set rhythm and movement, in distinction to the 

more complex musicianship required of his lead soloists. Such an innovation was 

96 [Mist. ] Pr. 19.918b. 
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bound to be spurned by those for whom choral training represented a civic practice 

akin to military training: 

fly yäp tiö tiffs öpxtjacwc ybos tifig £v tiotq xopotS evaxnµov tike xai 

µsycz o tpsites xai waavsi tixg £v trots ölt otS xtvtjcsts äMoµtµovµevov. öOav 

yäp Ewicp&tinq Ev tiotS IIottjµaaty tog x&XXtßia xopsVovtaS &pIatovs 

cprlaty swat iä toXaµta, Uywv ov'co) " 
of 89 xopotg x&XXtßta Oco'ÜS ttg(6ty, &pt6tiot 

Ev ro2Lµ0t. 97 

The kind of dancing in the choruses was in those days well-ordered and impressive, as if 

mimicking the motions of soldiers in arms. That is why Socrates claims in his Verses that 

the best dancers are the best soldiers, when he says: 

Those who honour the gods best in the dance are the best 

in battle. 

The chorus of old men in Aristophanes' Wasps make the same connection in 

contrasting the heroism of former times to the unmanly effeminacy of the modern 

age: 

w rat itoti' 6vtics f 1Et; ("Wxt tot µßv ev xopotc, 
äXxtµot S' Cv µ&xatc, 

icat xati' (&c6 Sr} µ6vov trot 6v6pES & ictµwtaiot. 9s 

Once upon a time we were heroes in the choruses 

and heroes in battle, 

and above all heroes in this. 

The triumph of the new professionalism is indicated by the increasing popularity of 

complex kitharodic nomoi, such as Timotheus' Persae of 408-7.99 The relative 

decline of public musical skills in the light of technical developments in music was 

irreversible. Alongside more formal choric performances accompanied by the aulos 

(as pictured on the `Phrynichus' crater of c. 425), dithyrambs had also developed 

97 Athen. 14.628e. 
"Ar. Vesp. 1060-3. 
99 Timoth. PMG 788-91; on the dating, see Janssen (1984) 22. 
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into virtuoso solo songs sung to lyre accompaniment. 100 Timotheus was famed for 

his dramatic new-style dithyrambs, the fashionable vehicles of musical display in 

late fifth century Athens. Their greater rhythmic, melodic, and dramatic complexity 

required professional skills. The new musical idioms were thus increasingly the 

preserve of star performers, excluding the wider public from traditional modes of 

civic participation in music. 

VI 

The new professionals 

Against the background of ethical debate initiated by Damon, the new musicians 

appeared on the scene to loud controversy. Their technical innovations involved an 

exploration of the medium to a level not previously countenanced, in parallel to the 

growth of technical specialisation and the mood of exploration detectable in other 

areas of artistic and intellectual activity. The indignation they aroused was partly 

due to the spirit of commercialism that had entered many kinds of social 

interaction, creating a shift in traditional musical hierarchies. The novel procedures 

of payment reinforced the position of auletes as star performers: 

äWx yöcp icai av%rjtitxtj &(P' äitXovßiapas Etc 7totxtX6)iEpav JEta(3aßrl1C£ 

tovßti v. tö yäp taAatöv, rows Eis Mc avt1c7ti&rlv toy twv &Ovp&µßwv 

totirlti v, avµß$ßijxgt tob; aiX. rltiäc r(Xpä 'tG)v totrliwv Xaµß&vcty Tob; 

paoovS, npcotaywvtarovarlS SrjMvoit tf; itotrlaEo s, tithe ft av7lrlti66v 

vitrjps'covvccov tiotg StSa th ots" i aticpov St xat toto &ECpo&p71.101 

Aulos-playing changed from a simple style to the more elaborate kind of music we find 

today. In the old days, up to the time of Melanippides the dithyrambist, it was customary 

for auletes to receive their fee from the poets, since obviously the poetry came first and the 

auletes were subordinate to them as chorus-trainers. At a later date this arrangement too 

became corrupted. 

10° ̀Phrynichus' crater: Pickard-Cambridge (1962), Pl. lb. 
101 [Plut. ] De mus. 1141cd. 
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In their new commercial assertiveness, musicians could claim to be following a 

tradition. Simonides was said to have initiated the custom of taking large fees for 

his music, so that his name is a byword for financial greed in the conversation 
between Trygaeus and Hermes in Peace: 

TP. £K TOD Eo(pOKXto'US ytyvc'Gat Etpcovt3fl;. 

EP. EtµwvthrjS: t6 5; 

TP. au ytpo v wv Kai awtpOS 

Idp6ovS EKatiti Kixv Eiti ptivös itX oti. 'oz 

Tr: Sophocles has turned into Simonides. 

Her. How's that? 

Tr. Old and fetid as he is, 

he'd put to sea in a sieve for the sake of money. 

In Pherecrates' Chiron, the Muse identifies Melanippides of Melos as the 

originator of alarming changes in kithara-playing: 

t tot 'yäp fjp c tiwv icaxwv Mexamnibil; ' 
Ev 'tout itpüutios SS Xaß('Ov b'cvrII& ge 

Xa? apthtEpäv i' £toirlße xop&ztg SG)Ssxa. 

&XV oU öµuoq ovtiog µßv fly bctoxpG)v exvýp 

<aiq 'týv tiExvr1v> Eµotyc 7tp6s tiöc vfiv xaxä. 1o3 

Melanippides was the beginning of my troubles; 
he was the first to grab hold of me and to loosen 

me up, with those twelve strings of his. 

But in the end he turned out to be a reasonable man 

to me [as regards his art], compared to the present disasters. 

New strings added to the lower register of the kithara would in practice have been 

less taut than those tuned to a higher pitch. But the reference to `loosening up' the 

Muse, with its sexual innuendo, alludes more generally to the increased range of 

102 Ar. Pax 697-9 with schol. ad loc. 
103 Pherecr. 155.3-7 KA, with Kaibel's supplement. 'Twelve strings' is a comic exaggeration, 
incorporating a pun on chordal ('sausages', sensu obsceno). 
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musical expression, in particular to the broadening of its traditional melodic 

compass. 

Melanippides came from a family of professional musicians, and was known 

as a dithyrambist skilled in both lyre and aulos. 104 His role in pushing forward the 

possibilities of the solo aulos in the dithyramb was described by Aristotle as the 

replacement of ävtiiatpo(pati by ävaßoXat, the abandonment of strophic responsion 

in favour of a freer style of virtuoso performance. 105 Previously the aulete simply 

accompanied the vocal part, but the new music was a particularly suitable vehicle 

for virtuosity. Virtuoso technique may have included the increased employment of 

chromatic and enharmonic ytvi, later acknowledged to be `difficult' and 

abandoned for that reason. 106 Other auletes of the period contributed technical 

innovations: Pronomos of Thebes, for example, who was famous for his 

flamboyant performance style, invented a rotatable aulos collar to exploit the 

possibilities of new styles of modulation. 107 

In general, the kithara was considered a more conservative instrument than 

the aulos, its role being to accompany the singer by duplicating the sung melody., 08 

However, unaccompanied lyre-playing (uctf xtO&ptat; ) had long existed; its 

invention was attributed to one Aristonicus, a compatriot and perhaps a 

contemporary of Sacadas of Argos. 109 It was introduced to the Pythian festival in 

558 B. C., underwent some advances at the hands of Lysander of Sicyon, and 

features in prize contests at the Panathenaea in the early fourth century. 1 ° In the 

fourth century, Stratonicus of Athens was the star performer on unaccompanied 

kithara. l l' 

104 Cf. RE s. v. Melanippides. Another Melanippides, probably this one's grandfather, won a 
dithyrambic victory at Athens in 493. The dates of the younger Melanippides are uncertain: West 
(1992: 357) places his period of activity as 440-415, though Barker (1984: 94) favours 480-430. 
105 ist. Rhet. 3.1409b26. 
106 Arist. Quint. De mus. 16.10. 
107 West (1992) 87; Paus. 9.12.5: Eift 'Coe =V'LÖS KLVv CF£L Qd)J«xtoC ft£pta66i; Std 'CL 9T£p? C£ 'C& 
OEwrpa ('he drove the audience wild with pleasure through the wholesale gyrations of his body'). 
Cf. Arist. Poet. 26.1461 b26-36. 
log [glut. ] De mus. 1141b, P1. Leg. 8.12de, [Arist. ] Pr. 19.9.918a, 43.922a. 
109 Menaechmus FGrH 131 F 5. Herodotus 3.131.3 (perhaps an interpolation) mentions a period 
of Argive musical pre-eminence in the time of Polycrates of Samos, which points to regional 
traditions that made the Argolid a centre of musical progress in the sixth century. 
110 Paus. 10.7.7; IG 22.2311.15 (=SIG 1055). 
1ý1 Phaen. fr. 32 Wehrli. 
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Despite his alarming innovations, Melanippides became `acceptable' 

(änoxpwv) to the Muse. By the end of the century, his dithyrambs were openly 

admired in musical circles, meriting comparison with Homer for epic and 
Sophocles for tragedy. '12 The Muse's repeated refrain that each successive new 

musician became &noxpthv suggests that, despite the initial shock of change, the 

innovations did not remain shocking for long, but were quickly absorbed into the 

mainstream of Athenian musical culture. This was also the case with the novel 

extensions of citharody attributed to his contemporary Phrynis of Mitylene. 113 In 

Aristophanes' Clouds, Right complains that boys no longer stick to the straight and 

narrow as they did in the old days: 

Et Sa tits avtiwv 3o to%oxsvaatti' ix 
. j. uc thv 'ctva xaµrf v 

OW; of vßv, ti C; uaiä Dptivty tiavcas ixc Svßxo%ox&µcsovs, 

£ tE rpi 3Eto ti on Ob tzvoc to x5 wS 't6cS Movaas äcpaviýwv. 114 

And if any of them played the fool or turned a turn 
like those stomach-turning Phrynis-turns we hear nowadays 

they'd get a good thrashing for wiping out the Muses. 

xaµxat refer to the modulations between different modes, for which the technical 

term was petiaßo%at. Various representatives of the New Music were accused of 

indulging in this dubious and offensive modernism. The extravagances of the 

dithyrambist Cinesias were felt to be disturbing and unnatural: he seemed to turn 

music topsy-turvy, as if in a mirror. 115 He was notorious as a `free-thinker', was 

reputed to have acquired wealth as a avxocp&vtii1S, and came in for sustained satire 

from Aristophanes. 16 The subject of a comedy by Strattis, his popular success may 

12 Xen. Mem. 1.4.3. Melanippides' reputation lasted: Plut. Non posse suav. 13.1095d. 
13 Schol. Ar. Nub. 971 says he won a Panathenaic victory in the archonship of Callias (456 
B. C. ), but the name might be amended to read Callimachus, archon in 446 (Davison [1958] 40). 
A mid-fourth century vase from Paestum, illustrated in Taplin (1993), shows a disreputable- 
looking Phrynis with his lyre, resisting while `Pyronides' drags him along. Pyronides, a character 
in Eupolis' Denies, was based on Myronides, the aipa rny6q in 457/6 and a stock representative 
of the good old days. 
"a Ar. Nub. 969-72; cf. Pherecr. 155.8-13 KA. 
115 Pher. 155.8-13 KA; Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 44. ' 
116 Dodds (1959) 323; Ar. Ran. 153, Nub. 333, Av. 1379 f. 
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be gauged from the fact that he is singled out by Plato as an example of someone 

who composed the sort of music that aimed to gratify audiences. "" 

The need for players to shift to different registers where the note-patterns 

mapped out different modes encouraged attempts to extend the lyre's range. The 

number of strings of the kithara was increased by Phrynis to nine, and by 

Timotheus to eleven. ' 18 Although viewed as a striking citharodic innovation in their 

time, µctiaßoXai were a natural development of musical style and technique. They 

were later seen as a normal feature of compositions for kithara: 

to S' SXov h µtv xatiä VptavSpov xtOapcp6ta xai µkxpt tiffs (I)püvtSo; 
i Xtxias tavtiEXtS 6c7tXi itc oýßa StEt X$t" Ob r? cp eýiv td itaXatöv obT 

2totdcroat ti&; xtOapw&iag ws vIOv of jictwptpcty r&; 6cpµoviaS cat cob; 
%to(S' £v y &p trots Opt; £tha'LU) &cttjpo'Ov Ti v oLKSlav T6caty. StO xat 

tiavi, nv rh v £tcovvµiav EIXov vöµot yäp tpoariyopsv©rlaav. 119 

In general, citharody from Terpander up to the age of Phrynis continued to be quite 

simple. In the old days it was not allowed to compose citharodic pieces like nowadays, to 

keep modulating and changing rhythms. The nomoi kept their regular form: that's why 

they were called 'nornoi'. 

The initial `lawlessness' of the musical experiments had a disorienting effect on the 

listener. 120 Pherecrates' Muse complains: 

cp3vts S' i&iov azpoßt7 v ýµßaÖ6hv titiva 

xäcµIti(üv µs xai atptcpcov 8X rev & pOopcv, 
Ev thvtic xop&atc 6l 3c ' äpµoviaS 9xwv. 

&XX' oZv gµotyc x' of tos ijv ä7toxp6)v &v1 p- 

et y&p it K ijiapTav, avetS ävaX(xßsv. 121 

Phrynis assaulted me with his own brand of whirlwind, 

"' Pl. Gorg. 501e-502a. 
1's [Plut. ] De mus. 1133bc; Timoth. PMG 796. 
119 [Plut. ] De mus. 1133b. 
120 Plato puns on Itapavopla: Rep. 4.424d. 
121 Pherecr. 155.14-18 KA. West (1992: 361) suggests emending the third line to et; ntvte 
xop8ais 86)6ez äpµovi. as Exwv so that it might mean 'having up to five harmoniai in twelve 
strings'. Although this might be more stricly accurate, it would strain the Greek beyond easy 
comprehension. For Pherecrates' purposes such accuracy would not be to the point. 
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and ravaged me completely with his bending and twisting, 

getting a dozen modes out of five strings. 

All the same, he too proved to be a reasonable fellow: 

if he went off the rails, he got back on again. 

Despite dizzying the Muse with his modulations, Phrynis eventually reverted to the 

original mode. In retrospect, his advances were not felt to defy musical logic or 

propriety, and in the fourth century he was spoken of as a classic in the same 
breath as Terpander. 122 

Phrynis paved the way for his more adventurous successor, who beat him in 

a competition around 420 B. C. : 123 el St µn (Dp4vtg, TLµöocos obit &v Eygvcto (`if 

Phrynis had not existed, there would have been no Timotheus'). 124 Timotheus 

boasted of his invention of the 11-stringed kithara with its added musical and 

expressive range. '25 He paraded his novelty with relish, and was noted for 

exploiting the possibilities of musical onomatopoeia and dynamic contrast. 126 A 

wide range of musical resources, appropriate to the dramatic xatpoi, were 

exploited in his Persae. 127 

The possibilities of unprecedented musical expressiveness spilled over into 

the music of tragedy. Aristophanes' parody of Euripidean choral lyrics shows that 

the division of the first syllable of EWacrw over three or more musical notes was 

sufficiently unusual to evoke satire. 128 The norm was still one note per syllable, but 

in this respect, as in others, Euripides was a modernist. 129 Ornamentation to 

achieve onomatopoeic effects was not entirely new: it is suggested by Simonides' 

use of the pseudo-epic form xvot)aa t and the prolonging of ntp to ntvp to 

122 Phaenias fr. 10 Wehrli: the quality of recent lyrics `couldn't touch the nonwi of Terpander and 
Phrynis' (tiwv U TepnävSpou Kai tp)vt3os V61twv ov6e KaT6 litxpdv 181bvavro intWaüa(xL). 
123 Timoth. PMG 802. 
124 Arist. Meta. 993b 15. 
125 Timoth. PMG 791.229. 
126 He imitated a storm in his Nauplius and Semele's birthpangs in his Sernele: Athen. 8.337f, 
352a. West (1992: 44) also discusses 'quiet' singing, with reference to PMG 791.216-20. 
127 Janssen (1984). 
128 Ar. Ran. 1314,1348. 
129 Euripides was linked to Timotheus as his supporter and mentor: Sat. Vita 22. The tradition is 
unreliable, but both men represented artistic iconoclasm for the Athenians. 
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imitate a flickering fire. 130 In extending the principle, Euripides was ahead of his 

time: a later authority commended the effect of such a thXtaµa for its `euphonious 

and impressive effect'. 131 The second-century B. C. Delphic Paeans of Athenaeus 

and Limenius provide an attractive example of the musical use of this effect in the 

setting of the words atAots µgXEaty to flickering chromatic notes. 132 

Departures from unadorned classical simplicity were anathema to Plato. 

Following the strictures of Damon, he considered the modes and rhythms of music 

to mirror the condition of the iici i, and consequently the lroXtitiEia. Since music 
imitated, and could engender, specific qualities and emotional states, it needed to 

be firmly regulated in the education and daily life of the ideal citizen: 133 

äp' ovv, fv S' £yyw, w rXavuwv, 'coi tv gvsxa uvpto t&tii £v µovßt Cfi tipogp , 
5'ct µöcXtatia xataöI ctat ctg tiö 9VT69 tif1S 'v xfi; 6 tiE &oµoc xai &pµovta, 

xai kppwµsvaaiaia äICtistiat avtifjs, cpEpovia tii v Cbaxrjµoavvriv, icai ltotsi 

svaxrjµova E&v tits öpows tipäcpii, et Se µßj tiovvavtiiov; 134 

Well, Glaucon, I said, isn't proper musical education crucial for the very reason that 

rhythm and harmony sink deep into the soul and stay there fixed? So that the nobility of 

character produced by these becomes manifest in those who are correctly trained, whereas 

the opposite is the case for those who are not? 

Plato conceded that the purpose of music might be to give pleasure, but this merely 
lowered its status to a form of `flattery' (uoXaxcia). 135 The moral qualities of 

music were also stressed by Aristotle: 'it has an influence on both the character and 

the soul' (, Cal npds id feog 6UVreiV£t xat itp6q tifv wvxrjv). 136 But he 

characteristically showed more sympathy for the view that music also has the 

function of providing entertainment and relaxation. 137 

130 PMG 543.9,587. ievodx, cn, despite its epic appearance, is not a form found in Homer. 
Simonides seems to have employed pseudo-epic diectasis for onomatopoeic effect: West (1980) 
153-5. 
131 Demetr. De eloc. 74. 
132 West (1992) 201. 
133 Pl. Rep. 3.399a-400a, Leg. 654e-655d etc. 
134 Pl. Rep. 3.401d. 
135 Pl. Gorg. 502a-c. 
136 Mist. Pol. 8.1340a-b. 
137 Arist. Pol. 8.1339b; Lord (1982) 105-51. 
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VII 

Reactions to the New Music 

Ch. 5 

The conservative attitude to music portrayed by Aristophanes and expressed by the 

philosophers suggests by contrast a sense of the popular excitement and pleasure 

aroused by the broadening of musical styles and techniques in Athens at the close 

of the fifth century. It was a mark of the age that elements of novelty were sought 

out and laboured until they became canonical. Music was no exception. The efforts 

of musical thinkers, practitioners, composers and virtuosi speak of a lively 

atmosphere of musical experimentation and inventiveness, complementing the 

influx of ideas in other intellectual and artistic pursuits such as philology and 

rhetoric, historical research and medicine, tragedy and comedy, sculpture and 

architecture. 

Music was a means of popular entertainment in an Athens where social 

hierarchies were becoming more fluid owing to democratic and war-time pressures. 

New commercial attitudes, as well as private and public subsidies for 

democratically approved activities, led to increasing financial incentives for 

professional musicians to tailor their styles and performances to suit popular tastes. 

Attention to the formal genres of music suffered as a result, and traditional dance- 

forms were bound to generate less popular excitement than novel kinds of 

performance which incorporated extravagant movements and gestures. 138 

Plato censured musicians for pandering to the tastes of of iro% of at the 

expense of quality. 13" His complaints echo a recurrent feature of resistance to 

popular new music, repeated in every generation. In the third century B. C., 

Timotheus' dithyrambs were embraced as classics of the genre; but Aristoxenus 

could still deplore the modern desire to overturn older musical styles in the vulgar 

pursuit of making music more accessible to the uninitiated. 140 Once familiar in the 

ears of their audiences, musical innovations soon establish themselves as the norm, 

encouraging a constant search for new and stimulating sounds. A Hippocratic text 

138 Arist. Pol. 8.1341b, Xen. Symp. 6.14. 
139 Leg. 700a-701 a. 
'40 jstox. Harm. 1.123: to Po'b), ccyo ct yXul a vety &L. 
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of the mid fourth-century takes for granted that many notes and frequent 

modulations make for the most appealing music. 141 

The difficulty of mastering the performance of more complex modem styles 

and the move away from improvised music towards spectacular set-piece 

compositions encouraged the formation of a repertoire of `classics'. 142 Playing the 

works of composers of a bygone age became customary, and heralded the 
increasing prominence of instrumentalists and xopoSti&&axaXot rather than poets . 

143 

In the theatre, repertory performances of tragedy were established at the Dionysia 

in 387/6 B. C., perhaps `the single most important date in the history of fourth- 

century tragedy'. '44The re-staging of an old comedy was to follow in 340/39.145 

The rapid absorbtion of once controversial musical innovations into the 

mainstream is a salutary reminder that old-established customs are at one stage 

themselves new. But the problem of musical novelty exercised fifth- and fourth- 

century thinkers to a degree that cannot simply be put down to reactionary 

tendencies. One explanation is the widening of the deep-seated ambivalence in 

Greek culture regarding the pursuit of artistic originality as a function of the 

vitality of tovatiidi. Originality was admired and sought after insofar as it could be 

accommodated within traditions that were understood, acknowledged and revered. 
Although Timotheus championed cö xativöv as an explicit goal, it appeared to 

mean something different and more dangerous than the newness extolled by Pindar 

and Bacchylides. 

Plato's distaste of innovation in music was such that he wanted to turn the 

clock back to a period which had never existed in reality. He was inclined to 
dismiss the aulos wholesale, along with triangles, harps (nnxtii&S) and other 

toM op&a xai noX, vap t6vta: 

14' [Hippocr. ] De victu 1.18.1. 
142 A similar shift of emphasis arose in the nineteenth century, when hugely popular virtuosi such 
as Liszt and Paganini, themselves composers of great talent, encouraged the trend towards 
performance of the music of baroque composers. 
'43 Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 56; cf. RE s. v. S&SäQ c& os. 
14 Easterling (1997a) 213. 
145 IG 22.2318.201-3,316-8; Davies (1978) 172. 
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ob6 v YE... xatvdv itotoOiµsv... xptvovtcs iöv 'ARbX? cu xat iä tioß 
'A tMwvog öpyava pö Mapabov Te uai T6 )v exeivov 6py6vwv. 146 

We seek to do nothing novel, and consider Apollo and his instruments to take 

precedence to Marsyas and his. 

Even music for unaccompanied kithara was considered tasteless and meaningless, 

aiming merely to `cause amazement for speed and virtuosity and through the 

production of animal-like sounds'. 147 Traditional Greek modal music required a 
degree of improvisation, but this meant a limited kind of innovation within a fixed 

framework. In citing Homer's well-known verses about musical `novelty', Plato 

did not rule out variation within melodies employing conventional and respectable 

modes. A limited sort of icativöiriS was needed if only to forestall boredom. 148 But 

he spoke with admiration about the static musical traditions of Egypt, which he 

believed were mirrored in their political stability. Their nomoi, in both senses, 

remained in his view happily unaltered over the centuries. '49 

VIII 

Conclusions 

Many of the characteristic aspects of the Athenians' perspective on novelty, and 

the ways in which they sought to negotiate ambivalent feelings about the new, are 

apparent in the reactions to innovation in music. The desire for acclaim, the pursuit 

of nouctikia, the unbounded elaboration of of tiaxvii, the development of specialist 

expertise, the claims of tradition, the influence of external and internal social 
forces: all contributed to the sense of danger and excitement involved in the 

experience of change in this central area of Greek life. While the history of Greek 

music later came to be recounted as a series of deliberate innovations at each stage, 

the radical departures of the New Music in Athens in the late fifth century elicited 

146 Pl. Rep. 3.399de. 
la' Pl. Leg. 669e-670a. 
"$ Pl. Leg. 665c. 
149 Pl. Leg. 656d-657b. 
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reactions which exhibit a complex mixture of technical and philosophical 

considerations. 

Although to uatvöv had been Bacchylides' explicit aim, there was no 

unequivocal cultural sanction for radical innovation in music. Rather, the musical 

itapavoµia of the fifth century was felt as a transgression of ethical norms, 

matching the perceived immoralism of Sophistic rationalism. The increasing 

distancing of `music' from its status as verbal accompaniment, a gradual process 

over the centuries which became more pronounced in the age of star performers, 

contributed to the sense of disintegration of the fabric of traditional Greek culture 

and values in late fifth-century Athens. The Old Oligarch supposed that the 

motivation for popular participation in traditional dramatic choruses, as in athletic 

contests, was wholly self-interested: 

tioüs E yvµvaýöµ£vov; avtbOt xat t1 v µov6tKt}V k ttsr1S£vovtiaS 

xatiaXkXvx£v ö Sf µos voµil a)v tio4io ov xaXl v £tvat, yvob; 6Tt ov Svvaiä 

tiOT& &atity bntir186£ty. b Tat; xop11yiatc... ytyVÜ)aKOV6tV ÖTt XOprfl'O at 

µev of it ovatot, %Oprly£iiat 89 ö Sf µoS... äýtot yotiv äpyvptov ? aµß&v£ty ö 

Stj tos x(A CSJ)V Kai tipExa)v Kai öpxo'µ£vog Kai ICUO)v Ev Tat; vavßiv, tva 

a&'tÖS 'L£ 9X11 xat oL nXoo atot 7C£V£6t£pot ytyV(AV'Gat. 150 

The demos have ruined athletic and musical activities at Athens because they consider 

them in an unfavourable light, knowing that they can't manage them. In the training of 

choruses... they know that the wealthy take on the obligation while the people are paid to 

participate-Anyway, the demos thinks itself worthy of taking money for singing, 

competing in races, dancing and sailing in the fleet, so that it can preserve its interests 

while the rich become poorer. 

The opportunity arose for self-conscious musical experimentation by specialist 

musicians, for whom the mere repetition and recombination of older styles, 

redolent of civic functions and outdated rituals performed by musical amateurs, 

offered insufficient stimulation and excitement. The growth of instrumental 

technique and the perception of music as a titxvii in its own right encouraged the 

acknowledgement that music could be a vehicle for instrumental virtuosity, and 

1s0 [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 1.13: the text of the first sentence is corrupt. 
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could profitably be approached as a source of spectacle and entertainment rather 

than simply as an accompaniment to moral and edifying Myoti. 

This perception was complemented and reinforced by the elevation of 

rhetoric and other literary genres to the status of separate disciplines. Technical 

alterations to instruments gave rise to an expanded expressive range for melody, 

while the use of modulation allowed for new ways of exploiting music's emotional 

effect. This might be deliberately exploited for crowd-pleasing purposes: morally 

uplifting associations might be replaced by less respectable sensations, just as the 

sinuous gyrations of solo performers replaced the solemn dance accompaniments 

of choral dithyrambs. The new musical styles that became popular in Athens in 

these decades were associated by conservative thinkers with educational laxness, 

sexual permissiveness, and antisocial individualism, attributes inevitably attached to 

the rebellious `younger generation'. For the musicians themselves, they resulted 

from the freedom to experiment with the possibilities of their art and to acquire 

unprecedented popularity with audiences who, in a climate of widespread 

innovation, were no longer interested in musical styles which were perceived to be 

old-fashioned and technically unchallenging. 

Advances and technical innovations by professional musicians had 

progressively put instrumental practices beyond the reach of the average 

participant in communal musical events and of the educated amateur. Professional 

musicians and star performers now held the stage with their complex compositions 

and sensation-seeking performances. Music-making was becoming associated less 

with the perpetuation of civic traditions through the creation of works of moral 

import and lasting value than with the composition of works of a more ephemeral 

nature performed for financial gain. The growing separation of musical practices 

from social rituals seemed to reflect a new emphasis on individual gratification and 

äxpay toßvvrj at the expense of the values of community expressed in the Periclean 

Funeral Speech. 

The continuing influx, in the last decades of empire, of diverse local 

traditions and non-Greek styles and practices, may have contributed a sense of 

foreignness to musical developments at Athens, a counterpart to the infiltration of 
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tcvu of 6, yot in the field of rhetoric. "' The broadening range of musical 

possibilities, eschewed by many in the older generation, may have been welcomed 
by innovative performers keen to find new styles with which to rival their classic 
forerunners and to defeat their contemporaries in competitions. But the rapidity of 

change in musical practices seemed to contravene and belie deeply-held ideas of 

ethos in music. In the second half of the fifth century musical novelty had been 

linked by Damon with socio-political upheaval, and in the later decades his words 

may have seemed to have a prophetic ring. 

The other side to the conservative, backward-looking reaction to musical 
innovation uncompromisingly expressed by Plato was the pleasure and pride with 

which the new professionals like Timotheus and Philoxenus grasped the 

opportunity to extend the bounds of their Ttxvrj. Their controversial innovations 

made their music conspicuous in its own time, and renowned in the ears of a 

posterity that absorbed its once radical novelty more readily than did the moralistic 

philosophers. The fourth-century comic poet Antiphanes singled out the daring 

musicianship of Philoxenus for the highest praise, contrasting it with the insipidity 

of successors who clung cautiously and derivatively to traditional canons of 

musical taste: 

7toM y' tad t&vticov twv 7tOtr t6 v St&cpopoq 

6 MtM, evo;. 7tp6)ttata µev y&p 6v6µaaty 

thiotßt Kai Katvoißt xpiiat iravTaxoß- 

gir£ttia <tiä> µ£7g1 µ£taßoXat; icai xpdoµaaty 

cws 6 K6Kpatiat. OEös Ev &vOpthtotaty fly 

£K£LVOS Ei&WS tf V &ilr O65; POl)crt iv 

of vt3v Se Ktaa67t £xta xai xprlvaia xai 

6cvOEatt6tiaia µMa µ£Uot; öv6µaaty 

7totoßaty EµmXexovi£S &XX6tipta gXii. 152 

Philoxenus stands head and shoulders over 

other poets. First of all he uses new words 

of his own invention everywhere; 

151 Ar. Ach. 634, Dion. Hal. Lys. 3; cf. O'Sullivan (1992) 127-9. 
152 Antiph. fr. 207 KA (=Athen. 14.643d). 
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secondly, see how well his music combines modulations 

and key-changes. He was a god among men, 

for he knew what true music meant. 

The poets of today only produce ivy-wreathed, spring-pure, 

flower-suckled poetry, wretched stuff, 

and they set others' music to their miserable words. 

Ch. 5 
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6. New arts of healing and Ancient Medicine. 

A materialist medicine, in a world where science is 

powerless to prove its postulates, has no more claim 

to popular support than the psychologically more 

satisfying arts of the diviner. 

Robert Parker, Miasma 

I 

Divination and reason 

The status of the healing arts in Greek thought is indicated by their priority in the 

passage of the Aeschylean Prometheus Vinctus where an outline is given of 

mankind's technical progress. Thanks to Prometheus, humans can profit from all 

the arts: itäaati titXvat ßpotiotaty ex r1po ilotco .1 But the gift of medicine heads 

the list: 

iä µ9v µtytaiov, si tits k vöaov Chaot, 

ovx fjv äcxttrlµ' ov3b, o1 tc ßploatµov, 

ob xptatibv, ov3e ttaibv, We cpapµlxxwv 

xpsIQc xatiEcrid) ovto, tpty y' tytn acptaty 
3Etta xpBeacts rlptiwv äxeaµ&t ov, 

atS ti&; äräaag k4aµvvoviat vdao j; 2 

First and foremost, if one fell ill 

there was no recourse, no healing food, 

no ointment, no potion; but for lack of cures 

people wasted away, until I showed them 

how to mix soothing remedies, 

whereby they now ward off all kinds of illness. 

The two subsequent tikxvati specified, those of divination and the mining of 

precious metals, hardly suggest that these resources are here envisaged as primary 

1 [Aesch. ] PV 507. 
2 Ibid. 478-83. 
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inventions like farming, weaving and building, basic human skills whose invention 

might on that account be appropriately attributed to the philanthropic god. The 

implication is rather that there is a element of obscurity to these arts, a need to see 
hidden depths, which would suggest that their discovery could only be due to a 

peculiarly foresightful deity. In this respect, elements of medicine such as a healing 

diet, ointments, potions, and drugs, were more germane to the context than down- 

to-earth technical skills like surgery, cautery, and bandaging. In view of the warlike 

and athletic pursuits of Greek poleis, the latter would have been equally familiar 

components of healing, but there was no similar degree of mystery about the 

reasons for their efficacy. 

Professional physicians of the fifth and fourth centuries, though not content 

to ascribe the efficacy of medicine to theological or quasi-magical explanations, 

sought to preserve the respect for medical practice implied by the attribution of 

their art to a deity. The sophist-physician who composed the Hippocratic treatise 

Ancient Medicine (Hept triiptictjg titXvij; ) emphasised the benefits of taking a 

rationalistic perspective: 

ovx äv oU Et pa tioviwv xprjßtjt)tEpa oiS' ? xvayxat6repa ctrl etSavat 
Siptov, ws 8 xaAwg xat Xoytßjt4 7tpoaý)COVTt ý11tijaavtES tp6; tifiv tio4 
ävOpkcov cpvßty Evpov avtiä of 7rpwtiot ebp6vtes, xat ep oriaav &4ir1y tihv 

t£xvrly OF tpoaOctvat, " tcp xat voµtýetat 3 

Surely nothing would be more useful or more compelling to know than how the founders 

of the art, through skilful investigation and the application of sound reasoning about 

human nature, made their discoveries. They considered their art worthy to be ascribed to a 

god, as is commonly believed to be the case. 

Such appeals to the importance of reason and knowledge in medical matters co- 

existed with non-rational beliefs about disease and cure. Medicine maintained 

strong connections with magical and religious practices such as prayers, divination, 

3 [Hippos. ] VM 14.14-20. For the sake of convenience, I refer where possible to Hippocratic texts 
by Section and line number in the Loeb edition of Jones (1923-31), and indicate where I have 
followed other texts e. g. Jouanna (1991). I abbreviate using the standard Latin titles (e. g. VM for 
De vetere medicina, Art. for De articulis). References with the suffix L are to the page and line 
numbers of Littr6 (1839-61). 
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and oneiromancy. What both kinds of practice had in common was a concern for 

prognosis. 4 Prometheus' speech goes on directly to speak of divination: 

tipö tovS is 7to%Xobg µavitxf S Eotoixtßa 

xäxptva irpwios ý% övetp&to)v & xpA 

v tap ysvE Oat. 5 

And I established many techniques of divination, 

and was the first to distinguish false dreams from 

those destined to come true. 

The author of the surgical manual On Joints (IIEpi IzpOpwv) speaks in approving 

terms of forecasts, regardless of the outcome envisaged: 

tiä S 7Cpo0prlµatia Xaµ7tpä xai ärwvtattxä &IC6 TOD 8taytVt6KEty ö7cp 

gxaatiov uat oi'o S uat 6 tötc ticXsvtitjaEt, ijjv tiC eS tiö eXKECFtidv tip& trIiat. 6 

Brilliant and effective forecasts are made by distinguishing the way, manner and time in 

which each case will end, whether it will lead to recovery or be incurable. 

The rationale for this procedure might be psychological rather than purely medical, 

as the chorus of PV suggests: 

, cot voao 1a . cot yi6UK'l) 

to Xoutdv &)qo; irpob4cniataaOat tiop6 g7 
It's a comfort to those in sickness 

to know clearly beforehand what pain is still to come. 

By contrast with PV, µavtitxr and övcipaia do not merit a mention in the famous 

ode to human UtOvIS in Sophocles' Antigone! Albeit that Sophocles was the 

priest of a minor healing cult and welcomed Asclepius to Athens, his ode suggests 

that medical knowledge is a proud and efficacious human invention: 

`Lloyd (1987) 39-41. 
s [Aesch. ] PV 484-6. 
6 [Hippoc. ] Art. 58.65-69. 
7 [Aesch. ] PV 698-9. 
8 Soph. Ant. 332-383. 
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? 7topoq tic' Ob3ev 9pxctiat 

tiö taXXov "At&a µövov 

(pC tv oüic Eth Etat" 

v6aoov S' ?xt zvcuv cpvyxg 
4vµlCtcppaaiat. ' 

In nothing does man go forth without resource 
to face the future. From Death alone 

will he find no escape, 

but for intractable diseases 

he has devised remedies. 

Ch. 6 

Against such a background, part supernatural and part rational, how might 
Athenians of the late fifth century have conceptualised the possibility of medical 
innovation? In the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the period, the importation of 
foreign techniques seemed one obvious route to novelty. These included ideas of 
healing and cure from outside the Greek world, as well as those disseminated from 

Greek medical centres such as Cos and Cnidus to the East and Cyrene and Croton 

to the South and West. Another approach was to adapt to medical practice the 

growing body of theoretical speculation in the natural and physical sciences, 
leading to the adoption of non-empirical perspectives on human biology and 

physiology based on arbitrary intellectual premises. 

However, in the absence of a truly `scientific' understanding, when many 

other technai appeared to be fording new paths of progress through the application 

of intellect, the semblance and terminology of medical innovation might have 

seemed the best that could be attained by rational endeavour. The `new' in 

medicine might simply be identified as something that appeared or could be 

presented as distinct from the old and the traditional. In the fifth century, this kind 

of innovation was also finding expression in the sphere of religion. 10 In view of the 

long-standing confluence of religious and medical ideas in Greek culture, it might 

9 Soph. Ant. 360-4. 
10 See Ch. 7, Sect. 5 below. 
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have been predicted that the introduction of a new healing deity would constitute a 

remarkably effective and popular form of `medical' innovation. 

II 

Foreign influence 

It was widely believed in antiquity that sickness itself was caused by supernatural 

forces, whether through the work of evil spirits or as a result of divine 

disapprobation. Homer links disease to divine agency in ascribing the plague at the 

beginning of the Iliad to Apollo's arrows, and voi)aoti in Hesiod are personified as 

semi-divine, wreaking pestilence on the unjust city at Zeus' behest. 11 In Euripides' 

Hippolytus, the chorus of Troezenian women suggest that a deity must be 

responsible for Phaedra's malady: 

tj 'Y &P 9vOsos, CO xovpa, 

atti' tic Haws ci O' 'Eithta; 

agtvchv Kopvß xviwv Tot- 

tip; ý µatpös öpsiag; 

av S' ? Xµcpi ti&v ico%. OTJ- 

pov Aixtvvvav xJ17t axiatig 
? vicpos äAvtiwv na%avuiv rpvxfl; 12 

What god possesses your wits, princess? 

Is it Pan or Hekate, 

the holy Korybantes, or tine 

Mountain Mother, who makes you wander? 

Is it for some insult to 

Diktynna of the wild beasts, 

for the neglect of holy cake-offerings, that you waste away? 

Identifying the deity responsible for inflicting the condition might be the first step 

to cure. Practical remedies for illness and injury traditionally involved prayers, 

11 Hom. Ii. 1.50-2, Hes. Op. 100-104,238 f. 
12 Eur. Hipp. 141-147. 
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potions and magical incantations. When Odysseus was wounded in a boar-hunt, the 

sons of Autolycus 

Sfl av E ttaiaµavwg, Etaot3fj S' atµa x£Xativdv 
g6x£9ov. 13 

bandaged him with skill, and with an incantation 

stopped the dark blood flowing. 

The incantation rather than the bandaging is said to stem the flow. But there is an 

explicit recognition of the value of human t ttatijiii in medical matters, and of the 

need to take practical measures to bring about cure. 14 Already in Homer, medical 

and magical skills go hand in hand. In the Odyssey, Helen offers her guests a 

relaxing drug given to her by Polydamna, a woman of Egypt: 

tiff axetc is #pEt ýCthU'pos tzpovpa 

(päpµaxa, 7co? & µev ec Ox µeµtyµba, toWz S Xvyp&" 
triipds & Exac tos bctßi&µavos it pi it&viwv 
ävOpc t ov ij yäp IIatýov6S Eißt yCvto%ll;. 15 

whose fertile soil produces a great many 
herbs, many beneficial in preparations and many poisonous. 

Egyptian physicians are skilful above all other 

people: they are the true offspring of Paceon the Healer. 

The Greeks supposed, with some justification, that foreign peoples had developed 

special expertise in healing. Egyptian medicine in particular was a long-standing 

feature of popular consciousness. In some of the earliest extant medical writings, 

recorded on papyri in Egypt, practical prescriptions for cure existed alongside 

magical practices. The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, a text dating from the third 

millennium B. C., presents a thoroughly rational approach to the treatment of 

wounds, suggesting to some scholars that a non-religious approach to medicine 

13 Hom. Od. 19.457-8. 
'4 Majno (1991) 142 f. 
15 Hom. Od. 4.229-32. 
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was well established in Egypt and influenced Greek medical practice. 16 Recent 

medical historians are sceptical about such a connection, finding stronger links with 
Babylonian medical practice, which recognised both religious and non-religious 
healing and made distinctions between treatments required by each. 17 

In the fifth century, Greek physicians might still have been inclined to look 

to Egypt for new medical ideas. Hippocratic texts refer to Egyptian oils, unguents, 

thistles and acorns, Egyptian beans for diet, Egyptian uterine purges and pessaries 

to induce menstruation and childbirth. '8 Herodotus reported that Egypt was full of 

doctors who specialised in different areas of health. 19 Although his age had seen a 

growth of new specialisations, medical specialisation was still a novel idea in 

Herodotus' time. Physicians would be well-advised to use all available means to 

bring about a cure if, as the Hippocratic treatise The Art (IIcpt titXvnc) suggests, 

medical techne was often considered to be no more effective than chance: 

noUh y&p &v&yicri icat tong µr} xpwµtvovs tiyrpotat vo6ý6aviaS Se xat 
vytaßOavtas st, avati, ött fj 8p6ivtikq tt µh 8p6 vticS vyi6cOrl6av i y&p 

&atitiip i iroxvcpayt ,i 2coti@ lcxtovt rj Mvin, ij xovtpois ij ?x ovai , 
ij 

ic6votaty i' cyi)xip, i tikvotativ ij &ypv»vi 
, ij of ixt&vtawv tioiwov tiapaxi 

xpthp vot üyt&aOi aav. 20 

For there is compelling evidence that even those who do not resort to a doctor have 

recovered from illness, either by doing something or avoiding something - either by 

fasting or by ample diet, by drinking more or not drinking at all, by bathing or refraining 

therefrom, by vigorous exercise or by rest, by sleeping or by staying awake, or by using a 

combination of any of these measures. 

Reference to exotic medical ideas could be a source of amusement to 

Aristophanes' audience, as when he alludes to Herodotus' claim that Egyptians 

took purges for three consecutive days each month. 21 Egyptian physicians held that 

diseases arose from residues in the bowels which gave off noxious gases, a notion 

16 Breasted (1930); Sigerist (1951) 355. 
17 Nutton (1995). 
18 KF s. v. ALy' unto;. 
19 Hdt. 2.84. 
20 De arte 5.12-18. 
21 Hdt. 2.77.2. 
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which may have influenced Hippocratic ideas about 90 cat (`winds') and 

itcptißßcbµaia ('superfluities 9). 22 But with the prospect of peace imminent at the 

close of the Archidamian War, the Egyptian custom suggested a new use for the 
helmetmaker's products: 

7tC Et ßaSiýwv avtiä tioig Atyv tctotg- 

arty yäp E ttti stia aDp taiav µsipEiv. 23 

Go down to Egypt and sell them there - 
they're just the thing for measuring emetic! 

Despite frequent references to the Egyptian provenance of medicines and methods, 

there is no firm evidence for the direct borrowing by the Greeks of Egypt in 

medical philosophy or practice. Rather, it is notable that a debt to Egypt is 

nowhere acknowledged. Herodotus in particular might have been expected to 

mention a historical connection if one were to be found. In his account of 

Democedes of Croton, he makes a point of stating that the most distinguished 

physician of his time used Greek medical methods (130.3, 'EX»rivtKotat ti t(xc t 

xprChµsvoc) to cure Darius. 24 Plato makes no reference to Egypt in the discussion 

of medicine in the Republic; 25 and the author of Ancient Medicine sketched an 

account of the evolution of medicine without reference to foreign contributions. 26 

In late fifth-century Athens, regular Greek medical practices were on the whole 

perceived as home-grown, and those seeking opportunities to produce new 

medical ideas did not need to go beyond the Greek-speaking world. 

22 Thivel (1981) 357-69. 
23 Ar. Pax 1253. 
24 Hdt. 3.125,129-38. 
25 Rep. 3.405a f. 
26VM3. 
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III 

Hippocratic medicine 

Ch. 6 

The great body of texts that has come down to us under the title of the Hippocratic 

Corpus has been thought to represent a major innovation in fifth-century Greek 

medical practice. The sixty-odd texts which comprise the collection are 
heterogeneous in nature and form, and the ascription to the historical Hippocrates 

cannot be made with any certainty. 27 They include polemical Etti&si4ct; like 

Ancient Medicine, practical surgical manuals such as On Joints, the collection of 

medical Aphorisms, and the remarkable records of personal case-histories in 

Epidemics. They are the work of different hands at different dates between around 

430 and 330 B. C. and express a variety of disparate and sometimes contradictory 

viewpoints on the causes and treatment of conditions. But the collection as a whole 

adopts such a fundamentally and systematically different perspective on disease and 

cure from that of earlier sources that it has often been represented as constituting 

evidence for a revolution in human thought, the invention of rational medicine. 28 

However, the rational, empirical approach exhibited by the Hippocratic 

texts is not in itself sufficient evidence that irrational medical ideas and practices 

were superseded at some stage in the late fifth century. The dating of the texts is 

uncertain, and there is scanty evidence for the range and nature of Greek medical 

practices prior to their composition. No unequivocal conclusion can therefore be 

drawn about what was new about the ideas and methods they record or when these 

were introduced. Writing itself can be a way of transmitting traditional knowledge, 

as well as formulating and drawing attention to new ideas. 29 The ideas and methods 

discussed in the texts may have been well established at the time they were 

recorded. 3° The doxographical papyrus known as Anonymus Londinensis cites the 

opinions of fifth- and fourth-century medical authorities of whom many were 

completely unknown to modern scholars before its discovery in 1892, highlighting 

27 Lloyd (1991) 194 f. 
28 Longrigg (1993). 
29 Cf. above, Ch. 3, Sect. 4. 
3o Cf. Majno (1991) 487 n. 2. 
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our ignorance of the extent to which diverse medical ideas may have been 

discussed and disseminated. 31 

The Hippocratic Ancient Medicine (henceforth abbreviated to VM) is of 

particular interest here, since it conducts a sustained polemic against what are 

called xatvoi tipkoti in medicine. 32 A rhetorical epideixis composed by a practising 

physician, it may fall into a period when claims about O uatvöv were being used to 

impress Athenian audiences in arenas such as music and rhetoric. The mention of 

Empedocles, who died in the 420s, has been used to argue that it is datable to 

around 420-410 B. C. 33 The style of VM, though less overtly rhetorical than 

treatises of similar date such as Breaths and The Art, also exhibits extravagant 

verbal effects of the kind introduced by Gorgias . 
34 These include doublets with 

paromoiosis and parisosis e. g. E atkiitat xai >zt; anatic tati (2.8), voatovct tic xat 

novtouaw (2.17), chiastic antithesis as in tipogp tis uai alikrlc t;... cp©ißtg r uai 

äppcuaiirl (6.5-7), homoioteleuton as in ýWria&v is uai 6x-rilaav xai 9 Lt av 

(3.40-1), and homoioteleuton combined with asyndeton as in ßicotio3tvin, 

SvaOvµtbl, 6vaepye'ui (10.30-1). The fact that Hippocrates was later thought to 

have been a pupil of Gorgias was doubtless an inference from the rhetorical style of 

these treatises. 35 

Physicians were not just practical healers, but were required to be able to 

expound their methods in a manner that was meant to persuade. The use of 

rhetorical techniques shows that persuasion was felt to be an important aspect of 

the physician's craft, suggesting one way in which late fifth-century Athenians 

perceived how one might innovate in medicine. 36 But while allowances must be 

made for VM's overt rhetorical purpose, its author's identification and 

characterisation of what is xativ6v in contemporary medicine is unequivocal. His 

31 The papyrus was long thought to be a copy of a student's notes on a lecture based on the lost 

collection of medical Sö?; at attributed by Galen to Aristotle's pupil Menon: Jones (1947) 1-8. The 

evidence for this view has been challenged by Manetti (1990) 219-21. 
32 VM contains three uses of uatvös and the only use of xatvovpyeco, roughly a quarter of all 
uses of the lemma icativ- in the Corpus (KF s. vv). Only in VM does xatvös actually connote 
`novel' rather than simply 'another'. 
33 VM2O. 6. Jouanna (1991) 85; contra, Hankinson (1992) 55. 
34 Cf. above Ch. 3, Sect. 5. 
35 SUda S. V. 

36 Phillips (1987) 187. 
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position is summed up in the words ovx rgtovv abTr v [sc. tii v triipucf vi 9yO) E 

Kalvfis V cooks tos Wcroat ('In my opinion medicine does not require a new 

hypothesis' ). 37 The insistence that medicine requires no hypothesis (cf. 2.26, ova v 

Bet v toOtato; ) may be understood in different ways. One is that medicine, insofar 

as it is a practical art established of old (2.1 it&A(xt), does not need to be 

underpinned by speculative theories akin to those of natural philosophers. Another 

is that medicine is already based on a viable empirical hypothesis (in the looser 

sense of `underlying basis') and has no need of another. The first interpretation 

seems likelier in view of the later comment about `those who conduct research into 

medicine in the new fashion, basing it on a hypothesis' (13.1-2, tdv xatvdv tip6nov 

of v tiaxvrty ýrltisv=ov 94 vto6£atos). This would suggest the rejection of any 

hypothesis as representing a spurious and irrelevant methodology. 

The use of v1r6esat; in VM is its earliest attestation. 38 While the audience is 

assumed to be familiar with the term, it may have fluctuated between the general 

meaning of `basis' and the more technical connotation of `postulate' as used in 

philosophical discourse. 39 The nature of the hypotheseis to which the author 

objects is indicated at the start: 

6ic66ot µßv keXciprlaav 7tept i, rptptxf c? ycty ii yp6gocty vn6Aeaty abToi 
ecovioiaty v7tootgevot tiQ) %6ygt OEpµdv ij yrvxp6v fi üypbv i >; rlpöv ij &xxo 

tt S äv O cocyty, tg (3pay äyovtes titjv &pxt}v tiffs attti1S rotate 
ävOpwMtotaty twv vovacov tc uai tio4 Oavätov uai Allat tf v cx ti vv tj 

Svo { toOEµsvot.., ao 

All who have attempted to speak or write about medicine, adopting as the basis of their 

argument a hypothesis such as the hot or cold or wet or dry or whatever else they may 

fancy, reduce the underlying principles of human disease and death to a narrow range 

by postulating that the causes are only one or two elements, and the same ones in all 

cases of illness. 

37 VM 1.20-1. The reading xativis (var. xev%) has been rejected on the grounds that it would imply that 
true medicine is also based on a hypothesis: Jones (1923-31) 14 n. 1. However, it is confirmed by the 
subsequent use of xativ6q in relation to (itöücaxs (13.1-2). 
38 -bn60Fatiq occurs six times in VM, and the verb ntottOca cxt three times. 
39 Lloyd (1991) 49 f. 
ao 1.1-6 (using the text of Jouanna [1991]). 
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This passage assumes a considerable body of theoretical discussion and 

controversy, both in speech and in writing. In Xenophon's Memorabilia, Socrates 

confirms that medical writings already constituted an impressive collection: 

EtitE got, 9(ptl, Co Ev948119£, 'cw övtit, 65aic£p eyc) &KOÜG), toXX& ypt iaia 

ßvvfi%as 'cwv ;, £yoµkvicev aocpdv ävSpo3v y£yovbat; cat 6 EvOvSrlµos, Ni tiöv 

At', 9cp7l, cb EG)xpai£S" icai 9Tt y£ avv&yuo, 9C O; &xv X Ct Cwµat ws ? xv S4vwµat 

tXctara... Tt 8 Sr} ßovXöµ£voS äyaoös y£vEcOat, 9cprl, w EW8ilg£, 

cn) y£tS iä yp&µµatia; £i£i S 8teat6injaev Ö Ev9Ü81jjioS ßxolc v 5n 

äitoxptvai, to, täXty ö Ea cp&tirls, 'Apo: µf iatpög; 9cprl, iroWx yäp uai 
teetpwv katit cn yyp&µµaia. 
'Tell me, Euthydemus, ' he said, 'Is what I hear true, that you own a large collection of 

books written by so-called wise men of the past? ' Euthydemus replied 'By Zeus, yes, 

Socrates. And I'm still collecting books, so as to own as many as possible'... 'And in 

collecting these books, what is it you seek to become good at? ' When Euthydemus fell 

silent considering what to answer, he said 'Maybe you want to be a doctor? Doctors' 

treatises alone make a considerable collection. ' 

The hypotheseis scorned by VM reflect the ideas of the pre-Socratic natural 

philosophers, going back to Anaxagoras, Alcmaeon, Empedocles and ultimately 

Thales, cp xnicoi who posited either a unitary &pxi or fundamental elements from 

which the world and man were constituted. 41 Specific candidates for the 

description of iv ij Svo vxoeEµsvoti include those whose doctrines are known only 
from Anonymus Londinensis, such as Hippocrates' nephew Polybus, Philolaus of 
Croton, and Petron of Aegina. 42 What VM finds new and undesirable in medicine is 

the attempt to narrow down the field of medical investigation by postulating 

reductionist hypotheseis about human nature. In his view, observation shows the 

human constitution to be irreducibly complex: 

41 Jouanna (1992) 366-379. 
42 Lloyd (199: 58) derives from Evý Ho his premise that 'the main theorists whom the author of 
VM had in mind were pathologists who held either one, or a pair, of these opposites to be the sole 
cause of diseases. ' But it is unlikely that the numbers were intended to be taken literally. 
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£vt 76p Ev ävOp67tcp xai ä? 4n pdv uai 7ttxp6v xai yx-06 uai 84v xai 
arpvcpvöv xat it aSapbv xai öcXXa µvpia 7tavtoiag Suv&µtaS 9xovia tfiOoS 
is xat taxvv. 43 

For there is in man salt and bitter, sweet and sharp, astringent and neutral, and a 

multitude of other aspects with all kinds of properties both in number and strength. 

VM goes on to promote physiological and pathological notions which have been 

thought just as speculative as those it dismisses. 44 But its purpose is not to 

promulgate a competing theory, but merely to demonstrate the multiplicity of 
different qualities discernible in practice in the human body which make simplistic 
hypotheseis untenable. 45 

IV 

Tp crtq and empiricism 

The author of VM characterised the application of extraneous systems of thought 

as irrelevant to medicine, more suited to astrology and cosmology (1.16-17, xept 

tiwv ge re(opwv i vxö yiv). In his view, the growth of medical knowledge had 

required wide-ranging and cumulative observation by skilled practitioners of the 

conditions of health and sickness: medicine was `a substantial discovery, the fruit 

of much investigation and skill' (4.5-6, to ye cbprnpa µtya is cat xoXxf g aKa nOS 

rc icat titXvnc). Everyday empirical principles remained the basis of medical 

knowledge and discovery: 

Etit yofiv xai vfiv of ti6iv yvµvaßiwv re Kat bcrK1ja1(OV Enntge 16F18vot aids. Tt 

itpoac E pißKOVaty xaiä tit}v aviýv WV ýi t VT£; 8 tt koOiwv iE Kai 

Icivwv EIttxpatilaEt tiE avtio4 gäxtatia uai ißxvpötEpos avTös &i too 

g6'Cat 46 

43VM14.31-5. 
"Lloyd (1987) 15. 
45 Cf. Hankinson (1992). 
46 VM 4.6-10. 
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At any rate even nowadays those involved with gyms and exercise are constantly 

discovering new things by following this same path in their search for what is best to eat 

and drink for them to become stronger. 

The logic of this position was that medicine did not have all the answers: new 

avenues remained to be explored. But this acknowledgment caused problems for 

some who attempted to promote the validity of their empirical approach over that 

of proliferating, untestable hypotheseis. Some Hippocratic authors honestly 

conceded the fallibility of their techne: `precision is seldom to be seen' (ib & 

äipEx S öýtiy&xtig att xatitiSEiv). 47 Others were dogmatic about the efficacy and 

authoritative status of empirical medicine: 

irliptxr} Sý got Soxd£t 011 äv£vpiaoat 6%Tl, ýtit; o'ito); 9x£t... 8; yäp oüiw; 
trliptxr}v bttatatiat, EX&xtatia tii v tivxrly ittµ&£ti, ?xX. ä cat ? v£v tivx11S xai 
ýüv tivxu 67tot110£'trl &v. ßtßrlx£ y xp t fltptxý 7täaa, xat cpaiv£tiat 'tfiv 

ßocptaµ&tiwv iä x&x7ýtata & avtýj ßv yx£iµ£va £X&xLßtia tvxrlS S£iaOat 48 

In my opinion, the whole of this sort of medicine has been discovered... Someone who 

understands this sort of medicine is least inclined to wait on luck, but would obtain success 

regardless of the operation of chance. All of medicine is well established, and the soundest 

ideas of which it is comprised rely least on the element of chance. 

In the absence of an uncontested scientific basis for medicine, the exposition of 

theoretical novelties before audiences of laymen and doctors might command a 

rhetorical premium. Speculations could be arbitrary or take their cue from serious 

attempts to formulate a basis for cure in human cpvatis. The basing of medicine on a 
broader theory of human nature precisely recalls Plato's characterisation in 

Phaedrus of Hippocrates' own method: 

" VM 9.21-2; cf. VM 12.12-13, Morb. 1.5,1.9 L. 
48 Loc. Hom. 46.342.4-9(L). Lloyd (1987) 114-135 points out the different rhetorical functions of 
dogmatism, uncertainty and self-criticism in the texts. 
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ESQ. iJvxis ovv cpvßty ?x to S %6yov uaiavoißat otct Svvaidv etvat ? xvsv of g 

tioi3 öAov cpbaccog (DAI. $t µev ovv 'Ilc7coxp6ctct Iyc TO ticbv 'AaK? 1VttaSQv SEt 

tit 7tELOEßeat, ob8t n£ pi ßGbµatios live n) ifiS µE068ov tavtrlS 49 

Socrates: So do you think it's possible to have a satisfactory understanding of the nature of 

the soul apart from universal nature? Phaedrus: Well, if we are to believe Hippocrates the 

Asclepiad, we can't even understand the body without a procedure of this kind. 

The production of theories based on the idea of an underlying phusis recalls efforts 

taking place in other technai in the latter part of the fifth century. The system of 

universal bodily proportions propounded by Polykleitos of Argos for purposes of 

sculpture will have had particular bearing on medical theory: 5° 

Sculptors, physicians, and natural philosophers had affinities among themselves in the 

fifth century, in part because none of them were very far from either the popular notions of 

anatomy and physiology, which frequently surface in medical literature, or from the milieu 

of up-to-date interpretations of physical phenomena. The physicians and natural 

philosophers had the task of translating their ideas into a useful new literary form, that of 

the prose essay, and the sculptors had the duty to create works embodying new ideas. 51 

By the 420s, hypotheseis about human nature were a familiar and persuasive aspect 

of medical thinking, causing the author of VM to react with alarm against the 

promulgation of non-empirical theories. If such theorisation was itself no longer 

new by the time he was writing, the practice of rational, empirical practice was a 

fortiori an even less novel phenomenon. What would have been new, however, 

was that both kinds of approach had only recently been committed to writing for 

the first time. 

VM rejected `hypothetical' novelty on both methodological and practical 

grounds. Not only were the hypotheseis unacceptably narrow in reference, but 

medical discovery could not be furthered by their use. On VM's account, empirical 

49 Pl. Phaedr. 270c. 
50 See above, Ch. 4, Sect. 3. 
51 Metraux (1997) 92. 
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medicine was an established technique. 52 Confirmed through long ages of discov- 

ery, it was the only valid basis for further progress: 

tritiptxl U r&A, at t&vtia vt&pxct, xat &pxtj xat 636g Eüprj. t vri, icaA' ijv 

icai iä Evprjtava itoPLXä tic iced uaM6S gxovtia Eüpr tcct Ev RAXG, ) xpövu, ), 

iced iä Xotic& EvpeO1 cctiat, ijv tts ticavög ti EG)V iced Tbc Evpr14. lhva Et&G)S 

Eic tiovticov öpµthµEVOS 53 

The entire field of medicine has long been in existence, and a basis and method has 

been devised whereby numerous sound discoveries have been made over a long period. 

The remainder will also be found out if a competent inquirer investigates with the 

knowledge of past discoveries, and uses them as his starting-point. 

The possibility of genuine incremental innovation in medicine could thus be 

countenanced. New discoveries were considered both desirable and likely, and the 

author could reiterate his optimistic assertion: 

tiaßtia Sri t&vtia tiEign pta, on ai tii f titxvri Itäßa r tri'rptKh Tf avtf 6&? 

r ritEOµt vri svpißxottio äv" 

All this is proof that, using the same method of inquiry, this whole art of medicine could 

be discovered. 

In a similar vein, the author of The Art contended: 

tµoi S Tö µtb Tt Twv µrß £vprjgkVwV kt£vptaK£tV, UTL cat E'Üp£kV Kpt6QOV fl 

rj äv£t£üp£Tov, a M6tog 8oidt EctO xriµ& T£ Kai 9pyov £tvat, Kai Tö Tbc 
ýµi£pya ýS Tkxos £t£präý£aOat waavTwg. ss 

It seems to me that to discover what is undiscovered, insofar as the discovery is useful, is 

the aim and function of intelligence, and so is to bring to completion tasks that are half- 

finished. 

52 VM 1.9 2Exvrs kovar : the participle has a 'pregnant significance' (Jouanna [19901 ad loc. ). 
Cf. VM 12.11 tiý v cgXvijv c oüic &vaav and De arte 2.2 tiexvri... ov6eµia ovx 1ovaa. 
53 VM 2.1-5. 
54 8.19-20. 
55 De arte 1.4-8. 
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Despite the authors' clear intention to reassure their hearers, the very confidence 

they express ironically betrays the relative newness of the application and 

articulation of empirical medicine. Had a secure record existed of centuries of 

empirical medical research, it would surely have blunted any optimism that the task 

might soon be complete. 

V 

Asclepius and Asclepiads 

In the agonistic and strife-ridden communities of ancient Greece, there was a 

constant requirement for effective treatment of disease, wounding, plague, and 

diverse physical and psychological problems. Common circumstances like 

childbirth also called for competent treatment rather than speculative expertise, and 

a significant proportion of Hippocratic treatises are devoted to gynaccological 

matters. 56 Tried-and-tested medical methods to treat such conditions were bound 

to encounter a degree of failure, but they were more likely to be relied on than 

innovations for which the evidence for efficacy was no more persuasive. 

In such circumstances, it is not surprising that a body of traditional practice 

existed that could at least offer comfort and reassurance to the ill, the invalid and 

the wounded. A mass of evidence for Greek medical practice centres around the 

name of Asclepius. 57 Pindar relates the legend of Asclepius in an ode addressed to 

Hieron, during the latter's own illness in the 470s B. C., which gives an indication 

of the range of ailments for which patients sought a cure, and the sort of treatments 

they might expect: 

tiobg µev wv, bacot g6%ov aftio(pirccov 

L%idc v 4vv6covcs, i 7to%t(p xa-, - 

xw P W1 tiEipwµ vot 
rj %Epµä& tin%E 6%(o, 

1i 6EptvCp 7tvpt 2tEpe6jEvot SEµa; ,j xEt- 

56 10 out of the 60-odd treatises exclusively so; see in general Dean-Jones (1995). 
57 Edelstein and Edelstein (1945). 
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µwvt, H ßatq ? XXov &X? oicov ixx&wv 

t4ayev, tovs µßv vccxaxatg bmothaIS äµcpitwv, 

tiob; Se itpoaavi a itivovtias, Aj yvi- 

ots 2tEp6lttiwv t&vtioOcv 

cp&pµaxa, robs S& tioµais garaacv öpOovr. ss 

And whoever came suffering from natural 

ailments, or with limbs pierced 

by gray bronze 

or by clingstones, 

or whose bodies were wasted by summer's heat or 

winter's cold, he delivered from pains of all 

kinds, tending some with soft incantations, 

others by soothing potions or by 

wrapping their limbs around with 
herbs, and others he restored with surgery. 

Ch. 6 

The cult of Asclepius had roots in Thessaly, a region long associated with magical 

practices and healing: in Homer, Asclepius was not yet a god, but the prince of 

Thessalian Tricca. Having acquired his skills from the centaur Chiron, he had sent 

his sons Machaon and Podalirius to Troy. 59 Hippocrates too was connected with 

Thessaly: he is said to have visited Larissa and to have died there, and one of his 

sons was allegedly called Thessalus. 60 

The treatments offered in Asclepius' shrines consisted mainly of the ritual 

of incubation, the mantic interpretation of dreams, and the healing visitation of the 

god in dreams. The sanctuaries were equipped with fountains, gymnasia and 

theatres, enabling them to exploit the therapeutic potential of baths, exercise, and 

entertainment alongside diet, religious rituals and supernatural modes of healing. 

Hundreds of dedicatory inscriptions recovered from the principal shrine at 

Epidaurus record cures for a variety of ailments. They suggest the workings of 

faith and auto-suggestion in a manner that has ample analogies in more recent 

times. A typical example is that of the sufferer who dreamed during incubation that 

ss Pi. Pyth. 3.47-53. 
59 Hom. Il. 2.729-32,4.204,219. 
60 Suda s. v. `Imcoxpätij : Pinault (1992) 12. 
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his ulcerous toe was being treated and woke up to find it cured. 6' The inscriptions 

only record success: it was obviously inappropriate to record failure. 62 A recurrent 

motif in the inscriptions suggested the inadvisability of scoffing at or doubting 

Asclepius' power. 63 For Athenians with a sceptical bent, the case of Ambrosia of 
Athens recorded on a stele at Epidaurus was a cautionary tale. Blind in one eye, 

she had mocked the methods of cure she witnessed taking place in the sanctuary. 
The god visited her during incubation and commanded her to make a donation as a 

penalty for her disbelief. M The danger of slighting the god was indicated by the 

case of a man who, cured of blindness by Asclepius, was struck blind again for 

omitting to make a donation. 65 

As centres of popular healing, the shrines of Asclepius are bound to have 

attracted the attention of medical thinkers and practitioners. The Corpus testifies to 

the activities of Hippocratic consultants over a wide area, including many regions 

of the Peloponnese, central and northern Greece, the islands, and Cnidus in Asia 

Minor. 66 The author of Airs, Waters, Places, recommending that physicians should 

acquire knowledge of local conditions, clearly envisages them as itinerant, and 

physicians were later termed xsptio&sviat. 67 Hippocratic physicians may have 

ascribed different aetiologies to disease and cure, but these were not thought 

incompatible with Asclepius' healing powers. However, Asclepius is nowhere 

mentioned in the Hippocratic Corpus, except in the Oath. The physicians' project, 

the development and dissemination of a practical titxvil of medicine, was not to be 

furthered by reference to their divine patron. 

While religious healing does not feature in the Hippocratic texts, neither is 

there evidence of hostility. Physicians appreciated the therapeutic value of religious 

belief and could even support the advice of dream-interpreters: 

61 Edelstein and Edelstein (1945), Vol. I, no. 423. 
62 Lloyd (1979) 46. 
63 E. g. nos. 3,4,9,10,35,36, and 37 in Herzog (1931). 
64 Herzog (1931) no. 4. 
6s Herzog (1931) no. 3. 
66 Jouanna (1992) 283-4. 
67 Aer. 1-2, LSJ s. v. 
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of S' ovv ov StSäaicovaty ws xpý cpi X& a aOat, &W. ß, ä Ocotaty EUXEaoat 

xEXEV01)6t" xat tiö µev EUXEcOat äyaOöv SEt Se xat avidv avxxaµß&vovTa 

-ob; tcoi g 0£ ý ttxa7ýEißAat 68 

They do not teach you how to take precautions, but instruct you to pray to the gods. Prayer 

is a good thing. But one should take oneself in hand, and merely call on the gods to assist. 

Asclepius and Hippocrates were so closely associated in the ancient mind that the 

cult of the god was later thought to have offered the basis for empirical medicine: 

Medical knowledge was hidden in darkness until the Peloponnesian War. Then 

Hippocrates of Cos, a famous and influential doctor in the service of Aesculapius, brought 

it into the light. Patients who had recovered from illness customarily inscribed in the god's 

temple an account of the help they had received, so that similar treatment might prove 

beneficial to others. Hippocrates is said to have copied out these inscriptions, and, Varro 

believes, it was after the temple burned down that he founded the branch of medicine we 

call clinical. 69 

Although the connection of Hippocrates himself with the cult of Asclepius may 

have been a subsequent rationalisation, temple healing may have been sufficiently 

effective to be embraced by doctors and laymen alike: 

The methods of healing used both in what we may call 'rationalistic' and in temple 

medicine had much in common - the priests had recourse to drugs, prescriptions 

concerning diet, and phlebotomy, just as some of the rationalistic doctors did not rule out 

amulets and prayers... both sides appeal to, and look to be judged by, the practical results 

they achieved. 70 

Given the presence of religious elements in even the most rational aspects of Greek 

daily life and the widespread susceptibility to `double determination', there was 

likely to be mutual influence and interaction of ideas stemming from both religious 

and rational premises. 

68 Vict. 4.87 L. 
69 Pliny N. H. 29.2. 
70 Lloyd (1979) 45,47. 
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A further reason for Hippocrates being connected with the cult of Asclepius 

was that doctors who took the Hippocratic Oath were called Asclepiadae and 

swore by Asclepius along with Apollo and Hygieia. Their title may originally have 

meant to imply lineal descent from Asclepius, in the same way as the guild of 

rhapsodes based on Chios distinguished themselves as Homeridae. 71 Since 

Asciepiadic doctors sought to combine rational medicine with respect for 

traditional religious beliefs about healing, connecting Asclepius to the supposed 
founder of rational medical practice was an inevitable corollary. In Plato's time, 

Hippocrates could be referred to as an Asclepiad without qualification. 72 

The plague of 430-26 B. C. brought home to Athenians the extent of their 

äyvoia in matters both medical and divine, an led to the most conspicuous medical 
innovation of the period. Thucydides' account gives an indication of popular 

perspectives on medicine at this juncture. He relates how the Athenians succumbed 

to despair in the face of the plague's ravages: 

o 5tc 'yäp tatpot jpxovv tiö itp6 tov OBpan£vovtics &rvoipz, &XX' avtoi 

µz tatia EOvflaKOV baw 'Cal 116%taia tpoafjaav, oi5tc L ti ixvOpwitcta 

t vrI ovSaµia" 5aa tic 7tpOS {epois tIdtievaav i µavtEiots K(Xt To%S 

toto't)totq ärxpi aavtio, t&via &V(I)TC 
,i 

flv, tic%. EVT6ivtt va avTßV 

zt atrlaav v tO toß xaxoO vucc vot. 73 

Doctors too did not know at first how to treat the disease, but they themselves were its 

main victims insofar as they were most involved with it. Nor did any other human skill 

avail. All supplications at shrines, oracles and the like were useless, and in the end 

people, baffled by the plague, stayed away from them. 

Here was the opportunity for practitioners of the new medical ctxvn to prove their 

worth. In one sense, they seem to have done so. In the absence of cure, the duty of 

care was an important aspect of the doctor's art, as detailed in the late treatise 

71 Jouanna (1992: 289) suggests that an epigram ascribed to Theocritus (Eilig. 8= Anth. Pal. 
6.337) makes a distinction between being connected to Asclepius by techne radier than blood. 
However, it is clear from the context that techne refers to that of the sculptor of the statue that 
accompanied the epigram. 
72 Pl. Prot. 311b, Phaedrus 270c. 
73 Thuc. 2.47.4. 
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Decorum (Rcpt £vCrXl toaVvrlS). 74 Thucydides' observation that the physicians 

selflessly exposed themselves to danger resonates with the ethical premises of the 
Hippocratic tradition: later legends related that Hippocrates himself was present in 

Athens and warded off the plague by the use of fire and herbs. " However, a more 

effective insurance was required against the return of the plague. In 420 B. C., 

during the interlude of peace with Sparta, Asclepius was brought to Athens from 

Epidaurus and the god's cult officially established in the city. 76 The acceptance of 
Asclepius in Athens signified an important extension of the god's influence. By the 

end of the fifth century, Asclepius had been transformed from a cult hero into a 

major deity of healing, and his connection with rational medicine was formalised. 

VI 

Newness vs. novelty 

At Athens in 388 B. C., the methods of Asclepiadic incubation may have been felt 

to be at variance with the spirit of the times, and were the subject of Aristophanic 

satire. " But Aristophanes' plays also reflect the public involvement in rationalistic 

medicine, not least in their satirising of the jargon doctors were thought to affect. 

At the beginning of Clouds, Strepsiades coins a pseudo-medical term in 

complaining about his horse-mad son: 

6i, 1' tt7Ep6v µo1) uaTa%CEV Tbv xpnµkwv. 78 

But he infused my property with horse-mania. 

As well as containing a pun on £p6);, ltncpös is a play on ticrcpos, `jaundice' and 

48cpos, `dropsy'. By applying a new, technical-sounding word to the condition, 

Strepsiades might be accused of doing no more than the professional physicians of 

his day. 

74 Jones (1923-3 1) vol. 2,269 f. 
75 Pinault (1992) 35-60 
76 Cf. Ch. 7, Sect. 4. 
" Ar. Plut. 659 f. 
78 Ar. Nub. 74. 
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Anthrax, arthritis, asthma, crisis, hypochondria, dysenteria, pleuritis, 

rheuma, sepsis, stranguria, tetanos: the abundance of Hippocratic technical terms 

for medical conditions, many still in use today, impart an impressive aura of 
knowledge and modernity. 79 Aristophanes expected his audience to be familiar with 

many such terms used in both professional and lay medicine. Some were still 

sufficiently novel to be the subject of parody, and could be used in a comically 

incongruous fashion. 80 Others had entered the vocabulary of the average Athenian 

and could be used metaphorically in common parlance. 81 In their desire to impress 

and pretensions to expertise, physicians could be linked to the expounders of the 

other meretricious novelties of the age: 

oovptoµ&vistg, iatipotitxvag, appayt8ovvxapyoxo4tjtas. 82 

Soothsaying Thurieticians, scribbling physicians, flashy long-haired intellectuals. 

Many of the medical terms and neologisms bandied about by tatpotitxvati may 

soon have lost their aura of importance and expertise. The author of VM suggested 

that `technical gibberish' (15.1, krlpcty) was often used as a cover for ignorance. 

Plato too was scathing about medical jargon: 

cvaas 'r xai xat&ppov; voarlµaaty övöµata tiiocßoat &vayK&ýetv Tob; 

icoµyrovc 'Aaic%. rptt&&xS, ovK aiaxpöv Soi et; Kai µ&V, 9cprl, c; &XnOGis 

xatvä tiafha xai thota voßrlg6rcwv 60µasa 
.' 

'To force these ingenious Asclepiads to give names like 'fluxes' and 'catarrhs' to diseases 

- don't you think it a disgrace? ' 'Yes', he said, 'they really monstrously new-fangled terms 

for such conditions'. 

Traditional doctrines and practices may have appeared more honest and reliable 

than the wordiness of physicians. Since cure could not be guaranteed by medical 

79 Majno (1991) 141. Cf. Aristophanes' own list in Heroes (fr. *322 KA): Parker (1983) 243. 
80 Miller (1945). 
$' Zimmermann (1992b). 
82 Ar. Nub. 332. 
83 Pl. Rep. 3.405d. 
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treatment, the recognition of dependence on divine goodwill might be both more 

effective and offer more comfort to sufferers. 

But in the age of the Sophists, medicine was one of many areas which 
became the subject of rhetorical presentation and debate. As a result, the pursuit of 

professionalism tended in potentially contrary directions. On the one hand the need 
for and benefit of specialisation was creating distinct disciplines within medicine 

such as surgery and dietetics, whose different logic and methods came under 

theoretical and practical scrutiny. On the other, the development of knowledge, 

reasoning, and written handbooks in areas like art and physical science had 

repercussions on the evolution of other technai. The new ideas and methodologies 

applied in related areas of thought might reasonably be hoped to contribute to 

medical thinking. But medical theories needed to be put to the test in practice as 

well as theory: 

6 rt ti v ovv Kai k6yovs Ev £wvti ekopoi g cS r&q Ettxovpias kxet ri 
tilTpti , Kaft o'ÜK c opO(htotat SLKai(og o'bK &JCV tyxutp61l teat VOV60tOtV, Tj 

ayxctp£vjtvas ävaµ(xpTflTovg &v taptxot, of Te vi)v %cy6p evot X6yot 
811ÄA{36tV at Te T()v £t86TU)v TO Thxv11V E7CtSei teg, &S ttK TWv gpywv 
E1Ct8£LKV't)0'l)atV, Ob T6 ilty£tV KaT(XA£ilET1 aOCVT£C,, (XÄ X? X TflV ittatty Tr) nx Oet 

Eý O)V äV LF)(octV otlceto U piiv hy£ÜJ. LEVOt Tl t4 Ü)V &V tXK01)6G)6tV. B4 

Medicine has good reasons of its own to justify its treatments, and would reasonably refuse 

to treat intractable cases, or would undertake them without making mistakes. This is 

shown by the present exposition and by those of experienced practitioners who 

demonstrate it in practice, not in words, in the conviction that the majority find it more 

natural to believe the evidence of their own eyes than what they are told. 

The need for justification suggests a distinction between the innovations recognised 

or rejected by a medical elite with professional interests and those that might still 

have appeared novel in the eyes of Athenians. Doctors served the community, and 

the success of their methods depended to some degree on popular co-operation 

84 De arte 14; by contrast, Cleon rhetorically accused Athenians in 427 of preferring to believe 
what they were told by clever speakers than what they saw with their own eyes (Thuc. 3.38.4-5; 
see Ch. 3, Sect. 1 above). 
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and approbation. The author of VM even implies that public acceptance was a test 

of the validity of medical knowledge: 

46%tatia SE pt Sox£i It£pt tiavtil S£iv 7l9yovta tfi; tkxvllq TvoMStx ) y£tv 

'rotot Srij. tÖt at... £t Sa 'ctg 'rf S T(6V t&tfin ov yV6)pll; IX1Cotci £tat )Cal jn 

StaOija£t 'cobs äxovovtias ovtiws, roD Eöms &not£üt£tat ' 

I believe it is very important that anyone speaking on the art of medicine should use terms 

that are familiar to the general public... If he fails to be understood by laymen and does not 

dispose his audience to grasp his meaning, he will fail to get to the truth of the matter. 

In circumstances where the genuine basis of medical expertise might be a matter 

for doubt, the ability to communicate persuasively, essential for practitioners, could 

encourage the production of new theories for their own sake. Sound but familiar 

empirical methods may have seemed less exciting to audiences than the ideas of 

Sophist-physicians who profited from the promotion of their novel perspectives. 

Athens and other Greek cities had a tradition of public doctors. By 

Herodotus' time, the career of Democedes of Croton in Aegina, Athens, Samos 

and Persia had acquired legendary characteristics. 86 His successors seemed to be 

less spectacular: in Acharnians and Wasps, Aristophanes makes fun of Pittalos, 

who may have held the position of public doctor at Athens over a number of 

years. 87 In an atmosphere of open debate, the need to impress and educate a wider 

public meant that competing physicians' authority might rest less on specialist 

knowledge of their field than on their ability to defend their ideas vis-a-vis 

competing theories. The author of Nature of Man was concerned to distinguish his 

treatment of the question of ävOpcoiivil cpvatis from that of others who in his 

opinion sought to adduce irrelevant theories: 

Sf Xov Ött obUv ytV6X6KO'U6t, yvoill S' ? xv TO At nS UZ .t to n(xpaycvdµcvoc 

a'rtotaty Ö(v nXtyo'UatV' 1Gp6S 'fop l7(! l! L'I xov; ? xv tktyov res of aitol li(v81pc; 

twv avtwv £vavtiov xipoathwv ova tocc tpis cpcýf1S 6 avtöc ntptyfvetat 

85 VM 2.13-14,23-5. 
86 Griffiths (1987). 
81 Ar. Ach. 1030 f., Vesp. 1432; Jouanna (1992) 111. 
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Ev Tai Xöyw, äß, X. ä Tore jCv otTos EttupatcI, tote 69 oüTos. tote & (I) rxv 
TÜx, n j hhXt6Ta i yi &ca E7Gtpp'UEtaa itp6q TÖV 6XXOV., 

It is clear that they have no real knowledge. Anyone present at their debates would sec this 

very clearly. When these men debate in front of an audience, the same speaker will never 

win the argument three times in a row. The victory will go to one, then to another, and 

then to whoever happens to speak most glibly in front of the crowd. 

This recalls Socrates' view that the inconsistency of the cpvatxöt negated the very 

purpose of their inquiries: 

toa4µaýc S' ci, j. v cpavepdv aütot; katte, Ott tafta ov Svvatdv tatty 

ävop6)7totq ci pcty iitet cat cob; µtytatov cppovo4vtag tat t4 rcpt tovtaov 

X'ycty Ob tavtä Sod&ýetv äX? 1iXotc, 6AM tots tatvojLvotS bµoiax; 

StaxciaOati itpdS 6cxxý xovs 89 

He was amazed that it was not obvious to them these things could not be solved by human 

beings. Even the most authoritative-sounding speakers about these issues could not agree 

with one another about the basis of their opinions, but acted towards each other like raving 

lunatics. 

In Athens as elsewhere in Greece there was likely to be pressure to speculate and 

to seek a reasoned basis for the practice of medicine as well as the pressure for 

overt innovativeness. 90 Rhetoric placed a premium on appearance of originality, 

and a feature of medical epideixeis was their emphasis on an authorial ego. 91 But in 

the absence of a solid foundation for gathering empirical evidence regarding 

medical knowledge, there might be no other yardstick for judging competing 

opinions apart from the skill of the speaker. 

In such an atmosphere it will not always have been easy to distinguish the 

serious pursuit of medical knowledge from the charlatanry which sought to impress 

for less reputable reasons. In the absence of genuine innovation, spurious novelty 

might suffice. The author of VM sought to distance his craft from the kind of 

meretricious novelty created by the notion of the combination of elements, 

88 Nat. Hom. 1.1. 
89 Xen. Mem. 1.1.13 
90 E. g. VM 12.4, De arte 7.1; Lloyd (1987) 68,96. 
91 Lloyd (1987). 
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something he considered closer to painting than to medicine. 92 Aristophanes' 

burlesque of medical practitioners along with other purveyors of jargon could 

count on popular scepticism of new-fangled methods and terminology. However, 

Hippocratic texts show some ambivalence towards courting popular 

understanding. The vulgar pursuit of novelty for its own sake was recognised as a 
feature which needed to be guarded against, but might also be exploited for 

positive medical benefit. The author of On Fractures criticises practitioners who 
`get a name for cleverness' (aocpobq 36avia; civat) for their unorthodox methods 

of treating broken arms, and goes on to remark about the sort of popular reaction 

that encouraged such behaviour: 

?x.? c yäp 710M of to tiavtiriS tifS Ttxvt1c xpivcTat" to '&p 4cvonpc7tt; 

ovitw ývvthvtic; et xpriatöv, gd ov rtitatv1ovaty f sa 4üvnOc;, 8i 8n 

ot&aQty ött xprraibv, xai tia ä?, icotov ij Ta 68ijXov. 93 

Many other aspects of this art are judged in the same way. They praise what seems 

outlandish without knowing if it does any good, rather than the commonplace which 

they already know works; in other words, the bizarre is preferred to the 

straightforward. 

Surgery in particularly lent itself to such novelties. On Joints gives a graphic 

description of the sort of devices that surgeons might resort to in order to please 

the crowds, such as treating conditions of hunchback by tying sufferers to a ladder 

and shaking them: 

xptovtat 89 of trjtpot µ&Xtata avti ovtot of b ttOvµtovtc; LKxaUVOOv 

töv 2toXbv Ox%ov tout 'yäp totovtotat taOta Oavµ&Qtäc t? c nv, i'jv 11 

Kp£µ&jEvov i&wativ, i OuttcÖi. tevov, ý Öaa tote t totoÜtotaty toticc, faxt 

tiaßta Kati l oDaty cdct, Kai obKftt avtotat VO Let, aKotav it ?x tL 3 ? =6 
toß Xctpiaµatoc, £ttz KaKÖv, Ettc ? xyaO6v. 

94 

The doctors who use it are mainly those who want to make the crowd gape with 

wonder. The latter think it amazing to see a man suspended and shaken, or subjected to 

92 VM 20.2. Cf. Ch. 4, Sect. 3. 
93 Fract. 1.16-20. 
94 Art. 42 (L) 4.182.15-20. 
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the other treatments which such doctors use. They always cheer them on, quite 

unconcerned whether the actual result of the man-handling is positive or negative. 

VII 

Conclusions 

In reviewing the sort of things that would have counted as novelty in medicine in 

ancient Athens, it may be instructive to consider what medical innovation means in 

the modem world. Modem medicine is securely established as a science, a testable 

and widely trusted system of knowledge and practice based on the results of 

repeatable experiments and the rigorous investigation of anatomy and physiology. 

There is a clear framework for innovations and advances in medicine. New drugs 

are found and manufactured, surgical techniques are invented, new technology is 

employed for diagnosis and treatment, and therapeutic approaches are devised to 

satisfy changing fashions, popular needs, and commercial pressures. 

No widely accepted scientific basis existed for ancient medicine. However, 

the claims made for medicine by the authors of VM and The Art exhibit confidence 

in the grounding of medicine as a titXvii from which future discoveries will emerge. 

The sense of awe surrounding the history of exceptional medical practitioners such 

as Democedes and Hippocrates also shows an acceptance of medicine's claim to 

specialist status. Physicians, whether priests of Asclepius or practitioners of 

rational medicine, counted on a widespread trust, however misplaced, in the 

possibility of cure. The association of the medical art with a divine patron, whether 

Apollo, Asclepius or Prometheus, also enhanced popular respect for the profession 

and its responsibilities. 

In the increasingly rational context of fifth-century thought, there was 

bound to exist a diversity of opinion regarding the use of treatments and remedies, 

especially those whose spectacular nature might be in inverse proportion to their 

efficacy. Against this background, the search within the profession for fortes of 

treatment which might constitute a genuine advance on prevailing knowledge 

seems to have arisen from much the same impulse as it does today. On the one 
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hand, there were serious attempts to discover a more accurate basis for diagnosis 

and cure, as illustrated most vividly by the detailed and sometimes brutally honest 

case-histories in the Epidemics. On the other, there was the response to increasing 

pressure to achieve and to demonstrate success in a public forum, given the 

specific cultural modalities whereby such success might obtain its reward. 95 

Treatments with demonstrable practical results which take place within a 

well-established field of official medicine are one kind of innovation. The Asclepiad 

temple dedications seemed to offer a better analogy for such treatment than the 

painstaking research of the Hippocratic physicians. On the basis of such evidence, 

the acceptance of Asclepius into Athens was an eminently rational decision. 

Another kind of innovation is the introduction of new and different modes of 

understanding, whether derived from within or introduced from outside a particular 

medical culture. Western societies today are increasingly embracing 'alternative' 

therapies, such as homoeopathy, osteopathy, naturopathy, acupuncture, and 

psychotherapy. Whilst many of the new therapies are recent arrivals and may have 

only a transient appeal, others have an ancient pedigree, their apparent newness 

arising from cultural unfamiliarity and ignorance. What the 'alternative' therapies 

have in common is that their philosophical and evidential basis does not derive 

from the official medical model of treatment. Many prefer to stress holistic, 

psychical, or psycho-physical orientations that are not as easily susceptible to 

scientific analysis and to the canons of proof required by medical orthodoxy. 96 

As a result, although they may be supported by a large body of empirical 

evidence, modem alternative therapies are often dismissed as 'unscientific'. This is 

as true for homoeopathy, which in its modern form is less than a century old, as for 

acupuncture, which is both a body of practical knowledge that has been practised 

for centuries and an elaborate system based on energy points which theorises the 

prevention and cure of disease as balancing the body's qi or vital force. The 

theoretical systems on which many such treatments depend often appear fanciful 

and unconvincing to the 'scientific' mind, regardless of any demonstration of 

95 Lloyd (1987) 68. 
96 Connor (1995). 
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practical therapeutic results. The causal assumptions of these `new' therapeutic 

systems may sit awkwardly with more conventional explanations of treatment. 

However, some system may appear better than no system, as long as it does 

not conflict with canons of common sense. But if `common sense' is to be the 

ultimate arbiter of a therapy's widespread acceptance, it is important to consider 

whether it represents a discourse which changes with different structures of power 

as well as with advances in scientific knowledge and different world-views. 97 For 

Athenians of the late fifth century, proud of their reputation for sophia, a ttxvil 

worthy of the name needed at least to be underpinned by a plausible theoretical 

system. Although the authors of VM and The Art sought to dismiss any such 

system as being irrelevant to the practice of genuine medicine, they too recognised 

the need to submit to the requirement they criticised as `novel' and to offer a 

systematic elucidation of their own views and assumptions. 

The kind of novelty manifested today by the introduction of alternative 

systems of medicine constitutes a parallel to the target of VM's attack. The new- 

fangled theories criticised there were derived from reductionist modes of reasoning 

rather than traditional empirical methods. Contemporary debate about the status of 

psychoanalysis, whether it is a science, an art, or simply worthless, has resulted in 

similar kinds of argument being raised. The theoretical terms used in 

psychoanalysis, such as the notions of the unconscious and of the complexes, are 

variously criticised for being speculative, redundant, and rcductionist. 98 

As the popularity and perceived efficacy of a new therapy increases, its 

advocates and practitioners commonly seek to provide it with an external 

validation and authority. These include disseminating publications which promote 

the treatment as safe, valuable and effective, creating institutes and centres of 

expertise authorised to provide official training and qualifications, and lobbying 

medical and governmental authorities for recognition. Similar strategies were used 

in the ancient world, with the promulgation of written works on practical and 

97 Foucault (1967). 
9' I have not attempted here to discuss new approaches to psychological conditions. Antiphon (A6 
DK) may have prefigured modern psychotherapeutic techniques by millennia, if Plutarch's 

account is true that he practised in Corinth a txvrl cXlvnfac based on words (Guthrie [19691 
168,290 f. ). 
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theoretical medicine, the eventual establishment of Asclepius' shrines throughout 

Greece, and the `official' consolidation of Asclepiadic medicine through the 

merging of Asclepius with rational medical methods. The diffusion of writing 

encouraged the development of systematic theories, some of which, such as that of 

the humours, were to hold sway for centuries. 

By harping on the question of novelty, the author of VM appears keen to be 

thought of as the voice of established modem medicine, while being concerned to 

reject what he considers to be the excesses of modernity. Socrates' claim to be a 

'doctor of the soul', though disclaiming possession of a rt yr in this respect, 

perhaps met a similar kind of resistance from those who viewed actiology and cure 

from the perspective of traditional religion. The moral framework of the dialectical 

method suggested a wholly different paradigm for the meaning of 'treatment' and 

'cure' from the drugs and spells Socrates ironically offers first as a cure for his 

interlocutor's headache in the Charmides. 99 

99 Pl. Charm. 155e. 
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7. New gods: religious innovation in the age of Socrates 

`Traditional' polytheisms are subject to constant change; that is one of their traditions. 

Robert Parker, Athenian Religion: a History. 

I 

Varieties of religious change 

Religion - the `binding back' of individuals and communities to supposedly 
immutable or transcendental truths - is on one level wholly incompatible with the 

idea of innovation. An action or belief is only considered to be religious if it 

partakes of or repeats an earlier, and ultimately divinely sanctioned, procedure. ' 

Religion, like nature itself, recapitulates rather than innovates. Although religious 

innovations may be identified as such in retrospect, the attempt to institute changes 

through overt human agency in sanctified traditions of worship or belief is thus in 

principle problematic. If changes are to occur they must come about through an 

expression of the logic proper to religion, like `divine intervention'. In practice, this 

means that they may either be sanctioned by. the very stream of tradition whereof 

they become a part, or be imposed from outside the boundaries that define a 

society's cohesive religious identity. Adherents of established religions resist the 

notion of radical novelty insofar as it is perceived both to conflict with the notion 

of religious tradition and to undermine its claims to transcendent validity. The 

practices of religion ultimately imply a fundamentally unhistorical (or ahistorical) 

perspective. This was bound to come under challenge in a period characterised by 

the growth of new forms of reasoning and inquiry, not least the elaboration of a 

new kind of historiography focussing on grand events of the recent past. 2 

While radical novelty seems to stand in direct antithesis to traditional piety, 

innovation has always had some part to play in religion. First, it is a regular 

element in religious self-description, in accounts of the genesis of beliefs, and in 

1 Eliade (1971) similarly characterizes the 'archaic' world-view: 'The gesture acquires meaning, 
reality, solely to the extent to which it repeats a primordial act'. 
Z Hornblower (1994) 14. 
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religious eschatology. Thus specific beliefs and rituals involved in any particular 

religious system are for the most part culturally and temporally specific, their 

origins often ascribed to an aition set in a historical, quasi-historical, or mythical 

context. In Greek myth, Kronos overthrew Uranus and was in turn replaced by the 

new order of Zeus; 3 Athena embodied her own non-evolutionary divinity by 

springing full-grown from Zeus' head; 4 while Dionysos was portrayed by Euripides 

as a `parvenu deity', v£wßtii Saiµuuv, introducing a radically new kind of worship to 

Greece. 5 The trauma of newness is symbolised, as well as assuaged, by the 

continued repetition and re-enactment in art and ritual of such mythical origins. But 

the myths also serve as reminders and models in the sphere of the divine for the 

possibility of radical innovation on the earthly plane. Since these gods were 

themselves ̀ new' once, what is to prevent the appearance of new gods in more 

recent times? 

Secondly, religious change is often consequent on social change, and 

religious innovation an inevitable expression of other forms of social, technical and 

intellectual innovation. The shifting of social boundaries, for instance, opens the 

membership and management of cult to new candidates. 6 Technical developments 

mean that the gods are worshipped with new songs, performed on new instruments 

and in modem modes; ' while their shrines and images are sculpted in new styles 

and materials! The development of the written media in the late fifth century also 

gave new impetus to religious practices associated with holy texts, such as 

Orphism: 

äyvpttat Se xai µävti£t; £iri 2tXovai(wv ßvpas iövt£S ttdOovaty ei); tTSt napck 

a plat SÜvagtg £x A£(AV 7Coptýoj1 Vtj O )aiat; 'C£ Kat hr(, )8atS, £Ci£ il (z& Icr 1(c 

tiov yeyov£v aviov ij 7tpoy6vwv. &x£ia©at µ£0' i ov6v s£ ical Loptflv... ßißlaiv 

3 Hes. Th. 924 f. 
4 Pi. 01.7.34 f. 
5 Eur. Ba. 219; cf. 256 'cöv Saiµov' &v9p6notaty etacplpcov vtov. 
6 Priesthoods were traditionally held by priestly gene like the Eumolpidac and Etcobutadai, but 

new cults seem not to have been assigned to gene after the 440s: Parker (1996) 125-6. 
7E. g. Lasos' asigmatic Hymn to Demeter, in Aeolian: West (1992) 342. 
$ E. g. earlier PpkTij were wooden and aniconic (Paus. 8.17.2 etc. ). In the late fifth century the 
term xoanon, which reappears in Euripides, seems to signify 'luxurious divine statuary on a 
grand scale' and has been connected with Athenian preoccupations with Persia (Donohue [19881 
30-32). 
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Se 8µa8ov itaptxovtat Movßatov xai 'op(pb);. 1c vfl; to cat MovaAl v 
Eyyövcov, bis (paßt, xaO' (s Ovrl toXotlat, irci©ovtcs ob µbvov t&td)taS lxs %? t 

xai 7t6Xctg, ws äpa Xvxctg is xai Ka©appoi (X8tK)jµ&tG)V 8th Oualni V Kai. 

tat&t&; ijöovwv Etat µev 9tt ý(atv, staff ft xai tcXevtýaaaty, &S Sý tcxctck; 

xaXot3aty, ai tG)v £xst Kax8v äcnoM ovaty )A xg, µßj Oi aavtas U Setvix 

tEptµkvst9 
Beggar-priests and seers knock on the doors of rich men and persuade them that they have 

acquired the god-given power to heal them, should they or their ancestors have committed 

a sin, by means of sacrifices and incantations performed in conjunction with appealing 

rituals and events... They produce a bundle of books of Musacus and Orpheus, allegedly 

sons of the Moon and the Muses, according to which they perform their sacrifices. They 

convince not only individuals but cities that there can actually be remission and 

purification from misdeeds by means of sacrifice and fun for the living, and also for the 

defunct through so-called 'functions', which deliver us from evil in the afterlife. Those 

who don't sacrifice are told that terrible things await them. 

Burkert writes: 

The characteristic appeal to books is indicative of a revolution: with the Orphica literacy 

takes hold in a field that had previously been dominated by the immediacy of ritual and 

the spoken word of myth. The new form of transmission introduces a new form of 

authority to which the individual, provided that he can read, has direct access without 

collective mediation. The emancipation of the individual and the appearance of books go 

together in religion as elsewhere. 
'° 

In a culture where religion was a communal activity par excellence, such 

individualism, combined with potentially Elitist (pseudo)-intellectualism, might 

cause the the kind of angry ridicule of `oracle-mongers' depicted in Aristophanes' 

Peace and Birds. 

The conservative inertia of religion is also shaken when perceptions of gods 

themselves and discourses of religion are modified in line with prevailing 

intellectual movements and ideas. In Euripides' Trojan Women, Hecuba's 

9 Pl. Rep. 364b-365a. Cf. Eur. Hipp. 952-4:... P6txxeve no7lXmv ypaJL Lu tcnv ttju v Kanvovc 
('indulge in your rites, honouring to the smoky vapours of many writings'). The Dcrvcni papyrus 
may be an example of such writings (which narrowly avoided going up in smoke): Most (1997). 
10 Burkert (1985) 297. 
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unusually rationalistic invocation of Zeus causes surprise to Menclaus. It would 

surely have reminded fifth-century Athenians of the intellectual tendencies of their 

own time: 

EK. Z£vS, £tt' &v&yKn cpüa£os £ts£ voßs ßpot6v, 

tpoani x triv a£" t&vta y? xp Si txyrdcpov 

ßaivouv u£X£veov uatä &ia v Töc ovtjt txycts. 

ME. Ti S' t`atity; e? x 6)q bCaiVtaas 0£(v. 11 

Hic: Zeus, be you nature's law or mind of men, 

I invoke you; you move in mysterious ways 

to bring justice to mortals. 

MEN: What's this? How strange and new are these prayers of yours! 

The updating of religious forms is generally attended by overt reluctance and 

disapproval, and a respectable time-lag is invariably granted to allay superstitious 

concerns before potentially dangerous innovations are introduced. But equally, 

when a religion begins to appear too remote from the temper and techniques of the 

times, it risks losing its hold on the imagination, thus posing a different and 

potentially more wholesale danger, that of obsolescence, to the deities involved 

and to those responsible for their promotion and preservation. If religious 

traditions are not communicated in a way that relates meaningfully to the daily lives 

and experience of their adherents, they appear antiquated and cease to exercise the 

psychological compulsion on which they rely for their vitality and survival. Thus 

the process and prospect of innovation is always present in the background of a 

flourishing religious culture, co-existing in an uneasy tension with stern injunctions 

against meddling with divine matters. 

" Eur. Tr. 886-9: Taplin (1996: 24) doubts that anachronism was intended in these lines, but its 

topical associations cannot be overlooked. 
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II 

Rationalism and science 

Cli. 7 

Religious activity pervaded everyday life in the traditional culture of fifth-century 

Athens. '2 It may therefore be expected that the pursuit of innovation, so notable in 

other social and cultural spheres, would be reflected to some degree in the 

understanding and practice of religion. Secular attitudes, represented in their most 

sophisticated form by the rationalistic discourse of the Sophists but increasingly 

familiar in the wider social context to audiences of Aristophanes and Euripides, 

were bound to have an ambivalent effect on traditional structures of action and 
belief. One corollary of the humanism represented by Sophists such as Protagoras 

was a perceived growth of agnosticism and atheism, resulting in an increasingly 

alarmed popular reaction to seemingly hubristic expressions of religious non- 

conformity. This was most evident in 415 B. C. when the mutilation of the Herms 

led to an upsurge of anger and superstitious anxiety -a self-fulfilling omen, on 
Thucydides' account, for the disastrous outcome of the Sicilian expedition. '3 

Another observable tendency of the period, however, was the effective 

reinforcement of popular religiosity, through both the pursuit of new forms of 

religious experience and the introduction of new gods. Innovations of these kinds 

might be felt necessary to meet the complex spiritual and practical demands of 
Athenian individuals and society in a time of rapid social change: 

Anxiety, anger, relief, fear, hope, ambition - whatever the dominant psychological drive 

underlying the introduction of a new deity, it provides a valuable commentary upon Athens' 

collective social consciousness, according to the principle that changes in the human situation 

brought corresponding changes in the superhuman. 
14 

The neglect of a deity who could provide benefit or prevent danger might signal 

disaster. In Aristophanes' Clouds, the clouds, sun and moon complain that the 

Athenians neglect and insult them although they are the city's greatest 

12 Mikalson (1983)13 f. 
13 Thuc. 6.27.3. 
14 Garland (1992)171,173. 
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benefactors. 15 The humorous treatment was hardly meant to promote a new style 

of fonnal religious practice such as that attributed to Socrates in the play, but it 

hints at the side of Athenian popular superstition which verged on pantheism. The 

notion of worshipping the heavenly bodies was not new and may have had a 

continuing appeal at some levels. 16 But it had no place in communal worship in the 
fifth century, and was more likely to be associated with barbarian practices: ' 

TP. tj yäp lc% vii xw 2tavoCpyos 'I lXtog, 

'l)JLLV £7LttOVXE')oVtc no%bV i ii xpbvov, 

Tot; (3apt36cpotat 7tpoMoTov of v 'EXX&Sa. 

EP. tva Sr} Ti 'coßio Spätiov; 
TP. 6Ttu vtj Aia 

tjLEis µßv vµiv Avo1Ev, tio'l)'Cotct ie 

of ß&pßapot Avovat. 8t& ToÜti clicko)S 

ßovXotvti' &v rßµ&; t&vta; ttoXc& vat 

tva tiä; 'rE)LEti ; X&ßotEv avtioi tiQv Ocrov. 
EP. tact' äpa t&2Lat tic vý LEpbv rapcic4n TlIv, 

xai tioD xvxXov IEapkipwrov vcp' äp tatcn)Lia;. 18 

Tr: The Moon and the delinquent Sun 

have long been plotting against you, 

and now are betraying Greece to the barbarians. 

Her: Why are they doing this? 

Tr: Because, by Zeus, 

we sacrifice to you, but the barbarians 

sacrifice to them. So naturally 

they would like all of us to go to hell, 

so that they might get the gods' rites for themselves. 

Her: So that's why back then they filched a bit off the days 

and dented their orbs through reckless drivingl 

's Ar. Nub. 575 f., 607 f. 
16 There is some evidence for worship of sun and moon (but not clouds): Hes. Op. 339, Pl. Leg. 
10.887e; Burkert (1985) 175-6. 
" Herodotus (1.131) noted it as a Persian practice: 06ouat St h %[q) sc Kai Qe7XAvp. 
'8 Ar. Pax 406-415. 
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The reference to the erratic orbit of the heavenly bodies is generally taken to refer 
to the numerous eclipses which preceded the war. 19 They also suggest an allusion 
to Meton's recent alteration of the calendar to a cycle of nineteen years. Despite its 

practical benefits, the explanation for this change (and perhaps for Meton's other 
inventions as well) may have been perceived as dangerous moonshine. 20 When 

Meton appears in Birds directly after the grasping oracle-monger, Peisthetaerus 

uncharitably exclaims: 

LtEpov aü tiovii xaxöv. 

si S. aÜ ßv Späßwv; ti; S' th a ßovýs4µaio;; 21 

Here comes another disaster. 

So what are you going to do? What shape will your plan take? 

Aristophanes could strike a chord with Athenian discomfort about the application 

of modem `scientific' discoveries which seemed in practice to tamper with nature's 
laws. At least moonlight allowed Athenians to save money on oil for their torches: 

ällla i' sty Späv cT cTty, tgag S' ovx älety t? XS i llePUS 

oü8ýv äp06, );, äA X' ävu is xai xäiw 1C1) ot5o7täv. 22 

In other ways as well she says that she benefits you. But you don't 

mark the days right at all, but jumble them up completely. 

The sustained application of reason to matters of religious significance was exciting 

and might even be beneficial in practical ways. But given the inextricable 

association of social life with religious practices, innovations which appeared to 

subvert communal traditions and to expose popular beliefs as irrational might 

eventually come to seem as dangerous as the disavowal of divinity. In 423 B. C. 

Aristophanes could praise his own literary innovations by identifying them with 

Sophistic novelties: äsi xaty q Wag ciaTkpwv aocpi opati. 23 As if in response, 

19 Thuc. 1.23. 
20 Refs. in OCD3 s. v. Metom 
21 Ar. Av. 992-3. 
22 Ar. Nub. 615-616. 
23 Ar. Nub. 547; see Ch. 3 Sect. 1. 
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Teiresias in Euripides' Bacchae cautioned against just such innovation: ov&&v 
ßorptiýöµcaea totot 8aiµoatv. 24 Sophistic thinkers might rationalise the gods out of 
existence altogether, by suggesting that they were no more than the invention of 
men for social purposes: 

Emits' kst3h tiäµcpavil µev of vbµot 
äxcipyov aütiovS 9pya µr} tp zaoaty Oi(x, 

dz9pQc S' g2paßßov, trlvtxaütia µot Soi t 

<tpwtov> tvicv6; ttc xal ao(pOS yvwµrlv ävip 

S£oS <0c6 v> OvrIiotaty E4£vpsiv, öirwS 

EL1j Tt Sctga 'COLS K«KOl6t, icäv X hppc 

rpäaac)ty A 1aywaty fl cppovwßi <tit>. 
gvrcO9cv oüv id A£iov Etam1 aato. 25 

Tben, when the laws forbade men to 

commit open acts of violence, 

and they began to do them in secret, it seems to me 

that a wise and cunning man 

invented for men fear of the gods 

as a way of instilling fear into the wicked, if 

they should do (even in secret) or say or think something bad. 

Hence he introduced religion. 

III 

Piety and pragmatism 

The characteristic openness of Greek polytheism led to a continual and productive 
interaction with external traditions and new influences. 26 In the course of the fifth 

century, this acceptance of innovation began to conflict with a more conservative 

attitude to established religion. This is exemplified by the decree of Diopeithes in 

the 430s, allegedly aimed at Pericles through his association with Anaxagoras, 

24 Eur. Ba. 200. Cf. Pentheus' warning to Dionysos (which ironically subverts straightforward 
Categories by aligning the god with sophisms): 8[icgv Q£ SoÜvcxt S£L 6o(pt6ji6Cm v KOLK6v (489). 

u Crit. fr. 24 DK. Dihle (1977) has argued for Euripidean authorship of this passage, but not all 
scholars are persuaded: refs. in Burkett (1985) 467 n. 22. 
26 Burkett (1985) 176-9. 
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which made asebeia a crime: an eisangelia might be lodged against `those not 
paying customary respect to the divine or teaching doctrines about celestial 
phenomena'. 27 But the fullest statement of such conservatism appears in the fourth 

century, when Isocrates contrasted the imagined piety of an earlier Athenians with 
the perceived religious laxity of his own era: 

Val tp(bsov µhv Tä apt tiOi) 6£oiS, Evti£AiO£v yöcp äp%E69at Sixatov, ovic 
i vwµälws ovS' ätäuiu ovti' E9£p z tEVOV obi' chpyiaýov...? xX? ' £KEtvo 

µbvov Estijpovv. öna 4718b µ1jti£ tiwv 2taipiwv xata)Lvaovat jn t' ggco iwv 

voµtýoµLvwv tpOC"CrODGtV Ob yäp £V tiatq 1o; LvtEXEiatq Evöµ4ov Etvat 

TO £v6Fß£tav, äi. Ä, ' £V 'r pil5ty lavELV ctv attotq of 9rp6yovot 7tap£8oaav. 

)Cal. yap tot at Tä 3tap6c Twv OEwv ovx £µ tXi to S olb tiapaxwSwS a&toIS 
avv£(3atv£v, &LX, ' £vuaipcoq icat tpös tihv £pyaaiav of q xwp(xg icat 2rp6q tijv 

ßvyicoj. u v sc)v uap7c6)v. 28 

First, in religion - the right place to begin - they were not erratic or inconsistent in their 

worship or ritual.. . Their sole concern was not to undermine traditional observances and 

not to add anything unsanctioned by custom. They understood reverence, not as 

extravagant expenditure, but as making no change in what their ancestors had handed 

down, and in turn the gods bestowed on them their favour, not in fits and starts, but in 

opportune fashion to help them cultivate the land and gather its fruits. 

The impulse to innovate in traditional religion could thus be curtailed both by 

appeal to immemorial custom and by indicating the purely practical advantages of 

custom. This might also raise the question, in the uncertain context of war and 

plague, whether traditional observances were in fact producing the most practical 
benefit, and whether there might be new and alternative methods of ensuring 

success. Under such conditions, a degree of religious innovation might be accepted 

without undue opposition and anxiety, if it offered the possibility of new 

confidence while superficially conforming to familiar patterns. 

Although Isocrates might credit the success of the earlier generation to 

their unswerving piety, the Athenians of Isocrates' youth had paid a heavy price for 

27 Ucrayyt . XEQ6at toils Tä Octa µij vopi ovtas ij ; Löyouq nepi, ti6ov J1 tapaüov 8t&c ovtaq, 
Plut. Per. 32.2; Ostwald (1986) 196-8. 
28 Isoc. Areop. 29-30. 
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their overconfidence, a price keenly felt after the failure of the Sicilian expedition 

and during the later years of the Peloponnesian War. Political turbulence could be 

attributed to the actions of unprincipled individuals, but natural disaster and 

unaccountable military failure brought to mind the working of divine vengeance. 

The personification of Nemesis attracted early and consistent worship in Greece. 29 

The religious conservative was bound to point to failures to worship correctly and 

consistently, but in a climate of innovation the sense of widespread disillusion and 

anxiety might also provide the stimulus for some to look beyond traditional 

religious beliefs for new ones that could offer the prospect of more regular and 

gratifying results. 

Pragmatic considerations for embarking on a new form of worship were 

bound to become the object of satire. In Aristophanes' Wealth of 388, Chremylus 

is delighted to welcome the blind Plutus into his home: 

aü S' w xpättat£ H oüt£ t&vtwv 8atµ6vwv, 

Craw }tEt £µo3 &Op' £irnO'" i yap oixia 

aütii 'ßttiv ijv S£t xpr146Ctwv ß£ tiijµ£pov 

µ£Qtt}v notflaati xai &i aiws ith&i o g. 

But you, Wealth, mightiest of all gods, 

come inside with me. Now this here is the very house 

which you must fill up with wealth today, 

whether it's just or not to do so. 

A less cynical expression of Greek piety was the attempt to avoid disfavour by 

propitiating the deities and welcoming their presence in the home. The gods of the 

Homeric pantheon, who had survived the strictures of moralising critics such as 

Xenophanes, were no less to be worshipped because their favours were elusive. 

The ubiquitous local and household cults constituted not so much a system of 

belief as a function of social and familial cohesion, a source of emotional comfort 

and pleasure in their seasonal and daily observance. " 

29 The sixth-century shrine to Nemesis at Rhamnus was expanded in the fifth century: BCH 108 

(1984). 751. In inscriptions of the fourth and third centuries (IG 22.3109,4638) Nemesis is linked 

to the worship of Themis ('Just Order'). 
30 Nilsson (1948) 6 f. 
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The mysterious divinities who embodied the rich projections of the Greeks' 

psyche were not expected to `work' with any particular consistency, though it was 
gratifying that they occasionally did so. On one occasion, Xenophon ran short of 
funds towards the end of his long march north, and mentioned this to a seer: 

avvc3oüll£vß$v o-3v avuj 9v$aOati xaO c EttA£i, xai Eqn avvoißctiv it tid 
(3tXnov. tij R v6t£paiq -£vocpwv irpoa£?. O by £is 'Ocppvvtov EAv£to... xai 

taütp tp 1 LEppc 6uptxv£itat Biwv xai NavßtxW8ijc xpýtats &b ovi£S tiw 

atpat£vµan. " 

He advised that if he sacrificed in the usual way things would get better. Next day 

Xenophon sacrificed... and on that very day Bion and Nausicleides arrived with money to 

give to the troops. 

However, Xenophon was also impressed by the practical measures taken by 

Spartans along with their god-fearing behaviour: 

'0j); µev 6£potvio, tiä & 7tO? Eµtixä äßxotEV, tstieap%Ety öZov T &P ävSpss OE 
S µEXEtc cv, ovx EixöS Evta 3Oa tävca µs ßiä EX7CiSwv äYaO v etvat; 32 

When men honour the gods, perform military exercises, and practise obedience to 

authority, how can high hopes not abound? 

The devout Xenophon saw that only practical effort and discipline, combined with 

the psychological impact of public piety, might guarantee military success: the gods 

helped those who helped themselves. 33 In this observation might lie an acceptable 

impulse for private initiative in religious matters. 

The occasions on which the gods appeared to contribute to the favourable 

outcome of earthly events demanded celebration and commemoration. Private 

dedications celebrating the answer to prayers, such as for recovery from illness, a 

journey safely accomplished, or a successful military encounter, abounded in 

shrines and temples to the relevant deities. 34 The recognition of divine 

31 Xen. Anab. 7.8.5-6. 
32 Xen. HeIL 3.4.18. 
" Cf. Xen. Oec. 2.7-8, Dem. Olynrh. 2.23. 
34 Van Straten (1981). 
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responsiveness, while not a prerequisite for worship, also served to encourage new 
forms of public religion. Herodotus tells of the founding of a shrine to Boreas in 

480, after the Persian fleet anchored above Thermopylae was all but destroyed by a 
storm: 

&µa 69 öpOpw i4 aiOpirIs s£ uai vrlvEpi11c tf; OaX, xaur ýcaäarjS £ tE tE6g 

ß'Pt XFtµwv tc Ora; icai to? XöS ävEµoS xr XtwirjS, ibv Sr} `EXXiictovtiiTjv 

ua? AovQt of tEpi Taüta tä xwpia oixr, µ£vot. 3s 

At daybreak the calm clear weather suddenly changed, and the fleet was caught in a heavy 

storm from the east which stirred the sea into turbulence: the locals call it 'the 

Hellespontine Wind'. 

Such an eventuality cannot have been wholly unforeseen, given that the destructive 

gale was a familiar enough phenomenon to warrant a name. But rather than rely on 

chance, the Greeks had prayed to the winds for divine assistance, mindful of an 

earlier occasion when Mardonios' fleet was wrecked in 492 B. C. 36 The outcome 

was celebrated by the foundation of a shrine to Boreas. Prayers so spectacularly 

answered make a strong impression, but for piety to go unheeded was the more 
familiar expectation of the worshipper. Solon's famous dictum summed up the 

religious perception that `the gods are grudging of human happiness and inclined to 

cause trouble' (tb e£iov xäv poovrpöv re xai iap(X% ES). 37 The alarming 

alternative, in marked contrast to traditional piety, was to deny with Protagoras 

that human beings could have any knowledge of the gods' agency: 

ttpi pv es6 v oüic co 9Xd8 bat, ov9' wS Etaty oüO' wS ovx etaiv obe' ö totoi 

rtvF; t av. 78 

About the gods, I have no way of knowing whether they exist or whether they do not, nor 

what form they take. 

's Hdt. 7.188.2. 
36 Hdt. 6.44.2. Before Artemisium the Delphic oracle also advised the Greeks to pray to the winds 
(Hdt. 7.178.1). 
" Hdt. 1.32.1. 
38Protfr. 4DK. 
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Boreas is an example of a cult introduced into Athenian communal worship from 

the long pre-existing catalogue of Greek mythological figures and potential deities. 

Athenians could draw on a vast reservoir of such divinities of greater or lesser 

pedigree who, given a suitable opportunity, might be publicly fleshed out. The 

elevation of a minor cult by raising a shrine or instituting a festival was a common 

mechanism of religious innovation throughout the fifth century. Its operation is 

observable in the founding of such institutions as the pan-Attic games for Heracles, 

the Srütoootvia (public feast) in honour of Artemis Agrotera, and new temples such 

as those to Poseidon at Sunium, to Nemesis at Rhamnus, and to Athena Nike and 

Hephaestus in Athens. 39 

Such developments contributed to the changing pattern of Athenian ritual 

by adopting divine elements already embedded in traditional belief rather than 

making new additions. Such worship might be initiated through a divine epiphany, 

as when Pheidippides' encounter with Pan during his historic run from Marathon 

led to the god's cult being introduced to Attica from its Arcadian home. The Attic 

incarnation of Pan was conveniently grafted on to a pre-existing worship of 

Nymphs, who shared his habitat. 40 Opportunities might also arise to extend to 

Athens the worship of Greek cult figures honoured outside Attica. Late in the sixth 

century, for instance, the Athenians had followed the advice of the Delphic oracle 

to introduce a shrine of the Aeginetan hero Aeacus to their agora, with the aim of 

using the hero's power to their advantage, or neutralising it, in their war with 

Aegina. " A similar motive has been detected in the elevation of the cult of the 

Spartan heroes Castor and Polydeuces (the Anakes) at Piraeus in the 430s. 42 

Religious and military aims could not be sharply divided: 

War is the activity where human and divine interests most closely coincide, since the 

welfare of the gods is intimately bound up with the fortunes of the worshipping 

community. 43 

39 Parker (1996) 154. On the connection of Hephaestus' temple with artistic tikxvat see Ch. 4 
Sect. 3. 
40 Hdt. 6.105; Parker (1996) 165-6. 
" Hdt. 5.89. 
42 Plut. Thes. 32-3, IG3133; Garland (1992) 111. 
43 Garland (1992)17. 
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Boreas is an example of a cult introduced into Athenian communal worship from 

the long pre-existing catalogue of Greek mythological figures and potential deities. 

Athenians could draw on a vast reservoir of such divinities of greater or lesser 

pedigree who, given a suitable opportunity, might be publicly fleshed out. The 

elevation of a minor cult by raising a shrine or instituting a festival was a common 

mechanism of religious innovation throughout the fifth century. Its operation is 

observable in the founding of such institutions as the pan-Attic games for Heracles, 

the SnjioOotvia (public feast) in honour of Artemis Agrotera, and new temples such 

as those to Poseidon at Sunium, to Nemesis at Rhamnus, and to Athena Nike and 

Hephaestus in Athens. 39 

Such developments contributed to the changing pattern of Athenian ritual 
by adopting divine elements already embedded in traditional belief rather than 

making new additions. Such worship might be initiated through a divine epiphany, 

as when Pheidippides' encounter with Pan during his historic run from Marathon 

led to the god's cult being introduced to Attica from its Arcadian home. The Attic 

incarnation of Pan was conveniently grafted on to a pre-existing worship of 

Nymphs, who shared his habitat. 40 Opportunities might also arise to extend to 

Athens the worship of Greek cult figures honoured outside Attica. Late in the sixth 

century, for instance, the Athenians had followed the advice of the Delphic oracle 

to introduce a shrine of the Aeginetan hero Aeacus to their agora, with the aim of 

using the hero's power to their advantage, or neutralising it, in their war with 

Aegina. 41 A similar motive has been detected in the elevation of the cult of the 

Spartan heroes Castor and Polydeuces (the Anakes) at Piraeus in the 430s. 42 

Religious and military aims could not be sharply divided: 

War is the activity where human and divine interests most closely coincide, since the 

welfare of the gods is intimately bound up with the fortunes of the worshipping 

community. 43 

39 Parker (1996) 154. On the connection of Hephaestus' temple with artistic t&Xvat see Ch. 4 
Sect. 3. 
40 Hdt. 6.105; Parker (1996) 165-6. 
" Hdt. 5.89. 
42 Plut. Thes. 32-3, IG! 133; Garland (1992) 111. 
" Garland (1992)17. 
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In 476/5 B. C., the recovery of Theseus' bones from Skyros by Kimon was both 

religiously motivated and politically expedient. Kimon may have had personal 
interests: members of the Phytalid genos of his demo Lakiadai were the traditional 
keepers of Theseus' hitherto insignificant cult, and this opportunity for them to 

increase their influence has been connected to Kimon's patronage of his fcllow- 

demesmen. 44 The mixture of motives was a feature of the Athenians' inclusive 

mode of religious consciousness. Their willing receptiveness of such kinds of 
`religious innovation' helped to ensure the popularity and prominence of new cults 

throughout the fifth century. 

IV 
Introducing new gods 

While the religious innovations of the earlier fifth century show a conjunction of 

opportunism and genuine belief, the introduction of Asclepius into Athens appears 

to combine both features in a new way. The god was brought to Athens in 420 

B. C., a few years after the end of the plague, which lingered until the winter of 

426/5.45 Aristophanes' Wasps shows that there was already an Asklcpieion in 

Aegina in 422 B. C; 46 and a separate foundation of the cult was established in Zea, 

east of Piraeus, shortly before it came to Athens 47 The resumption of peaceful 

interchange with Epidaurus after the Peace of Nikias in 421/0 was an appropriate 

time to extend the cult to the city. In the aftermath of the plague, it may have been 

hoped that the new hero-deity would be more powerful and effective than 

traditional healing figures such Apollo Paion, Herakles Alexikakos, and Athena in 

her manifestations as Hygieia or Paionia. 48 

44 Parker (1996) 169-70. 
as Thuc. 2.47.3,3.87.1-3. Evidence for increased attention to cults of Apollo (IG 11.130,131, 
137,138) may date to this time, and have been connected with the recurrence of plague In 426 

and the oracle urging the purification of Delos (Lewis in CA1152,412). 
46 Ar. Vesp. 122 f. Cf. IG 42.126.4. 
"Garland (1987) 115-16. 
48 Apollo Paion: IG 13.383.163-4; Alexikakos: Paus. 1.3.4. On llerakles cf. 1Vcxx1ford (1976). 
Athena Hygieia: IG 13.506 etc., Paionia: Paus. 1.2.5 etc. 
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The reasons for the introduction of most new cults in the fifth century can 

usually be traced to the celebration of triumph sustained or crisis overcome. The 

elevation of Asclepius as a response to the plague suggests the latter rationale, but 

an unusual element that emerges from archaeological evidence is the contribution 

of private initiative in the promotion of the new cult. A stone monument ascribes 

the building and adornment of the shrine, apparently to local opposition by the 

priestly genos of the Kerykes, to an individual called Tclemachus. 49 A fragment 

from the first year of the inscriptional record, 420/19, credits Telemachus with 

`summoning a [snake] from home'. In the restoration of the inscription, e1Al..... ) has 

generally been emended to produce APA[KONTA]: snakes were associated, 

symbolically and perhaps in origin theriomorphically, with Asclepius. so However, 

AIA[KONON] is preferable from an epigraphic point of view, though it seems less 

satisfactory to think of an 'attendant' being brought in on the wagon than the god's 

own epiphany. The reading iIA[KTOPA] ('hero-deity') might better satisfy both 

sense and epigraphy; but it is not certain whether the traditional title of IIcrmes 

could be used of an epiphany of Asclepius. 51 The implications of obcoocv are also 

disputed. If it refers to Telemachus rather than the snake, it suggests that 

Telemachus was himself an Epidaurian, and not a native of Attica; this would be 

the first known instance of a l; avog initiating a new cult in this way. 52 

Asclepius' cult evidently received influential official support. It was 

embraced by the existing priesthood of Eleusis, and a recently-published fragment 

proves the surprising participation of Epidaurian officials in the Athenian cult. " It 

seems that effort and expense on the part of one individual, perhaps himself a 

foreigner, spearheaded the formal establishment of a cult at Athens that was to 

become one of the most widespread and successful in the ancient world. 

Telemachus' action was reflected in the continuing tradition of grateful individuals 

49 IG 22.4960 (SEG 25.226,32.266). Opposition by the Kcrykes seems to have been on legal 

rather than religious grounds: Parker (1996)177. 
50 Garland (1992) 121-2 (the reference to the plague at Rome should read 292 D. C. ). 
s' I suggest this supplement without particular conviction. At&Kmpo; is used in l loaner (11.2.103 

etc. ) and in later poetry the epithet is applied to other deities such as Athena and Iris (LS1, s. v. ). 

The form & ciao p (nomen agentis of &L ycu) is glossed by ilesychius as ij'eiu iv. 
$2 Parker (1996) 178. He has usually been identified as the grandfather of Tclcmachus of 
Achamae: Osborne (1985) 5. 
53 Clinton (1994). 
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introducing Asclepius into their own communities. 54 By the 380s the practices of 

the cult were sufficiently widely known to attract Aristophanes' famous lampoon in 

Wealth. " By the mid fourth century, when the priest of Asclepius at Athens 

presided over two festivals, the Asklepieia and Epidauria, the cult attracted a 
56 regular income and sizeable donations. 

The cult of Asclepius represents an instance of a religious innovation that 

was deliberately promoted at an opportune moment, and warmly embraced by a 

receptive Athens. Sophocles was said to have `received Asclepius in his house and 
founded an altar', for which pious act the Athenians built a hero-shrine for hint 

after his death, naming him Dexion, 'receiver' . 
57 Sophocles was already a priest in 

a minor healing cult, that of Amynos (or Halon). 58 For him, at least, the induction 

of the Epidaurian god may have seemed less of a religious novelty than a grateful 

acknowledgement of the power of traditional healing-heroes such as those who 

were already objects of his piety. 
Early representations of Asclepius range from a sacred baby-deity being 

suckled by wild animals to the mature doctor-hero of the Telemachus monument. 

Later iconography, which consistently depicts Asclepius as a serene bearded figure 

holding a staff, may owe something to conflation with the image of Ilippocrates. 

Whatever the exact perception of the god at Athens, the time seems to have been 

ripe for a more definite religious expression of the power of healing than had been 

available hitherto. A connection with the diffusion of Ilippocratic methods and 

ideas seems undeniable. The impression given is that the possibilities of healing and 

cure exhibited and articulated by practitioners of the hitpudi ttXvn created the 

consciousness of a corresponding religious vacuum in the popular mind. into which 

54 Eg Archias at Pergamum (Paus. 2.26.8): Garland (1992) 122. 
55 Ar. Flut. 659 f. 
56 Deubner (1932) 72-73. An inscription from 343/2 records the fee of 'a drachma for Asciepius': 
Lalonde et al., eds. (1991) P26.487-88. A certain Demon donated a property in return for the 
priesthood: IG 22.4969. 
57 Etym. Magn. 256.6 s. v. Ac Io v. The admittedly late source has been corrolxiratcd by two 
fourth-century decrees issued by an association of 'orgeones of Amynas and Asclepius and 
Dexion', IG 22.1252 and 1253. 
58 Halon: Vit. Soph. 11. 
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the image of Asclepius, a divine counterpart to the perception of a heroically 

ministering Hippocrates, fitted to perfection. 59 

The Greeks regularly expressed a consciousness of their ignorance of the 
innumerable names and manifestations of divinity. 60 The spectacular success of 
Asclepius suggests that, in view of that ignorance, an innovative form of worship 
could be gratefully accepted, so long as it accorded with some clement of 
recognised practice or belief and fulfilled a significant function for the community 
as a whole. The reality of religious innovation is at variance with the image of 

violent irruption as depicted in Euripides' Bacchae. While Asclepius, a benign 

healing figure known from Homer, was readily accepted and venerated by all 

sections of the community, Euripides paints a frightening picture of the coming to 
Thebes of Dionysus, admittedly a more ambiguous divinity. To Pentluus, Dionysos 

is a stranger with seductive powers and subversive consequences; but the god was 

also Lyaios (the `relaxer'), an eternally present force of nature worthy of worship 

and, incarnate in the vine, a source of pleasure to all. 61 These attributes offer scant 

solace to Pentheus' family, who attain aocpia only through violent death and 
dissolution. But the idea of the dangerous irruption of a vcmatt Suipcov into a 

settled community may largely be a creature of Euripides' imagination, bolstered 

by the mythico-historical motif of unwary resistance to unrecognised deities. 62 

Insofar as it reflects an aspect of the Athenian psyche at the end of the fifth 

century, it recalls the reaction to the sort of `kainotheism' that led to the trial and 

execution of Socrates. 

59 See Ch. 6, Sect. 5. 
60 The pious formula in prayers was `by whatever name you wish to he called': Plat. Crat. 400e, 
Phdr. 273c, Aesch. Ag. 160 (with Fraenkel [19501 ad loc. ). 
61 Eternal force: r6 t' kv xpövw gmcpCp v6jtIjLov &i (pxQct Te accpusc : Cur. Da. 894.6. Cf. 
881,6 Tt uaX6v cpi.. ov äsi, where the last word is emphatic: Seaford (1996) ad loc. 
62 Cf. the alleged attempt by Archilochus recorded in the inscriptional Vita (Laserre (1958j 
T. 12) to introduce the worship of Dionysos to Paros. The Parians' resistance led to the men 
becoming sterile, until a consultation with Delphi forced them to 'honour Archilochus'. A similar 
story is reported by sch. Ar. Vesp. 243 concerning the introduction of Dionysos to Athens by 
Pegasos of Eleutherai. 
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V 

The exotic and the antique 

Ch. 7 

xatir3i v xoe; £i; netpatcz JEtä r (x1 icwvo; toi) 'Apiatcovos npocTcvk6lt£v6; 
i£ of Oeo xai äµa Ti v Lopti v ßov%6pcvoc Othaaaoat tim tp? ntov 
? GOti T0U6tV &'L£ V'ÜV 9Cp6)tOV äGyOVtEs. xaXt} µßv OU µot xal il t6w IXtxoV[arv 
7tojuth 98Ot£V £lVat, Ob jtavtot ýttoV I(paiV£to 7CpL7tctV fly 01 (')p`KKCC 

£1G£ß. tov. 63 

Yesterday I went down to Piraeus with Glaucon son of Ariston, because I wanted to pay 

my respects to the goddess and to see how they were conducting the festival since they 

were holding it for the first time. The procession of the local worshippers looked a fine 

spectacle to me, and that of the Thracian contingent no less splendid. 

The famous opening of Plato's Republic presents the scene of what must have 

appeared to Athenians to be a conspicuously modern religious phenomenon. The 

goddess being celebrated at the time of the dialogue's dramatic date of c. 410 B. C. 

is Bendis, recently brought to Athens from Thrace. Other features of her festival 

are eagerly awaited, whose novelty Socrates innocently draws attention to as he 

questions his companions: 

xai ö 'ASEiµavtoc, 'Ap& ye, ij S' ös, ovö' tote Ott X(11Jths f(ttat t((% 

tantpav ä(p' bnnwv cfi 9t(); 'A(p' tnnwv; tjv S' Iydr xatv(SV yC tOOto. xaµnlx8t(x 

gxovti£S 6ta&baovaty 6CXX Rots äµtXX6)Acvot toi; tricot; -, tj n6S XXyct; 

Ovtwg, £cprl ö floXtg(xpxoS, cat ztpös ye navvvX(S(x nottjaOU(Tty, f 1v 64tov 

Othc aaOati 64 

And Adeimantus said 'Don't you know that there will be a torch-racy on horschack In the 

evening in honour of the goddess? ' 'On horseback? ' I said, 'That's something new. Is this 

a horse-race where they pass the torches to each other in relay, Or how do you mean? ' 

'That's right', said Polemarchus, 'and they are also putting on an all-night revel which 

should be worth watching. ' 

As well as the novel features of the festival, the unusually ecumenical nature of 

Bendis' worship is apparent from Socrates' reference to the Thracian contingent. 

63 Pl. Rep. 327a. 
64 Pl. Rep. 328a. 
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While adopted as an official Athenian festival, the community of Thracian VOL >; Ein 

the Piraeus had charge of her cult and were prominent in its celebrations, even 
being granted dispensation to lead their procession from the Prytaneion. 65 

The reasons for the admission of Bondis to Athens are obscure. In the late 

430s the Athenians were making overtures to Sitalkes, king of the Thracian 

Odrysae, to support their military campaigns in the north: his son Sadokos was 

enrolled as an Athenian citizen in 431 B. C., perhaps the first barbarian to achieve 

this status. 66 But foreign diplomacy is unlikely to explain the popularisation of the 

cult and its adoption by Athenians, and the reasons for it may be sought on a more 

local level. The Thracian community in the Piraeus must have been important and 

wealthy enough for such a festival to be staged. 67 Their leaders sought, and were 

granted, permission to celebrate what they saw as a traditional festival in honour of 

their goddess. However, the rites of Bendis as performed in her festival at Athens 

may have borne little resemblance to their Thracian origins: the presentation of the 

festival in the Republic has a ring of `modernity'. When forms of worship are 

transplanted, it is common for them to develop and change in line with local 

circumstances and expectations. 
The Athenians may also have found the worship of Bendis familiar enough 

in certain respects, given its similarity to that of other foreign deities with longer 

pedigrees such as Cybele, the Phrygian pcy x rt µfjtnp already known to Pindar. ̀* 

Cybele herself was identified with Hellenic counterparts such as Ge. Demeter and 

Rhea: `syncretism was here a means of assimilating and domesticating the 

potentially frightening foreign power'. 69 Towards the end of the century she came 

to assume a less exotic role as the eponymous goddess of the building which 

housed the Athenian state archives, the Metroön, and she had a public priest and 

festival called the Galaxia. By this period, the orgiastic features of her worship 

may only have survived in private ceremonies. 70 

65 IG 22.1283. 
66 Thuc. 2.29. 
67 Parker (1996) 174. 
69 Pi. Dith. 2.9 (fr. 70b M), Pyth. 3.77 f. etc. 
69 Parker (1992: 189), who cites e. g. Soph. Phil. 391402 (Ge), Eur. Hcl. 1301-68 (Dcmctcr) and 
Ba. 128 (Rhea). 
70 Parker (1996) 192-4. 
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Informal rites of the Great Mother (whose attendants were the Corybantcs) 

and of other l; svtixoi Ocot are casually attested to by Aristophancs. The earliest 
references to Corybantic rites and to Sabazius are in Wasps of 422 B. C.: 

-A. &XV ri icapa(ppovetS ftcöv ij icopußavtt((S; 

112. ovx, äXX' üýtvoS µ' fixet ttS & 1: aßaýfov. 71 

Xan: Are you out of your mind or in a Corybantic trance? 
Sos: No, but I'm drowsy from a draft of Sabazius. 

In Lysistrata of 412, the Proboulos speaks with stern disapproval of womcns' cult 

practices of this kind: 

äp' Ettka4WE twv rvvatxßv f tpvcpij 

xw tivµitavticµoc xot nvxtivoi Ea43('z tot, 
o ti' 'ASwvtaaµbS ovto; ov t tthv tcy v 
ov ' yl) 7toti' &V jxovov kv thKKXtlaicx; ... 
TOM OT' än' aütßv tßtty &KOXaat(Qµata. 72 

Has the women's self-indulgence flared up, 

their timbrel-playing and constant Sabaziuses, 

this Adonis-wailing of theirs on the rooftops 

as I once heard at a meeting of the Assembly? 

They just don't know how to restrain themselves. 

The connection that is made with the activities of slaves and licentious behaviour 

of women suggests that these gods and their rites created a dubious impression. 

However, they were not perceived as threats to the religious status quo and seem 

to have achieved semi-official status, alongside more established women's 

practices such as the festival of Thesmophoria. 

The `foreign gods' may have provided a novel entertainment value that was 

felt to be lacking in established religious practices. The increased attention to 

mystery religions, which come in for large-scale parody in Aristophanes' Clouds 

and Frogs, points to a renewed appetite for irrationalism perhaps brought on by the 

" Ar. Vesp. 8-9: see MacDowell (1971) ad loc. 
72 Ar. Lys. 387-90,398. 
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stresses of war. 73 The enthusiasm for exotic cults seems to reflect the greater 

cosmopolitanism of Athenians as well: `the interest in cults of physically distant 

origins would then be a manifestation of spiritual escapism'. " But the general 

climate of innovation in the period may also have affected the choice, and an 

existing foreign god or goddess, especially if promoted by local devotees, was 
likely to be a much safer option for official religion than home-grown `new gods' 

such as those satirised in Aristophanes' Clouds. 

By contrast, some of the older festivals which scemcd at variance with the 

modern ethos came in for their own share of mockery. When Right in Clouds 

extols the noble simplicity of the good old days, Wrong replies: 

&pxai& 'ys icai Dti7toXtiw5fl Kai tsttiyuov ? xvexpcata 

uai KipcctSov uai Bovcpovicov. 75 

It's all old-hat, like the musty old Dipoleia, redolent or grasshopper brooches 

and Ceceides and the Bouphonia. 

These older religious practices co-existed with the new, but there was a sense that 

the multiplicity of religious and ritual practices was becoming unmanageable, a 

parallel to the situation of non-religious noinoi. The proliferation of contradictory 

laws appeared to undermine the basis of democracy, and the desire to rationalise 

legislation led to the introduction of the graphe paranomon, first attested in 415. 

Similarly, in matters of state religion it should only be acceptable to propose new 

nomoi if they did not conflict with those already in force. Concern that the 

adoption of the new was leading to a dangerous loss of the old was behind the 

official commission to Nicomachus to draw up a new legal and religious calendar 

between 410 and 399 B. C., the year in which he was brought to trial for 

mishandling the task with which he had been entrusted. 

73 Dodds (1951) 190-5. 
74 Hornblower (1983) 179. 
75 Ar. Nub. 983-4. 
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VI 

Novelty and impiety 

C/ 7 

The trials held at Athens in 399 B. C. highlight the seriousness of the charge of 
impiety in the years following the end of the Peloponnesian War. First, in that year 
Andocides was indicted on a double charge of asebeia. It was alleged that he had 

returned illegally from exile to attend the Eleusinian mysteries, and that he had 

placed a suppliant's branch (hiketeria) in the Eleusinion. 76 His prosecutors, among 

whom was Meletus, probably the same man who accused Socrates, demanded the 

death penalty. 77 Secondly, the trial of Nicomachus, which is known only from the 

speech for the prosecution, throws an ironic light on the question of religious 

innovation. Nicomachus was prosecuted for being responsible, in his capacity as 

codifier of the Athenian sacrificial calendar (ävaypa(pcb; ttly vdµaw), for 

improperly introducing some new sacrifices and for the neglect of traditional rites, 

and again the accuser demanded the death penal ty. 79 

The circumstances of Nicomachus' trial would have been different fron 

that of Socrates. It may have been held before a board of ten official `examiners' 

(logistai) rather than the heliastic court of 501 citizens. It seems that the charges 

failed to carry conviction, as the new calendar was indeed eventually published and 

evidently formed the official basis, if not the actual practice, of religious 

observances in the fourth century. 79 However, the occurrence of both trials 

suggests that post-war Athens was prey to unusual alarm about religious 

innovation which sought expression in such terms, so that 'religious crisis' is 

perhaps not too extreme a description of the situation that existed at the turn of the 

century. 80 In framing the accusation against Nicomachus, the prosecutor appealed 

to the jurors in familiar terms: 

76 Andoc. 1.71, Lys. 6.9,24. 
77 Meletus' identity: Ostwald (1988) 495 with refs. 
78 Lys. 30. The indictment did not include asebeia, of which Nicomachus accused his orlxanenis 
(Lys. 30.17): Dover (1968b) 8. 
79 Dow (1961); Mikalson (1983) 114-15. 
80 Parker (1996) 210 f.; Burkert (1985) 311-17; Furley (1996). 
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xattot, cw äv8p£S StKaatat, rcpt Evc coda; ob napix Nttcoµ(xxov Xpi) 
µave&vEty, &X%' EK T8 v ycyEvr thvcov 6Koitaty. of totvvv rp6yovot th bc TAv 
KvptEwv Oi ovtEs µ£ytatrly Kai ci &atµov£atätnv t(av 'CX .r vt&ov rijv xOXty 
7tap£5oßav, 66t£ & tov fJIIv täS aitÖ IKEEvotg OUQta; totctaOat, Kai ct 
µri& V St' äXXo, ti f; tüxric EvExa tic t4 rt K£ivwv ttly tcp6 v ycycvriµ&nc. 81 

Now, men of the jury, it is not from Nicomachus that we should learn piety, but we should 
look to the lessons of the past. Our ancestors, by sacrificing in accordance with the terns of 
the law-codes, passed down to us the greatest and most prosperous city in Greece; so we 
would be well-advised to perform the same sacrifices as they did, if for no other reason than 
for the good fortune which resulted from their observances. 

The appeal to a retrospective and tendentious view of Athenian glory is identical to 
that used by Isocrates nearly fifty years later (quoted above). 

Nicomachus was alleged to have introduced into his codification new 

public sacrifices, at a cost to the city of more than six talents. As a result, 
traditional sacrifices to the tune of three talents had gone unobserved for lack of 

available funds. 82 While couched in terms of financial mismanagement, this points 
to an underlying theme concerning the impact of innovation. The introduction of 
the new entails a loss of the old, a feeling that may be projected as murderous 

anger against the individual seen responsible for the loss. Alternatively. such 
feelings may be repressed, leading to an unspecific anxiety or rcscntment. " The 

sense of loss may be experienced even when the value of what has been abandoned 
is questionable or obscure. Nicomachus' `new rites' seem to have been no more 
than a confirmation of current practices. After the establishment of moderate 
democracy in 410 B. C., he had been charged with the eminently conservative task 

of publishing `the laws of Solon'. 84 He was faced with a situation so complex that 

the four months initially allocated for the job was extended to six years. " After the 

81 Lys. 30.18. 
82 Lys. 30.20. 
83 Freud (1917) proposed that anger associated with loss, directed inwards, turns into depression 
('melancholia'). 
84 Lysias 30.2. 
85 Ostwald (1968) 417 indicates the complexity: 'it was soon found necessary to integrate into 
Solon's code more recent legislation, such as the decree of Demophantus, which purported to he 
Solonian but was in fact new legislation based upon patrioi nonioi. ' Nicomachus' task in his lirst 
term may also have included drafting new religious legislation: IG 11.99,239-4, and the new 
fragment regarding the Epidauria in Clinton (1994). 
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restoration of democracy in October 403, he was reappointed to continue with the 

project, which was to culminate in the publication on stone of the new sacrificial 

calendar. Four years later he stood accused, on more or less flimsy grounds, on 

various counts of malfeasance. 16 

Despite the prosecutor's rhetoric, Nicomachus was no unprincipled 
innovator. In commissioning the recodification, the restored democracy had sought 
to re-establish a religious basis for its authority and legitimacy by reaffirming its 

sacred institutions. As in the sphere of civic law, the Athenians felt the need to 

determine the extent of their religious duties and obligations, after a confused 

period in which the observance of legal and religious nomoi was sho%vn to be 

dangerously precarious and subservient to the whim of arbitrary political power. 
The case against Nicomachus points to a reactive anger at the recognition that new 

forms of worship were being officially endorsed. Athenians of the time were likely 

to feel that impiety was a prelude to political upheaval and national disaster. 81 

Whatever the motives behind the the mutilation of the Eierms and the profanation 

of the Mysteries in 415, they signified to Athenians that the intellectualisation of 

religion appeared to encourage and justify acts of asebeia that would formerly 

have seemed unthinkable. 18 The newly-restored power of the democratic laws 

might now be brought to bear to ensure that the baneful effects of religious 

innovation were checked and its perpetrators punished. 

VII 

New gods for old 

While it is ultimately impossible to isolate the various strands which led to 

Socrates' indictment and execution, it may be instructive to ask how the jurymen's 

experience of novelty made the charge of religious innovation seem a sufficiently 

86 The accusation does not substantiate the innuendos that Nicomachus was not legally entitled to 
his office (Lys. 30.2) or that his failure to render account (eiSO vcx) was unjustifiable (30.5); the 

claims that the work was restricted to selected laws and should have taken no snore than 30 d. iys 
(30.4) are sufficiently vague and cursory to be accounted opinions rather than facts. 
87 Thuc. 6.27-9, Andoc. 1.36. 
88 Ostwald (1968) 326 f.; Furley (1996). 
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serious crime to warrant the death penalty. In 399 B. C. there was a widespread 

sense that the damaged fabric of democratic institutions and religious practices 

needed careful repair, and it was in this context that the man depicted in 

Aristophanes' Clouds as the representative of all that was worst in new ways of 
thinking was indicted. The official charges that led to Socrates' execution were 

those of `not acknowledging the city's gods, introducing new daimonia, and 

corrupting the young'. 89 Owing to the eloquence of Plato and Xenophon, the 

account has resonated down the centuries, with historians taking different views on 

the question of which element of the charge, social, political or religious, provides 

the best explanation of his execution. 90 But in view of the background of religious 

openness and the respectful welcome of new gods into Athens in the recently 

preceding decades, it is noteworthy that Socrates' accusers sought to include in 

their formulation of the charge an unprecedented reference to xatvix 8atlt6vux. The 

use of the word may be symbolic of the changed mood regarding to uatvbv itself: 

the notion was obviously intended to raise at least as much concern in the jurors' 

minds as the charge of corrupting the youth. Its rhetorical purpose may even have 

been to conjure up the climate of kainotes so convincingly portrayed by 

Aristophanes. 

There were several areas of Athenian religious consciousness in which the 

charge of `introducing new deities' was bound to have important resonances and 

implications for the verdict. These included concern about the sort of novelty that 

might constitute asebeia; the ambivalent attitude of Athenians to Z; cvt of Ocot and 

new cults; and the perception that individualistic modes of belief like the Socratic 

daimonion were secretive and elitist, a potential threat to communal worship. '' 

The charge of asebeia itself was far-from new, if indeed it was introduced a 

generation earlier by Diopeithes' psephisma. 92 It expressed the religious response 

89 Favorinus ap. D. L. 2.40: the indictment was allegedly preserved in the Metroisn at Athens. 
90 Thus, for example, Finley (1977) stresses the socio-political aspects, Stone (1989) makes the 
case for a justifiable political motive, while Connor (1991) and Garland (1992) cmphacise the 

religious considerations. 
91 Mikalson (1983) 91-105; Parker (1996) 158-163. Marianetti (1992) 41-75 draws out parallels 
between the elitist nature of mystery cults and Aristophanes' depiction of the Phrontisterion; cf. 
Bowie (1993)112-124. 
92 The case against its authenticity is argued by Dover (1975); contra Ostwald (1968: 196-8). 
Socrates did not face trial under eisangelia but as the result of a graphe (Pl. Eruzh)nh. 2a; D. L. 
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to the kind of materialist doctrines propounded by phusikoi like Anaxagoras. Just 

as a contemporary medical writer could rail against xatvai vnootact;, the novel 
speculations which were perverting the empirical basis of traditional medical ttxvr, 
a religious traditionalist would have found equally threatening the implicit denial of 
traditional beliefs. The latter were also the basis of traditional ritual and divinatory 

tiEXvat, practices regularly called upon to ratify innovations in matters of cult. 91 

Attitudes to divination and to its practitioners varied widely during the period, but 
Socrates in the Clouds was depicted teaching doctrines that religious exegetes such 
as Diopeithes would have found impious and professionally harmful. 94 The 
Athenian public may have found the fictional Socrates uncomfortably dismissive of 
their superstitious beliefs and practices, and something of Aristophanes' portrayal 
was bound to adhere to the popular perception of the real Socrates. 95 

By 399, physical doctrines such as those of Anaxagoras were neither new 
nor likely to be taken seriously, as Socrates himself points out in Plato's Apology. 

There, in response to Socrates' cross-examination, Mcletos is made to claim that 
his charge means `you do not acknowledge gods at all' (napixacxv ob voplýct; 
Ocovs). 96 In fact, Plato and more especially Xenophon seem keen to present 
Socrates as a man of conventional and even exemplary piety. 97 But the doctrines of 
Socrates in Clouds suggest an ambivalent and dangerous religiosity: 

2.40). Garland (1992: 139-40) suggests that Diopeithes' law may have been in abeyance in 403 
and that the charge of asebeia was reclassified under Nicomachus' recodification. 
93 For medical novelty, see Ch. 6, Sect. 3. Divination as axvrl: Acsch. PV 484-6, Isoc. 19.5-6. 
Divination used to ratify innovations: Aesch. 3.130, Dem. 21.51.53, Arist. Atlt. l'ol. 54.6-8; a 
new priest: IG 122.4969. 
94 Popular distrust of manteis and chresmologoi is suggested by Ar. Fax 1043.1126, Av. 959-991. 
After 413 seers may, understandably, have kept a low profile (Thuc. 8.1.1); but the seer Lamron 
seems to have enjoyed official support over a long period (Fontenrosc [19781 150), and in the 
early fourth century an itinerant mantis like Thrasyllus of Aegina could retire wealthy (Isoc. 
Aegin. 5-7). 
95 Marianetti (1992) 117-121. 
96 Pl. Apol. 26c-e. 
97 Plato's Socrates himself often talks respectfully of the gods, and acknowledges his respect fier 
Delphi (Pl. Apol. 20c. etc. ) But Xenophon's assertion rpavcpoc ijv Orpaneixuv Tob; Orob; 
µäXLatia tävcwv ävOpwnwv (Mem. 1.2.64) seems blatantly tendentious: Connor (1991: 53-6) 
detects unorthodoxy in Socrates' dismissive attitude to sacrifice suggested by c. g. P1. liuthyph. 
15a. 
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The strength of his reverence for the new gods does not excuse but underlines his turning 

away from the old; `kainotheism' is not an alternative to atheism but the form it takes. 91 

Although Socrates is portrayed as worshipping gods, deities such as &tvo;. Xlxo; 

and 'Aijp were a parody of elements of traditional Greek pantheism. 99 The very 

names chosen by Aristophanes to represent the favoured 'new gods' indicate 

clearly enough the sense of turbulence, chaos, and abstraction that the phusikoi 

seemed to introduce into traditional religious notions. 

The unconventionality of the daimonion spoken of by the real Socrates' 

may have been felt as similarly undermining to the canons of communal religion. 

The term daimonion itself may have attracted dubious connotations (like the 

English `demon'): the dithyrambist Cinesias was said to have set up an ill-fated 

dining club entitled Kaxo3aiµovtißiai to make fun of popular superstitions. ' 00 The 

story suggests conflicting perspectives on religious innovation: 

It illustrates the sense of liberation - liberation from meaningless rules and irrational guilt. 

feelings - which the Sophists brought with them, and which made their teaching so 

attractive to the high-spirited and intelligent young. And it also shows how strong was the 

reaction against such rationalism in the breast of the average citizen: for Lysias cvidently 

relies on the awful scandal of the dining-club to discredit Kinesias' tesimony in a 

lawsuit. 101 

Plato makes a point of suggesting Socrates' readiness to be associated with forms 

of worship that by the fourth century were no less acceptable to the majority of 

Athenians for being recent introductions to their worship. Bendis' festival sets the 

scene for the Republic, and it is to Asclepius that Socrates instructs the dedication 

of a cock at the end of the Phaedo. '°2 The choice of deities may indicate that 

98 Parker (1996) 204-5. Socrates' allusion in Plato's Apology (26cd) to popular belief in the 
divinity of the sun and moon (cf. n. 10 above) may also be an ironic demonstration that his 

accusers also worship 'gods' who have not been officially sanctioned in state worship: Garland 

(1992): 144, n. 7. 
99 Ar. Nub. 379,627. 
100 Lysias ap. Athen. 551e. On Cinesias' 'topsy-turvy' music, see Ch. 5. Sect. 6. 
101 Dodds (1953) 189. 
'02 Rep. 1.327a, Phd 118a. On the puzzling nature of the Bondis cult, see Parker (1996) 170-175, 

who questions political explanations for her introduction into Athens. 
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Socrates, like Sophocles, was as enthusiastic about novel religious manifestations 

as were many other Athenians, perhaps at the cost of neglecting more traditional 

civic observances. 103 But the real threat to the symbolic order would have come 
from his being associated with the sort of beliefs that undermined the social nature 
of popular religion, rather than, as in the case of Asclepius and Bendis, to 

exemplify them. 

Plato may have intended a subtle irony in mentioning these deities so 

prominently in his depiction of Socratic piety. The philosopher executed for, 

among other things, `introducing new gods' was no more culpable in this respect 
than the majority of Athenians. It was left to Xenophon to make this point, with a 

characteristically greater directness verging on naivet6: 

ö S' ovS v xatvötEpov ELcT (pEpc t66v ccX cov, O6ot µavttxtjv voµtýovtrq 

oicovotg tiE xpwvtat xat cpijµat; xat aµ43 Xots xat Ouciat;. 104 

He was no more introducing something novel than are other believers in divination who 
employ augury, oracles, chance events and sacrifices. 

VIII 

Conclusions 

The prominence of the different kinds of innovation in the religion of fifth-century 

Athens is striking, in view of the common perception of religion as logically 

antipathetic to novelty. The openness of Greek polytheism created a more 
favourable background to the idea of religious change than more exclusive 

religious systems would have allowed. But that openness depended heavily on 

concomitant social factors. What Athenians perceived as new in religious terms 

could not be easily separated from what they found to be novel in their intellectual 

and social life, and in the course of the century Athenian social and political 

103 Garland (1992: 144) overstates the case when he concludes that Socrates 'was accusal of 
neglecting to perform sacrifices and failing to participate in state festivals... his crime was the 
neglect of civic and approved gods'. 
104 Xen. Mem. 1.1.3. 
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structures, and their intellectual attitudes, were subjected to an unprecedented 

degree of change. 

The acceptance by Athenians of new cults in the early part of the century, 

such as those of Pan, Boreas, and Theseus, was an expression of their readiness to 

build on existing mythical traditions, particularly in the wake of recurrent instances 

of successful military achievement. Such new cults were cemented by the 

performance of communal rituals, which might also symbolise a nexus of social and 

familial loyalties on local, state, and even Panhellenic levels. But the increased 

communication between different parts of the Greek world which resulted from the 

growth of the Athenian Empire also meant that more critical perspectives on 

religion were widely discussed by an educated elite. 

One crucial intellectual shift was the opening up of Athens in the age of 

Pericles to the thoughts of Ionian phusiologoi and of their Sophistic successors, 

whose writings and oral presentations promoted a radically rationalistic perspective 

on matters of religion. The evidence of indictments for asebeia suggest that the 

radical questioning of the gods (in conjunction with notions of astronomical 

science) only started to be perceived as a religious and hence a social threat by 

conservative religious practitioners in the decade preceding the Peloponnesian 

War. But the events of 415 and the subsequent Sicilian disaster brought home to 

Athenians at large the apparent danger to the state of allowing individuals to give 

offence to traditional religion. Concerns about intellectualism and religious 

permissiveness, attitudes which could once be mocked by Aristophanes in Clouds 

and Frogs, hardened into something more like general paranoia about the purpose 

and effect of `kainotheism'. The notion of kaina daimonia was thus a powerful 

rhetorical tool for persuading the Athenian jury of the advisability of condemning 

Socrates to death, even though `new' gods were still part of Athens' flourishing 

religious scene. 

A society devoted to novelty could not fail to consider possibilities of 

innovation, whether imported or home-grown, in a sphere as important and 

pervasive as that of the gods. The attempt to reconcile intellectual objections to 

traditional beliefs with continuing spiritual needs also provided the impetus to turn 

to new forms of religious practice, some of which are curiously reminiscent of 
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Judaism at that time in their emphasis on holy texts, 105 and which prefigure 

Christianity in stressing the importance of individual purity and salvation. 106 

Concern with purification was already portrayed in tragedy as having affected 

heroes and characters of myth; but with the growth of mystery religions and the 

dissemination of Orphic writings, the opportunity arose for Athenians across a 

spectrum of class and wealth to be involved in new religious practices which might 

be seen as esoteric, elitist and individualistic by comparison with the traditional 

worship of the Olympians. 

From the 430s onwards, new and traditional forms of religious practice 

were further complemented by the increasing reception of 'foreign' gods such as 

Bendis and Sabazius, Attis and Adonis, as part of Athenian public and private 

worship. If these were seen to offer new wine in old vessels, the introduction of 

Asclepius to Athens and elsewhere suggests a reversal of the metaphor, old wine in 

new vessels. The ending of the plague proved an opportune moment for the 

successful introduction of his Epidaurian cult. But the proliferation of gods made 

traditional religionists uneasy, causing them to seek a way of curtailing the addition 

of new religious practices, which evidently served to dilute the strength of 

traditional ones. The Old Oligarch observed that Athens already held more festivals 

than any other state in Greece: 107 how was it possible to do justice to all the new 

divinities who now demanded worship as well? The desire to 'rationalist' the 

excessive number of new nomoi, religious and secular, led to the official 

commission to Nicomachus. It was a poisoned chalice. To excise new rituals risked 

causing offence to divinities without whose goodwill there might be a repetition of 

disaster. But by admitting new rituals into the official religious calendar, he faced a 

capital charge for placing an unwarranted financial burden on Athens and causing 

the neglect of traditional rites. 

By the beginning of the fourth century, a reaction against the idea of 

newness in religion appears to have taken firm hold. The urge to religious 

105 The consolidation of the written Judaic Law under Nehemiah and Ezra appears to have takcn 

place during the reign of Artaxerxes I (465-424 B. C. ); Noth (1960) 323-337, cf. OCU' s. v. 
Artaxerxes (I),. There appears to be no evidence for direct influence on Greek religious ideas. 
106 Parker (1983) 281-307. 
107 [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 3.2. 
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innovation appears to die down for a period, in which efforts at social and political 

reconstruction come to the fore. Nicomachus' written codification appears to have 

had the desired effect: conservative religious sentiments, such as those expressed 
by Isocrates and Xenophon, do not entertain the need for additional gods. Where 

new cults arise, they tend to be variations of the traditional Olympian gods like 

Zeus Soter and Athena Soteira. In due course, by the inid-fourth century, we find 

the elevation of personified abstractions like Peace, Democracy, and Good 

Fortune. 108 But after a ferment of novelty at Athens, the palm of religious 
innovation at the turn of the century is handed for a time to Sparta, in their 

promotion of the deification of living men. 109 The origins of Greek ruler-cults go 

back to Lysander and Agesilaus, and the strangely un-Greek practice was to be 

adopted by Athens only after the death of Alexander the Great. ' 10 

108 Parker (1996) 238-41,227-232. 
109 Cartledge (1988), Flower (1988). 
1o Parker (1996) 256-264. 
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8. Case Study: the reform of the alphabet in 403 B. C. 

There is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful of success, nor 

more dangerous to manage than the creation of a new order of things. 

Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince 

The Decree ofArchinus 

In 403/2 BC Archinus of the Attic deme Koile proposed a psephisnuz or decree 

calling for the reform of the Old Attic alphabet, as traditionally used almost 
exclusively on Athenian official documents, to conform with the Ionic usage which 

was becoming the standard alphabet of the Greek oikoumene. ' The main elements 

of the change involved the formal establishment of the character If to denote eta 

instead of consonantal h, and the use of fl as a long vowel in distinction to 0.2 In 

addition, the Ionian sigmatic compounds E and `Y were adopted in place of the 

traditional spelling which employed the digraphs XE and cbE. 3 Elements of Ionic 

usage occur in private Attic inscriptions before 450 and prevail on dipinti (painted 

pottery) and incised ostraca by the 420s. 4 But Athenian public documents in stone 
largely resisted the Ionic forms until the last two decades of the century, when they 
become increasingly common on Attic inscriptions. 5 

1 Theopompus FGrH 115 F 155; schol. Vat. Dion. Thr. ap. Hilgard 1.3.183.16-20. See in general 
Buck (1933) 72. Threatte (1980) provides a comprehensive survey of the inscriptional evidence. 
Immerwahr (1990) gives details for dipinti and ostraca, and lists variant forms of individual 
letters. Athenian state decrees in Ionic script before 403/2 deal almost exclusively with foreign 
states or persons. An unusual case is the inscription concerning the Priestess of Athena Nike of 
424-3 (ML 71): Ionic letters take over from Attic from the sixth line of text. 
2 Inconsistent usage of consonantal H is found on Attic state inscriptions at least as late as 407-0 
(ML 91). On a stele dated 409-7 (ML 89) it appears together with ll=eta and with occasional 
psilosis. Occurrences later than 403/2 appear to be archaisms: Threatte (1980) 24-5,483.5.11, 
although frequently found from the late sixth century on, is very rare on Attic public documents 
before 403. However, 'adherence to Attic script appears to have been muds less strict outside 
Athens itself (Threatte [1980] 30), and omega occurs as early as c. 460 on a law of the dune of 
Sypalettos on which 0 is also used to represent the omega. On Attic ostraca. graffiti, and private 
inscriptions before 450 it is found commonly to represent instances of the phoneme oil as well 
(Immerwahr [1990] 179). 
3 KE and HE are almost never found: Threatte (1980) 20,555). 
4 Immerwahr (1990) 177, Threatte (1980) 33. 
5 Threatte (1980) 27 f. Variant and inconsistent Attic letter-forms, such as the three-bar sigma, 
inverted lambda and tailed rho, had apparently already been unofficially discarded in favour of 
the Ionic forms around the middle of the fifth century (Immerwahr [19901 177). However, the 
tailed rho appears on a marble stele commemorating the Athenian settlement of the colony at 
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The pivotal significance of Archinus' decree (henceforth `the Decree') for 
Attic epigraphy has tended to overshadow the wider questions it raises, including 
the social and educational presuppositions it embodies and its bearing on Athens' 

political relations with Ionian and non-Ionian poleis. Modem parallels, to which I 

will return, suggest that a proposal of this kind might constitute an innovation with 
far-reaching socio-political ramifications and likely to occasion some degree of 
resistance or dissent. 6 But the evidence for Greek writing practices makes it clear 
that the Decree did not introduce a radical innovation to the practice of Athenian 

writing per se, but proposed simply the official adoption of a form of the Greek 

alphabet already widely used for some decades on inscriptions and perhaps 

standard since much earlier in literary manuscripts in Attica. 7 However, the use of a 

psephisma to establish an alphabetic reform is unprecedented, and the questions it 

raises have not been systematically explored. 8 Why was it felt necessary or 

appropriate to legislate on the matter? What interests might have been served by 

the decision that the Ionic alphabet should after all become Athens' official system 

rather than the longstanding local script of Attica? What issues, symbolic and 

practical, were involved in the reform? 
Archinus' conspicuous involvement in Athens' turbulent political situation 

in the last years of the fifth century raises the possibility that the Decree was 
influenced, if not actually inspired, by overt political considerations. What we 
know of his career, personality, and his social and intellectual milieu may help to 

throw some light on its political background and purpose. 403/2, the year of 
Eucleides' archonship, marked Athens' attempt to put an end to civil strife and to 

start afresh with the compilation of a newly-revised if traditionally-minded 

`ancestral constitution'. 9 It was a year for renovation rather than innovation, or at 

Brea in 445 (ML 49), and the inverted lambda as late as 407 (though it is just a one-off, 
appearing alongside the Ionic A) on the stele ratifying Athens' treaty with Selymbria (ML 87). 
6 The latest example is the scheme for the German orthographic reform recently completed (see 
Timothy Buck in TLS, Oct 10,1997, p. 14). Agreed by Germany, Austria and Switzerland and 
due to be implemented on Ist August, 1998, it is currently being challenged by a complaint 
lodged with Germany's Federal Constitutional Court, alleging that the reform is an infringement 
of the Constitution. 
Goold (1960), Knox (1985), Heubeck (1979). 

8 The unusual content of this psephisma appears to exclude it from Hansen's 8-part classification 
of the 220-odd psephismata known to have been passed by the ecclesia in the period 403/2-322/1: 
Hansen (1983) 187 n. 16. 
9 Fuks (1953), Finley (1986b). 
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least for innovation in the guise of restoration-10 Athens had survived both military 

defeat by Sparta and the murderous depredations of the Thirty, and its restored 
democracy had begun the task of re-establishing its legal and constitutional 

structures. The archon Eucleides himself will have been involved with, if not 
directly responsible for, proposals whereby the new democratic order sought to 

deal with the problem of the potentially disruptive highly-placed minority who had 

supported the oligarchic revolution of the previous year. According to the 

Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, the attempt at reconciliation was handled with 

political skill and sensitivity. It allowed for the departure to Eleusis of those whose 

sympathies lay with the oligarchic party, so long as they registered their decision 

within ten days. At the same time, a general amnesty was decreed for all except 

those directly involved in the previous regime, and for the latter as well if they 

were willing to render account of their actions to the democratic authorities. " 

Credit for the decisive handling of the terms for reconciliation is explicitly 

accorded to Archinus, one of Eucleides' most prominent political colleagues. The 

Athenaiön Politeia gives a notably favourable account of his career-12 lie first 

appears, along with Anytus (later to be one of Socrates' accusers) and Cleitophon 

(active in the democratic restoration of 411), as a member of the `moderate' party 

of upper-class Athenians under the leadership of Theramenes which, after Athens' 

defeat at Aegospotami in 405 sought a return to the n6cTptos no. ttctcz. tz However, 

Archinus did not join the Thirty in the oligarchic coup of 404, unlike Thcramenes 

himself, who also nominated ten of its members. 14 Instead, he accompanied the 

populist leader Thrasybulus to Phyle, where the exiled democrats regrouped before 

proceeding to victory over the oligarchic forces at Aiunychia. '5 In the lively 

10 Hansen makes a strong case that the politicians of 403/2, under a shield of relative anonymity, 
instituted a remarkably radical agenda in changing traditional legislative procedures and 
restructuring the system of bouleutic representation of the denies: Hansen (1983) 179.205 and 
(1989) 73-84. 
" A. P. 39.1,4,6. 
12 The A. P. explicitly commends the 'moderates' at 28.5,33.2, and 40.2. Rhodes (1981) 474 

believes the author to be `repeating with his own agreement praise which he found in his source. 

rather than commenting spontaneously on what he found presented as bare fact'. 
13 A. P. 34.3. 
14 Xen. Hell. 2.3.2; Dem. In Tim. 135, Aeschin. Cies. 187,195, Lys. 12.76. Theramenes' 

membership of the Thirty (of which neither Anytus nor Cleitophon became members) Is not 

mentioned by the A. P. 
15 A. P. 37.1,38.1. 
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subsequent narrative, Archinus emerges as an Athenian patriot and a champion of 

political consensus. Thrasybulus apparently sought to grant citizenship to all those 

who had joined the army at Piraeus which had defeated the Thirty, `even though 

some of them were notoriously slaves'. 16 Archinus opposed the motion on grounds 

of unconstitutionality, but successfully carried a less radical counter-proposal to 

reward the democratic supporters. '7 Subsequently, he demonstrated his 

determination to uphold the amnesty, in the face of attempts to subvert it by more 

radical factions, by calling for the summary execution pour encourager les autres 

of an individual who sought to violate its terms. 18 The absence of a practicable 

legal recourse in this critical period may have compelled him to urge the Boule to 

take such action (later, in 401/0, he is said to have instituted a new procedure of 

paragraphe for those who claimed that their rights under the amnesty were being 

violated). 19 In the uncertain atmosphere of 403, he had exercised similar 

pragmatism to prevent a mass exodus of upper-class Athenians from the city to 

Eleusis, by curtailing the time allowed for registration `so that many were 

compelled to stay, much against their will, at least until they regained courage. s20 

Why, then, did Archinus consider it desirable at this critical time to tackle 

alphabetic reform, an issue of practical concern to few apart from Attic 

stonemasons and schoolteachers? The sources which recounted the political 

activities portrayed in the Athenaion Politeia seem to be distinct from those which 

mentioned his moving of the Decree, leaving historians with the task of integrating 

the disparate evidence. 21 The only possible reference to his activities between 411 

and 405/4 offers little help. It arises from an allusion in Aristophanes' Frogs of 405 

to the kind of character of whom the poet disapproves: 

i tioig µtaOovs cwv itotrl'cwv pýticop 6v Elt' ä7toip6)yct 

16 A. P. 40.2; Rhodes (1981) ad loc. considers conflicting accounts in the sources. 
17 Archinus proposed the award of an olive crown and a sum of money for dedications to more 
than fifty citizens who ýtti cvXf EnoXtopxriO1accv öte Aaxc6atlt6vtot xai of tiptäxovrcc 
npoaeI cc ov, Aeschines 3.187-90: Raubitschek (1941). Among those denied citizenship by 
Archinus' stance was the orator Lysias ([Plur. ] Vit. X. Orat. 835f, 836a). 
18 A. P. 40.2; Rhodes (1981) 477. 
19 Isaeus 18.1-3, sch. Aesch. 1.163; Rhodes (1981) 473. 
20 Arist. Ath. Pol. 40.1. 
21 The useful article by Judeich in RE s. v. Archinos offers little clue to the context of the Decree. 
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xco tq) r1OE g £v Talc iraipiots TEXsiais talc iota Atiovvaov. 22 

... or a politician who takes a chunk out of poets' pay 

when he's been made fun of in Dionysos' ancestral rites. 

Ch. 8 

The scholiast on line 367 recorded that Archinus had carried a proposal to reduce 

the honoraria to comic poets competing at Dionysiac festivals. 23 Wartime pressures 

may have urged the proposal, which could hardly have avoided being viewed 

unfavourably by Aristophanes. 24 It is a reminder of how the legal agenda of 

politicians embraced and affected matters of culture, but it gives no pointers to the 

background of the Decree. For these we are largely dependent on incidental 

notices drawn from the fourth-century authors Andron, Theopompus, Ephorus, 

and Theophrastus. 

II 

The technical background 

The only explicit testimonies to the Decree are preserved in a scholium on the 

grammarian Dionysius Thrax and, located in a fuller but frustratingly unelaborated 

context, in the lexica of Photius and the Suda. The lexicographers' point of 

departure was a quotation from Aristophanes' early comedy Babylonians, which 

was produced by Callistratus in 426: 

Eaµiwv ö Sijµös £aity ws 7Co%vyp6 tutor. 

'Tis the demos of the Samians: how multi-lettered . 
25 

22 Ar. Ran. 367-8. 
23 Sch. Ar. Ran. 367 mentions Archinus 'and possibly also Agyrrhius' (sch. Eccl. 102 refers only 
to Agyrrhius, later a consistent butt of Aristophanes' jibes, which may account for the scholiast's 
suggestion). Sommerstein (1996) 189 argues that 'only one man can have moved the decree, and 
Archinus is the more likely'. If it can be argued (admittedly ex silentio) that he died `shortly after 
403' (Strauss [1986] 97), his numerous generalships (Dem. 24.135) must have taken place 
before that date, so that, unlike Agyrrhius, he was already a significant political figure in 405. 
24 KwµwSrlosis (Ran. 367) suggests that Archinus, if he is the politician in question, had been the 
target of comic barbs and was seeking to retaliate against comic poets. 
25 PCG 3.2, fr. 71. For the punctuation of the line, which renders the verse complete as it stands, 
cf. Ar. Av. 284: KaXXiaq &p' o itoq obpvts &rrty ws nticpoppuct. 
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The verse was said to have been occasioned by the sight of the atiiyµaia with 

which the chorus of Babylonian mill-slaves appeared in Aristophanes' play. Their 

condition was said to recall how the Samians had been subjected to the punishment 

of branding, or more probably tattooing, on some unspecified occasion, so that 

they could be humorously identified with the Babylonians as presented on stage. 26 

A fuller explanation of the line was given with reference to the fourth- 

century Ionian historians Andron of Ephesus and Theopompus of Chios: 

Eaµiwv 6 Sfp. og bS xoXv7päµµaios (cis 7t. om. Sud. )' 

ott itapä Eaµiots 

£vptOrl itpwtiotS iä xS' yp&gpccTa b 7c6 K(x%%tatipöctov, c) "Av6pcov Ev 
Tpi7to& 'Gobs Se 'AO vaIovs 97C£t6E Xpf aOcct tots 'rthv 'Ithvo)v yp&µµ(xßty 

'Apxtvos (ita Bernhardy; 'ApXivov S' 'A9rlvaiov Sud., ? p%Etv off, S' 'AA1jvutotg 

Phot. ) it i pxovtiog EivxXE'Sov. tiobg Se BaßlAwviovs £St3aýc Styx 

KaUtatipäiou 'Aptatiocp&vris 9t£ßt 7tp6 tio4 EvxXaiSov xE' (xat codd., corr. 

Bouhier, x6' ahi), £ii EviAaovg. kepi Si tiol3 it£iaaviog t atiop£i OE67toµ. XoS 27 

'The demos of the Samians how multi-lettered'... Because it was at Samos that the 24 

letters were first discovered by Callistratus, according to Andron in Tripod. The Athenians 

were persuaded to use the Ionian letters by Archinus in the archonship of Eucleides. 

Aristophanes' Babylonians was produced by Callistratus twenty-five for twenty-four] years 

earlier in the archonship of Eucles [427/6]. Theopompus records Archinus' decree. 

Aristophanes' line was thus taken by the commentators to refer to the so-called 

Milesian alphabet of twenty-four letters, shortly to become the standard Greek 

alphabet: it used three additional symbols unfamiliar to the Attic (F., '[' and a: Attic 

used H for h). It is difficult not to infer that in Callistratus' production of 

Babylonians at the City Dionysia, the markings prominently displayed on the 

masks of the twenty-four members of the chorus corresponded to the twenty-four 

Ionic letters. This interpretation gains additional support from a scholiast on 

Homer (H 185): 

26 Various historical episodes are suggested by the Suda: cf. Hesych. a 150, Plut. Per. 26.4. 
Ostwald connects this scene with Cleon's charge against Aristophanes for maligning Athens in 
the presence of foreigners (Ar. frr. 64,88,97; Ostwald [19861 222). For atiýety used here of 
tattooing rather than branding, see Jones (1987) 149-50. 
27 FGrH 115 F 155 (Phot. p. 498,15 = Sud. Q 77). 
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KaXXtarpaiog Se Eäµtog Eßt tiwv H Xo tovvijataxwv µstijvcyxs Tý v 
ypaµµaitidv xai tap£Swxsv 'AO vatotg £ tt äpxovtioc EviAEI ov (-ijiov 

cod. ), wS "6ty 'Ecpopog. 

According to Ephoros, Callistratus of Samos brought over the lettering at the time of the 
Peloponnesian War and handed it on to Athenians in the archonship of Eucleides [or 

Eucles]. 

If Callistratus the didaskalos came from Samos (or was an Athenian of Samian 

descent), Aristophanes' verse may have been partly intended as a humorous 

reference to the man who produced Babylonians. 28 His action in presenting 

examples of the Ionic alphabet to Athenians and xenoi present at the City Dionysia 

in 427/6 might also have been represented by historians as his having `handed on 
Ionic lettering to Athens in the archonship of Eucles'. 

Archinus' official championing of the Ionic alphabet after the end of the 

Peloponnesian War would have recalled the earlier, less formal initiative of 

Callistratus. The Suda appears to have tried to combine both men's contributions 

in an awkward sentence, which may thus be restored to its original form: 

öit irapä Eajtiot; ebpEO itp(btiotc 'cöc 0' yp&µµaia v7c6 KaXXtaip&tov, c); 

"AvSpwv £v TpiitoSt" rob; Se 'AOilvaIoDc 99CEtac 
, 'gyp f aOat tiotq twv 'I6vwv 

ypäµµaaty, 'Apxivov S' 'AOT vaiov [sc. nct6avtioS] dirt äpxov'cog LüxXEtSov. 

Because it was at Samos that the 24 letters were first devised by Callistratus, according to 

Andron in Tripod; and he persuaded the Athenians to use the Ionian letters, as did 

Archinus of Athens in the archonship of Eucleides. 

The Samians were `multi-lettered' because their script used and was seen as the 

origin of the letters lacking in the Old Attic alphabet. 29 The epithet polugrammatos 

28 The testimony of this scholiast and the Suda to Callistratus being Samian is generally ignored 
in discussions of his role (refs. in OCD3 s. v. ). The possibility seems to be ruled out by his 
activities as a BLSäaxaXoq at Athens, but a Samian connection might explain why Cleon is 
alleged to have brought a ypacpij 4£vias in connection with Knights (Eq. hyp. 2). 
29 So Hesych.: noX, oypäµµatiov Eq1 6%tov, lnet8ý `EX vwv Eäuuot noXvypäcµµatot 
Eytvov'Co ? Cp6 of Kai Xpnß&C11evot KaL 8La66v'C£S (&6- cod., corr. Meineke) dc cobs c .) ous 
"EXX ivac 't v SLä tiwv 0' a rotx£Lcov xpf ctv. The difference was particularly in the use of !, 
`P, and fl: the Attic alphabet included H=h, and digamma (though not koppa or sampi) 'was a 
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favours this interpretation over that of the reference to branding or tattooing. In 

the context of the play both implications may have been evident. 

The question of alphabetic origins had a continuing topicality at Athens. 

Herodotus, who traced the Hellenic alphabet to Ionians in Boiotia and ultimately to 

Cadmus of Phoenicia, points to the nature of such speculation in an earlier decade: 

it may have had particular relevance in contemporary discussions about the 

appropriate script for offshoots of imperial Athens. 30 Herodotus had participated in 

the foundation of the South Italian colony of Thurii in 443, the official script of 

which may have been thought determined by the fact that the colony's leaders, 

Lampon and Xenocritus, were Athenians. The foundational decree, like that of the 

Athenian colony at Brea, would undoubtedly have been inscribed in Attic. " But 

the notable involvement in the enterprise of such Ionians as Hippodamus of 

Miletus, Protagoras of Abdera, and Euthydemus and Dionysodorus of Chios would 

have made Ionic a more likely choice for its script than that of its official mother- 

city. 32 In coming to such a decision, a degree of linguistic or historical speculation 

would seem unavoidable. Recurrent interest in the story of Palamedes, the 

legendary inventor of the alphabet, indicates that speculation about origins 

persisted throughout the period. 33 

It is puzzling that Andron appears to have credited Callistratus with 

`discovering' the Ionic alphabet. However, the sentence may mean that Callistratus 

championed the particular form of the letters which were eventually adopted by 

Athens. Andron's Tripod, cited by the Suda, referred to the tripod offered as the 

prize for wisest of the Greeks. The book gave an account of the achievements of 

the Seven Sages, and an extant fragment tells of the travels in Syria and Babylon of 

Pythagoras of Samos. 34 Andron may plausibly have referred to Pythagoras as one 

regular element in the Attic alphabet well into the second half of the fifth century' (Immerwahr 
[1990] 140). 
30 Hdt. 5.58.2; Grassi (1972). 
31 Founding decree for Brea, c. 445 B. C.: ML 49. 
32 Coinage shows Ionic, e. g. the stater with OOYPIf2N illustrated in CAH 51, p. 142, Fig. 4(e), 

and coins of Sybaris IV use a four-bar sigma. The use of Ionic script at Thurii would be in accord 
with that of other cities of Magna Graecia; for example, cf. the epitaph on the Rhegine envoy 
Silenos, IG 22.5220 (cf. ML p. 175). 
33 Eup. fr. 385.6 KA, Gorg. fr. 11A30 DK, Ar. Ran. 1451. Euripides' Palamedes, produced in 
415, is parodied in Ar. Thesm. 768 ff. Alcidamas' Odysseus contra Palamedes (fr. 2.24 Avezzh) 

cites a verse crediting Orpheus as the inventor of ypäµµatia. 
34 FHG 2,347-8; this suggests another connection with Aristophanes' Babylonians. 
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of the `discoverers' of the alphabet, or perhaps the `inventor' of the supplemental 
letters. A candidate from the same era credited with the invention of - and 'Y (as 

well as H and S2) was the poet Simonides. 35 The legendary sage of Samos was a 
likely figure to be credited with the introduction of phoinikeia grammata from the 
East and with the invention of the additional symbols. But a text ascribed to one 
Apollonius of Messene suggested a specific role for Pythagoras: 

IIvoayöpas a&rwv co D ic6c%%o oq bcsµ£X1 Oil, Ex of g xaiä yswµsipiav 

ypaµgS pvAgßaS atz ywviatis xai ýsptcp$pctats )cal süO£iatis. 36 

Pythagoras concerned himself with their appearance, creating well-proportioned shapes by 

drawing their angles, arcs and lines according to geometrical principles 

In manifesting a similar aesthetic concern with the Ionic letters, Callistratus may 
have been cited by Andron as following in the footsteps of Pythagoras. 

The involvement of Pythagoras with these alphabetic symbols is further 

indicated by an important and curious testimony to the background of the Decree, 

an account by Theophrastus cited by Syrianus in his commentary on Aristotle's 

Metaphysics. 37 Aristotle was not impressed by Pythagorean number-lore, and 
Syrianus records Theophrastus' agreement with his dismissal of the Pythagorean 

doctrine equating the three sigmatic compound letters with the three musical 

concords (Z=fourth, E=fifth and 'P=octave): 

? y£t & xai ltEpt 'r6 v St7tXwv ßvµcpcbvwv öTt ob 8tä toto Tpia, E7CEt3f Tp£LS 

aL aD npoAVLat. xai £v X£y£t" (AU yäp gßTty gxaaTOV avU v äv&yEty £is 
E1C6CaTT1v Twv avµcpwvtwv, otov Tö Z Et; tf v 8tä TETT&pwv ij do E £i; Tfv Öt 

öý£täv i Tä `P £i; Tr v Stä raa6 v. äi%ä µäXXov, cprlaiv, Eiccth 01 Tötot 

[Usener; codd. Tpöitot] tip£is Tf g Excpwv1jaCw;, Stä toto e(p' ExäatOV Ev 

äICoT£2, £tTat. tiaiTI9 & ti fi ICOÖÖaet xat 'Apxivog ExpAto, bg t6Top£L 

0£69paatog" gley£ yäp ö 'Apxivog j goo Tt irapä Ti v µvaty Twv xEtlAv 
Ex(P(AV£taOat Za tep ¶Ö II, scat 8tä 'coßTO TÖ Y' itpds tiw äxp(! ) y£vv&aOat Tic 

y thtTrýS cb £x Toß II E avyx£iµ£vov, i Tür 7tXxTEt Tfi; yXthtTrýs itapä Tot; 

35 Sch. Dion. Thrax 185, Suda s. v. Et covISriS (a). 
36 Schol. Vat. Dion. Thr. Hilgard 1.183.31-184.2. 
37 Theophr. ap. Syr. ad Arist. Met. 1093a20, Comm. Arist. Gr., 6.1.191.29 f. Usener (1870: 590- 
92) was the first to note the significance of this passage. 
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68 vial & tEp tiö A, xai 8th tioOio tiö Z xatiä iai tiiv ysvväcOat 'Ti v xwpav, 
ij tiw icvptiw icai ttcýoµbw £x tio3 Eßxätov wßtep id K, öOcv iö E irpotiavat. 

[Aristotle] also says, concerning the double consonants, that the reason there are three is 

not on account of there being three concords [fourth, fifth, octave]. He is right. It is 

untenable to relate each letter to each of the concords, such as Z to the fourth, E to the 

fifth, or '' to the octave. But rather, he says, the areas involved in the production of sound 

are just three, and it is on this account that a single letter serves in each case. This was the 

explanation used by Archinus, according to Theophrastus. Archinus proceeded to say that 

sound is produced either 1) at the outer end where the lips meet, as in the case of p; and 

accordingly `I' arises at the tip of the tongue, being p and s combined; or 2) at the flat part 

of the tongue where it meets the teeth, as in the case of d; hence Z too occurs at this 

location; or 3) at the base of the tongue, squeezed from the back, as in k; whence - is 

produced. 

The Pythagorean equivalences are not elaborated on: Aristotle and Theophrastus 

probably assumed the correspondences to be quite arbitrary. However, the 

significance of the specific attribution of letters to intervals following alphabetical 

order has not previously been noted. It cannot be purely coincidental that the 

number of atiotxcta between the single phonemes and their sigmatic equivalents 

precisely corresponds to the intervals comprised by the concords, as follows: 

ABrAEFZHOIKAMNEO II PETYgX 'Y SZ 

`fourth' `fifth' `octave' 

The customary position of the letters in the Ionic alphabet may have seemed to the 

Pythagoreans to present a providential correspondence with the prime musical 

concords. This equation of letter-order with musical intervals will have appealed to 

the same kind of understanding of cpvatc which they held regarding the immanence 

of numbers in the world. 38 

Such an apparently arbitrary doctrine, however, was no more likely to 

appeal to Archinus than to Aristotle, nor could it have provided a `natural' basis 

for Athenians to accept the use of supplementary letters which were not part of 

38 Burkert (1972) 465-482. 
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their own alphabetic vöµos 39 The appeal to nature is frequently a key element of 
the rhetoric of innovation, a counterpart to the `rhetoric of reaction' in which 

progressive reform is regularly characterised as perverse and arbitrary. 40 The 

arguments adduced by Archinus (whether informally or in a pamphlet) were more 

scientific, in keeping with the rationalistic temper of the late fifth century. 41 This 

was an age in which philosophers, physicians, and orators sought to establish the 

validity of v6µos by appealing to their new understandings of cpvat;. Such thinkers 
had even achieved a degree of consensus concerning the explanation for how 

sound is produced. Anaxagoras had explained it as the movement of air; 42 his pupil 
Archelaus stated that it originated in the pulsation of air; 43 while Democritus held 

that sound was created by the compression of air and its emergence under 

pressure. 44 These ideas were sufficiently well-known to warrant parodying in 

Aristophanes' Clouds, where Socrates is described as explaining the buzzing of a 

gnat on the principle of the reverberation of air in a trumpet: 

icpaaK£v £tvat io 5vi£pov trig Et tiSoS 

6i£v6v Stä Xuuoi3 S' övtioq avioß tii v itvor}v 
Pict ßaöt Etv £vOv tiovppo7W'yiov" 
E1t£tTa KOIA. OV itpÖg (yti£VQ) 7tpOaK£L. l£VOV 

tiöv 2tpo tOv rix£iv v to Sias tot 7tv£vµatioS 45 

He explained that the stomach of the gnat 

is narrow. Through this thin passage the air 

proceeds with force directly through to the rump. 

Then the hollow chamber adjoining the narrow tube, 

the rectum, reverberates under the pressure of the wind. 

39 Since Attic script consistently represents the sounds of 1 and T as the aspirated plosives x and 
cp combined with the sibilant (cf. n. 3 above), the alphabetical intervals between these respective 
elements would be at variance with those adduced by the Pythagoreans. 
40 For a succinct statement of the latter see Hirschmann (1991), who specifies the elements of 
reactive rhetoric as the ascription of futility, perversity, and jeopardy. 
41 Usener assumed that Archinus published the arguments in written form, but Theophrastus' 
testimony (expf to, eXeye) may point to oral presentations as well. 
42 Anaxag. 59A106 DK: riv cpcový v yiveaOat icvsvµatios ävTLnca6vtos a rcpegvüu äept, tlj S' 
{ntocrrpo(pfj tfi rXt4ec 1LExpt 'rCov co v 7CpoacvcxOEv'Coc. 

4' Archel. 60A1 DK = D. L. 2.17: npänos SE eine cpwvfis ykvec v Týv tov äepos 7cxfi4Lv. 
as Democr. 68A135.55 DK: tiý v cpwvýv etvat it »cvon voo To, 3 äepoS ical µE2ä j Las 
cIaL6v'Cos. 

45 Ar. Nub. 160-4, which has a verbal echo of Democritus (see preceding note). A parody of 
Sophistic discussions of sight and hearing also occurs at the start of Thesrnophoriazusae (5-22). 
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Archinus similarly sought to propose a scientific analysis of the sigmatic 

compounds in his arguments for their official adoption. Physiological facts were 

adduced to support the appropriateness of using `P and E by analogy with the 

existing use of Z. The wording of Theophrastus' report suggests a degree of 
detailed observation. For instance, the description co 9ýit tap& of v µvativ 'rthv 

xrtMv may indicate a subtle distinction between the location of the utterance of p 

and of the corresponding ps. Since the sibilant brings the tongue into play, ps is 

located a little further back behind the lips: xp6; co äxp(p tifq yX6)TTn;. 

The details of Theophrastus' schema may go back to Archinus himself. 

However, Attic speakers would not have thought of E as representing KE but XE: 

`P similarly was not HE but (DE, and Z was [sd] rather than [ds]. 46 We may 

conclude, therefore, that what Theophrastus testifies are the general principles of 

Archinus' phonological system, approved by Aristotle in the passage of 

Metaphysics in question, whereby äxp6v, n ztos, and xvpröv are used as quasi- 

technical terms for different areas of the tongue (i. e. tip, middle and back). 47 This 

analysis of the areas involved in the articulation of human speech could offer a 

rationale for accepting the use, not just of one, but of all three Ionic compound 

letters (and more in principle, e. g. single letters to represent c p, aO etc. ). For it 

indicated that all Greek consonants fell into three classes which could be 

designated by the area of the tongue on or near which they originated: 48 

tiö äxpbv do 7tX(xto tia xvpzöv 

[plosives] B, 11, O, T r, K, X 

[compounds] `P Z 

[others] M A, N, P 14] 49 

[71] 50 

46 Allen (1974) 55-6. In some dialects, where ; was occasionally replaced by 88, it may have 
sounded more like [ds]: Buck (1955) 71, Threatte (1980) 546-7. 
47 tie xvpr6v literally denotes the 'swelling' or 'convex' portion of the back part of the tongue. 
The visually accurate description shows familiarity with the appearance of the tongue, which was 
regularly extracted from the mouths of sacrificial animals: Ar. Pax 1060, Av. 1705. 
48 In the case of the plosives these three classes correspond to the modern phonetic categories of 
labials, dentals and gutturals. 
49 The fact that Archinus does not seem to have argued for the retention of this Attic guttural 
form may suggest a degree of inconsistency in his argument from analogy. To allow practicality 
to override consistency is a feature we have already noted in Archinus' character. 
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The cpIx ng of speech itself might thus be used to validate the adoption of the Ionic 

vöµos-custom of using three sigmatic letters, and hence the proposed Attic v6µoS- 
law as well. At a time of renovation and revalidation of vöµoti, such an argument 

may have offered some confirmation to Athenian intellectuals of the 

appropriateness of formally instituting their hitherto de facto adoption of these 

elements of Ionic script. 

III 

Attic vs. Ionic script 

Although no explicit evidence survives, a similar rationale may have been proposed 

in support of the formal adoption of Ionic 11 and o. But while educated Athenians 

may have been impressed by the sort of arguments Archinus adduced to promote 

the validity of the Ionic compound letters 4 and ir, a different type of argument 

would have been needed to persuade the largely unlettered, if politically aware, 

Athenian demos. sl In proposing that the Athenians should officially adopt a script 

so closely identified with Samos, Archinus cannot have ignored the recent history 

of Athens' relations with the Aegean island-polis. The Samian democrats had 

played an important role in the latter part of the Peloponnesian War, crushing an 

oligarchic uprising and receiving their autonomy from a grateful Athens in 412.52 

Samos remained the launching point for the Athenian fleet until the end of the war: 

in Aristophanes' Lysistrata of 411, the chorus of old men invoke the help of `the 

generals in Samos'. 53 The Samian democrats did not desert Athens even after the 

defeat at Aegospotami in 405. A decree was moved in that year, honouring them 

for their conspicuous loyalty. It was destroyed, probably in 404 by the short-lived 

regime of the Thirty, but a copy was re-inscribed in 403/2, detailing the honours 

accorded the Samians and their representatives, together with two subsequent 

so I append the sigma for the sake of completeness. It may have been considered common to all 
classes, depending on where associated phonemes were thought to arise. 
s' I do not propose to press the meaning of tactae in the sources, which may mean no more than 
`carried successfully'. However, it draws attention to the fact that the Ecclesia appear to have 
registered no opposition to his potentially controversial proposal. 
52 Thuc. 8.2, IG 12.101. 
53 Ar. Lys. 313. 
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decrees recording further privileges. 54 The text is in Ionic script, and it is likely that 

the original decree of 405 also appeared thus: there are no epigraphic irregularities 

such as might have been detected if the copy were based on an Attic original. 55 In 

inscribing a decree honouring the Samians, it was both practical and courteous for 

Athens to do so in the script appropriate to the honorands, a practice to which 

numerous precedents testify. 56 The wholesale adoption of their script by formal 

decree would appear as a yet firmer pledge of friendship. 

This indication of such a symbolic motive for the adoption of Ionic script 

provides a corrective to the tendency to view the Athenian alphabetic reform solely 

in the light of the eventual homogenisation of Greek alphabetic usage. The Ionic 

alphabet had already made headway throughout the Greek world, and was shortly 

to supersede other epichoric varieties almost entirely. 57 But there may be a danger 

of post hoc reasoning in assuming that the purpose of Archinus' initiative was 

primarily that of simplification or standardisation. These terns to some degree beg 

the question why the official adoption of non-Attic letter forms and usages should 

have been thought a simpler option than adhering to the traditionally sanctioned 

Attic system, or why it should have been thought more convenient to regularise the 

Ionic practice by decree rather than insist by this means on the Old Attic standard. 

The latter script was after all that in which the vast majority of public inscriptions 

relating to internal matters had hitherto been inscribed, not least the archaic laws of 

Athens, whose authoritative status was the subject of particular emphasis during 

the final decade of the fifth century. Inscriptions still functioned largely as a visual 

and tangible record of democratic or other political activity. 58 

This essential symbolism inherent in the choice of the official script of the 

polis may have been the main element in the Athenian demos' continuing 

adherence to the local alphabet in official documents. In public documents relating 

54 ML 94. 
55 E. g. as in IG 13.21, where the irregularities have been shown to result from the fact that the 
Attic text of c. 450 was based on an original Ionic document: Bradccn and McGregor (1973) 24- 
70. 
56 E. g. the proxeny decree in Ionic for Heracleides of Clazomenae (424-3?, ML 70) and the 
Athenian treaty with the Clazomenians at Daphnus (407, ML 88); cf. the decree regarding 
Thasos (411-409?, ML 83), written in the Parian alphabet. 
S' Threatte (1980) 27. 
58 Thomas (1992) 140. 
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to foreigners, the regular use of Ionic script was a practical and diplomatic 

concession to Athens' wider Hellenic connections. But the continued use of the 
Attic script on official documents in the later fifth century, when the influence of 
Ionic becomes increasingly marked in private documents, may indicate a degree of 
defiance in the demos' assertion of its Athenian identity. In pursuing the stated aim 

of reviving the ancestral constitution after the defeat of the oligarchic revolution of 
411, the radical leaders of Athens' democrats are unlikely to have missed the 

symbolism of the fact that the Solonic axones and kurbeis stood for all to see, in 

the Stoa Basileios on the north-west corner of the Agora, inscribed in Attic 

letters. 59 And it may have been partly for just such symbolic reasons that, in 409/8, 

Draco's law of homicide was republished not in Ionic but in a developed form of 
Attic script. 60 

However, Athenian's symbolic identification with Attic script was far from 

straightforward. By the 410s, written documents were far from unfamiliar to the 

majority of Athenians. The increasing urbanisation occasioned by the war and the 

practical requirements for at least a limited kind of alphabetic literacy had changed 

Athenian perceptions of script from the context in which they might accept the 

cheerful nonsense-letters still found on early fifth-century vases. 61 The Sausage- 

seller in Aristophanes' Knights (188-9) claims to be ignorant of povßtic j, but at 

least he knows his yp&µµaia, even if only sketchily. Athenians had outgrown the 

notion that a public epitaph might literally address a passer-by. 62 Written texts were 

to be read, and if necessary studied in silence, by an Athenian citizen body who 

frequented the Monument to the Heroes to comply with military call-ups and to 

post legal notices such as legislative proposals and public charge-sheets. 63 Books 

were also more widely available, even commanding a corner of the Agora; 64 but 

while Athenians employed Ionic script in private documents, stone inscriptions, and 

59 Arist. A. P. 7.1 with Rhodes (1981) ad loc. 
60 ML 86: the script regularly omits the aspirate. Later revisions of the law appear in Ionic script, 
notwithstanding the traditionalistic requirement of the decree of Teisamenos in 403 Xpf QOat 
'toll Ap&Kov'Cos Oe toiq ota tcp b pc tc8a ev IXýl 7Cp60£v xp6v(U (Andoc. 1.83). 
61 Immerwahr (1990) 44. 
62 E. g. IG 12.976 (560-50 B. C. ), IG 12.971 (c. 540 B. C. ), ML 24 (480 B. C. ); Simonides fr. 119. 
The tone of these may be contrasted with the epitaph for the Rhegine Silenos (n. 32 above). 
63 Call-ups: Ar. Pax 1180-4 with scholia. Legal proposals: Dem. 20.94,21.103. Silent reading: 
see Gavrilov (1997). 
64 66 t& OtPXV üivta, Eup. fr. 327 KA. 
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dipinti from the 450s, there is no reliable evidence concerning the style or 

appearance of book-script. Representations of books on fifth-century vases suggest 

that Attic script may have been used, but their evidential value is controversial. 65 

The fact that book-rolls are often depicted on vases as stoichedon and using Attic 

script may simply show that the painters chose to depict them as having the 

appearance of public documents on stone, either because they found this to be 

more pictorially appropriate or because inscriptions in this form were more familiar 

to them than books. 66 

Old-fashioned literary culture, with its emphasis on Homer and its penchant 

for poets like Simonides, was steeped in Ionian models and traditions (even when 

these sought to incorporate a literary Doric dialect). 67 The Athenians looked back 

to their common ancestry with the Ionians (Hdt. 1.146.2) and those who imbibed 

the traditions of the philosophical prose-writers, the X, yot of Herodotus, Sophistic 

epideixeis, or the treatises of Hippocratic physicians, were likely to have felt as 

much at home with the Ionian dialect and script as with Attic. 68 After the Persian 

Wars, home-grown Athenian literary production had flourished with the work of 

dramatists such as Aeschylus, Phrynichus and Sophocles. These authors may have 

followed traditional Attic writing practice, but given the still predominantly oral 

nature of Athens in the mid fifth century such Athenian literary products would not 

have been irrevocably linked to a particular style of script. Even by the latter half of 

the century, when the ubiquitous influence of Ionic script suggests that it was by 

then universally used for book-hand, written texts were still not sufficiently 

widespread or regularised for variations in the style of book-script to have been 

considered of much consequence. 69 

However, Aristophanes' Clouds shows that by the 420s there was a 

generation of Athenian intellectuals impressed by the efforts of foreigners like 

Prodicus and Protagoras to draw fine distinctions about the form and use of words, 

65 Threatte (1980) 34. 
66 Immerwahr (1964) argues that early books were actually written stoichedon. 
67 Ar. Nub. 1353 f. Buck (1955) 14-15. 
68 Although Hippocrates was from Dorian Cos, the Hippocratic treatises are all in the Ionic 
dialect and were undoubtedly written, like Herodotus' Histories, in the Ionian alphabet. 
69 One might compare Shakespeare's indifference to orthographic variation, even in the case of 
his own name. 
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6pe6tirj; 6voµäiwv. 70 Educated young Athenians also sought to follow the latest 

literary and musical vogue, represented par excellence by musicians like Timotheus 

of Miletus and modernising poets like Euripides. The striving after a sophisticated, 

cosmopolitan and self-consciously modem style will not easily have co-existed with 

the retention of a local script. Devoid of the alphabetic forms which both offered 

phonetic &icpißstia and characterized the written products of Greek musico-literary 

culture, Attic lettering was primarily associated with official public inscriptions. 7' 

When Euripides composed his Theseus, he disregarded historical verisimilitude and 

the traditionalistic sensibilities of a section of his Athenian audience when he put 
into an illiterate shepherd's mouth a well-drawn description of the individual letters 

which depicted the spelling of the Attic hero's name. The second letter of 

OHEEYE unabashedly spelled an Ionic H rather than an Attic E: 

id Ssvtspov S 7tpc6tia µev 'ypaµµai Svo, 

tiaüias &Eipyct S' Ev µaßatig ccX7X11 pia. ` 

The second mark consisted first of two uprights, 

and between them a single bar held them apart. 

However, the kind of education that would have ensured a thoroughgoing 

familiarity with Ionic letters remained the preserve of the privileged few. The 

deliberate use of Attic as the favoured script of radical democrats vis-A-vis those of 

oligarchic sympathies emerges strikingly from epigraphic evidence. Most telling are 

the accounts of the Treasurers of Athena, which break a long tradition by using 

Ionic letters for the first time under the regime of the Four Hundred in 411: the 

records of the restored democracy of 410-9 revert to Attic. 73 Similarly it was in 

Attic script that the democrats honoured in 409 the assassins of the oligarch 

Phrynichus. 74 The script of Athenian proxeny-decrees (more than thirty survive 

from the fifth century) is regularly Ionic, which constituted a Panhellenic alphabet 

appropriate for honouring non-Athenians. But in contrast to an oligarchic proxeny- 

70 Guthrie (1971) 205. 
71 Contrast the Homeric texts, which were probably transmitted in Ionic, even if there were Attic 
recensions: Janko (1992) 34-6. 
12 Eur. fr. 385 Nauck. 
73 Ferguson (1932) 145-6. 
74 ML 84,85. 
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decree of 411 found on the Acropolis, inscribed in Ionic script, a decree of 407-6, 

whereby Athens sought to honour Archelaos of Macedon, pointedly reverts to 

Attic. 75 Our only completely preserved proxeny-decree, dating from the same 

period, records the honours voted by Athens to Oiniades of Palaiskiathos in 408- 

7.76 Being wholly in Ionic, it appears to constitute a counter-example to the 

observed trend. But it is intriguing and may be significant that the name of the 

grammateus in this instance should be Eucleides, perhaps the very same man under 

whose archonship in 403/2 the Ionicizing reform of the alphabet was to be decreed. 

IV 

The Eucleides connection 

The presence of Eucleides' name on the latter inscription might not merit further 

mention, were it not for a vexed passage of Aristotle's Poetics which also appears 

to refer to the archon for 403/2: 

c ai£ ovx öpOwc yrayovßty of £ttit ttivtEg ti4 iotovtiq) rpö r Tf; StaXbi tov 

xat 8taxcoµq)8ovvtEc toy totijci v, otov EvxX£i3rls ö &pxatos, wS frz tov öv 

7tot£ty EL tits S(bcrFt bacivEty £q' oic6 ov ßobXF-Tat, t aýtpo7tou cg ev &ycfi Tfi 

X ct «'E ttx&prjv ETSov MapaO63v6c8E (3a& ovtia» xat «ovx +6cpccp6cµ£vo; + 

tiav tK£tvoi 9, % popov» . 
77 

Consequently those who criticise this manner of speech [i. e. irregular poetic diction] and 

ridicule the bard are not correct in their censure. For instance, old Eucleides, seeking to 

show that it is easy to be a poet if one is permitted to lengthen syllables at will, caricatured 

[this effect] in his very versification, viz. 

`I saw Epichares perambulating to Marathon' 

and 
`not preparing a brew of that man's hellebore'. 78 

75 ML 91, ML 80. 
76 ML 90. 
" Arist. Poet. 1458b5-15. Janko (1987) ad loc. suggests the possible connection with the 
alphabetic reform. 
78 My translation attempts to suggest the extreme distortion of the syllables in the Greek 
hexameter verses. 
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Whilst the text is difficult and corrupt, the parodic intention behind the 

composition of the verses cited is clear. By lengthening of the first syllables of 
'E7ttx6cp11v and ßa& ovia, of the second syllable of + äyKcp&JEvos +, and the 

second and third of M 3opov, the verses may be read as two ungainly hexameter 

lines. 79 The specific target of the parody may have been the potential for c and o to 
be `lengthened at will' to '1 and co when reading Attic texts which, unlike Ionic, did 

not distinguish short from long vowels. The indiscriminate or unscrupulous 

application of this principle could result in such distorted and spuriously `Homeric- 

sounding' verses. 

The identification of Eucleides as the archon of that name seems to be 

indicated by the appearance of Epichares, a politician in the time of the Thirty and 

possibly the same man as Andocides' adversary of that name. R° A yet closer 

identification has been suggested by further emendation of the difficult text. 

Modem commentators, puzzled by the unlikely epithet ö äpxaios, `of olden time', 

have suggested that it might be a corruption of an ethnic adjective. 8' Janko 

suggested that it might originally have read ö äpxwv, or named Eucleides' father, 

EvxXctSrjg 6 'Apxivov 82 A more thoroughgoing re-evaluation of the suspect text 

might restore an explicit reference for the epithet to the `antique' style of Attic 

orthography. 83 

79 iaV{3onot#aas cannot be taken to refer to iambic metre. It is possible to force either verse, 
syllable by syllable, into an 'iambic' trimeter.: 

1. vv vI -- I -vv I -vv Iv -1 -v (`scazon') 
2. -- I -vvl -VV l --I --Ivy 

However, the result is too barbaric to be recognisable as iambics. The word must refer here solely 
to the ethos of verse invective: taµßos can designate abusive lines in non-iambic metres (Dover 
[1963] 186). Aristotle will have heard the lines solely as exemplifying the prosodic excesses made 
possible by Homer's own example in hexameter versification. 
80'EltX6cpllv is a likely emendation of the corrupt text. Andoc. 1.95 calls his adversary Epichares 
6 nävccov novrlpkatios and mentions that he was a Council-member under the Thirty. 
MacDowell (1962) ad loc. doubts, in view of Andocides' silence on the matter, whether this can 
be the same Epichares who was one of the Ten who succeeded the Thirty in 403 (Lys. 12.55). 
81 E. g. Lucas (1972), who cites J. Sykutris, Aristoteles Poetica (Athens 1937). 
82 The silence of the sources about such a relationship speaks against its likelihood. Archinus 
named his own son Myronides (Dem. 24.135), and Judeich (RE s. v. Archinos) suggested that 
Archinus may have been the son of the famous general Myronides. However, Ehrenberg (RE s. v. 
Myronides) rejects this suggestion on the grounds of date: Myronides could have been born as 
early as 515, and Archinus is unlikely to have been born earlier than around 450. 
83 E. g. on the lines otov EvicXci8ric, <tie> 'o' äpxaiov &K pp &ov (öv) <bv'> noteiv et rt; 
56act Eicuivcty t p' 6-n6aov (3oÜXc'rat, IalLßoitot#Qa; by a ,r Tf X ct uTX. i. e. 'Such as 
Eucleides, who, given that it is easy to make the old-style oa long 6 if one is allowed to lengthen 
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Corruption notwithstanding, what emerges from the passage is the vestige 

of a picture of Eucleides, Archinus' contemporary and political colleague, 

commenting on a specific aspect of Greek phonology relevant to one of the main 
distinctions between Attic and Ionic usage. His parodic verses bring to mind two 

other instances dating from the same period which draw attention to matters of 

prosody in relation to the names of well-known individuals. A pentameter line 

survives whereby Sophocles drew attention to his adoption of a variant of 

`Archelaus' to suit the metre of elegiacs: 'ApX6%Ecos" fly yäp 6vggcTpov Me 

X£y&tv. 84 Yet more pertinent are the lines of another prominent and versatile figure, 

the oligarchic politician Critias, who found a way of including Alcibiades' name in 

his elegiacs by a humorous ̀ innovation', the insertion of an iambic line: 

Kat VOv KX tvio'l) 't)tÖv 'AO vatOV at£(Pavcx co 

'A%Ictßt&Blly v£ot6ty vµvrlßas ip67totc. 

ov yap to S fly toÜvoµ. ' Apapµöý£ty E7ý£r£icr 

vvv S' £v iaµß£ic; ) x£ia£tiat ovx äµAipuoS 85 

Even now I will crown Alcibiades of Athens, son of Cleinias, 

eulogising him in a new style of verse. 

For it was not possible to fit his name into elegiacs; 

so now he will rest in iambics, doing no violence to the metre. 

The epitaphic context - elegiac metre, xciactiat, and cat vüv (implying `even now, 

when he is dead') - suggests that these verses may have been composed after 

Alcibiades' death in 406, rather than (as has been assumed) on the occasion of his 

restoration to Athens in 4O7. ß6 The first line plays on the ambiguous signification of 

arcCpavwaw: a garland, customarily worn by revellers, symposiasts and orators (all 

87 familiar roles for Alcibiades), was also placed on the head of the deceased. 

vowels at will, caricatured [this effect] in his very versification' etc. Lvic ct iic 6 äpxaios would 
have been one obvious way for a scribe to make sense of EYKAELMMLEOAPXA1ON. 
84 Hephaestion, Encheiridion 6. 'Archelaus' may refer to the Macedonian king publicly honoured 
by Athens in 407-6 (ML 91). 
ß5 Crit. fr. 4 DK (ap. Hephaestion). 
86 E. g. Freeman (1949) 409. In fr. 5 DK, Critias refers to the part he played in Alcibiades' return, 
but this could still be part of an Elegy for Alcibiades. 
87 These varying uses of ati pavo; are all demonstrated by Aristophanes: Pl. 1041 (revel), 
Thesm. 380 (public speaking), Eccl. 538 (death). In Lys. 602 the mention of a wreath forms part 
of the double entendre about being prepared for marriage/death. 
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Alcibiades, who died in exile, may have been deprived of the opportunity to be 

honoured by this last rite. Here, he receives instead a punning accolade from the 

hands of an Athenian fellow-aristocrat. In his social and political life Alcibiades 

was not notable for his µatiptiöirjS, but in death he can be allowed, like his name, to 

lie ovx &µtkpcos 88 

Archinus had shown himself consistently gkpto; in the political sphere by 

neither supporting the Thirty nor being prepared to condone the excesses of radical 
democrats. His proposal for the adoption of the Ionic alphabet seems of a piece 

with this consensual political stance. In the case of his colleague Eucleides, if the 
Aristotelian evidence may be pressed, an attempt was made to highlight the result 

of ignoring the difference between long and short e and o, an inconsistency which 
it was possible to perpetuate in the Old Attic script whose alphabetic usage, unlike 
Ionic, made no distinction between eta and epsilon, omikron and omega. 

Eucleides' practical demonstration of the problem may offer a clue to the kind of 

reasoning which appealed to educated Athenians in the decision to adopt the Ionic 

long vowels. But the political symbolism of the script's association with Samos 

would have offered a more powerful argument for Archinus when presenting the 
Decree to the demos in 403/2. 

V 

Conclusions 

The picture that has emerged of the intellectual and political background to the 

Decree may be augmented by consideration of its educational and administrative 

implications, and by suggesting some general points of comparison with other 

alphabetic reforms in history. In an era of growing Athenian literacy, when 
Aristophanes could write (albeit with comic intent) I3if Xtöv i' 9xwv i caaro; 

µaveävct iä 8Ettia, 89 the repercussions of alphabetic reform on Athenian education 

88 That diverse judgements about Alcibiades' role constituted a common question in Athens at the 
time is shown by Ar. Ran. 1422-3, where the question to the contestants is 'What do you think 
about Alcibiades? ' 
89 Ar. Ran 1114. Commentators (Dover, Sommerstein et al. ) stress that the comment should not 
be taken literally but `reflects a culture in which possession of a book deserves remark' (Dover 
[1993] 34). The comment certainly confirms the popular association of bookishness with a new 
and suspect kind of Se ti t lc. 
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may have merited some concern. This is perhaps indicated by the scholiast on 
Dionysius Thrax, whose brief report of the Decree reads: 90 

ols Se vvvi xp(btEOa Eiaiv 'Iwvtxoi, EtaEv yKcxvto; 'Apxtvov yap' 'AOllvaiot; 

yrrltptaµa do b; ypaj tatty the 2tat8EI ctv tihv 'Icovud v ypaµµaitKijv. 
[The letter-forms] we use today are Ionic, since Archinus proposed a decree to the 
Athenians that school-teachers should teach the Ionic alphabet. 

Although this may be no more than the scholiast's conjecture, the actual terms of 
the psephisma are likely enough to have made reference to Athenian education. 
The prevalence of non-Athenians amongst teachers of Athenian boys at both 
primary and secondary level may have been one of the main reasons for the 
growing conformity to Ionian rather than archaic local models. The grammatistai 
who taught young Athenian boys to read and write were not always slaves, but 
invariably had a low status and, as in the case of the Sophists, many would have 
been Ionian metics. 91 Their presence was a fact of Athenian life. Although such 
`foreign' influence may initially have been resisted by Attic diehards, by 403 some 
twenty years had passed since the Old Oligarch complained about the 
indistinguishability of slaves from citizens frequenting the Agora. 92 After two 
decades of war and social upheaval, a pressing question for post-war Athenian 

politicians would have been how best to promote educational, administrative and 
legal homogeneity in the newly democratic polls. A purist desire to insist on the 

older Attic forms might have been at variance with the moderates' perception of 
Athens' new social and political realities, and by defying a wide educational and 

literary consensus, could also have been viewed as impractical and reactionary. 93 

90 Hilgard 1.3.183.16-20. 
91 Marrou (1956) 145-7. For the influx of foreign Sophists and their upper-class Athenian 
clientele in the 420s see e. g. Ostwald in CAH 52,341-369. 
92 [Xen. ] Ath. Pol. 1.10. 
93 Cf. Browning (1969) regarding the Greek generals' insistence on katharevousa: 'In 1967 the 
military junta once again banned demotic completely from the schools. Now textbooks in 
katharevousa have to be written. And the Greek child on going to school is told that the way he 
and his family, and every one he has ever known speak, is wrong and must be 'corrected' by a 
continuous and unremitting effort - an effort which, he will be quick to observe, the schoolmaster 
does not make once he is out of the classroom'. 
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On the administrative front, a standardising reform was certainly in tune 

with the temper of the times. The internal political upheavals of the decade 

following the disastrous Sicilian expedition of 415-413 seem to have encouraged 
the institution of a number of legal and administrative innovations at Athens. By 

the institution of the graphe paranomön, first attested in 415, an attempt was made 
to restrict the confusing proliferation of contradictory legislation. 94 The creation of 

the archon-list in around 404 suggests that historico-political research had given an 
impetus to the regularisation of Athenian chronology. 95 Nicomachus had been 

charged in 410 with the task of codifying Athenian laws, a commission renewed in 

403.96 And the establishment of a `public archive' (hIg6atov) in the Metroön at 
Athens, which may have taken place at some time between 409 and 405, made 

public records centrally available for inspection. 97 The creation of an archive may 
itself have contributed to a perceived need for some kind of alphabetic 

standardisation, though there is scant evidence that the documents stored therein, 

whether on stelai, wood or papyrus, were consulted or cited, at least until well into 

the fourth century. 98 The proliferation of documents and the desire to record 

accurately the proceedings of Athens' constitutional structures may also have led 

to the earliest known proposal for a method of shorthand (or `tachygraphy'). 99 

Some have seen in this attempt the hand of none other than Archinus himself, and 
have sought to reconstitute its details on the basis of the phonological insights 

demonstrated by Theophrastus' testimonium. '00 

Alphabetic reforms of later historical periods have generally been more 

dramatic in nature and effect than that of Archinus. However, even small 

adjustments to the alphabetic status quo tend to exhibit a similar mix of intellectual, 

political, symbolic and practical motives. A reform more or less commensurate in 

size with that of Archinus took place in Russia in 1918: after the overthrow of the 

94 Andoc. 1.17. Jones (1957), 123, follows earlier scholars (e. g. De Sanctis, Wade-Gery) in 
equating the procedure with the cpvXaKh djj noxtxeia; transferred by Ephialtes from the 
Areopagus in 461 ([Arist. ] Ath. Pol. 25.2). 
95 ML 6. Hippias also produced his Olympic victor list around this time (Plut. Nurn. 1.6). 
96 Lys. 30.2-4. 
97 Boegehold (1972). 
98 Thomas (1992) 68-72. 
99 IG 22.2783. See OCD3 S. V. tachygraphy. 
10° Details in Larfeld (1914) 281-88. We do not know if it was ever used in practice, but 
Xenophon is said to have used shorthand in writing his Memorabilia (D. L. Vit. Xen. 2.48). 
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Tsar and the installation of the Soviet regime, the Cyrillic alphabet was simplified 

by the removal of four redundant letters. 101 While taking into account the facts of 

changing Russian pronunciation, the reform also carried the symbolic significance 

of distinguishing imperial from revolutionary literature, with the evident implication 

that the latter was more `democratic' in nature and appearance. The impetus for 

reform was partly inspired by the actions of the French revolutionaries of 1792, 

who introduced a new calendar and sought to reform French orthography in 

recognition of the `new start' offered by the revolution. '02 

A broader reform was instituted in China the 1950s by the Communist 

leadership under Chairman Mao, in an attempt to reduce the influence of the 

mandarin class (prefiguring the Cultural Revolution of 1966) by promoting changes 

to facilitate more widespread literacy. In 1954 the Chinese character script was 

simplified, while in 1958 a new official standard for alphabetic Romanisation, pin- 

yin, was introduced by the People's Congress. 103 In this instance as in others, 

alphabetic reform, informed by ideological as well as narrowly practical 

considerations, tended to move in the direction of simplification, and the specific 

changes were made on the recommendation of committees of experts rather than 

by the politicians themselves. One of the most far-reaching of such reforms, 

involving the wholesale replacement of one alphabetic system with a different one, 

was that implemented in Turkey in 1928. The Turkish adoption of the Latin 

alphabet was promoted as a liberation in political and literary terms, symbolising a 

realignment of Turkish nationhood with the democratic and industrially developing 

countries of the West. 104 Orthographically, Latin letters were far better suited to 

the Turkish language than the former Arabic script, and the change helped to 

promote a large increase in literacy and expansion in vernacular literature. 

Less dramatically, the simplification of Greek writing in recent times began, 

after the reactionary edict of the Greek colonels was abandoned, with the 

'o' Kolni-Balozky (1938) 3-5. 
102 The floridly rhetorical reform proposal of the Sans-Culottes is reproduced in Coulmas (1996) 
159. 
103 There were previous systems of Romanisation, but pin-yin is official and widely practised 
despite requiring an understanding of its peculiar (but systematic) phonetic rules (e. g. q= [tsh]). 
See Crystal (1987) 312-313. 
104 Similar symbolism attached to Kemal Atatürk's abolition of the honorific use of the term 
'Bey' and the wearing of the fez. 
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dismantling of katharevousa. In 1982 a presidential decree moved the abolition of 

the traditional system of accents, replacing them uniformly with a single one, the 

µovacovtixö. The change reflected common usage amongst the majority of Greeks. 

A purist minority saw in the series of changes the abandonment of traditions that 

were felt to be a connecting thread to Greece's classical past. Others, including 

linguists and classical scholars such as J. T. Kakridis, viewed them as a pragmatic 

recognition of change. An attempt to retain the older style would have been 

unpopular and ultimately unsuccessful. It was thought better to bow to the 

inevitable by officially confirming the validity of popular practice than to 

perpetuate inconsistency, confusion, and misguided elitist assumptions. 

In 403, the Ionic alphabet had the practical advantage of being already in 

wide use in Attica, and the symbolic advantage of possessing a Panhellenic rather 

than a purely local validity. Its promotion to Athens' official script suggests that 

the governing elements of the reconstructed Athenian democracy may have had 

some vision of making reparations for its loss of imperial power by reasserting its 

cultural hegemony. Its walls and fleet destroyed, and its actions closely monitored 

by a victorious Sparta, Athens could not triumph by force of anus. But this small 

gesture of cultural internationalism might have served to remind other Greek states 

both of Athens' literary pre-eminence and of its continuing desire to wield 

influence in Panhellenic affairs. If Athens were to regain its former position as 

champion of the Ionian cities against the common enemy of Hellas, it was in its 

interest to show herself officially identified with them, perhaps in deliberate 

distinction to the Dorian and barbarian spheres of iniluence. '05 Part of that 

identification involved officially adopting the Ionian script, as a gesture of 

solidarity with the Samian demos, perhaps a subtle riposte to Sparta, and a public 

precursor of the overt calls for Panhellenic unity of fourth-century Athenians like 

Isocrates. 

The decrees of imperial Athens inscribed in Attic script were prone to be 

seen both by Athenian moderates and by Athens' former subjects as symbolic of 

the disastrous domination of the Athenian demos, the period of empire that some 

ios In the following decade the `freedom of the Greeks of Asia' became a slogan: Seager and 
Tuplin (1980). But in 403 the Spartans might have sought to take credit for having liberated the 
Ionian poleis from the yoke of Athens. 
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Athenians would increasingly look back on, not as the glorious past, but as passe. 
In Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae, performed perhaps a decade later, Blepyrus plays 

on the word äpxý in just such terms: 

7t£pt µßv tioivvv toi3 uatvotioµEty µt} &tapS- toto ybcp i PtV 

Späv ävti' 1AX11g äpxic Eßitiv, tiwv S' äpxaicov ? JEXfjaat. 106 

As to innovations, have no fear: they're something we prefer 

to any other regime - we don't give a hoot about the old days. 

While Athens in defeat might take pains to distance herself from its former image 

as a ruthless and controlling hegembn, it was not in its nature to present herself as 

a submissive and inward-looking polis, choosing like its erstwhile adversary Sparta 

to cling defiantly to local traditions out of fear or inertia. Such behaviour would 
have belied its genuinely innovative efforts to recreate its institutions, and to 

present herself as a forward-thinking polis, worthy of the heritage of such radical 

constitutional reformers as Solon and Cleisthenes and such far-sighted political 

leaders as Themistocles and Pericles. Symbolic of a new start, the `new' alphabet 

was sufficiently familiar to be adopted without any real sense of discomfort. By this 

act, Athenians might pride themselves on their modernity without experiencing the 

anxiety occasioned by truly radical change. 

Within the complex interplay of conservatism and innovation, political 

pragmatism and rational argumentation, and reassertion and reconciliation that 

characterise the mood of 403/2, wider symbolic considerations of this kind may 

well have appealed to Athens and its leaders. But a particular desire to ensure 

internal political consensus and an appreciation of the rational arguments for Ionic 

script coalesce in the personality and actions of Archinus. In this as in other areas 

of his activity, he showed himself to skilled in the management of change. His 

efforts in promoting Ionic script seem to combine with the tenuous clues which 

may testify to his colleague Eucleides' inclination towards Ionic orthography. Their 

specific areas of concern, encapsulated in our scanty sources by the testimonies to 

Archinus' phonological rationalisation of the use of sigmatic compounds and to 

Eucleides' humorous demonstration of the literary dangers lurking in ambiguous 

106 Ar. Eccl. 586-7. 
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Attic vowels, seem to fit together like pieces of a puzzle in reconstructing the 

background to Athens' decision to adopt the Ionic alphabet as its official script. 
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9. Conclusions: the postmodern turn in Classical Athens. 

All history is contemporary history. 

Benedetto Croce 

The postmodern reply to the modern consists of 

recognising that the past, since it cannot fully be 

destroyed, because its destruction leads to silence, 

must be revisited; but with irony, not innocently. 

Umberto Eco 

Every individual and every age discovers the new in their own way. The foregoing 

chapters have looked at many different manifestations and constructions of novelty 

and innovation in diverse areas of Athenian life at the end of the fifth century and 

the beginning of the fourth. The sources show that radical innovation was far from 

being an incidental or unacknowledged feature of post-Periclean Athens. It was 

deliberately pursued in many areas and that pursuit was encouraged and intensified 

by the unique combination of cultural pressures and material circumstances in the 

period. Athenians in the age of Aristophanes, confronted with a panorama of 

novelty unprecedented in previous history, invented, discovered, and articulated 

the idea of innovation. The development of techne and new possibilities of verbal 

articulation gave them a framework within which to generate novelty to a hitherto 

unimaginable level. The ability for citizens to make an individual contribution to 

the innovation of nomoi in the democratic polls provided an impetus and a 

symbolic parallel to the creation of new rules in different spheres, whether art or 

morality, rhetoric or commerce. Poikilia, the sheer variety that the world had to 

offer, was a constant reminder of the benefits and drawbacks of pursuing novelty, 

providing for some a stimulus to yet further innovation and for others a basis for 

the reaction against unrestrained paranomia. 

The understanding of innovation as both a process and a perception begins 

in the fifth century, with the first securely attested use of the epithet icativös bearing 

a deliberately positive connotation. In the course of the century, the perspective on 

innovation at Athens seems to follow a broad pattern. Up to about 450 B. C. it is 
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presented as something that occurs naturally, accompanying the hegemony of 
Athens after the Persian Wars, the growth of the Athenian empire, and the gradual 

centralisation of law, finance and administration in the polis. Thereafter (450-30 

B. C. ) innovation is increasingly noted and articulated. The development of 

specialised technai and the production of technical writings on a variety of subjects 

are symptoms of that very novelty. In the heyday of Periclean Athens, innovation 

comes to be vaunted as a peculiar and special feature of the Athenian character and 

way of life. 

Subsequently (430-410 B. C. ) the pursuit of novelty is forthrightly 

promoted across the board in a way that suggests a radical break with tradition. 

The word xativoiopety itself first occurs in Aristophanes' Wasps of 427 B. C., and 

the question of `the new' itself comes under sustained comic scrutiny in Clouds. 

This is the age in which Gorgias and Hippias extol novelty in speech, medical 

authors vie to produce kainai hupotheseis, Timotheus boasts that his new music is 

better than the old, and Aristophanes claims that, like Sophists, orators, and 

demagogues, he always comes up with new ideas. It is a time of disorientation and 

re-orientation, of new beliefs, horizons, roles and identities. In their engagements 

with the latter, Herodotus and Thucydides give birth to Greek historiography, I the 

great Sophists expound a radical relativism, Athens' `new politicians' make their 

mark in word and deed, and Athens seems to oscillate, in the 'hour of the son', 

between novelty and tradition, enlightenment and anxiety, progress and regress, 

reason and irrationalism, democracy and oligarchy, victory and defeat, polls and 

arche. 

By the final decade of the fifth century, the idea of innovation has been 

tainted by the experience of war and social change, and where it is articulated it is 

by and large abjured. After 404 B. C. there is a clear reaction to the dangers of 

innovation, which spills over from the social sphere into the intellectual. Archinus' 

reform is presented as an emendation rather than an innovation, while other 

reforms are implemented in the guise of restoration. Nicomachus and Socrates 

come under attack, and the latter is executed, for their different brands of religious 

' Cf. Cartledge (1995). 
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`novelty'. The bold conceptual innovation of the early Sophists give way to the 

tamer dictates of rhetorical heuresis. 

Subsequently, efforts at innovation appeared muted, but some were merely 

circumscribed by the logic of technical specialisation. Within the bounds of technai 

such as the visual arts, literature, drama, rhetoric and philosophy, Athenian 

innovation continued apace, to produce the flower of fourth-century art, literature, 

philosophy and paideia. But creativity was also channelled into destructive and 

self-destructive courses. Demosthenes pronounced the epitaph on Classical Athens 

when he described the art of warfare as being the most conspicuous manifestation 

of innovation in his time. The emphasis on new techniques of warfare 

foreshadowed the fall of the Classical polis to the professional armies of Alexander 

and the incorporation of Athens into the Hellenistic world-empire. 

A number of specific themes have recurred throughout the discussions of 

the different arenas of innovation. 2 These combine to give the novelty of the late 

decades of the fifth century a character that differs from both the preceding and the 

subsequent half-centuries. These themes point to an increased tendency to critical 

and reflexive self-awareness, encouraged by the growth of rhetorical expertise and 

the use of writing; a loss of the grandeur and confidence that may be detected in 

the actions of imperial Athens at its zenith, perhaps up to the failure of the Sicilian 

expedition; a sense of the dispersal and disintegration of traditional communal 

values; a radical, relativistic, questioning of social, moral and religious norms; a 

pluralisation and cosmopolitanism in the social and intellectual fabric of the 

Athenian democracy; a secularisation of politics combined with an increasing 

interest in both esoteric and exotic religious activities; a new irony and ambivalence 

in portrayals of Athenian life by historians, orators and dramatists; a desire for 

greater control, accuracy and certainty through the medium of techne, resulting in 

expressions of both confidence and despair; and a sense of the unprecedented risks 

consequent on ignorance, change, failure, military defeat, stasis, impiety, 

unchecked rationalism and unquestioning irrationalism. 

Z See Index of Themes below, pp. 269-73. 
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This is a complex picture, and its very complexity adds up to something 

new in the history of Classical Athens, which is both rooted in the city's recent past 

and seems to mark a departure from any earlier age. The experience of innovation 

in ancient Athens affords striking analogies with what has been called the 

postmodern sensibility. Features of that sensibility include a critical, reflexive, and 
ironic view of knowledge, science, history, and rationality; the recognition of 

radical uncertainty and incalculable risk; the acknowledgment of pluralism and 

diversity; and the necessity to live with the continual paradoxes of hope and 
despair, control and chaos. A social theorist has proposed that the concept of 

postmodernity 

purports to capture and articulate the novel experience of just one, but crucial social 

category of contemporary society: the intellectuals. Their novel experience - that is, their 

reassessment of their own position within society, their reorientation of the collectively 

performed function, and their new strategies... 'Postmodernity' proclaims the loss of 

something we were not aware of possessing until we learned of the loss. This view of past 

'modernity' which the `postmodernity' discourse generates is made entirely out of the 

present-day anxiety and uneasiness, as a model of a universe in which such anxiety and 

uneasiness could not arise. ' 

We can, and perhaps must, understand and reflect anew on innovation in ancient 

Athens from a perspective both nourished and distorted by the experience of 
innovation in our own time. But if our postmodern experience can be illuminatingly 

mapped onto their `postmodern' experience, if the points of contact turn out to be 

more apt than might at first have seemed plausible, it may be that aspects of our 

`postmodern turn' have been prefigured by the experience of Classical Athens. 

While the term proposes to encapsulate unprecedented novelty, ironically it seems 

that there may be nothing new under the sun. 

Traditional yet radical, down-to-earth yet elusive, comic and serious, the 

supreme representative and articulator of Athens' postmodern turn is 

Aristophanes. His unique `women's' plays, which simultaneously provoke and 
ironise misogyny, gender divisions, gender roles, and socially revolutionary 

3 Bauman (1994) 187-8. 
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sentiment are perhaps the key examples of his innovative postmodernism. In his 

plays, `real life' and discourse are inextricably interwoven. The author of Clouds 

was both admired by the master-ironist Socrates himself, and was an unwitting 

contributor to the philosopher's execution at the hands of the Athenians. We have 

little choice but to see much of the age through Aristophanes' eyes. Perhaps that is 

the main reason why there appears to be a postmodern window in ancient Athens, 

a period when traditional ideas could be subverted, where words threatened to take 

over conventional beliefs, and where a critical stance was taken towards 

knowledge and scientific ideas. If so, this suggests a new, critical formulation of 

the notion that there is nothing new under the sun: what is new is what has yet to 

be said. 
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